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ABSTRACT
Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) catalyzes the reduction of nucleotides to 2'-
deoxynucleotides. The focus of this thesis is the F coli class la RNR, which is comprised of two
homodimeric subunits, a2 and P2, forming an active c2P2 complex. The P2 subunit harbors the
stable diferric-tyrosyl radical cofactor (Y 122-) that reversibly oxidizes the active site cysteine (C 439)
in a2. This oxidation requires a long-range radical transport (RT) pathway consisting of proton-
coupled electron transfer (PCET) events through redox-active aromatic amino acid residues: Y122*
+ [W48] + Y 356 in P2 to Y731 - Y730 <-* C4 3 9 in c2. Once formed, the transient C439- initiates
nucleotide reduction. Both the long-range oxidation and the nucleotide reduction chemistries are
kinetically masked by rate-limiting protein conformational change(s). To overcome this
conformational change, the unnatural amino acid probe 3-aminotyrosine (NH2Y) has been site-
specifically incorporated at multiple positions (Y 356, Y731, Y 7 3 0) into the RT pathway.
Herein, the NH 2Y probe is characterized as pertaining to the previously demonstrated
ability for NH2Y-incorporated RNR (NH2Y-RNR) to form product. The reduction potential of
NH2Y produces a thermodynamic barrier that RNR cannot overcome. To explain NH2Y-RNR
activity, mass spectrometry was used for relative quantitation of contaminating wt-RNR in the
NH2Y-RNR, lending credence to the fact that the NH2Y-RNRs are actually inactive. These results
provide clarity to the long-standing mystery behind the low activities of the NH2Y-RNRs.
The use of the NH2Y probe to generate stable radicals on the RT pathway has revealed
further remarkable insight, demonstrating a hydrogen bonding network in the a2 subunit by
employing advanced EPR methods on NH2Y730- and NH2 Y 73 1 -. The evidence for a collinear PCET
mechanism is provided with the NH2 Y730/Y 731F and NH 2Y 73 1/C 439A mutants. Mutation of an R41 1
to alanine in x2 allowed the detection of a "flipped" NH2Y731- conformation using advanced EPR
techniques. Herein, photo cross-linked RNR is studied by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS).
The study of a photo cross-linked a2P2 complex using a 4-N-maleimido-benzophenone covalently
attached to the C-terminal tail of P2 yielded no photo cross-linked peptides. These studies taken
together provide additional insight at the c4p interface and provide additional tools to study this
interaction.
Thesis Supervisor: JoAnne Stubbe
Title: Novartis Professor of Chemistry and Professor of Biology, Emeritus
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the radical transport pathway in the E. coli class
Ia ribonucleotide reductase
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Introduction. Ribonucleotide reductases (RNRs) catalyze the conversion of nucleotides
(NDPs or NTPs, N = A, U, C, G) to the corresponding 2'-deoxynucleotide (dNDPs or dNTPs,
Figure 1.1).1-3 All RNRs are comprised of a large subunit (a) that contains a structurally
homologous active site, where the top face cysteine is oxidized to a thiyl radical (C-) to perform
complex radical chemistry. 2'-Deoxynucleotide product formation requires reducing equivalents
provided by two additional cysteines located on the bottom face of the active site in almost all
RNRs, Figure 1.1. In rapidly growing cells, the RNRs are often the rate-limiting step for
deoxynucleotide production and play an essential role maintaining the building blocks necessary
for DNA synthesis and repair. 4 As a result, RNRs are targets for anti-cancer, anti-bacterial and
anti-viral drugs.5-7 Because RNRs play a central role in the regulation of the absolute and relative
nucleotide concentrations (Figure 1.1), RNR activity is tightly regulated in vivo at many levels,
including transcription, quaternary structural changes, allostery by substrate specificity and
activity, protein degradation, cofactor assembly for the class I RNRs (classes to be discussed
below), and subcellular compartmentalization in eukaryotic systems.
H 0
(P)PPO B (P)PPOB
H H RN H H
HO OH HO H
B=A,U,C,G
SH SH S-S
TR, TRR, NADPH
Figure 1.1. Reaction catalyzed by class I, II and some class III RNRs (classes to be discussed
below). The nucleotide reduction is initiated by the 3' H-atom (red) abstraction with a transient
cysteine radical (C-) located on the top face of the nucleotide. The details on the generation of the
C- will be described below. The reducing equivalents are provided by two cysteines located on the
bottom face of the active site. For the class Ia RNR, thioredoxin (TR), thioredoxin reductase (TRR)
and NADPH serves to re-reduce the cysteines for multiple turnovers.
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The classes of RNR. The RNR nucleotide reduction chemistry in the large subunit cX is
conserved for all classes. The method for generation of the top face C- (Fig 1.X) in this chemistry
serves as the basis for the subdivision of the RNR classes.' The classes of RNR are summarized
in Figure 1.2. The class I RNRs, found in some aerobic bacteria, viruses and eukaryotes, utilize
dimetallic cofactors located in a separate small homodimeric subunit (P2).8 The class II RNRs,
found in bacteria and archaea, use the adenosylcobalamin cofactor. The Co-C bond of this cofactor
is homolytically cleaved to generate a 5'-deoxyadenosyl radical (5'-dA-) that then directly
oxidizes the top face cysteine.9 The observation of Ce exchange coupled to cob(II)alamin in an
active form of the class II RNR still provides the only direct evidence for C- involvement in RNR
catalysis and for a kinetically competent C- involved in any enzymatic reaction.1 0 The class III
RNRs, found only in facultative and strict anaerobes, require a separate activating enzyme that
uses S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) and a [4Fe-4S] cluster to generate an oxygen sensitive glycyl
radical (G-).11-13
In addition to these major classifications, the class I RNRs are further subdivided based on
the metallo-cofactor located in the structurally homologous P2 subunits. The class Ia RNR, the
focus of this thesis, utilizes a diferric tyrosyl radical (Y-) cofactor. The class lb RNR uses a
dimanganese cluster to generate Y-. This cofactor requires superoxide radical, generated from 02
and an additional flavin containing protein, NrdI.' 4 The class lb RNR can also self-assemble, in
vitro, as a diferric-Y- cofactor while in vivo, little is known about which cluster is active under
different growth conditions. Because Phe replaces the Tyr that is oxidized in the Ia and lb RNRs,
the class Ic RNR is proposed to use the MnIv/FelII cluster as its oxidant.15- 6 A recent bioinformatics
analysis performed in our lab (Yifeng Wei) implicated the presence of a putative class Id RNR in
certain flavobacteria, proteobacteria and halophilic archaea. Preliminary studies suggest that
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despite maintaining a Y by the cluster site, the class Id RNR does not use this Y- and instead
employs the dimetallocofactor as the oxidant (Bollinger, Krebs and Boal labs).
The shared structural homology between the large subunit Oa between all classes of RNR
provided the first hint of a different strategy for top-face active site cysteine oxidation in the class
I RNRs. In the class II and III RNRs, their respective cofactors sit within 5 A of the top-face active
site cysteine for direct oxidation by H-atom abstraction. This cysteine is located on a finger loop
in the middle of a ten stranded cap barrel motif. Structural overlay based on all three active site
cysteines and the c4P barrel motif revealed that G- and 5'-dA are superimposed on two conserved
Tyr residues (Y730 and Y731, E. coli class Ia nomenclature) in the class Ia and lb RNRs, shown in
Figure 1.3. Because tyrosines are not oxidants, these RNRs were proposed to employ another
mechanism for C- generation. The structures of the Ia subunits, discussed in the next section, led
Eklund et al to propose an unprecedented mechanism of C- formation: long range oxidation
involving a pathway of amino acid residues.' 7 Before describing this pathway, the structure of the
E coli class Ia RNR, which was instrumental in the proposal of this model, is presented.
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Figure 1.2. The different classes of RNR based on the metallocofactor used to generate top face
Co.
Class II
Adenosylcobalamin
So eClass III
N Glycyl Radical
H 0
Class 1
Two tyrosines
Figure 1.3. The cx subunits from the class I, II and III RNRs have structurally homologous active
sites, owing to the top face Cys residue, shown in the red boxes. The class II and III x subunits
have their respective oxidants 5'-dA- and G- directly adjacent to the top face Cys. The class I
RNR, however, has two tyrosine residues, instead of an oxidant.
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Structure of the Ecoli Class Ia RNR. The F coli class Ia RNR is comprised of two
homodimeric subunits, a2 and P2.1 8 The u2 subunit (172 kDa, 761 residues per monomer) binds
four nucleoside 5'-diphosphate substrates (S = NDPs, where N = A, C, G, U).' 9 This subunit also
binds effector (E) nucleotides in two additional locations. The first site for effector binding is the
activity site (A-site) located in the N-terminal protein domain, referred to as the ATP cone
domain.1 7 When ATP binds to the A site, RNR activity is stimulated, whereas dATP binding
inhibits product formation.20-22 The regulatory consequence of dATP binding to the activity site is
proposed to result from quaternary structure reorganization, forming an inactive cc4P4 ring species
based on negative stained electron microscopy (EM), X-ray crystallography and small-angle X-
ray scattering (SAXS) measurements.23 2 4 The (x4fP4 species is also proposed to form at high (> 10
23-24 chhgepM) protein concentrations, a much higher concentration than those typically found in vivo
(~A pM).25-26 The interconversion rate constants and the thermodynamic equilibrium between the
potentially inactive a4p4 and the active u2p2 quaternary states are key to several of our
spectroscopic methods, to be described below.
The second binding site for E is called the specificity site (S-site), located in a four helix
bundle at the a2 dimer interface.21, 2 7 The S-site binds allosteric effector nucleotides (ATP, dGTP,
TTP, dATP) that determine the nucleotide substrate. Until the structures obtained by Drennan et
al, occupancy of nucleotides and disordered loops in previous structures provided little molecular
insight about how S/E pairs communicate. Recently, the X-ray crystal structure of the inactive
a4P4 complex has fortuitously provided important insight into the structural basis for allosteric
specificity regulation.24 The four operative S/E combinations (CDP/dATP, UDP/dATP,
ADP/dGTP and GDP/TTP) were soaked into the a4P4 crystals. In previous structures of C2, in a
potentially active form, the crystal lattice packing prevented such soaking methods. In these S/E
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soaked cL4P4 structures obtained by Zimanyi et al,24 the movement of essential loops 1 (residues
259-278) and 2 (residues 292-30 1) of cc2, previously identified by Eklund et al,17 allowed the first
visualization of how substrate specificity was conveyed by effector binding. Despite the inactivity
of 4a4p4, these snapshots provided a model for S/E dependent conformational changes essential
for controlling RNR specificity. 24
In addition to x2, RNR is also comprised of the small subunit P2, an obligate homodimer
(87 kDa, 375 residues per monomer) that contains the essential diferric-tyrosyl radical cofactor
(Y122--p2) that initiates oxidation of C439 in the active site of a2. The tyrosyl radical in the F. coli
class Ia P2 is stable, with a tJ/ of 4 days at 4 'C. While in vivo the cofactor is likely generated via
a biosynthetic pathway,' in vitro it can self-assemble when apo P2 is incubated with sufficient 02
and Fe. 28 The diferric-Y122- cofactor can be monitored by visible spectroscopy with the Y- having
features at 410 nm with a shoulder at 390 nm, and the diferric cluster having features at 325 and
365 nm shown in Figure 1.4.29 The two irons in the cluster are antiferromagnetically coupled, and
thus EPR silent. The Yi22--p2 , however, was studied by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
spectroscopy, giving the characteristic doublet feature arising from the hyperfine coupling (hfc) of
one of the Y122--f2 p-methylene protons. Additional hfc splitting from the aromatic protons of C3
and C5 further explain the doublet of doublets feature, shown in Figure 1.4.28, 30
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Figure 1.4. Visible and EPR spectra of the diferric-Y122- cofactor in P2.31 A. The UV-vis spectrum
of the as-isolated P2. Independent of the features of the diferric cluster at 325 nm and 365 nm, the
Y 122- has a sharp peak at 410 nm with a shoulder at 390 nm. B. The 9 GHz EPR spectrum of
Y1 22 -- 2. Apparent is the characteristic doublet feature associated with one of the two p-protons
of the Y. The additional smaller hyperfine interactions are associated with the ring protons. This
figure was reproduced from ref 31.
The F coli class Ia RNR is active when the a2 and P2 subunits come together to form an
active x2p2 complex. Although numerous X-ray crystal structures of the individual a2 and P2
subunits have already been determined, 7 3 2 several challenges have prevented the characterization
of the "active" a2P2 complex. The first obstacle is that the active complex is believed to be formed
transiently, such that the interaction between cc2 and P2 is weak (Kd of -0.4 pM), both in the
absence or presence of nucleotides.3 3 The binding between subunits is governed largely by the
residues 360 - 375 (P2 is 375 residues) in the C-terminal tail of P2. This tail, distinct in all class
Ia RNRs, is disordered in the -30 crystal structures available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).3 2 In
addition, the dynamics of this interaction is an important unsolved problem essential to
understanding regulation in vivo. An additional experimental challenge is associated with the
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aforementioned formation of the inactive cA4 4 complex formed in the presence of dATP or at
high (proposed to be >10 gM) protein concentrations necessary for X-ray crystallography and
other biophysical methods. 2 3-24 Due to these challenges, an ca2P2 docking model, shown in Figure
1.5, was generated based on shape complementarity of the individual structures from seminal
contributions of Eklund et al."7 In the past decade, a number of important experiments have
provided evidence to support this model, including the results of pulsed electron-electron double
resonance (PELDOR) spectroscopy, 34-36 small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) methodology and
negative-stained electron microscopy (EM) studies in conjunction with mechanism based
inhibitors or site-specific unnatural amino acids (UAA) in each subunit, to be described in detail
below.37
Since this original cc2p2 docking model, the following observations have modified our
understanding of the activity of RNR. The first observation is that the as-isolated, wt-P2 contains
1.2 Y-/p2 and 3.5 Fe3*/P2, compared to the theoretical maximum of 2 Y-/p2 and 4 Fe3+/P2.
Evidence from studies on the E. coli class Ia RNR suggest that the assembly process for the Y--
dimetallic cofactor in vivo occurs by controlled biosynthetic pathways, giving 2 Y-/P2 for the E.
coli class Ia RNR.38 Recent data from our lab carried out on self-assembled P2 has provided
evidence for a model in which 60% of the P2 dimer contains two equivalents of Y122--p2 to give
1.2 Y-/p2, shown in Figure 1.6.3 In addition, P2 has recently been proposed to act catalytically,
such that one P2 can service multiple ct2s. In other words, a sub-stoichiometric amount of P2 could
react with all the a2 in a given reaction if given sufficient time. The kinetic rate constants for
association and dissociation between subunits during activity and turnover need to be determined
to further understand this model for catalytic P2.
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The second phenomenon is the half-sites reactivity initially observed with the studies using
mechanism-based inhibitors and more recently in studies of RNR with site-specifically
incorporated UAA, to be described later in this chapter. This observation is that only one c43 pair
performs chemistry at a time, leading to an asymmetric active complex that contrasts with the
symmetric a2P2 docking model proposed by Uhlin and Eklund (Figure 1.5). 17 A figure
demonstrating half-sites reactivity is shown in Figure 1.6. This observation is also intimately tied
to the observed 1.2 Y-/P2, because only half is converted into a pathway radical in many of our
experiments with mechanism-based inhibitors and site-specifically incorporated UAA. In the wt-
RNR scenario, while both c4s pairs are likely active, the exact order of events in terms of P2
dissociating and re-associating have not yet been determined. The P2 can conceivably service one
monomer of a2, dissociate and re-associate such that the other monomer of u2 can then be
serviced.34 35
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Figure 1.5. Docking model of Eklund and et. al. for the E. coli active a2P2 complex. The crystal
structures for the cx2 (PDB ID: 4R1R, blue and green)1 7 and P2 (PDB ID: 1RIB, red and yellow) 3 2
subunits are shown. The x2 structure was obtained in the presence of GDP (substrate binding site),
TTP (specificity site) and a peptide corresponding to residues 360 - 375 of P2 (02 C-terminal tail
peptide 360 - 375). In this original structure, the electron density associated with GDP is
unfortunately poor. The proposed residues for the pathway necessary for long range oxidation are
shown on the left (Y122--P2 +-+ [W4 8-p2] ++ Y356-P2 +-* Y731-a2 *- Y73o-o2*<-> C439-a2).
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Figure 1.6. A. The radical distribution in P2. All preparations of wt-2 are proposed to contain
60% P2 with 2 Y- and 40% P2 with no Yo, thus resulting in 1.2 Y-/P2.3 B. Half-sites reactivity in
E. coli class la RNR. Only one of the ap pairs reacts at a time producing only 0.5 dNDPs/Y- per
one turnover.3 1
Long-range oxidation and the radical transport pathway in RNR. With the structure of the
E coli class Ia RNR subunits and the a2P2 docking model now described, the question first posed
in Figure 1.3 about the oxidation of C4 39 is re-visited. As already described, the superimposition
of the direct oxidants for C- generation in ct in the class II and III RNRs highlights two Ys in that
same position for the class Ia a2. In addition, the most provocative feature of the X2p2 docking
model is the >35 A distance between the Y122*-2 and the C439- a2. Without (a) large
conformational change(s), Y122'-P2 cannot serve as the direct oxidant for C- generation. Under
optimized conditions for driving force and reorganization energies, Marcus-Levich electron
transfer (ET) theory predicts that the rate constant for ET would be ~10-8 - 10~9 S-1,39- 4 0 kinetically
incompetent for wt-RNR turnover that occurs with rate constants of -5 s-1 depending on S/E
binding (Figure 1.7).41 Both the >35 A distance obtained from the docking model and this simple
rate constant calculation led the community to hypothesize that a radical transfer (RT) pathway
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was required. Eklund et al proposed this RT pathway was comprised of multiple conserved redox
active aromatic amino acid residues (Y 122-- p2 - W48-P2 +-+ Y 356-p2 <-+ Y731-x2 <-* Y73o-c2 <-+
C439-cx2, the most recent version, shown in Figure 1.8, was adapted from the original model, which
included W48). 17, 42 This model implicates the formation of tyrosyl radical intermediates, which is
most likely to occur in the protein through a proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) event.
Multiple hopping steps are beneficial because of the rate acceleration granted by reducing the
energetic penalties incurred from driving force and/or distance.39 The strategies that RNR employs
to perform PCET in the RT pathway with high fidelity, both in overcoming these penalties for ET
and managing the stringent requirements for PT, are the major focus of this thesis.
Testing the model for the RT pathway has been difficult due to a major barrier for studying
the chemistry, discovered by the studies of Ator et a 43 and Ge et al.41 These experiments
established that the rate-limiting step was a conformational change(s) (~5 s-1) that masked the
chemistry of both the proposed long-range oxidation and the nucleotide reduction chemistry.4' The
researchers monitored the reaction of wt-a2, wt-p2, S and E at 410 nm for spectroscopic changes
associated with the Yi22--P2. These experiments failed to reveal its disappearance and re-formation
under both steady state and pre-steady state conditions.
To assess the importance of the RT pathway, initial studies by Sj6berg et al involved the
mutation of the proposed pathway residues Y356F, Y731F and Y73oF. While the Y731F and Y730F
mutations did not change protein structure relative to wt-a2, their studies revealed that the mutants
were "inactive." 44 All mutants had low levels of catalytic activity thought to be associated with
contaminating wt-c2. Since RNR is essential, it cannot be deleted from E coli, thus persisting as
background activity. A similar problem has been encountered with incorporation of unnatural
amino acids (UAA), to be described in Chapter 2. With this caveat, the inactivity of these pathway
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mutations described by Sj6berg et al demonstrated the importance of these residues for RNR
activity. This inactivity also, however, precluded further study. Thus, many of the most recent
developments in establishing the RT pathway and to understand nature's design of this pathway
have required development of methods to overcome the conformational gating step(s). Before
describing these methods in detail, the theory behind ET and PCET is briefly presented as these
tools probe some of the described parameters.
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Figure 1.7. A single long-range ET is inconsistent with RNR activity. Using simple ET theory,
the relation between kET and the ET distance is demonstrated for ranges of X = 0.8 - 1.4 eV and P
= 1.1 - 1.4 A-', consistent with previously observed values in biochemical systems.4 14 7 These
constants are described in the following section. The driving force of the reaction was set to 0.2 V
uphill, consistent with recent equilibration studies on the RT pathway. 4 8 The single ET step over
35 4 A would exhibit a range of rate constants indicated in gray. The solid black line indicates
the kcat (~5 s-) for E. coli RNR,41 demonstrating that the predicted rate constant for one, long-
range ET event is significantly slower than enzyme turnover rate constant.
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Figure 1.8. The current model for RT in the E. coli class la RNR involving multiple PCET steps.
In P2, the orthogonal PCET operates such that the electron donor (ET indicated with red dashed
arrows) differs from the proton donor (PT indicated with blue solid arrows). In a2, collinear PCET
operates such that the proton and electron donors are the same (purple solid arrows). The distance
between the phenol oxygen atoms of the Y 731 and Y730 residues is 2.6 A whereas the distance
between the phenol oxygen atom of Y 7 30 to the sulfur atom of C43 9 is 3.3 A.49 Y 3 56 and its putative
proton acceptor E3504 2 ,50 are located on the flexible C-terminal tail of P2 (residues 340-375). W48,
included in the original model,' 7 and its proton acceptor D237 42 are shown in gray as there is
currently no compelling evidence for their involvement in this RT pathway. Es2 is also shown in
gray, as it has been recently proposed to have an unknown, but important, role at the interface.51
Two water molecules have been proposed to play an important role in PCET steps at the subunit
interface.52
The theory behind biological PCET of redox active amino acids. Before describing the
studies conducted to understand PCET in the RT pathway, the purpose of the following brief
summary of biological PCET theory is to share the concepts that are most salient to our study of
RT, both in understanding the effects of our probes and in understanding mechanistic implications
in RNR.
The proposal for a RT pathway in the E. coli class Ia RNR requires the generation of four
tyrosyl radicals (Y12 2 *, Y3 56*, Y73 1-, Y 73 0-) within the protein environment, thus implicating proton-
coupled electron transfer (PCET) events. A PCET mechanism operates in the formation of Y-
because the pKa (- 10) and reduction potential (E"' of ~ 0.94 V vs. NHE) of Y5 3 are at or past the
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physiological extremes for bases or oxidants, respectively.5 4-58 In biology, PCET mechanisms have
been proposed for Y- formation observed in photosystem 1159-60 and in BLUF (blue light sensing
using flavin adenine dinucleotide) domain proteins, 61-62 among many others.5 5',63-64 We note that,
recently, one example of a physiological tyrosyl radical cation has been reported in a
flavoenzyme. 65 The discrete events of de-protonation (PT) and oxidation (ET) are shown as the
step-wise paths on the edges of the square scheme in Figure 1.9. To partially overcome the
energetic barriers associated these events, the ET and PT can occur in a concerted manner as PCET,
the diagonal arrow in Figure 1.9. The concerted PCET pathway can be sub-divided further. For
example, hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) is a subset of PCET, in which a hydrogen atom is
transferred from the donor to acceptor such that the same donor and acceptor pair is employed for
both ET and PT. In the case of electron-proton transfer, termed EPT, the proton and electron move
to different acceptors. Finally, we note that there is a distinction between concerted PCET (or
CPET) and step-wise PCET, in which ET is followed rapidly by PT (ETPT) or PT is followed by
ET (PTET). No discrete intermediate is formed in a concerted PCET event, thus avoiding any
charge buildup.66-
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Figure 1.9. The PCET square scheme for Y oxidation. Y(-OH) can be oxidized first to the cation
radical (E"', Y-OH'+) then de-protonated (pK,2, Y-O*). Alternatively, Y(-OH) can be de-
protonated first to the phenolate (pKa,1, Y-O-) and then oxidized (E"'2, Y-O). The physiologically
relevant regime cannot access these reactions along the edges. Instead, in biology, the diagonal
pathway is employed where the ET and PT events are coupled (PCET) such that the energetic
penalties are alleviated.
For an attempt to quantitatively understand the PCET process, a brief background on ET
theory is described. ET, in the form of electron tunneling, occurs as a result of overlapping wave-
functions and thus the electronic coupling between the donor (D) and acceptor (A) species.
Quantitatively, this process can be understood with the Marcus-Levich-Hush equation for ET (eq.
1.1).58,71-73 The ET rate constant, kET, is described by an expression that includes AG', the driving
force of the reaction and A, the re-organization energy. The driving force zIG', described in Figure
1.10, is related to the difference in absolute reduction potentials (JE"') of the ET donor and
acceptor molecules. The re-organization energy is described as the energy associated with the
nuclear coordinate re-arrangement of the reactant equilibrium state to the transition state, shown
in Figure 1.10. 57-1 '74-75 The Marcus expression also includes the electronic coupling term HAD,
which decreases exponentially as a function of distance rAD between the edge atoms of D and A,
described in eq. 1.2. When the D and A contact each other, the maximum electronic coupling HAD'
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is achieved with the r0 reflecting the center-to-center distance. Also included in the equation
describing HAD is the 8 factor, which reflects the degree to which the medium affects the coupling
decay. The rest of this expression is described with constants (h is Planck's constant, R is the gas
constant).
k -DA12  - o )2i kET = A T)12epr eq. 1.1h ART 41IRT
HAD = HAD exp[fJ(rAD r0) eq. 1.2
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Figure 1.10. Potential energy wells for the ET process, as described by Marcus Theory. The zIG
is the driving force of the reaction, denoted as the difference in free energy between the ground
states of the reactant and products. The A, the re-organization energy, is the free energy associated
with the nuclear coordinate rearrangement of the reactant equilibrium ground state to the transition
state. 57-58, 74-75
Although the Marcus equation is generally useful for ET processes in chemistry, eq. 1.1
was further simplified as it applies to the biological setting in protein environments. From the work
of Moser et al, the simplified expression in eq. 1.3 now only includes the driving force (ZIG0), re-
organization energy (A) and distance (r).40' 47 The key to this simplification was the estimation of
an average P factor (1.7 A-') for the protein environment. This P factor was obtained by plotting
the relationship of the experimentally determined log(kET) and the ET distances for various protein
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systems, including the bacterial reaction centers from Rhodopseudomonas viridis and Rhodobacter
sphaeroides.4
6
-47
log(kET) = 15 - 0.6 rAD -3.1 (AGO- 2 eq. 1.3
In now combining this well-described ET portion of PCET to the PT portion, theorists have
recently focused on describing PT using the formalisms that have successfully described ET: as
tunneling through the overlap of proton vibrational-electronic (vibronic) coupling. 54, 57 This
treatment can be visualized as another dimension overlaid onto the ET reaction coordinate, shown
in Figure 1.11.76 This explanation, however, is still incomplete because the vibrational-electronic
coupling for ET is also affected by the vibronic coupling of the PT step, and vice-versa. In addition,
the thermodynamic parameters associated with ET (zG', 1) and PT (pKa) can vary as a function
of the kinetic pathway undertaken by PCETf' . Various experimental case studies have been
described showing how PCET reactions behaved differently from the predictions made for ET
behavior.5 6 , 67, 77-79 As a result, despite the different strategies undertaken for the mathematic
modeling of PCET5 5 , 76, 80 a universal model for PCET has yet to be developed that accounts for
all of the experimental data.
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Reactants ducts
Figure 1.11. Three dimensional visualization of the vibronic free-energy surfaces of the reactants
(blue) and products (red) of a PCET reaction. The ET process and the PT process are separated in
two axes.57 This figure was adapted from ref. 56.
Despite the lack of a universal model for PCET, the known thermodynamic parameters
relevant in influencing PCET kinetics, such as many aspects of the described ET theory, have
guided our studies on the RT pathway. As already mentioned for the characterization of the ET
portion, AG"' between the D and A species is related to JE"' by the Nernst equation. As a result,
the JE"' is one of the themes in this chapter as both a parameter to probe within the RT pathway
as well as a parameter to be understood between pathway residues. In addition to AG", the
thermodynamic parameter associated with PT is the pKa, signifying the equilibrium between
protonated and de-protonated states. Like the zE"', the pKa of several RT pathway residues have
been perturbed and also measured, to be described later in this chapter.
Finally, the distance (r) is central to understanding the RT pathway in RNR. In the case of
biological PCET that occurs >20 A in ps to ms timescales, radical hopping mechanisms have been
proposed. As already mentioned, the benefits of the hopping mechanism arise from increased
overlap between wave-functions of the D/A pairs as a result of multiple, short distances rather than
one longer distance.82 Other examples of biological hole hopping mechanisms appear in
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photosystem II where a Y- acts as a hole mediator between the water-oxidizing complex and the
photo-oxidized chlorophyll dimer; 60' 83 the long-distance radical hopping through guanines in
double stranded and single stranded DNA; 84-85 and a proposed hole hopping pathway consisting
of three W in DNA photolyase. 86-88 We note, however, that hole hopping through W is intrinsically
different from hole hopping through Y, owing to the differences in pKa values of the respective
radical cations. Key to these hopping mechanisms is the management of the proton, described in
the next section.
Different PCET mechanisms in biology based on PT management. In biological PCET, the
PT component plays an extremely important role in defining PCET mechanism. The 2000-fold
difference in mass between electrons and protons, resulting in a 40-fold shorter wavelength for
protons than for electrons necessitates shorter tunneling distances for PT. 57As a result, the protein
conformations, such as those found in RNR, need to manage these shorter distances with hydrogen
bonding (H-bonding) interactions found in collinear and orthogonal PCET mechanisms. 54, 57, 89
Collinear PCET requires that the ET and PT occur between the same D/A pair and thus H-bonding
distances between D/A pairs. This collinear PCET mechanism is proposed to operate in u2.4 2 An
alternative mechanism is called orthogonal PCET, occurring when the electron and proton
transfers occur from one donor to separate acceptors. This mechanism is typically employed when
PCET occurs over greater than H-bonding distances. In other words, ET occurs between two
residues at a distance that the PT cannot occur while the PT steps occur separately and more local
to the electron donor and acceptor. 4' 57 89 Orthogonal PCET is proposed to operate in wt-P2.42
In biology, PT is regulated by the protein through proton acceptors or proton donors
available within the protein environment and/or ordered water molecules. It is thought that a cluster
or a chain of water molecules can function as the proton acceptor, proposed to make PCET
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intrinsically efficient.90 With this strategy, several examples have demonstrated the role of water
molecules in long-range ET coupled to short-range PT.91-93 Recent work on the tyramine P-
monoxygenase from Klinman et al have demonstrated the importance of maintaining structured
water molecules in the process of water-assisted PCET between two copper centers. 94 At the up
subunit interface where Y356-P2 and Y731-u2 residues have unknown positioning, recent HF- 2H-
ENDOR experiments with mutant RNRs have suggested that water molecules are likely involved
in the PCET mechanism at the subunit interface, to be described in this chapter.5 2 Each of these
PCET mechanistic strategies (i.e. collinear, orthogonal) have been proposed to operate within the
RT pathway and will be re-visited later in this chapter.
Methods to overcome the RNR conformational gate. With the background of biological
PCET now established, we narrow our focus to the specific RT pathway in RNR. Namely, a
number of unsolved issues formed the foundation of our studies in RNR: does the RT pathway
exist, and if so, which residues are involved in this pathway? Can we observe radical intermediates
formed on this pathway? What are the proposed mechanisms for each RT step? Specifically, can
we define the AE"', pK, or r values for individual steps in the RT pathway? What is the RT
mechanism in each subunit and at the subunit interface?
To tackle these questions, the major obstacle in studying RT chemistry is the rate limiting
conformational change of RNR that kinetically masks any RT radical intermediates. 4 1 Thus, we
devised methods to perturb and uncouple the conformational gating so that parameters important
to this RT process could be investigated. Two such thermodynamic perturbants, E"' and pKa, must
influence the ET and PT components of Y oxidation within each step of the pathway. 42, 55, 57 The
goal of these studies was to make minor perturbations that allow the detection of RT intermediates
by spectroscopic methods, while still maintaining RNR activity.
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For the achievement of this goal, conventional site directed mutagenesis technology is
insufficient because tyrosine can only be replaced with one of the twenty canonical amino acids.
To incorporate tyrosine analogs (UAA) and thereby control the interesting parameters that
modulate the chemistry, two methods were employed. The first involved the expressed protein
ligation (EPL) method, that is, a semi-synthesis of P2.9596 Our studies using the EPL method
required two additional mutations (V 35 3G, S3 54 C) in P2 and the synthesis of the P2 C-terminal tail
peptide (residues 354 - 375, 22 residues). The semi-synthesis was successfully achieved but the
resulting RNR had only ~25% of the wt activity. This method allowed the replacement of Y 356 in
P2 with a variety of tyrosine analogs (see Figure 1.1 3).97-98 A number of important new insights
were provided by studying Y356X-32 with oc2, CDP and ATP, with X being a Y analog. One of the
important results was that NO 2Y, now believed to be harder to oxidize by -170 mV at pH 7, shut
down the RT pathway. 99 In addition, a series of fluorotyrosine (F.Y, Figure 1.13) incorporated
mutants assayed at differing pH values revealed a thermodynamic barrier for turnover at ~200 mV
above and below the reduction potential of Y. However, the lowered catalytic activity of the EPL-
wt-P2 and low yields of semisynthetic P2 provided the impetus to eventually switch to the
nonsense stop codon suppression method for UAA incorporation, pioneered by the Schultz
lab.100-101 As will be outlined in the following sections, this method has been very successful in
providing evidence for the pathway, molecular insight about the mechanistic steps in the pathway,
and an understanding of the thermodynamic landscape of the pathway.
The nonsense codon suppression methodfor UAA incorporation. To avoid the issues of the
EPL method, we turned to site-specific UAA incorporation by the nonsense codon suppression
method. This method has been able to produce mutant protein with minimal amounts of
contaminating wt protein, enabling our ability to perform a wide range of experiments.1 00-101 The
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technology we used starts with the existing tyrosyl tRNA synthetase (RS)/tRNA pair derived from
Methanococcus jannaschii, which is orthogonal to the native RS/tRNA pairs in the target
organism, K coli. The M jannaschii RS is then evolved to select and activate the UAA of choice,
within reason of starting with a certain RS.10 2 The RS is subjected to multiple rounds of positive
and negative selection cycles to ensure great selectivity for the UAA over Y, while removing its
propensity to activate Y.1 03 This selectivity is key for obtaining protein without wt contamination,
an issue revisited later in this chapter and in Chapter 2. In addition, the tRNA was mutated such
that it recognizes the nonsense amber stop codon (UAG, denoted as Z). While the binding of this
tRNA to the ribosome triggers UAA incorporation, it also elicits a competing response from the
release factor, inducing a truncation at the ribosome.10 2, 104-107 Truncated proteins are generally
difficult to remove for proteins that form oligomers, as encountered for generation of the Y356-
02.1 08 The site-specific incorporation process is very briefly summarized in Figure 1.12. Many of
the encountered problems are summarized in a recent review. 109 Despite these challenges, we have
generally been able to isolate large quantities (mg to g) of full-length protein, sufficient to perform
the experiments summarized in this chapter and described in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.108, 110-111
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Figure 1.12. The nonsense stop codon (UAG) suppression method to incorporate UAAs100-102 is
referred to throughout this thesis. This method required evolution of an orthogonal tRNA/tRNA-
synthetase pair and the insertion of the nonsense stop codon in the tRNA. The levels of
incorporation of the NH 2Y vs Y are described in Chapter 2.
The UAA probes introduced into RNR. The choice of the UAA to incorporate into RNR is
non-trivial as there is a delicate balance between the subtle perturbation needed to provide
mechanistic insight into the RT pathway and the total inactivation of the RT process. It is therefore
instrumental to characterize each UAA in terms of its pKa and E" values. The pKa values for the
Y analogs studied to date were measured by pH titrations and UV spectroscopy,11 2-11 4 and the
results are summarized in Figure 1.13. The 3-aminotyrosine (NH2Y) analog minimally perturbed
the pKa (10.1), compared to that of Y (~10). In contrast, the fluorotyrosine (F.Y, n = 2, 3) and 3-
nitrotyrosine (NO2Y) analogs displayed pKa values ranging from 6.4 - 7.8, a range that can be
accessed at physiological pH and potentially control the protonation states of these residues
depending on the protein environment.
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The reduction potentials of the Y analogs are essential and non-predictable by calculations.
Measurement of their E"' values are difficult because the chemical reactivity of the one-electron
oxidized species interferes with electrochemical reversibility.1 15-119 This irreversibility precludes
the use of cyclic voltammetry (CV), the standard electrochemical method for the experimental
determination of E"'. Instead, the peak potentials (Ep) of Y or Y analog oxidation have been
determined most accurately by the differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) method. 120-121 Unlike
CV, which increases potential continuously, the DPV method increases potential in a stepwise
manner through pulses. 122- 123 With this method, we initially used the N-acetylated and amidated
amino acids to determine their Ep values.11 2
Recently, the first formal reduction potentials (E"') have been measured for all of the Y
analogs we have used in our RNR studies except NO 2Y. The E"' values were determined by
incorporating Y analogs in the three alpha helical model protein (X 3X, 67 amino acids), pioneered
by Tommos et al.124-126 These experiments gave reversible electrochemistry as a result of the redox
active amino acid being buried within the core of this protein. 127-128 This structural property has
limited the side-reactivity of oxidized intermediates and enabled the determination of the E"'
values for W, 129 Y, 127 2-mercaptophenol1 3 0 and F.Y (n = 2, 3).53, 128 The E0 ' for NH2Y has also
recently been determined with this system, and described in Chapter 2. A summary of the pKa
and AE"' values, calculated by comparing E' of the UAA with the E' of Y 1.065 V vs. NHE
using CC3Y, and data are summarized in Figure 1.13 and Table 1.1. The dependency of E' on pH
for the F.Y probes is shown in Figure 1.14, showing a redox perturbation from -25 to +250 mV.
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Figure 1.13. The UAAs that have been incorporated into E. coli class Ia RNR via the nonsense
stop codon method. The pKa values were reported on the N-acetylated tyrosinamide derivatives
for NH 2Y and NO 2Y, summarized also in Table 1.1.112 The pKa values were determined for the
FnY analogs (3,5-F 2Y; 2,3-F 2Y; 2,3,5-F 3Y; 2,3,6-F 3Y) site-specifically incorporated at position 32
of the a3X protein.5 3, 128 The a3FnY proteins were used to obtain the E"' values that were then
compared to the E"' for a3Y.5 3 The difference in reduction potentials were determined at pH ~5.5,
the experimental pH value. 53, 128
Table 1.1. Reduction potential and pKa values of various tyrosine analogs
Redox active species E0 ' at pH 7 (V vs NHE)
ctY 0.986 11.3
a3NH 2Ya 0.400 >10
a3(3,5-F2Y) 0.958 8.0
a3(2,3-F2Y) 1.057 8.6
a3(2,31,5-F 3Y) 1.032 7.2
Oc3(2,3,6-F3Y) 1.122 7.9
Y 0.94 10.1
NO 2Yb 1.11 7.1
a. Described in Chapter 2, the E"' for a3NH 2 Y was measured. b. The CV of N-acetyl 3-nitrotyrosine ethyl ester gave
E" ' 1.11 V vs. NHE, 99 compared to the consensus literature value for the CV of Y (0.94 V vs. NHE).13
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Figure 1.14. The E" is plotted as a function of solution pH, obtained from the PFV studies on
a3X variants. The presented a 3X variants are: Y (blue), 3,5-F2Y (purple), 2,3,5-F 3Y (green), 2,3-
F2 Y (yellow), and 2,3,6-F 3Y (red).
Methods to determine chemical and kinetic competence of the RNR mutants that contain
site-specifically incorporated UAA in the a2 or /2 subunit. Once the UAA has been incorporated
into RNR, the chemical and kinetic competence of these mutants are determined to correlate the
finding with the wt-RNR reaction. The following methods briefly summarize our approach for
establishing chemical competence. Steady state activity assays, including the spectrophotometric4 1
and radioactive assays, 98 which measure NADPH consumption and dCDP formation, respectively,
(Figure 1.1 refers to the RNR reaction) are the standard methods for determining the activity of
RNR and its mutants. In the case of mutants that have low catalytic activity, the lower limit of
detection is associated with levels of contaminating wt-RNR that are always present in the mutant
RNRs, to be described below." 0 This lower limit can vary from 0.5 to 5%, depending on the levels
of expression of the recombinant subunits in minimal media required for UAA incorporation. For
low activity cases, we have employed single turnover assays, in which the a2 subunit is pre-
reduced and the reductant subsequently removed. In the assay mixture, the reducing system (TR,
TRR and NADPH) is removed such that the x2 subunit is completely oxidized, producing a
theoretical of 4 dCDPs/a2; each c monomer produces dCDP, so that the dimer produces 2 dCDPs,
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and the reducing equivalents supplied from each a C-terminal tail allow the generation of 2
additional dCDPs per dimer, for 4 dCDPs/u2. In practice, the wt-a2 forms -3 - 3.5 dCDPs/a2,
owing to the incomplete pre-reduction of all four redox active cysteines in a2.4' In single turnover
assays, the amount of dCDPs/a2 generated is compared to the maximum yield of the wt-a2. We
note that although these assays measure the one turnover reactivity of a2, they are not truly single
turnovers from the perspective of the wt-P2 subunit because of the catalytic nature of P2, described
above.
An additional method for demonstrating the chemical reactivity of the RNR mutant uses
the mechanism based inhibitor 2'-azido 2'-deoxynucleoside diphosphate (N3NDP).1 31-133 The wt-
RNR reaction in which wt-a2, wt-p2 and N3NDP (sometimes appropriate effector) are incubated,
results in rapid time-dependent inactivation of the RNR, accompanied by the conversion of 50%
of the Y 122- in P2 to a nitrogen centered radical (N-) derived from the azide moiety.132-134 This N-
is part of a nucleotide structure covalently attached to C22 5 in the active site of a2 and has an EPR
spectrum shown in Figure 1.15, red. A typical reaction is quenched after 30 s to 1 min by freeze
quenching in liquid N2 or liquid isopentane. The resulting spectrum is analyzed by 9 GHz EPR
spectroscopy. In all experiments due to half-sites reactivity, the spectra are always a composite of
Y 122 - and N-. One can take advantage of the high field and low field features of N- (Figure 1.15,
red) to quantitate the amount of each species. The kinetics for the formation of N- with N 3CDP
have been studied by stopped-flow EPR experiments at room temperature, giving a rate constant
of 0.68 s-1.135 Since the Y- and N- are both quenched as a function of time, the kinetics of the
quenching are important to understand such that the maximum signal for each reaction is observed.
In these assays, the amount of N- formed for UAA-incorporated mutants are compared to the N-
formation yields for the wt reaction.
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Figure 1.15. The reaction of the 30 gM wt-c2, 30 gM wt-p2, 0.2 mM N3CDP and 3 mM ATP
quenched in liquid isopentane after incubation at 25 *C for 1 min. The composite 9 GHz EPR
spectrum is shown in blue. The subtraction of the Y122* (green) yields the No (green). Half of the
initial Y12 2- converts to N-, a result of half-sites reactivity.
The kinetic competence of RT pathway radical formation of the UAA-incorporated RNR
mutants is more challenging to determine but must also be established to correlate our finding with
the wt-RNR reaction. Among the rapid kinetic methods used to detect radical formation on the ms
timescale, we describe the stopped-flow spectroscopy method. Since all of the Y analogs used to
study RNR have absorption features at -410 nm with shoulders at 390 nm, stopped-flow vis
spectroscopy can potentially monitor changes in absorption when radicals form and/or disappear.
In this type of experiment, the contents of two syringes are rapidly mixed in an observation cell
before the flow is stopped, at which point the absorbance is measured as a function of time. As an
example pertinent to this thesis, NH2Y-incorporated RNR (NH2Y-RNR, NH2Y is shown in Figure
1.13), appropriate wt-subunit, mixed with the S and E, generated NH2Y-. The point-by-point
reconstitution of this radical gave the 6320 . or 6325 m 10,500 - 11,000 M 1 cm-', depending on
position, Figure 1.16A. The NH2Y- formation kinetics correspond to the loss of the Y122* (F410 nm
~ 3700 M-1 cm').10 ' 110 A caveat to these studies is that the 320 to 325 nm wavelength range is
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not an ideal window for the detection of minor absorbance changes. The diferric cluster contributes
significantly to the baseline at 325 nm.1 36
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Figure 1.16. The NH2Y- formation monitored by SF UV-vis spectroscopy. A. The NH2Y- has
absorption features at 320 - 325 nm and can be monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy, see main text
for F-320 nm and F-325 n.. The point-by-point reconstitution of its UV-vis spectrum between 3 00 to 3 60
nmn is shown."11 B. Monitoring an actual reaction mixture containing 10 pIM NH2Y73 1 -o2, 10 LM
wt-p2, 3 mM ATP and I mM CDP. The formation of NH2Y731- is shown in red and the loss of
Y122* (E410 nm~ 3700 M-1 cm-1) is shown in blue.
If pathway radical formation is not associated with an absorption change in the visible
region, the reaction can also be monitored by 9 GHz EPR spectroscopy. With rapid freeze quench
(RFQ) methods, the contents of two syringes are rapidly mixed in an aging loop and, at defined
time points, expelled into a funnel cooled in a liquid isopentane bath. The contents can then be
analyzed by various spectroscopic methods (Figure 1. 17). The RFQ methodology is compatible
with EPR, 137 PELDOR, 131 M~ssbauer, 139-140 and ENDOR spectroscopic analyses, but the sample
containing tubes are distinct in each case. 14 With this method, spectroscopic details are monitored
as a function of time on >10 ms timescales. When the resulting radicals possess distinguishing
features, the rate constants for radical formation or radical decay can be determined. This method
has been used for the study of radical generation resulting from incorporation of all the Y analogs
shown in Figure 1. 13. In addition, the F.Y analogs have distinct EPR features relative to Y
(associated with F nuclear spin), such that the fate of both radicals can be monitored. In the RT
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pathway in RNR, four potential Y- may form and all have similar EPR spectra. Thus, the site-
specific incorporation of Y analogs, possessing distinct signatures, in the pathway are essential for
success.
A method for determining the kinetic competence for dCDP formation involves stopping
the reaction by a chemical quench (RCQ) method. H' quenches on the ms timescale4 1 and is the
method of choice. Like RFQ, this method is discontinuous. After quenching, the substrate, product
or intermediate of interest must be separated and quantitated. For this process, radioisotopes are
typically used. The RCQ method is employed in the case of RNR for single turnover experiments
to demonstrate both chemical and kinetic competence. The contents of two syringes are rapidly
mixed in an aging loop. At defined time points, a pre-determined volume of perchloric acid is
mechanically introduced with a third syringe and the contents are expelled into a tube for further
analysis. In the RNR reaction, the 3H-CDP substrate is converted to the 3H-dCDP product, which
is analyzed using the same protocol as the steady state radioactive assay (Figure 1.17). In
combination with the radical formation/disappearance kinetics, the product formation kinetics help
to postulate a kinetic model for RNR mutants with site-specifically incorporated UAAs." 4 , 142
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12 (MA or mutant) a2 (wd or mutant)
Substrate (CDP) Effector (ATP)
Assay buffer Assay buffer
3 ms - 100 s
Freeze-quench EPR Acid-quench product (dCDP)
spectroscopy formation
NHYe + 3H NH2
NH2  / N
PPO
HO OH
[3H]-CDP
2.03 2.02 2.01 2 1.99 1.98
gvalue
Figure 1.17. Rapid kinetics experiments performed on the ms time scale for determining kinetic
competence. Typically, these experiments are conducted by rapidly mixing the contents of two
syringes. One syringe contains the a2 and effector (ATP) in assay buffer, and the other P2 and
substrate (CDP) in assay buffer. The reaction is aged before being quenched in two ways. The first
is by freeze-quench by spraying the reaction mixture into liquid isopentane (RFQ). The reaction
has a dead time of approximately 10 ms. These samples are analyzed by EPR spectroscopy (left).
An additional quenching technique (RCQ) stops the reaction chemically with acid. The dead time
of this reaction is -1 ms. The study of product formation requires the use of radioactive substrate
(right), such as the 3H-label that is displayed in red. Both of these methods are discontinuous, in
contrast with SF-vis spectroscopy, which is a continuous method.
After demonstration of the kinetic and chemical competence of the RT radical
intermediates, the use of isotopic labeling methods and recently developed technologies in high
field (HF) EPR and ENDOR spectroscopies provide insight into the electrostatic environment of
these radicals, in some cases revealing nuclear interactions with nearby protons.49, 143-144 These
studies have been conducted to understand the mechanistic details for the RT chemistry in RNR.
The HF EPR spectroscopy allows measurement of the g tensors of radical species with great
accuracy. For Ye, specifically the gx tensor describes perturbations of its electronic environment,
potentially caused by H-bonding interaction(s).1 45 -1 46 Complementary to HF EPR spectroscopy,
2H-ENDOR methods help to specify nuclear hyperfine coupling(s) in close proximity (<-5 A) to
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the radical,147 potentially allowing quantitation of the H-bonding interactions that alter the radical's
electronic environment. Due to the number of tensors and variables, spectroscopic analysis
requires use of structural energy minimization and programs such as Orcal48 to simulate the
experimentally observed features. These analyses have provided a "snapshot" of the radical
environment.
Photo-initiation of the RTprocess in RNR. The last method described in this section has
afforded the ability to understand ET and PCET kinetics within the RT pathway at pis timescales
by light initiation of the reaction. This method was invented by the Nocera lab to overcome the
conformational gating that masks the chemistry and was called "photo-RNR." The photo-RNRs
are prepared by attaching a photo-oxidant (PO) site-specifically to a unique cysteine (S 3 55 C149 or
Y 356C15 0). After much investigation, the PO of choice is the bromomethylpyridyl rhenium(I)
tricarbonyl phenanthroline complex, [Re']. To site-specifically label the Cys of interest, two
surface exposed cysteines (C 2 68 , C3 05 ) on P2 were also mutated to serines, which have no effect on
RNR activity.1 49 Before photo-oxidant labeling of P2, the Y122--P2 is reduced with hydroxyurea
treatment to prevent normal turnover. The [Re']-labeled S355C-J2 ([Re']-p2) construct is incubated
with wt-ca2, ATP and CDP, and the reaction is initiated with light to convert the [Re'] to the [Re'] *
excited state, which possesses a large driving force for promoting oxidation of the adjacent RT
pathway residue, usually Y356. Recently, 2,3,5-F 3Y 356 has been incorporated into a "photo-P2."
The pKa of this residue ensures that it is the phenolate and hence oxidation occurs by ET and not
PCET in the purple pathway of Scheme 1.1. The decay of [Rel]* excited state can be monitored as
the oxidation of the F.Y- occurs (ky) or charge recombination back to the ground state occurs (ko).
In another strategy, shown in blue in Scheme 1.1, the Ru(NH3)6Cl3 flash-quencher participates in
a bi-molecular reaction with the excited state to generate Ru(NH3)62+ and [Re"], thus preventing
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charge recombination. The [Re"] then acts as the oxidant for FnY~ oxidation. The green pathway
in Scheme 1 describes the control reaction in which the redox-inert F is used in place of Y 35 6 and
provides a value for quenching by multiple pathways (ko). Typically, these experiments monitor
the absorbance changes associated with the photochemistry of Re by measuring emission lifetimes
or Y356- radical formation by transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy in the ns to Is
timescales.15 1 -5 2 The "photo-RNR" methodology often complements our other methods by
allowing kinetic characterization of the RT pathway in different states like the one described in
Chapter 4, in which an a2 mutation changes the conformation of Y 73 1 (Green, Taguchi, Stubbe,
Nocera, submitted).
Scheme 1.1. The photochemical generation of FnY-
3IRe'*-F 3Re'j*-FnY-O 3Re'I-FY-0- RU 3
[Re0)-F,Y-0- k (Re"j-F Y-C-
tie k=k+ k,, hvjk0  R 0 - he k
[Re'J-FY-O*
R.'}-F (Re}-FY-O~ [Re'I-FY-O-
This Scheme is reproduced from ref 152. For a detailed explanation of this scheme for
photochemical generation of F.Y-, see main text.
With the methods described, the following sections describe the key experiments that have
led us to our current model for the RT mechanism in RNR (Figure 1.8). We first describe the
evidence that three transient Y- intermediates (Y 3 56, Y731, Y730, Figure 1.8) make up the RT
pathway, using DOPA and NH2Y, given their E"' values, as radical sinks. The following section
is a deeper look into the activity of the NH2Y-RNRs, the central theme for Chapter 2. The
conclusions drawn from the studies on NH2Y-RNRs are supported by the detection of the native
Y3 560 intermediate using hotter oxidants (NO2Y, FnY) in place of Y122- in P2 to initiate the RT
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pathway. The Y73 1 and Y73 0 intermediates in x2 were detected by incorporating at these positions
the 3,5-F 2Y probe, possessing a similar E' to Y under physiological conditions. These studies
have resulted in the RT pathway model in Figure 1.8. Studies on the PT component of the RT
pathway are then examined, and the evidence for differing elements of proton management, i.e.
collinear and orthogonal PCET mechanisms, are presented. Finally, the last section describes
progress on the structural component associated with protein conformational change essential to
understanding the RT pathway. This thesis builds upon the key studies described below.
Evidence for the RTpathway: Use of DOPA and NH2Y as traps of radical intermediates
DOPA- or NH2Y- in the RTpathway. Evidence for RT pathway radicals (Y 356-p2, Y731-a2, Y 7 3 0 -
ca2 see Figure 1.8) proposed to be transiently formed during the oxidation of C439 were first
established using Y analogs that are more readily oxidized than Y, thus functioning as a radical
trap. The Y analog DOPA was incorporated in place of Y356 in P2 using EPL, and NH 2Y has been
incorporated in all three RT pathway positions and the non-pathway position Y413 using the Schultz
method. DOPA (E' ~ 570 mV) 153 and NH2Y (E'~ 640 mV, 12 ' now known to be 396 mV as
described in Chapter 2) both are easier to oxidize than Y (E'~ 940 mV).53 The reaction of each
NH2Y-RNR with the appropriate wt-RNR subunit, with S (CDP) and E (ATP) is expected to yield
in all cases, a new radical proposed to be 3-aminotyrosyl radical (NH 2Y-) Depending on its
location (Y 356, Y 73 1, Y 73 0), the NH2Y- yield varied between 30 - 39% of initial Y122- concentration.
These radicals are generated in a biphasic fashion, as summarized in Table 1.2. The fast phase of
radical formation exhibits a rate constant of 12 - 36 s-, with the kfast for NH2 Y 356- > NH 2Y 7 3 1- >
NH2Y 73 0-. The slow phase is described with a rate constant of 2.1 - 2.5 s-, regardless of NH2Y
position. These rate constants have been proposed to be associated with S/E-mediated RNR
conformational changes tied to the RT pathway radical formation.' 08 , 110 With the rate constant of
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turnover for RNR ranging from 2 to 10 s 1, both the fast and slow phases of NH2Y- formation are
kinetically competent, that is, this radical is produced fast enough to account for dCDP formation
in the wt RNR. The pathway dependence for NH2Y- formation is briefly summarized in Appendix
1.
In the reaction containing EPL-DOPA 356-P2, wt-a2, ATP and CDP, the DOPA- formation
displayed triphasic kinetics. The fastest and slowest rate constants (38 s-, 0.7 S-1)97 were
interestingly similar to the rate constants observed for the biphasic kinetics for NH2Y356- formation
(36 s-', 2.1 s-1).108 The similarity was even more pronounced in the reactions of the EPL-DOPA 356-
p2 or NH2Y356-P2 with wt-u2, TTP and GDP. The DOPA- formation is now biphasic with rate
constants of 32 s-1 and 1.7 s-1, compared to the rate constants of 38 s-' and 1.8 s- for NH 2Y356-
formation. These similarities suggest the occurrence of similar conformational changes associated
with radical formation in both systems. No trends were observed for comparing amplitudes
between DOPA- and NH2Y- formation.
Interestingly, fifty percent conversion of Y122- to DOPA- was observed, consistent with
half-sites reactivity. We note that the EPL-DOPA 35 6-P2 possessed 0.3 Y122-/f2. The ability to
observe the DOPA- to Y 122- distance by PELDOR spectroscopy provided the first evidence for the
Y122- distribution between each P monomer in P2.35 The DOPA- yields are greater than the
typically observed 30 - 39% NH2Y- yields, for reasons we do not understand, but in part could be
explained by our observation of Y incorporation in NH2Y73o-ca2.
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Table 1.2. The kinetics of NH2Y- formation at positions Y730, Y7 3 1,110 and Y356,1 08 and DOPA-
formation at positions Y35697 determined by SF UV-vis kinetics with different S/E pairs.
S/E
CDP/ATP
Fast phase
Slow phase
Third phase
UDP/ATP
Fast phase
Slow phase
GDP/TTP
Fast phase
Slow phase
ADP/dGTP/ATP
Fast phase
Slow phase
NH2Y730*
k (s 1 ) A
(%)a
12 20
2.4 19
NH2Y731*
k (s-1) A
(%)a
18 22
2.5 10
4.5 20 7.1 16
0.64 15 1.2 13
18 15 28 22
2.3 16 2.3 9
15.5 17 20 19
2.4 14 5 9
NH2Y356
k (s-1) A
(%)a
36 25
2.1 5
30
1.5
38
1.8
46
3.6
11
2
25
7
25
5
DOPA356
k (s-1) A
(%)a
38 21
6.8 17
0.7 9
ND ND
ND ND
32 31
1.7 23
ND ND
ND ND
ND = Not determined. a. Calculated from total spin.
Are the NH2Y-RNRs capable offorming dCDPs? One of the first questions addressed with
any mutant is whether it is active in making product. The activity assay with EPL-DOPA-2, wt-
cL2, ATP and CDP gave no observable activity, owing to the ease of oxidation of DOPA. In the
case of NH2Y-RNRs, we also expected them to be inactive again due to an inability to oxidize the
next residue in the pathway. Different types of experiments, outlined in the methods above, were
carried out to address this issue. Standard steady state assays using [3H]-CDP are the preferred
method to measure activity. Experiments with NH2Y73o-c2 or NH2Y731-a2, with CDP and ATP,
both surprisingly gave activity that is -5% that of the wt-a2." 0 NH 2Y356-P2 (with 0.5 Y-/p2 in
contrast with the 1.2 Y- for wt-P2) demonstrated -5% wt-P2 activity, which was calculated without
normalizing for radical. These activities, summarized in Table Al.1, were reproducible
between >3 protein batches for each mutant, prepared by three different researchers. 108 The
conclusion from these assays was that the value of -5% wt-RNR activity can be rationalized by
contaminating wt-RNR, thus precluding the assignment of the activity to the mutant. The use of a
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hexahistidine-tag (His6-tag) eliminated the source of endogenous contaminating wt-RNR for the
NH2Y73o-cc2 mutant, the resulting His6-NH2Y 73o-c2 still possessed ~4% wt-RNR activity in the
steady state assay, Table A1.2. A detailed discussion of the issues with tagging of the NH2Y-RNRs
is presented in Appendix 1.
The observation of-5% wt-RNR activity from the steady state assays could be rationalized
by ~5% contaminating wt-RNR. To determine if this low amount of contaminating wt-RNR
accounted for the observed activity, the single turnover and N3NDP assays were employed. As
described above, single turnover assays are conducted to understand the amount of dCDPs formed
per c2 in a reaction without TR, TRR and NADPH. If the activity was attributed to 5%
contaminating wt-RNR, the single turnover assays are predicted to yield 0.15 - 0.18 dCDPs/GC2.
In a reaction containing His6-NH2Y 73o-u2 or NH2Y731-a2 in a reaction with wt-P2, ATP and CDP
gave 0.6 - 0.75 dCDP/u2 yields, a four-fold increase from the predicted amount.1 08' 110 Thus, the
observed single turnover yields were inconsistent with the rationalization of contaminating wt-
RNR.
As already described, the N3NDP assays demonstrate the ability for the mutants to perform
RT chemistry and generate active site radical. For a sample containing 5% contaminating wt-RNR,
the reaction is predicted to yield 2.5% conversion of Y122- to N-, due to half-sites reactivity. The
reactions containing His 6-NH2Y73o-a2, wt-p2, ATP and N 3CDP yielded an EPR spectrum that
demonstrated the conversion of 13% of the initial Y 122- to N-.1 08 Likewise, the reaction containing
NH2Y73i-a2, wt-p2, dGTP and N3ADP gave 15% conversion of initial Y122 to N-." 0 Finally, in
the reaction with NH 2Y 35 6-p2, wt-o2, ATP and N3CDP, 15% of the initial Y122- was converted to
No.1 08 These data are summarized in Table A1.3 and a more detailed discussion is presented in
Appendix 1. At the time these studies were conducted, the conclusion was that the NH2Y-RNRs
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were inherently active because contaminating wt-RNR was insufficient in explaining these
results.1 08 These studies are re-visited in Chapter 2 as it pertains to the NH2Y-RNR activity.
Evidence for native Y- intermediates on the RTpathway and a proposed thermodynamic
landscape. The NH2Y and DOPA probes incorporated into RNRs have provided compelling
evidence for a RT pathway. However, the ease of oxidation of both probes provided the impetus
to use additional UAAs to support the same conclusion. These other probes also proved useful to
address other issues pertinent to the RT pathway, namely the proposal of a thermodynamic
landscape for the RT pathway.
The incorporation of the UAA at position Y122 to perturb radical initiation provided another
important method for studying the RT pathway. For example, the NO 2Y and FnY (Figure 1.13)
both are classified as "hot oxidants" with E' values that are 17099 and 39 mV higher than those
of Y. 53 The NO2YI22- (1.2 NO 2Y1 22-/p2) and 2,3,5-F3Y22- (0.6 - 0.8 F3Yl22-/p2) were able to be
generated by the iron cluster. In both cases, the elevated reduction potentials of the UAA probes
(Figure 1.13) allowed uncoupling of the conformational gating. Furthermore, the FaY (n = 2, 3)
can be used as a reporter for transiently formed RT pathway radicals, essential in conducting
several studies. Among the FnY (n = 2, 3), the 3,5-F2Y probe, due to its similarity in reduction
potential to Y at pH 7, fortuitously provided a spectroscopic handle to distinguish Y from F.Y.
The studies have consisted of multiple detection methods and have yielded complex results; 36, 50,
114, 142 a brief summary of the results with key figures are presented here, leading to the following
general conclusions.
The NO 2YI 22--P2 and 2,3,5-F 3Y1 22--P2 mutants were both able to initiate RT in presence
of S/E, generating the native Y 356- only observable during reverse ET. Advanced paramagnetic
resonance methods have allowed the assignment of its location 36 and recently, the electronic
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properties of Y 35 6 . 52 Given the wt-RNR turnover rate constant of- 5 s-1, the current kinetic models
demonstrate kinetically competent rate constants for Y3 56- formation (100 - 300 s-1 for N0 2Y22*-
P2, 20 - 30 s-1 for 2,3,5-F 3Y22--P2). These rate constants are also similar to those for dCDP
formation.11 4, 142 The two mutants differ in that the NO 2Y1 22--P2 catalyzes only a single turnover
(one ac4 pair by half-sites reactivity) and 2,3,5-F 3Y122--P2 catalyzes multiple turnovers.
The observation of Y356- allowed the opportunity to look for additional Y- intermediates,
contingent on an equilibrium established with the Y356-. For the N02Y22--P2 system, establishing
this equilibrium was facile because the Y356- generated on reverse ET could not re-oxidize N0 2Y-
(Figure 1.18). Thus, Y356- equilibrated with Y73 1- and Y730-. To quantitate this equilibration, the
3,5-F2Y probe was incorporated at Y7 3 1 or Y7 3o and Y356- was generated. The hyperfine features
associated with '9F (I= %/2, Figure 1.19) allowed detection of both the Y356- and F2Y 73 1-. The Nernst
equation was used to relate the yields to a difference in reduction potential between Y356 - Y731 -
Y730, seen in Figure 1.20.
A similar experiment was carried out with 2,3,5-F 3Y122--P2. In this case, due to the ability
for multiple turnover, a pathway block, Y731F-a2, was introduced such that the equilibration
between 2,3,5-F3Y 22- and Y356- could be determined. This experiment established that the two
positions were in equilibrium. Studies varying the pH and temperature to establish the highest
Y356- yield gave a condition at pH 8 and 25 'C. While the experiments were complex, they yielded
equilibration between Y122- and F2Y 356-, again taking advantage of the F hyperfine coupling, to
establish a reduction potential difference of 100 mV for Y 122 - Y3 56. 48 This experiment, in
combination with the prior experiment, led to the proposed thermodynamic landscape in Figure
1.20.
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In addition to establishing the landscape, NO 2Y and FnY have played other important roles
in understanding the RT process. The NO 2Y has apKa ~ 7.1 in solution and has been used to assess
the effect of the protein environment on each Y within the pathway.1 54 This study will be presented
again below. In addition, the FnYs (n = 2,3) with their ability to make dCDPs have provided the
first evidence for reversible RT on each turnover and completing the catalytic cycle.1 4 2 The
reduction potential differences of these probes have provided the ability to unmask the
conformation gating.
DP Radical injection DP Ribonucleotide dCDP
and forward PCET reduction
NO 2y. 283s- NO2  107 sec-
1
67 s-1 $ 2y
aj/i/ATP/CDP complex L r
C Slow CReverse PCET protonation
N 2. 0.004 sec-'
Trapped complex with Y3e Fully reduced and
protonated complex
Figure 1.18. The kinetic model of the NO 2YI 22--p2, wt-x2, ATP and CDP reaction.' '4 Any
intermediates formed between the initiation of forward RT and dCDP formation is denoted as Z-.
This figure was adapted from ref 114.
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Figure 1.19. The X-band EPR spectra of the
differentiated from Y- (black) owing to the large
reproduced from ref 155.
1 P32 a2
-100 mV
Y122
-100 mV 4
Y356
FnY- (blue, cyan, magenta, purple) can be
'
9F hyperfine interactions.155 This figure was
NDP
C4 39
Y730 dNDP
Irreversible
chemistry
Figure 1.20. Thermodynamic landscape of the RT pathway in RNR. The overall landscape is >0.2
V uphill. Due to its remarkable stability, Y122- is deemed as the thermodynamic local minimum.
Separate equilibration studies determined a 0.1 V uphill relation from Y122 to Y3 56, and a
subsequent 0.1 V uphill relation from Y356 to Y 7 3 1. Y 730 and Y7 3 i are isoenergetic. The
thermodynamics of C439 has not yet been defined in the RT pathway but model studies put the
potential similar to slightly uphill compared to Y. The overall uphill reaction is proposed to be
driven forward by irreversible, rapid loss of water, nucleotide reduction and reverse RT.
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The electron management in the RTpathway: linking the thermodynamic landscape to ET
kinetics. The studies described already have established the thermodynamic landscape for several
key residues. Expanding on the already described equilibria, the placement of the other residues
are briefly described. The Y 122--P2 is the thermodynamic local minimum in the RT pathway due
to its remarkable stability (tI12 4 days at 25 aC)2 9 as compared to the free Y- in solution (tJ/2 100
ps). We note that the model for the RT pathway thermodynamic landscape does not define absolute
E ' values. Methodology to determine absolute E ' values within RNR does not yet exist.
The Y73 1 and Y73o residues have been determined to be iso-energetic. These two residues
in a2 are unique because the wt-a2 X-ray structure1 7 and the ENDOR spectroscopic studies of the
NH2Y 730' 49 suggest the importance of forming a v-stacked dyad, such that the phenolic proton of
one tyrosine H-bonds to the phenolic oxygen atom of the adjacent tyrosine. This conformation of
the Y-Y dyad was recently reproduced in a model synthetic system. This system described two
phenols at a fixed distance with a xanthene backbone. The electrochemical study of this model
demonstrated that the Y-Y dyad couple exhibits an E ' that is increased by -50 mV compared to
the E0 ' for Y oxidation.15 6 This result is consistent with the observed -100 mV difference from
the single Y356 and the Y73 1/Y 73 o dyad.48
The relative potential of C439 - compared to the other RT pathway residues in RNR has yet
to be characterized. The relevant study for the thermodynamic relation between tyrosyl and thiyl
radicals was performed with the oxidation of glutathione (GSH) by pulse radiolysis to form thiyl
radical. The phenoxyl radical redox indicator in this experiment provided the details on the relative
redox equilibria established with these radicals. This study revealed 0.02 V uphill energetics when
the phenoxyl radical oxidizes thiols to thiyl radicals.1 57 In addition, DFT calculations of RNR have
reported that the energetic difference between Y 730 and C439 could be up to -0. 12 V.49'158
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Relating the thermodynamic landscape to the ET kinetics for PCET is important for
understanding of the RT pathway in wt-RNR. This relation is critical for understanding the
maximum thermodynamic tolerance of the RT pathway. Our best method for understanding the
PCET and ET kinetics within the RT pathway is the photo-RNR construct. These mutants
uncoupled the conformational gate such that photo-initiation allows the detection of radical
intermediates at ns - ps timescales. As mentioned above, the use of 2,3,5-F 3Y 35 6 combined with
[Re'] photo-oxidant labeled P2 increased radical injection yields, such that kinetic characterization
of the RT pathway was more feasible. The systemic study with this P2 construct and several
pathway block mutants, such as Y731F-a2, Y73oF-u2, C439S-a2, demonstrated that ET occurs fast
(> 104 s-1).151
After C439- is generated, the predicted rate constants of 106 - 108 s-1 for 3'-H atom
abstraction by the thiyl radical can be estimated from several independent pulse radiolysis and
photolysis studies on similar reactions with model compounds.159-161 Combined with the ~0.04%
C4 39- generation from a -200 mV uphill RT pathway, the kinetics for RNR RT chemistry is
predicted to be 102 - 104-fold faster than the observed rate constants for wt-RNR turnover (2 - 10
s-1).41 Despite such an uphill pathway, our current model for the RT pathway is kinetically
competent for RNR turnover.
In addition, these calculations predicted that an additional ~200 mV perturbation
introduced into the already uphill RT pathway would not allow enough C439- generation to be
active. Several studies supported this prediction.97-98, 154 Studies with EPL-DOPA 3s6-P2, with this
analog being easier to oxidize than Y by >260 mV,1 53 yielded a reaction with wt-L2, ATP and
CDP that was unable to form dCDPs. 97 Studies involving the incorporation of FnY probes,
modulated in reduction potential by varying solution pH, demonstrated loss of activity near a 200
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mV difference.98 Another study was performed with the NO2Y, which is harder to oxidize than Y
by ~-170 mV. The NO2Y-incorporated at positions Y731-cx2, Y73o-a2 and Y356-cC2 were all unable
to turn over in the reactions with their respective wt-RNR subunit, ATP and CDP."1 4 Finally,
inability of the NH2Y-RNRs to form dCDPs addressed in Chapter 2, ultimately demonstrate that
NH 2Y is easier to oxidize than Y by ~586 mV and that the NH2Y-RNRs are inactive.
Proton management in the RT pathway. In addition to the ET component, the PT
component of PCET is extremely important due to the short distances necessary for protons to
tunnel (e.g. within hydrogen bonding distance). These hydrogen bonds need to be tightly
controlled to allow the chemistry to occur with high fidelity. In PCET reactions that occur in protic
solvent, like water, the proton acceptor is assumed to occur fast to the solvent. 5 , 162 In the protein
environment, however, a specific proton accepting residue or water molecule must be pre-
organized such that oxidation of tyrosine can be achieved in the protein mileu. 55 In this section,
we describe our current understanding of the proton equilibria, measured by pKa perturbations,
and of how the protons might be managed in the RT pathway.
The RNR environment affects the proton equilibria, as determined by the pKa perturbation
at different RT pathway residues. To assess these perturbations, this experiment involved NO2Y
incorporation as a probe to monitor the NO2Y/N0 2Y- equilibrium with UV-vis spectroscopy as a
function of pH. These pH titration experiments gave a pKa perturbation at Y122 that is dramatic (>
+3 units), but less pronounced (+0.4, +1.0 and +1.2 units, respectively) at Y 356, Y731 and Y730
pathway residues.15 4 This data supported the fact that in the protein environment and at
physiological pH, these Ys retain pKa values close to the solution pKa, thus implicating PCET
mechanisms.
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With limited knowledge of P2, the ET distances were postulated to be longer than the PT
distances, such that orthogonal PCET is operational. For example, the first RT step is thought to
involve PT from the H2 0 on Fel of the diferric cluster to the Y1 2 2-. The Y1 2 2- oxidizes the next
residue in the RT pathway, currently proposed to be Y 356. 163 Despite the location of Y 356 relative
to Y1 22 being unknown for this process, this distance is longer than a H-bonding distance. The
evidence for no H-bonding interactions with NH2Y 356--P2 was determined from the 2H-ENDOR
spectra of the reaction containing NH 2Y 35 6s-P2, wt-a2, ATP and CDP. This spectra did not reveal
H-bonding interactions similar to those observed for the stacked NH 2Y 73o- or NH2Y731- that are
< 5 A.1 4 4
At the subunit interface, the proton(s) is/are proposed to be managed by water clusters.
With the 2,3,5-F 3Y 22--P2 system, the fate of the proton during Y 356 oxidation was probed by the
effect of pH on the equilibration between 2,3,5-F 3YI22- and Y356-. The log(K) and pH correlated
with a slope of 1.2 0.2, indicating that the proton from Y 356 was in fast exchange with the
solvent. 48 A study was performed recently with HF EPR and 'H-ENDOR spectroscopy on the
deuterated D 7-Y 3 56- formed from the 2,3,5-F 3YI 22--P2, wt-a2, ATP and CDP. The HF EPR and
'H-ENDOR spectra detected tensors completely distinct from the perpendicular interactions
previously observed for the NH2Y- and have implicated the role of two water molecules in the
Y3 56- environment. Furthermore, these studies indicated that Y 7 3 1 may affect these water molecules
within the electrostatic environment of Y 356 -.52
The current proposal for proton management in x2 involves collinear PCET. The HF EPR
and 2H-ENDOR spectroscopy studies on NH2Y730- generated from the reaction of NH2Y73o-a2,
wt-p2, ATP and CDP provided evidence for two H-bonding interactions. 49 Chapter 3 in this thesis
will provide evidence that these interactions arise from the adjacent pathway residues, Y731 and
73
C43 9, to form a H-bonding network in cx2. This result implicates the three RT pathway residues
Y 730, Y73 1 and C439 as being involved in a H-bonding network, thus supporting the collinear PCET
mechanism in cx2.14 4
Despite the management of the protons on the RT pathway, RNR does not require the
pathway Ys to be protonated for activity. The 3,5-F 2Y probe is ideal for understanding proton
dependence on the wt-RNR activity because of its solution pKa of 7.2,112 allowing both the phenol
and phenolate states to exist at physiological pH range. The E' perturbation of 3,5-F2Y is thought
to be <30 mV as compared to that of Y. The 3,5-F2Y-incorporated at all three positions yielded
RNR mutants that possess 65 - 90% wt-RNR activity. Activity assays were conducted with the
reaction containing 3,5-F 2Y 356-p2, wt-oc2, S and E at differing pH values ranging from 6 to 9. A
similar study was also performed with the reaction containing 3,5-F2Y731--a2 or 3,5-F2Y730-a2, wt-
P2, S and E.50 All of these assays yielded activity (10 - 90% wt-RNR activity) at all pH values,
demonstrating that the de-protonated phenolates are still operational within the RT pathway.
In an earlier model of the RT pathway, E350-p2 was proposed to be the proton acceptor for
Y356.42 The initial hypothesis was tested using E350 mutations to alanine, glutamine and aspartate.
All three mutants exhibited no RNR turnover activity. When the E350 mutations were combined
with the de-protonated 3,5-F 2Y356 mutation, the activities were diminished significantly (0.2 - 0.5%
wt-RNR activity). To test if Y356- formation could occur with the NO 2YI 22- initiator in combination
with the E350 mutation, the reaction containing NO 2Y1 22-/E3soD-p2, wt-x2, ATP and CDP
indicated no radical formation. These results differed from previous studies, in which the
incorporation of Y356F with the NO 2YI 22- initiator formed off-pathway tryptophan radicals. In an
additional experiment expected to form Y356-, a similar reaction involving the less perturbative
2,3,5-F3Y1 22-/E3soD-p2, wt-ca2, ATP and CDP was studied. Again, no radical was formed.50 These
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results implicated an important role for E350-p2 in radical initiation. This role precluded the study
of the role of E3 5 o as a proton acceptor.
The importance of protein conformation in the RTpathway. Our methods have attempted
to overcome the RNR rate-limiting conformation gate for the detection of RT intermediates. This
conformational gate, however, also plays a central role in the wt-RNR reaction and is still not well
understood, especially pertaining to the RT pathway. As a result of S and E binding, allostery is a
key factor in RNR activity. The binding of S/E can not only affect substrate specificity or protein
quaternary structure, but also the triggering of the RT pathway that enables the first RT step. As
already described, the X-ray crystal structures of the inactive cx4p2 structures implicated the role
of loop II in x2 in governing the substrate specificity. 24
The first piece of evidence that demonstrated the importance of S/E binding was garnered
from the generation of NH2Y-. The reactions containing NH 2Y 73o-a2 or NH 2Y 73 1-aC2 with wt-P2
were studied the following combinations: S only, E only, both S/E and no S/E. Under these
conditions, the SF UV-vis spectra determined the kinetics and yields for the conversion of Y 122*
to NH2Y-. The data is summarized in Table 1.3 for NH2Y73o-oC2 and Table 1.4 for NH2Y731-a2.
The reaction conditions that formed the highest amount of radical with the fastest rate constants
followed this trend: S/E > S > E > no S/E. These studies revealed that substrate binding, not
effector binding, played the more important role for RT pathway initiation. 164
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Table 1.3. Summary of kinetic parameters for reaction of NH2Y73o-2 with P2 and various S/E
combinations at 25 oC.1 6 4
1 St Phase
Nucleotides
CDP
CDP/ATP
ATP
UDP
UDP/ATP
GDP
GDP/TTP
TTP
ADP
ADP/dGTP
dGTP
kobs (S- 1)
5.2 0.5
12 1
27 3
1.4 0.2
4.5 0.2
2.5 0.1
18 2
120 10
50 5
39 2
48 3
2"d Phase
Amp
(% Y1 22-)
9 1
20 2
2 1
5 1
20 2
12 1
15 2
2 1
2 1
8 1
3 1
kobs (S-1)
0.8 0.1
2.4 0.2
0.2 0.1
0.64 0.03
0.3 0.1
2.3 0.2
1.8 0.2
6.5 0.7
3.7 0.2
1.1 0.1
Amp
(% Y122-)
19 2
19 2
19 2
15 2
16 2
16 2
2 1
2 1
7 1
3 1
3 rd
kobs (S-1)
0.06 0.01
0.06 0.01
0.11 0.01
Phase
Amp
(% Y1 22 -)
10 1
3 1
17 2
Table 1.4. Summary of kinetic parameters for reaction of NH2Y731-L2 with wt-p2 and various S/E
combinations at 25 oC.1 6 4
1 st Phase
Nucleotides
CDP
CDP/ATP
ATP
UDP
UDP/ATP
GDP
GDP/TTP
TTP
ADP
ADP/dGTP
dGTP
kobs (S-1)
10.8 1.1
18 2
0.05
0.01
4.4 0.2
7.1 0.6
7.7 0.8
28 3
20 1
70 4
25 2
35 4
Amp
(% Y12 2-)
9 1
22 2
8 1
11 1
16 2
13 1
22 2
3 1
3 1
13 1
3 1
2 nd
kobs (S- 1)
1.3 0.1
2.5 0.3
0.8 0.1
1.2 0.1
1.4 0.2
2.3 0.3
0.07
0.01
3 0.3
2.3 0.2
0.9 0.1
Phase
Amp
(% Y122 -)
16 2
10 1
15 2
13 1
10 1
9 1
8 1
2 1
5 1
3 1
3 rd
kobs (S-1)
0.08
0.01
0.1 0.01
Phase
Amp
(% Y 122-)
8 1
19 2
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Despite establishing that substrate binding is important for triggering the RT pathway, our
current understanding of RT chemistry during turnover is incomplete. Specifically, the exact
distances that define PCET kinetics are unknown because of our lack of a high resolution a2p2
structure. For this reason, the information at the subunit interface is of great importance. For
example, the Y356 position is unknown in relation to both Y 122-P2 and with Y731-a2. The exact
proton acceptors at the subunit interface also remain undefined.
Recent promising studies have brought us closer to understanding the a2p2 complex. We
have discovered several approaches to tightening the interaction between cC2 and P2. The His6-
NH2Y 73o-a2 possessed 25-fold tighter binding Kd (7 nM, Table 1.5) to the wt-P2 in the presence
of ATP and CDP, determined by the competitive inhibition assay. 33 This NH2Y 73o-a2/wt-p2
complex has also been verified by negative stain electron microscopy (EM) and SAXS studies. 37
Since this initial finding, our lab has discovered a specific P2 mutant containing the ES2Q mutation
in combination with the 2,3,5-F 3YI2 2- initiator that has revealed extremely promising results in the
formation of an x2p2 complex with "kinetic memory." Studies on this complex with cryo-EM
techniques are ongoing in the hope of achieving high resolution.5 1
Table 1.5. The dissociation constant (Kd) for the interaction of the His6-NH2Y 73o-oC2, NH 2Y 730-
u2, NH2Y731-a2 and NH 2Y 356-P2 with the appropriate wt-RNR subunit.
Protein Kd (@M)
His6-NH2Y730-a2 0.007
NH2Y730-cz2 0.007
NH2Y731-cz2 0.017
NH2Y3s6-P2 0.22
The major unsolved problems for understanding RT in RNR include the location of Y 356
on the C-terminal tail of P2, the proton acceptor during its transient oxidation and Y731 relative to
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Y356 at the as interface. Efforts to obtain insight about the location of the C-terminal tail of P2 in
the cc2P2 complex have been previously performed with the photo cross-linker benzophenone-4-
maleimide (MBP). Given the ca2P2 docking model and the co-crystallized P2 C-terminal tail, the
residues proposed to face cx2 (S341, N343 , Q345, A34 7 , Q349, V 3 51, V3 53 , Y 3 56 , V 3 58, Q360, 1361, V3 65,
T3 67, L37 0, F3 7 3, and L37 5) were mutated to cysteines and then labeled with MBP. The
benzophenone-based photo cross-linker forms a carbon- and oxygen-based di-radical upon
irradiation (k = 365 nm). This reactive species covalently bonds non-specifically (C-C, C-O, C-N)
with either the side chains or the peptide backbones of nearby residues. With stable, photo cross-
linked a2P2 complexes, we attempted to identify the cross-linked residues to provide distance
constraints and obtain insight about the unstructured region (residues 341 - 360) in the docking
model. The photo cross-linking reactions at residues S 34 1 - L375 positions revealed photo cross-
linking efficiencies that varied between 3 and 19.165 The mutant with the highest photo crosslinking
yield, V 3 65-P2, was labeled with the [1 4C]-benzophenone iodoacetamide and the site of cross-
linking was identified by trypsin digestion, peptide separation and sequencing of the labeled
peptides identified by isotopic labeling. The peptide was sequenced by the Edman degradation
method giving AVELF (residues 395 - 399 in a2). This sequence corresponds to an alpha helical
sequence within -9 A of the V365-P2 in the docking model.1 66 An attempt to improve upon this
methodology with a more sensitive MS/MS technique is described in Chapter 5.
Although the structure has yet to become clear for the c2p2 active complex, our most
current speculations have suggested a H-bonding network connecting the S-site in c2, where the
S binds, and the differic-Y122- cofactor in P2. This model consists of R323 and R329 in a2, as well
as important residues E52 and W48 in P2.51 The study of these residues, among others located at the
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protein-protein interface, may provide the basis for understanding the conformational gating
integral to the RT pathway.
Chapter Overview. This thesis discusses further the utility of the NH2Y probe. Due to its
lowered reduction potential, NH 2Y- has enabled the use of advanced EPR methods for the study
of its electrostatic environment, described in Chapter 3. The environments of these radicals are
an area of interest to gain valuable structural information at the subunit interface. The NH2Y probe
is also useful as a reporter on conformation, to be discussed for a specific mutation in Chapter 4.
Because of the utility of NH2Y, the characterization of NH2Y is highlighted in Chapter 2, where
the NH2Y perturbation is defined for the RNR system.
Chapter 2 describes the perturbations of incorporating NH2Y. The E"' of NH2Y was re-
analyzed in the C3X system to obtain reversible electrochemistry, to give a value 586 mV lower
than that for Y oxidation. This perturbation of the driving force would be expected to inactivate
RNR activity. A possible explanation of the low NH2Y-RNR activity was the elevation of E"' by
the effect of the NH2 conformation in RNR. The DFT calculations reported that a trigonal
pyramidal, instead of a planar, NH2 conformation could raise the reduction potential by 190 - 390
mV. We re-examined the NH2 conformation of NH 2Y 73o- and NH2Y 73i- by EPR and ENDOR
spectroscopies to reveal evidence in support of the planar NH2 conformation, thus maintaining that
the NH 2Y- as a major thermodynamic sink in the RT pathway. The observed NH2Y-RNR activity
can also be explained by contaminating wt-RNR, in the form of mis-incorporation from the NH2Y-
RS. Hypothesized to contain some ratio of NH2Y-containing peptides to Y-containing peptides,
the trypsin-digested His6-NH2Y73o-ci2 peptide mixture was analyzed by ESI-MS. Using standard
curves to define the relative ratio of peak intensity areas, the Y-containing peptide was ~6% of
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total peptide, affirming the presence of contaminating wt-RNR. The ramifications of the
contaminating wt-RNR in NH2Y73o-a2 are also discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 reveals the H-bonding network in x2 as determined by NH2Y- generated from
the NH2Y 73 1-a2 and NH 2Y 35 6 -P2 single mutants. My contribution to this work was primarily in
the characterization of the NH2Y730/C439-L2 and NH2 Y73 1/Y73 0F-a2 double mutants. Both mutants
have removed the postulated H-bonds from the adjacent RT pathway residue. The reactions
containing both cx2 mutants with wt-P2, ATP and CDP retained the ability to form NH 2Y- at yields
that allowed for the use of more advanced EPR methods. The HF EPR and ENDOR spectra of
these double mutants revealed that the H-bonding interactions were removed. Interestingly, for the
NH2Y731-c2, the gx value was still perturbed, meaning that the radical existed in a polar
environment in spite of removing the H-bond from Y73o. A structural model of NH2 Y7 31, derived
by DFT calculations, implicated the proximity of water molecules and/or the R41i-a2. These
results provided insight into the proton management by collinear PCET in cx2 and laid the
foundation for the next chapter in further understanding the subunit electrostatics and dynamics.
Chapter 4 defines the effects of the mutation, R411A, at the interface in (X2 and the resulting
"flipped" out conformation of Y 73 1. Originally proposed to contribute to the electrostatic
environment around Y731, R411 was mutated to alanine. The R411A-o2 exhibits -17% wt-RNR
activity. The formation of the NH2Y 7 31 -/R41 1A in the reaction containing His6 -NH2Y 731/R411A-u2,
wt-P2, ATP and CDP has perturbed rate constants as compared to the formation of NH 2Y 7 3 1-. In
addition, the radical quenching kinetics of NH2Y 731-/R411A were accelerated as compared to those
of NH 2Y 73 1-. The hyperfine coupling determined by the HF EPR spectra differed from the
NH2Y 731 - spectra, indicative of an altered conformation. The ENDOR spectroscopy indicated the
loss of the H-bonding interaction with the Y73o residue. The PELDOR spectroscopy experiment
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revealed a shorter diagonal distance between NH2Y 731-/R4 1 iA with the Y 122- in the unreacted c4p
pair. Taken together, these results indicated that the R41 1A mutation revealed a novel conformation
for the NH2Y- in the RT pathway in RNR.
Chapter 5 describes the attempted examination of the cas interface via the extension of the
MBP photo cross-linking methodology described above. The objective was to use LC-MS/MS
characterization to determine photo cross-linked peptide(s) with greater sensitivity than our
previous methods allowed. The photo cross-linked a2P2 complex formed with the reaction
containing V365MBP-P2/wt-cc2 was purified with size-exclusion chromatography to ~80% purity.
In a control sample containing non cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-a2, the detection of the
hydrophobic MBP-P2 C-terminal tail peptide was achieved with chymotrypsin digestion in the
presence of the acid labile surfactant, Rapigest. These conditions were applied to the photo cross-
linked V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex. Despite these efforts, the LC-MS/MS methodology was
unable to identify photo cross-linked peptides. The major issue with the "bottom-up" approach
was the inability to identify cross-linked peptides. Many areas of this project can still be improved,
including the use of a more MS-amenable photo cross-linker.
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Chapter 2
The NH2Y-incorporated RNR activity: determination of the
NH2Y reduction potential, NH 2Y conformation
contaminating wt-RNR quantitation
All EPR and ENDOR spectra were acquired and analyzed by Miige Kasanmascheff; under the
guidance of Marina Bennati. The protein film voltammetry and studies with the a3NH2Y were
performed by Cecilia Tommos. The DFT calculations were performed by Michael Huynh, under
the guidance of Daniel G. Nocera.
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and
INTRODUCTION
Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) catalyzes the reduction of nucleotides (CDP, UDP, ADP
and GDP) to deoxynucleotides.1-3 The E. coli class Ia RNRs are composed of two subunits a2 and
p2, forming an active c2p2 complex.4 Nucleotide reduction occurs at the catalytic site in a2, with
specificity and reduction rates controlled by allosteric effectors that bind to the specificity and
activity site in cc2. 5 In the class Ia RNRs found in all eukaryotes and some prokaryotes, a diferric-
tyrosyl radical (Y1 2 2-) cofactor in P2 generates a thiyl radical in a2 that initiates radical-based
nucleotide reduction.6- 7 This radical transport (RT) chemistry in the class Ia RNRs occurs over a
distance of >35 A, across the a2P2 subunit interface. Our current model, based on the original
proposal from Eklund et al, is shown in Figure 2. 1.
In the past decade, our understanding of the long range oxidation has seen much progress,
including the demonstration of a specific pathway, 8-9 a refined model of the thermodynamic
landscape for this process' 0 and insight into the initiation of this RT process including several of
the proton coupled electron transfer (PCET) steps within the pathway. "-" The E. coli RNR is rate-
limited by a physical step(s), a conformational gate(s) that occurs upon binding of substrate (S)
and effector (E) to a2.1 4 The subsequent long distance RT and the nucleotide reduction occur
rapidly, thus masking the chemistry of these unprecedented reactions. To unmask this
conformational gating and to study the RT chemistry, our labs have used multiple methods
including the use of site-specifically incorporated unnatural amino acids (UAA) in place of the
pathway residues 3 and light initiation of RT (photo-RNRs).15-1 6
One of the most important UAA probes we have utilized is 3-aminotyrosine (NH2Y), which
has been site-specifically incorporated in place of Y 73 1 and Y730 in o2,8 and Y356 in p2.9 This probe,
as well as 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) incorporated only in place of Y356 in P2,1 7 were
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selected to function as radical traps due to their reported ease of oxidation relative to Y. 18-19 The
resulting 3-aminotyrosyl or 3, 4-dihydroxyphenylalanine radical (NH2Y- or DOPA-, respectively)
formation was the first demonstration of kinetically competent, radical intermediate formation,
thus establishing the importance of the proposed residues in the RT pathway.8 9 , 17 The NH2Y- has
provided insight into the nature of the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding environment using
advanced paramagnetic resonance methods, including high field electron paramagnetic resonance
(HF EPR),20 electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), 21 23 and pulsed electron-electron
double resonance (PELDOR) spectroscopies. 24 Our studies with the NH2Y-incorporated RNRs
(NH2Y-RNRs) have resulted in several surprising results. The first is that the NH2 group of
NH 2Y730--a2 was indirectly determined to be a pyramidal structure, 20 while subsequent studies
suggested an almost planar structure.2122 This NH 2 conformation was thus ambiguous. The second
is that despite the thermodynamic sink NH 2Y introduces to the pathway, NH2Y-RNRs retained
their ability to make dNDPs at 3 - 5% the rate of the wt reaction. The activity of the NH2Y-RNRs
were also supported by additional types of experiments examining catalytic activity: 8-9 single
turnover experiments of CDP in the absence of external reductant1 4 and trapping of a nitrogen-
centered radical (N-) during the inactivation of RNR with 2'-azido-2'-deoxynucleotide. 25-26
These two observations have motivated the studies reported in this paper. The formal
reduction potential (E"') of NH2Y site-specifically incorporated in the previously described three
alpha helix bundle protein (a3X) 27-28 was measured with protein film voltammetry (PFV). This
reduction potential (0.396 V vs. NHE at pH 7) is 586 mV lower than the literature value of Y
(0.982 V vs. NHE at pH 7),29 making it unlikely that the NH2Y-RNRs can retain catalytic activity.
DFT methods on 2-aminophenol were conducted to determine the extent to which the protein
environment could support a pyramidal structure of NH2Y- and provide strain sufficient to escape
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the thermodynamic sink. In addition, we re-investigated the structure of NH2Y- by site-specifically
incorporating D6-NH2Y in place of Y731-c2. The deuteration allowed analysis of 'H-ENDOR at
34 GHz30 to determine directly the proton hyperfine parameters, inaccessible in our previous
studies. 20 These spectroscopic studies support a planar structure for both NH2Y 730 - and NH2Y 73I-
species. No evidence for geometric distortion of NH2Y- in RNR ruled out a scenario where the
strain sufficiently raised the reduction potential to allow turnover. Our original activity assay
measurements, including steady state and one turnover experiments, on the NH2Y-RNRs provided
the basis for our proposal that the catalytic activity is associated with these mutant proteins. 8-9 We
now report LC-ESI-MS experiments performed on the trypsin-digested, N-terminal hexahistidine
tagged NH2Y730- a29 (His6 -NH2Y730- u2) to generate the peptide containing residues 728 - 735 of
a2. The relative ratio of MS intensities were compared with those from synthetically prepared
peptides containing either NH2Y 73o or Y730. The ratio of NH2Y730:Y730 from this analysis was 16:1,
with the contaminating Y being sufficient to account for the 3 - 5% activity of His 6-NH2Y 73o-a2.
The Y incorporation is therefore associated with mis-incorporation of the evolved NH2Y-RS for
Y over NH 2Y. The c 3NH 2Y E"' measurement, the planarity of NH2Y- and the amount of Y
incorporated into His6-NH2Y 73o-x2 together demonstrated that the NH2Y73o-c2, as well as the
other NH2Y mutants, are inactive. Our data, however, still do not account for the results from our
previous one turnover experiments as a measure of activity. 8-9 Despite our new re-interpretations
of our previous data, the insight already obtained with NH2Y-RNRs on the PCET mechanisms
within the RT pathway remain robust and will be discussed.
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Figure 2.1. The RT pathway in the K coli class Ia RNR proposed based on the docking model of
Eklund et al,5 modified by Minnihan et al.3 Several redox active amino acid residues that are
involved in RT form a pathway (Y122 ++ [W48?] " Y356 in P2 to Y731 <-+ Y730 <-+ C439 in a2). The
distance between the phenol oxygen atoms of the Y 731 and Y730 residues is 2.6 A whereas the
distance between the phenol oxygen atom of Y 7 30 to the sulfur atom of C4 3 9 is 3.3 A.2 ' The residues
W4 8 , D237, E3 5o and E5 2 are shown in grey. Although the grey residues are important to RNR
activity, their roles in the RT chemistry remain unknown. The Y3 56 in all P2 structures is
disordered. The red, blue and purple arrows represent electron transfer, proton transfer and
collinear PCET, respectively, detailing different PCET mechanisms in RNR. Two water molecules
(gray, denoted as H20) are proposed to mediate PCET at the subunit interface.31
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Figure 2.2. Proposed thermodynamic landscape for the RT pathway based on studies with
NO2YI 220 and FnY122- with reporter F2Y in place of Y731 and Y730.10, 32 NH2Y incorporation in
place of the pathway Ys, based on its reported reduction potential, was proposed to introduce a
thermodynamic sink of >190 mV. 8
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Expression of thioredoxin-a3NH2Y x3NH 2Y was expressed and purified as the
thioredoxin- C3NH2Y fusion using pET32b-OC 3TAG3233-35 containing the a3X gene with the amber
stop codon (TAG) at position 32 and pEVOL-NH2Y-RS containing the NH2Y-tRNA and tRNA
synthetase (NH2Y-RS) genes.8 Both plasmids were co-transformed into E. coli BL21 (DE3)
competent cells and the transformed cells were grown in LB media containing ampicillin (100
pag/mL) and chloramphenicol (35 pg/mL). A typical growth protocol started with a single colony
inoculated into a small culture (100 mL 2XYT media), shaken at 200 revolutions per min (rpm) at
37 OC until saturation (16 h). This culture was diluted 50-fold into enriched glycerol minimal
media (GMML, 4 x 2 L cultures) containing 1 mM NH2Y (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.1 mM DTT
(Promega). The media also contained 0.05% w/v L-arabinose (Sigma-Aldrich) to induce over-
expression of the NH 2Y-RS. The cultures were grown at 37 0C, 200 rpm until reaching an OD 6oo
nm ~0.6 (~16 h), at which point thioredoxin-a3NH2Y expression was induced by the addition of 1
mM IPTG. The cultures were grown at 37 0C, 200 rpm for an additional 4 - 6 h before the cell
pellet was harvested by centrifugation (13,000 x g). The expression of the full-length thioredoxin-
X3NH2Y was assessed by 15% acrylamide SDS-PAGE, giving a typical yield of ~1.5 g cell
paste/L.
Purification of a3NH2Y The purification of thioredoxin-a3NH2Y followed previously
published protocols 33 except that the lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM
imidazole, pH 7.9) and elution buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 1 M imidazole, pH 7.9)
contained 10 mM p-mercaptoethanol (p-ME, Sigma-Aldrich).
Thioredoxin was cleaved from u 3NH2Y, as previously described,33 but in an anaerobic
glovebox to minimize NH2Y oxidation. The reaction mixture (10 mg/mL protein concentration,
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35 mL) was passed through Ni-NTA agarose column (30 x 80 mm, Qiagen) to remove His6-tagged
thioredoxin from full-length a3NH 2Y (7536 Da) and truncated a3NH2Y (3579 Da). The eluted
fractions containing both full-length and truncated a3NH2Y, assessed by SDS PAGE, were further
purified using reverse phase HPLC (Agilent Zorbax SB C3 reverse phase column, 21.2 x 250 mm,
pore size 80 A). The full-length oC3NH2Y was eluted with a binary solvent system (flow rate 5
mL/min): solvent A (H20 with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Thermo Scientific Pierce) and
solvent B (acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA). Solvent B was linearly increased from 5% to 28% over
23 min and 28% to 48% over 40 min. The fractions containing full-length cC3NH2Y were assessed
by LC-ESI-MS, pooled and lyophilized to yield a fluffy, white powder. The OC3NH2Y purity was
assessed by 15% tricine SDS-PAGE analysis 36 and LC-ESI-MS, described in Appendix 2. A
typical yield was -0.4 mg of pure ci 3NH2 Y per L of culture.
Characterization of a3NH2Y The absorption and circular dichroism (CD) spectra of
CC3NH2Y were obtained as previously described.37 except that 25 [LM tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP, Strem Chemicals Inc.) was included in all solutions to minimize
NH2Y oxidation.
Voltammetric characterization of a3NH2Y Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV), square-
wave voltammetry (SWV) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements on a3NH2Y were
performed using an Autolab PGSTAT12 potentiostat, as described previously. 29 The three
electrode configuration consisted of a pyrolytic graphite edge (PGE) working electrode, a platinum
wire counter electrode, and a Ag/AgC1 (3M KCl) reference electrode. Protein film samples were
prepared following the previously described protocol for the a3F.Ys (n = 2, 3).37 The protein
solution (15 - 20 LM a3NH2Y or a3F, in 20 mM KPi, 75 mM KCl, pH 7.1) was introduced to the
surface of the working electrode for 30 sec. The electrode was removed from the protein solution,
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its sides wiped dry, and placed in the electrochemical cell containing 20 mM KPi, 40 mM KC1, pH
7.1.
Analysis of the one-electron a3NH2Y reduction potential. The difference between the two
one-electron reduction potentials (AE"') was determined from CV line width38 and peak current 39
analyses, as previously described for surface confined, two-electron processes. The ratio of the
peak current (ip) to normalized peak current (ip, norm) is given in eq. 2.1,39
ip / ip,norm = ip / (FS- 0 Fv / RT) eq. 2.1
where F is Faraday's constant (96,485 C/mol), R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/K mol), T
is the temperature (298 K), v is the scan rate, S is the electrode surface area, and IO is the total
number of moles of analyte per unit of surface area. Because the product expression of 2FS1i4
yields the integrated peak area (A) divided by v, eq. 2.1 can be simplified to eq. 2.2.
l'p 1 p,norm =ip / (AF / 2RT) eq. 2.2
With this simplified expression, the iplip, norm ratio was calculated to determine the iE'.
Expression and purification of His6-D6-NH2Y7Z3-a2. The synthesis of D 6-NH 2Y is
described in Appendix 2. The expression and purification of His 6-D6-NH2Y731- (X2 followed
published protocols with D 6-NH2Y used in place of NH2Y. 9, 23 The yield for His6-D6-NH2Y73i-oC2
was 1.6 mg/L of culture.
HF EPR and 'H-ENDOR spectroscopy to determine the NH2 conformation ofD6-NH2Y731-
c2, formedfrom its reaction with wt-p2, A TP and CDP. The samples for HF EPR and ENDOR
measurements were prepared as follows: 215 pM His 6-D6-NH2Y731-a2, 215 pM wt-p2, 6 mM ATP
and 2 mM CDP in protonated assay buffer were mixed and manually quenched in liquid isopentane
after 15 s for the sample analyzed at 94 GHz and 10 s for the sample analyzed at 263 GHz sample.
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The 94 GHz pulsed EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker E680 W-band spectrometer
with 400 mW microwave output power (Bruker Power Upgrade 2). Samples for 94 GHz
spectroscopy contained typical volumes of 2 pL in 0.85 mm OD Suprasil capillaries. The electron
spin echo (7r/2---n- -c - echo) was recorded with 7/2 pulse length of 20 ns. EPR measurements at
263 GHz were recorded on a Bruker Elexsys E780 quasi optical spectrometer with a single mode
(TEO 11) cylindrical resonator (Bruker BioSpin) as reported previously. 2133 Maximum microwave
power coupled to the resonator was about 50 mW. The electron spin echo (71/2--1-71- - echo)
was recorded with a 2/2 pulse length of 26 ns. The EPR spectrum of Y122- in wt-P2 (250 gM in
assay buffer) was used as a reference to calibrate the magnetic field. Samples for 263 GHz EPR
were inserted in capillaries (0.33 OD, Vitrocom CV2033S/Q) in typical volumes of -50 nL.
Frozen samples were loaded into the resonator immersed in liquid nitrogen and then transferred
into the pre-cooled EPR cryostat.
LC-ESI-MS/MS quantitation of the NH2YY ratio in trypsin-digested NH2Y73o-a2. The
sequence of the trypsin-digested wt-a2 was predicted with MS-digest (www.prospector.ucsf.edu).
The Y-containing peptide P1 (H2N-TLYYQNTR-COOH) and the NH2Y-containing peptide P2
(H2N-TL(NH 2Y)YQNTR-COOH) were synthesized with the automated, rapid peptide
synthesizer, described in Appendix 2.40
To construct the peptide standard curves, stock solutions containing 1:1 w/w ratio of
peptide P1 and P2 were prepared in water, 0.1% TFA. The concentrations of stock peptide
solutions were determined with predicted extinction coefficients for peptide P1 (6 2 80 . = 2880
M-1 cm-1) and peptide P2 (E280 nm = 3340 M-1 cm'1). The P1 extinction coefficient was predicted
from the peptide sequence, where the two tyrosines (6280 nm = 1440 M-' cm-') contributed the most
absorbance in H20/HCl, pH 1.41-42 The peptide P2 extinction coefficient was predicted from the
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peptide sequence where the 6280 nm of 1900 M-1 cm-1 for NH2Y was previously determined in
H20/HCl, pH 1.20 Peptide solutions of 0.5 ng/pL and 0.05 ng/pL were made with ten-fold serial
dilutions, consisting of adding 10 pL into 90 tL water/0. 1% TFA. The peptide standard curve was
constructed by analyzing 100 pgs to 10 ng of each peptide.
The MS experiments were performed with the Agilent 6550 ESI-MS/MS qTOF equipped
with a Jupiter C4 reverse phase column (Phenomenex, 50 mm x 1 mm, 5 pm particle size, 300 A
pore size). A typical injection volume ranged from 1 to 10 gL. The gradient consisted of two
solvents: solvent A was water/0. 1% TFA and solvent B was acetonitrile/0. 1% TFA. Solvent B was
linearly increased from 1 to 61% over 16 min at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min. Prior to the next run,
the column was pre-equilibrated with 1% buffer B for 5 min at the same flow rate. In between
every sample, a blank sample of no volume was injected to ensure no contamination.
The reverse phase column was coupled to the electrospray ion source (Agilent 6550). The
sheath gas (N 2 ) temperature was 300 'C at a flow of 12 L/min. The capillary voltage was set to
5000 V. The ions were introduced to a quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF) mass analyzer operating
in the positive ion mode. The MS spectra were obtained by scanning from 300 to 1700 m/z, with
a resolution of 30,000. The Q-TOF spectra were recorded at a rate of 667 ms/spectrum and 5460
transients/spectrum. An internal standard (HP-0921, Agilent, theoretical positive ion mass =
922.0097 m/z) was used to calibrate ion masses. From the total ion chromatogram (TIC), the +2
and +3 ions corresponding to peptides P1 and P2 were extracted with the MassHunter workstation
(Agilent). The peak extraction was performed with a m/z window of 0.01 mass units. To
determine peak intensity ratios for the standard curve, the extracted peaks were integrated with the
MassHunter software.
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The trypsin digestion procedure for His6-NH 2Y 73o-i2 was optimized to minimize NH 2Y
oxidation. The protein (40 tM) was denatured and reduced in 40 pL trypsin digestion buffer (50
mM NH4HCO3 pH 7) containing 8 M urea (ultra pure >99.5%, Sigma) and 5 mM TCEP (Sigma-
Aldrich) for 1 h at 37 0C. The urea was diluted to 2 M with trypsin digestion buffer. TCEP was
added to maintain a final concentration of 5 mM. The denatured protein was incubated with
Trypsin Gold (Promega, 1:50 w/w trypsin:protein) for 3 h at 37 'C. The resulting peptide mixture
was analyzed by LC-ESI-MS with the method described for the standard curve determination. The
peaks for the +2 and +3 ions for P1 and P2 were extracted with the same method described above.
Peptide quantitation was determined from peak intensity areas with the standard curve. From the
trypsin-digested peptide mixture, multiple volumes ranging from 1 - 10 IL were injected and
analyzed, giving eight different peptide amounts that were within the range of the standard curve.
Just like the peptide samples for the standard curve, a blank run was performed to ensure no
contamination between samples. The errors were calculated as standard deviations from replicate
samples.
RESULTS
NH2Y electrochemistry. To understand the thermodynamic perturbation of NH2Y in the RT
pathway of RNR, the goal was to determine the formal reduction potential (E') for the
NH 2Y/NH2Y- redox couple. The only previous description of NH2Y electrochemistry has been
performed by Klapper et al. In this work, using either cyclic voltammetry (CV) or differential
pulse voltammetry (DPV), the irreversible peak potentials of Y or W analogs were compared with
the reduction potentials obtained by pulse radiolysis. The researchers were unable to perform pulse
radiolysis on NH2Y; instead, they calculated the NH 2Y E' of 0.64 V vs. NHE at pH 7 based off
an experimental peak potential in aqueous conditions.18 In this calculation, it was unclear whether
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the resulting value corresponded to the one-electron oxidation to the radical (NH 2Y-), or the two-
electron oxidation to the iminoquinone, which has been proposed to form from studies on the
NH2Y analog, 2-aminophenol, 4344 described further in the Discussion.
To expand upon this previous study, we performed electrochemical experiments on a
protected version of NH2Y. For NH2Y oxidation, we considered previous electrochemical studies
on DOPA, a similar amino acid radical sink, which demonstrated that oxidation led to
intramolecular cyclization reactions. 45 To avoid this reactivity, we synthesized the N-acetyl 3-
aminotyrosinamide (N-acetyl NH2Y-NH2), described in Appendix 2. To determine if the oxidation
of N-acetyl NH2Y-NH 2 involved one-electron or two-electron stoichiometry, a rotating disk
electrode (RDE) experiment and Koutecky-Levich analysis was carried out. This analysis also
required diffusion coefficient determination by diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) 'H NMR.
The details of these studies are described in Appendix 2 (Figure A2.1 and A2.2). The results from
this analysis provided evidence for a two-electron oxidation, consistent with the previous results
of 2-aminophenol oxidation. 43-44 From a two-electron wave, the extraction of the one-electron E0 '
values is possible only with a reversible CV with which accurate data simulation can be performed.
Our CV of the N-acetyl NH2Y-NH 2 oxidation, shown in Figure A2.3, demonstrated quasi-
reversibility, evidenced by the ratio of the anodic and cathodic peak currents (ipa/ipc) being 0.68
and differing from the expected value of 1.0 for a reversible process. As a result, we could not de-
convolute the desired E' with N-acetyl NH2Y-NH 2. To obtain a reversible CV by eliminating
undesired chemical side reactions, we turned to the alpha helical bundle protein system, which has
been previously shown to demonstrate reversibility for Y oxidation.
34
-35
Expression, purification and protein characterization of a3NH2 Y To study NH 2Y under
reversible conditions, the modified Y was site-specifically incorporated in the place of residue 32
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(X) in the well-characterized three a helical bundle protein (c3X). 34-35 a3X has been used to
determine thermodynamic E 's for Y3 2 ,2 9 W3 2 2 7 , 2-mercaptophenol-a3C (2MP-a3C) 46 and FnY32
where n = 2 or 3.33 7 Because residue 32 is buried within the protein environment, chemical
reactions of the transiently oxidized Y, or Y analog, are slowed relative to the time of
measurement, thus ensuring reversiblity.2 7-28 The NH2Y was incorporated into the thioredoxin-
c 3NH2Y fusion by expression with the vector for thioredoxin-3(pET32b) containing the amber
stop codon at residue 32 (Y32Z). 34-35 Optimization of full-length thioredoxin-x3NH2Y expression
yielded a condition in which NH2Y-RS was induced with arabinose during the inoculation phase
(Figure A2.4). To avoid NH2Y oxidation, the reductant (p-ME) needed to be included in all buffers
during c3NH2Y purification and the removal of the thioredoxin fusion by thrombin cleavage was
carried out in an anaerobic chamber. The isolation of a3NH2Y with this procedure yielded ~0.4
mg/L; -10% the yield of other a3X proteins. 37 LC-ESI-MS (Figure A2.5) verified the
monoisotopic mass of a3NH2Y. The c 3NH2Y purity was judged to be 96% based on LC-ESI-MS
and >99% based on tricine SDS PAGE analysis (Figure A2.6).
The a3NH2Y was characterized in detail to ensure that it possessed similar characteristics
to other a3X constructs. Its UV-vis spectra was determined in the pH range of 4.8 to 10 (pKa
10.1)20; the expected ionization behaviors were observed within this range, Figure A2.7. Its Xmax,
289 nm at pH 7, is consistent with the previously reported UV-vis spectrum of NH2Y. 20 Its
secondary structure was characterized by CD spectroscopy. The results revealed that a3NH2Y at
pH 7 has 80% (52 of 65 residues) cc-helical content, consistent with the 78% cc-helical content for
a3W (Figure A2.8A and detailed in Appendix 2). Finally, changes in the a-helical content as a
function of pH were minor (Figure A2.8B).
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PFV of a3NH2Y Given the limited reversibility of the CV measurements on N-acetyl
NH2Y-NH2 (Figure A2.3) and our recent, successful study using protein film voltammetry (PFV)
of a3F.Y(n = 2, 3),37 we employed PFV to study a3NH2Y. Protein film samples of u 3NH2Y were
characterized by SWV to confirm a surface-confined electrode mechanism. These studies are
described in detail in the Appendix 2, in Figure A2.9 and A2. 10.
Detailed characterization of the a3NH2 Y redox system was conducted with CV as shown
in Figure 3. Staircase cyclic voltammetry is obtained using a series of voltammetric increases in a
"staircase" series, opposed to a linear sweep, to reduce capacitance. The kinetics of ET, and thus
the relevant parameters for this study, have been established to remain similar between both
voltammetric methods. 4 7 Staircase CVs of a3NH2Y (Figure 3A, red) and a3F (Figure 3A, grey)
assigned the Faradaic current to NH2Y32 and provided evidence for a two-electron redox process,
consistent with a two-electron oxidation as reported for 2-aminophenols 43-44, 48-51 and determined
for N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 using RDE (Figure A2.2). The prominent Faradaic response provided
evidence for the two-electron oxidation of a3NH2Y, contrasting dramatically with the one-electron
oxidations of the other redox active a3X proteins (a3Y, OC3W and a3F.Y); CVs of these proteins
show little to no signal.27' 29' 33' 35' 37 Furthermore, the U3NH2Y SWV net current was about 2-fold
greater than the net currents of the one-electron a3Y and 2MP-OC3C proteins at the "quasi-reversible
maximum" (Figure A2. 1 OC). Again, this increased net current supports the two-electron
stoichiometry of a3NH2Y oxidation.
The raw a3NH2Y (Fig. 2.3A, red) and a3NH2Y-a3F (Fig. 2.3A, blue) difference
voltammograms were analyzed using two separate methods for baseline correction. Peak currents
were processed using a linear baseline function in NOVA (Metrohm Autolab) or using a cubic
baseline (Fig. 2.3B, purple) and an asymmetric Gaussian (Fig. 2.3B, orange) fit with PeakFit
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(systatsoftware.com) to the raw peak current (Fig. 2.3B, grey). Staircase CVs, collected in
replicates at 250, 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500 mV/s, displayed the following properties: electrode
coverage of 16 - 19 2 pmol/cm2 , AEp of 33 - 36 3 mV, ipa/ipc of 1.00 - 1.03 0.02, ip/ip,norm
0.57 - 0.60 0.02 and line width of 80 -85 3 mV. Note that the ipa/ipc of 1 suggests that this CV
is electrochemically reversible. The ip/ip,norm will be discussed below. The presented range of
values were dependent on using raw vs. difference voltammograms or the NOVA vs. PeakFit
baseline-correction methods. These results demonstrated no significant differences in the extracted
line-shape information depending on the baseline-correction method. Linear cyclic
voltammograms were collected in duplicates at 250, 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500 mV/s and
analyzed using PeakFit provided the following values: electrode coverage of 9 1 pmol/cm 2 , AEp
of 43 2 mV, ipa/ipc of 0.95 0.03, ip/ipnorm of 0.51 0.02, and a line width of 93 4 mV. Again,
the ipa/ipc - 1 suggests that this system is electrochemically reversible.
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Figure 2.3. CV of the 03NH2Y. A. Staircase CVs of x3NH2Y (red) and cC3F (grey) are
shown. Each protein was adsorbed to the surface of a freshly polished PGE electrode and the
measurements conducted in 20 mM KPi, 40 mM KCl, pH 7.1, using a scan rate of 350 mV/s.
Baseline was corrected in the a3NH2Y-C3F (blue) voltammogram. B. Peak currents were
processed using an asymmetric Gaussian (orange) and a cubic baseline (purple) fit to the raw peak
current (grey). The extracted parameters based on line-shape are described in the main text and
show little difference between each baseline subtraction method. C. Linear CV "trumpet" plot
displaying the relation between the anodic (Epa, blue) and cathodic (Ep, green) peak potentials vs.
log of the scan rate. This plot grants a measure for the rate constant for ET at the electrode.5 2
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The single wave in the x3NH2Y CV (Fig. 2.3A) is explained by two successive one-
electron oxidations: E' 1 for NH2Y 32(0-/OH) and E '2 for NHY32(=O/O-). Under the conditions
when E 'i < E '2 and the difference, E'I - E '2, is < 50 mV,53-54 de-convolution of the E 'i and
E0 2 is possible for surface-confined electrochemical systems, as observed in our a3NH2Y protein
film. For such systems, the AE"', defined as E 'l - E '2, varies as a function of the CV peak width
and height, described in Figure A2. 11. This CV peak width analysis can be mathematically defined
as the ratio of the peak current (ip) to normalized peak current (iP, norm) 38' 55 with eq. 2.2,
ip /'p,norm = ip / (AF / 2RT), described in the Methods. 38, 55 Depending on replicate data at varied
scan rates (Table 2.1), the integration of the oxidative current gives a peak area (A) ranging from
5.7 0.3 x 10-8 A at 250 mV/s to 1.2 0.4 x 10-7 A at 500 mV/s. Likewise, the ip is determined to
range between 6.4 0.1 x 10-7 A at 250 mV/s and 1.3 0.2 x 10-6 A at 500 mV/s (Table 2.1). With
the experimentally determined ip and A values, the ip/ip, norm was determined with eq. 2.2, giving
an average ratio of 0.57 0.1. From the previously defined theory for two-electron oxidations, this
ratio corresponds to AE' of -25 10 mV. 38, 55 This analysis demonstrates that the E 'I and E '2
remain close in value with the observed reversible two-electron formal reduction potential of 408
mV vs. NHE at pH 7.1. By definition of AE', we determined E 'I, describing cC3NH2Y32(0-/OH),
as 396 mV at pH 7.1 vs. NHE. Provided that the E"' of a3Y(O-/OH) is 982 mV vs. NHE at pH
7.1,29 NH2Y is 586 mV easier to oxidize than Y. As will be described in the Discussion, the RT
pathway in RNR is unlikely to overcome this thermodynamic deficit.
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Table 2.1. The peak current (ip) and peak area (A) from the a3NH2Y CVs at varying scan rates
(250 - 500 mV/s) to determine ip/ip, norm.
Scan rate ip (A) A (A) ip/ip, norma
250 mV/s 6.4 0.1 x 10-7 5.7 0.3 x 10-8 0.58
300 mV/s 6.8 0.1 x 10-7  6.3 0.4 x 10-8  0.56
350 mV/s 9.6 0.1 x 10-7 8.7 0.3 x 10-8 0.57
400 mV/s 9.8 0.1 x 10-' 8.9 0.4 x 10-8 0.56
450 mV/s 1.1 0.1 x 10-6  1.0 0.3 x 10-7  0.55
500 mV/s 1.3 0.2 x 10-6 1.2 0.4 x 10-7 0.57
a. The i/ip norm was determined with eq. 2.2 using the i, and A values reported in this table.
The NH2 conformation ofD6-NH2Y3J- is planar. Given that the NH2Y oxidation is 586 mV
easier than Y oxidation, we considered the explanation that the previously suggested trigonal
pyramidal NH2 conformation within RNR20 could elevate the NH2Y reduction potential such that
the NH2Y-RNRs were active. Because the formal reduction potential for NH2Y cannot be directly
measured in NH2Y-RNR, DFT calculations were employed to distinguish between the reduction
potentials for the planar and trigonal pyramidal 2-aminophenol (2-NH2-PheOH, Fig. A2.12 and
A2.13). These calculations demonstrated that the potential can increase by 190 - 390 mV,
depending on the starting NH 2 conformation.
In light of these calculations, we re-visited our previous studies on the NH 2Y- electronic
structure in RNR. A trigonal pyramidal NH2 structure was proposed based on the simulations of
'H hyperfine coupling (hfcs) detected via the EPR spectra of [14N] and ["N] labeled NH2Y 730- in
D20 and H2 0 buffer.2 0 This conformation was based on the tilt angles, 01 and 02, shown in Figure
2.4, where a planar conformation has angles of 0', and a pyramidal conformation has angles
ranging from 30 - 50'. At the time these studies were conducted, the 'H hfc of the exchangeable
amino protons could not be directly determined because of the large, interfering signals of all other
tyrosyl protons and hydrogen bonds (see Fig. 2.5, red). In subsequent studies, DFT calculations on
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large cluster models that were generated from the crystal structure of NH2Y73o-a2 (PDB 2XO4)
suggested an almost planar NH 2 conformation in NH2Y73o- and NH2Y 7 31-. 2 1-2 2 In light of these
studies, the NH2 conformation in NH2Y 7 3o- remained to be established.
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Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of the g- and A-tensors displayed for the NH2 conformation.
Upper left: the 3-dimensional visualization of the trigonal pyramidal NH2 conformation with the
appropriate g- and A-tensor axes. Lower left: the 3-dimensional visualization of the planar NH 2
conformation. Middle: the NH2Y- is displayed with the nitrogen, N (blue), and the two hydrogens,
Hi and H2 (red), highlighted. Right: An additional 3-dimensional NH2 visualization along the C-
N bond is depicted for the trigonal pyramidal conformation. The xy plane constitutes the phenolic
ring (dotted lines) and the yz plane constitutes the p orbital of the N atom.20 The angles 0j and 02
denote the angles from the N to Hi and H2, respectively.
Exchangeable hydrogen bonds with large hfcs are usually detected via EPR spectroscopy
on samples in D 20 buffer. However, we showed in previous ENDOR studies that the 2H spectra
of the NH2Y- contain overlapping contributions from the external hydrogen bonds and the amino
deuterons. Combined with the fact that the standard Mims ENDOR sequence used for 2H produces
line-shape blind spots, this prevented an unambiguous, full analysis of the NH 2 tensors. To
simplify the EPR and ENDOR spectra and assign the structure of the NH2, we used a new labeling
strategy, in which the non-exchangeable protons of NH2Y were replaced with deuterons (D 6-
NH2Y). The same approach was recently used for the 'H-ENDOR study of D 7-Y356-. 3' The D6-
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NH2Y was site-specifically inserted and investigated at Y 731, as here only one external H-bond
contributes to NH2Y73i* as compared to three H-bonds at residue NH2Y730-. To test whether D 6-
NH2Y 731 can generate sufficient radical yield for multi-frequency EPR and ENDOR studies, we
first analyzed the hand-quenched reactions with 9 GHz CW EPR. The 9 GHz EPR spectrum of
D 5-NH2Y 731- and the subtraction of Y122- from the composite spectrum is described in Appendix
2 (Fig. A2.14). Eighteen percent of the initial Y122- is converted to form NH2Y731-, a yield
sufficient for the HF EPR spectroscopic studies.
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Figure 2.5. The EPR spectra of D6-NH2Y 731- in H20 buffer (black) recorded at 34 GHz (upper
panel), 94 GHz (middle panel) and 263 GHz (lower panel) at 80 K. The corresponding simulations
for a planar amino structure are shown in grey. For comparison EPR spectrum of NH2Y731 in H20
buffer recorded at 94 GHz at 80 K and its corresponding simulation are shown in red and grey,
respectively. Exp. conditions for 34 GHz: a = 12 ns, shot repetition time = 5 ms, shots per point =
50, scans = 36, acquisition time = 2.5 h. 94 GHz: n = 40 ns, shot repetition time = 5 ms, shots per
point = 80, scans = 108, acquisition time = 12 h, for 263 GHz: a = 52 ns, shot repetition time = 3
Ins, shots per point = 250, scans = 27, acquisition time = 6 h. The glass signal and the resting signal
from Y122- is denoted with * and **, respectively. Simulation parameters are reported in Table 2.2.
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Next, the trapped pathway radical, D 6-NH2Y 731- in H20 buffer, was analysed via multi-
frequency EPR and 34 GHz 'H-ENDOR spectroscopy. As described in our previous high-field
EPR studies,20-23,31 the spectrum of the trapped radical can be separated from that of stable Y 122-
by pulsed EPR at 80 K. The 34, 94 and 263 GHz EPR spectra were recorded and are shown in
Figure 2.4, along with corresponding simulations for a planar NH2 structure. The large hfcs of the
two amino protons and the nitrogen nucleus dominate the D6-NH2Y 731 - EPR spectrum at 34 GHz.
On the other hand, 94 and 263 GHz EPR spectra are dominated by g- and hf-anisotropy. The
g-values of D 6-NH 2Y 7 3 1- (2.0051, 2.0040, 2.0022) are best resolved at 263 GHz and are consistent
with the values from our previous ND2Y studies.202 3 Comparison of 94 GHz EPR spectra of
NH2Y- in H2 0 and D6-NH2Y- in H20 reveals the advantages of our deuteration approach (see Fig.
2.5, red vs. black trace). First, the use of D6-NH2Y- in H20 considerably simplifies the EPR spectra
due to the absence of 1H hf splitting from the two Cp-methylene protons. Second, subtle hf
structure of amino protons can be detected and analyzed more precisely. The multi-frequency EPR
spectra were simulated iteratively to find a global solution for the contributing hfcs that are listed
in Table 2.2. The hfcs for two 2 H Cp-methylene deuterons and 14 N were taken from our previous
EPR analysis.22
The starting simulation parameters for the exchangeable proton hfcs, coming from one
perpendicular bond H-bond and the two amino protons, were obtained from the 'H-Davies
ENDOR spectrum at 34 GHz and 100 K (Fig. 2.6). We note that this 'H ENDOR spectrum is
entirely consistent with the hfc tensors predicted by DFT calculations in a previous study,22 as
displayed by a simulation. However, the absence of orientation selection in these 34 GHz 'H
ENDOR spectra prevents an analysis of the hfc NH tensor orientation. Instead, this orientation
information is encoded in the high-frequency EPR spectra, particularly at 94 GHz, as explained
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below. With these starting hfc parameters from ENDOR and a planar NH 2 structure, EPR
simulations initially seemed inconsistent with the EPR experimental data. We tested all possible
tilt angles of the amino protons from 0' to 550 representing planar to pyramidal structures,
respectively. We also tested mixtures of planar to pyramidal structures in different ratios (data not
shown). Finally, the largest tensor components of exchangeable proton hfcs were slightly reduced,
which led to a global solution with a planar structure that best represents the EPR spectra at all
frequencies (see Fig. 2.5 and 2.7). With these hfcs kept constant, a pyramidal structure with tilt
angles of 500 was also considered (see Fig. 2.7) but the resulting simulation lacks the fine hf
structure detected in the experiments. The largest hfcs tensor components from the EPR simulation
(23 MHz) is consistent with the DFT calculations (24 - 26 MHz) and the ENDOR, noting that the
edges of the 'H ENDOR spectrum are quite broad (24 - 28 MHz). We point out that in our previous
study using double mutants, 22 a remarkable dependence of the amino deuteron coupling on the
hydrogen bond environment was observed. This likely leads to heterogeneities or distributions of
hfcs also within the same mutant, which reasonably explain the distribution observed in the data.
Most importantly, the simulations reproducing the EPR spectra at all three frequencies are
well consistent with a planar and not a pyramidal NH 2 structure. Indeed, in such a planar
conformation the hfc tensor principal axes of the amino protons are almost collinear with the g
tensor principal axes (Fig. 2.7) and orientation selectivity in the 94 GHz spectra gives rise to sharp
hf splitting in the EPR spectra, particularly at BjIgx or Bflgy. These sharp features become visible
in the spectra of D6-NH2Y 7 31 - but were not discernible in the initial spectra of NH 2Y 7 3 1- (Fig. 2.7)
due to the broadening of the internal Y protons. Consistently, these sharp features are absent in the
simulation for a pyramidal structure (Fig. 2.8). To illustrate this, we display two simulations, one
for each NH proton contribution. As predicted by DFT, the hfc along the N-H-bond is ~ 0,22 thus
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the proton oriented with the N-H-bond parallel to gx does not give a splitting at Bllgx. Thus, the
splitting at B Igx is produced by the hfc of the other amino proton and vice versa at B Igy.
Finally, a complete and direct analysis of hfcs tensor orientations can be performed using
orientation-selected ENDOR at high frequencies. However, this analysis is usually hampered by a
very low, intrinsic S/N ratio of the spectra. We recently succeeded in introducing a new ENDOR
sequence, called CP-ENDOR, 0 for 2H nuclei and to perform orientation selection and analysis of
the ND 2 tensors in NH2Y 731-. The spectra unambiguously demonstrated that only the pure A y tensor
component of both amino deuterons is observed at Bllgz, confirming the planar conformation.
These data are reported in a separate manuscript in preparation.
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
ENDOR frequency v-vLarmo / MHz
Figure 2.6. 34 GHz 1H-ENDOR spectra of D6-NH2Y 731- in H20 buffer (black) recorded at 100 K
and corresponding simulation (grey). The simulation includes hf coupling of two planar amino
protons (red) and the perpendicular H-bond (blue) according to parameters given in Table 2.2.
Additionally, a broad matrix line is added to incorporate nuclei contributing with small hyperfine
coupling. Experimental conditions: tir,prep = 100 ns, t(r,detect = 12 ns, ta,rf= 20 pts, shot repetition time
= 3 ms, shots per point = 1, random rf acquisition, acquisition time/number of scans = 60 h/ 94500
scans.
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Figure 2.7. 94 GHz EPR spectra of D 6-NH2Y 7 31- in H20 buffer (black) is shown with two
simulations for a pyramidal (upper spectra) and a planar (lower spectra) structures of the amino
group. The orientations of the hf tensors of the two exchangeable amino protons, A i and A 2, with
respect to the g-tensor are shown schematically on the right side.
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Figure 2.8. The EPR spectra of D 6-NH2Y 7 31- in H20 buffer (black) recorded at 94 GHz and at 80
K is shown and the contribution of the individual amino protons is displayed with two different
simulations (grey). The simulations include hf coupling drawn in the adjacent figures and the
perpendicular bond. Hf splitting are observed either at B1jgx or Bjjgy due to orientation selection
and the quasi-planar conformation. The hf splitting along the N-H-bond is ~ 0, therefore the proton
oriented with N-H parallel to gx gives a visible splitting only at Bilgy (upper spectrum).
Experimental conditions and simulation parameters are given in Figure 2.5 and Table 2.2,
respectively.
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Table 2.2. The simulated 'H hyperfine coupling (MHz) and Euler angles in the D 6-NH 2Y 7 31-.
Nuclei Hyperfine coupling in Euler angles for hfcs
MHz
Ax Ay Az y
H* 6.5 -7.8 -8.1 -160 110 80
(Perpendicular bond)
1H* -4.5 -18.2 -24 - 26 -86 98 90
(Amino proton 1) (-126)
1H* -0.5 -15.6 -20.2 -96 93 -31
(Amino proton 2) (-136)
2H 1.8 1.5 1.5 - - -
(CB-methylene 1)
2H 3.4 3.4 3.4 - - -
(CB-methylene 2)
14N 2.4 1.7 32 60 -5 0
The errors in hfcs is 5%. The Euler angles used for a pyramidal structure are written in parenthesis. * The largest
components of the hfc tensor of these exchangeable protons are multiplied by 1.2 for the 34 GHz ENDOR spectral
simulations. See text for explanation on range of values.
The NH2Y:Y ratio in NH2Y 3 o-ca2. The low activity of NH2Y-RNR was previously
concluded to be inherent to the NH2Y mutation.9 The measurement of the NH2Y E', 0.24 V lower
than the literature NH2Y value, prompted a more quantitative assessment of wt-RNR
contamination in the NH2Y 73o-cx2. Since endogenous wt-RNR has been removed with the His6-
NH2Y 73o-x2 construct, any contaminating wt-RNR in this mutant must be attributed to mis-
incorporation of Y by the NH2Y-RS. The high fidelity of the NH2Y-RS was previously determined
by MALDI-TOF MS on the NH2Y incorporated into the Z-domain of protein A. This study
provided no evidence for Y incorporation.8 It is likely, however, that the NH2Y-RS fidelity to
charge NH2Y or Y may differ depending on the gene sequence and on the ratio of Y/NH2Y in the
growth media.
To quantitate the percentage of mis-incorporated Y in His 6-NH2Y73o-a2, LC-ESI-MS was
performed to quantitate relative ratios of peak intensity areas for trypsin-digested peptides.
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Because of the difference in ionization efficiencies for each peptide, a known ratio of the two
synthesized peptides was used to construct a standard curve. First, the peptide sequences from
trypsin digestion were predicted, such that the sequence of the major peptide product with NH2Y 73o
could be characterized: the NH2Y-containing peptide (P1 contains residues 728-735, H2N-
TL(NH2Y)YQNTR-COOH) and the Y-containing peptide (P2 contains residues 728-735, H2N-
TLYYQNTR-COOH). Peptides P1 and P2 were synthesized with the recently described
automated, rapid flow peptide synthesizer, as described in Appendix 2 and Figure A2.15. 4 0 From
stock solutions containing 1:1 w/w ratio of both peptides, 0.1 ng to 10 ng were injected onto a
Jupiter C4 reverse phase column for LC-ESI-MS analysis. Peptide P1 predominantly ionized in
the +3 ion state (358.52 m/z) whereas the preferred ion state for peptide P2 was the +2 ion (529.77
m/z). Standard curves were constructed for the +2 and +3 ion states for peptides P1 and P2 and are
shown in Figure 2.9.
Once relative peak intensity areas were established with this standard curve, the peak
intensity areas for peptide P1 and P2 in the trypsin-digested His6-NH2Y73o-a2 were determined.
The trypsin digestion procedure was optimized to avoid oxidation and minimize the loss of the
NH2Y-containing peptide P 1. The final procedure for the digestion reaction contained 5 mM TCEP
and 3 h trypsin (1:50 w/w protease/protein). The trypsin digestion procedure was verified by LC-
ESI-MS/MS, which is described in Appendix 2, and yielded 97% protein coverage of the His6-
NH2Y730-x2. Importantly, the NH2Y in the peptide P1 remained reduced (Figure A2.16). The
peptides P1 and P2 were assumed to have equal trypsin cleavage efficiencies because the Y730 or
NH2Y730 is five residues away from the peptide cleavage site, R 7 3 5. The LC-ESI-MS analysis of
the trypsin-digested His 6-NH2Y73o-c2 yielded the total ion chromatogram (TIC) displayed in
Figure 2.10. The peptides P1 and P2 were identified by their preferred ionization states using ion
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extraction with the MassHunter software (Agilent). The peak for peptide P1 eluted at a retention
time of 5.9 min and the retention time for the peptide P2 was 6.8 min (Figure 2.10). The integration
of these peaks yielded the peak intensity areas, which were used in conjunction with the standard
curve to determine the peptide quantities for peptides P1 and P2. The peak intensity areas and
calculated peptide quantities for eight samples of differing protein amounts are shown in Table
2.3. From these results, the peptide P2 was determined to be 6.1 0.5% relative to the total peptide
concentration, defined as the sum of the peptide P1 and P2 concentrations. Each measurement is
depicted on the standard curve in Figure 2.9A and 2.9B with green and red dashed lines indicating
peptide P1 and P2 amounts, respectively. This experiment was reproduced with a His6 -NH 2Y 730-
u2 protein sample, isolated by a different researcher,9 yielding 6.9 0.4% peptide P2 relative to
the total peptide concentration. These results provided strong evidence that sufficient mis-
incorporation of Y by the NH2Y-RS into NH2Y-RNR can explain the observed dCDP formation
in the steady state activity assays.
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Figure 2.9. Standard curve of peptide P1 +2, +3 ions (blue, green) and peptide P2+2, +3 ions (red,
black). A. The peptides P1 and P2 were prepared in a 1:1 w/w stock solution with predicted
extinction coefficients for peptide P1 (82 80 nm = 2880 M-1 cm-1) and peptide P2 (8280 nm = 3340 M-
cm 1 ). Varying amounts (0.1 ng to 5 ng) of each peptide were analyzed to construct the standard
curves. The peak intensity areas were analyzed using the MassHunter workstation software.
Peptide P1 preferentially ionized in the +3 ion state (green, 358.52 m/z), rather than the +2 ion
state (blue, 537.27 m/z). The peptide P2 ionized preferentially in the +2 state (red, 529.77 .m/z),
rather than the +3 ion state (black, 353.51 m/z). A linear least squares fit was used for data analysis.
The green dashed lines indicate the peak intensity area values corresponding to peptide P1 in the
trypsin digested His6-NH2Y73o-a2 sample. The red dashed lines indicate the peak intensity area
values corresponding to peptide P2 in the trypsin digested His6-NH2Y73o-a2 sample. B. The region
between 0 ng and 0.5 ng was zoomed in with the same standard curve shown in A.
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Figure 2.10. Top: Total ion chromatogram (TIC) of the trypsin-digested His6-NH2Y 73o-CC2
peptides. Middle: The peptide P1 extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) of the +3 ion (358.52 m/z,
blue) was generated by isolating a mass window of 358.51 - 358.53 m/z. Peptide P1 elutes at a
retention time (RT) of 5.9 min. The MS (inset) displays the formation of the +3 and +1 ions for
peptide P1. Bottom: The peptide P2 EIC of the +2 ion (529.77 m/z, red) was generated by isolating
a mass window of 529.76 - 529.78 m/z. Peptide P2 elutes at a retention time (RT) of 6.8 min. The
MS (inset) shows preferential formation of the +2 and +1 ions for peptide P2.
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Table 2.3. MS quantitation
standard curves.
Sample Peptide
of peptide P1 and P2 by correlation of the peak intensity areas to the
Peptide
Amount (ng)
Percent Y
contamination
1 P1 2.5 0.1
P2 0.14 0.01
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
3.4
0.21
4.0
0.23
4.5
0.27
5.2
0.31
5.9
0.37
6.3
0.40
6.7
0.45
0.1
0.02
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.03
0.1
0.03
0.2
0.03
0.2
0.05
0.2
0.04
5.6 0.4
6.1 0.5
5.8 0.3
6.0 0.6
6.0 0.6
6.3 0.5
6.3 0.8
6.7 0.6
6.1 0.5
DISCUSSION
NH2Y oxidation. In light of our recent studies on the thermodynamic landscape of the RNR
RT pathway,1 0 the >200 mV uphill pathway provides an opportunity to predict the effect of NH2Y
thermodynamics on RNR activity. Thus, we wanted to re-characterize the reduction potential (E"')
of the NH2Y/NH2Y- redox pair. When considering the oxidation of NH2 Y, the small molecule 2-
aminophenol served as an extensively studied analog. Previous studies of the 2-aminophenol
oxidation by CV50 or chemical oxidation in aqueous conditions, 44' 48 had demonstrated that this
oxidation undergoes two-electron chemistry, Scheme 2.1.43-44, 48-51 Limited reversibility for 2-
aminophenol oxidation was proposed to result from chemical reactivity of the two-electron
oxidation product 1,2 benzoquinone monoimine, not the one-electron oxidation product 2-
aminophenoxyl radical. Two molecules of 1,2-benzoquinone monoimine were proposed to form
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the major product 2-aminophenoxazin-3-one (APZ) dimer, Scheme 2.1. In aqueous solvent at a
pH range of 6 - 8, the hydrolysis of the 1,2-benzoquinone monoimine also yielded the 1,2-
benzoquinone. 44
Given this proclivity to form APZ, two blocked 2-aminophenol analogs were synthesized
to prevent this reactivity. The CV of the first analog, 3,5-di-tert-butyl-2-aminophenol, dissolved
in the aprotic solvent acetonitrile yielded E0 '~ 0.941 V vs. NHE.43 Because the reaction conditions
did not provide an available proton acceptor, the oxidation was proposed to yield the aminophenol
radical cation. The researchers also reported that the CV still displayed limited reversibility. A
separate, more detailed study described the synthesis of the 4,6 di-tert-butyl-2-tert-
butylaminophenol.56 Disproportionation of the aminophenol with the oxidized iminoquinone form
yielded a stable neutral, imino-semiquinone radical. The CV of the one-electron reduction of this
radical to the aminophenolate anion in the aprotic solvent dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) yielded E'
~ 0.756 V vs. NHE.56 Although both studies were successful in slowing the formation of APZ, the
CVs of both compounds still remained limited in reversibility. The reported E' values differ
because they describe different reactions; the first study detailed oxidation of the aminophenol to
the radical cation, and the second detailed oxidation of the aminophenolate to the neutral radical.
Furthermore, both unfortunately did not describe our reaction of interest, the oxidation of
aminophenol to the neutral radical.
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Scheme 2.1. The electrochemical oxidation of 2-aminophenol yields 1,2-benzoquinone and 2-
amino-3-phenoxazine
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In contrast with the 2-aminophenol electrochemistry, only one study of the NH 2Y
electrochemistry has been reported in the literature. The E0 ' for NH2Y oxidation was examined by
Klapper et al with differential pulse voltammetry, a sensitive electrochemical method typically
used for the accurate measurement of the peak potential (Ep). In this study, the Ep was measured
because irreversible NH2Y electrochemistry precluded the E' determination.' 8 The irreversible
electrochemistry likely arose from the chemical reactivity of the oxidative product(s), similar to
those reported for the blocked 2-aminophenol analogs. A calculation of the E"' was possible from
the experimentally obtained Ep value, by correcting for the rate constant for side-reactivity. Despite
resulting from a calculation, the determined E ' for Y, 0.93 V vs. NHE at pH 7,18 is remarkably
consistent with recent studies of the E' of Y: 0.91 V 57 and 0.96 V58 vs. NHE at pH 7. Relevant to
our current study, the E' for NH2Y was reported as 0.64 V vs. NHE at pH 7.18 The researchers
unfortunately did not comment on the possibility of two-electron chemistry, nor the necessity to
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de-convolute the two one-electron E' values. With these issues in mind, we thus revisited E0 ' for
NH2Y.
We initially examined CV of the N-acetyl NH2Y-NH 2. The blocked analog for the two-
electron oxidation was used to reduce cyclization involving the electrophilic iminoquinone moiety
and the nucleophilic N-terminal amine, previously observed from oxidation studies with L-
DOPA.45' 19 Our CV studies of N-acetyl NH2Y-NH 2 in H20 unfortunately gave limited
reversibility. As a result, the o3X system was employed to obtain reversible electrochemical data.
In addition to mimicking the protein environment, the a3NH2Y system sufficiently sequesters the
redox active amino acid within its protein center, avoiding bimolecular side reactivity on the
timescale of the electrochemical experiments. This feature was best demonstrated by the lifetime
of the oxidized c3Y32- (tI/2~ 2 - 10 s), stable relative to the lifetime of Y- in solution (t]12 ps -
ms). 60 As a result of reversible electrochemistry for c3NH2Y, the one-electron components of the
two-electron C3NH2Y oxidation were determined by virtue of the well-studied surface-adsorbed
electrochemical theory.38,55 From the analysis of the peak height and width, we determined the E '
for the cC3NH2Y32(OH/O-) couple as 396 mV vs. NHE. This de-convolution is the first
characterization of the NH2Y one-electron reduction potential in aqueous solvent.
The NH2 conformation of NH2Y- in RNR. The NH2 conformation of the NH2Y730- was
previously proposed to be trigonal pyramidal based off the 1H hyperfine coupling and Euler angles
obtained from simulating HF EPR spectra of the NH2 Y 7 3 0*. 2 0 In the current study, the HF EPR and
'H-ENDOR spectra of the D6-NH2Y731- provide unambiguous evidence for the planar NH2
conformation. This planar NH 2 conformation is consistent with sp2 hybridization resulting from
the de-localization of the lone pair electrons of the nitrogen with the 7r system of the phenol. In
addition, a planar conformation resulted from the DFT energy minimized structure of the 2-
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aminophenol radical, described in Appendix 2. Given that this planar NH 2 conformation is
predicted for both in solution and in the protein environment, we expect this planar conformation
to also hold for the 03NH2Y.
In addition, our study of the effect of NH2Y* conformation on E"' is pertinent to other
studies conducted with substituted aromatic compounds in protein environments. For example,
pulsed EPR studies of the semiquinone radicals in the type II reaction center from Rhodobacter
sphaeroides revealed that the out-of-plane 2-methoxy conformation (Figure 2.11) increased the
reduction potential of ubiquinone by >160 mV.
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Figure 2.11. Rotation about the 2-methoxy group of ubiquinone-10 modulated E"' values by >160
mV. The chemical structure of ubiquinone-10 is shown on the left. On the right, a 3-dimensional
zoomed-in view of quinone moiety of the same molecule demonstrates the out-of-plane 2-methoxy
conformation, indicated by the black arrow.
The activity of NH2Y-RNRs. Provided that the E"' for CC 3NH2Y 32(OH/O-) is 396 mV vs.
NHE and the previously determined E"' for 0C 3Y32(OH/O*) is 986 mV vs. NHE, the NH2Y
introduces a perturbation of 586 mV into the RT pathway of the NH2Y-RNR system. The NH2Y*
in RNR adopts the planar conformation such that the conformational effect on reduction potential,
described by DFT calculations in Figures A2.11 and A2.12, does not change this energetic
perturbation. This 586 mV difference was compared to the energetic tolerance of RNR, which was
determined from the RT pathway thermodynamic landscape, proposed to be >200 mV uphill
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during turnover.1 0 In the wt reaction, this landscape dictates that Y 122- generates 0.04% C439- based
on the Nernst equation. This C439- percentage is based on an estimate for the thermodynamics
between Y and C4 39, determined from a study in which the midpoint potentials for glutathione and
Y were similar.64 Provided an estimation for the rate constants (106 - 108 s-1) of H20 loss from the
2'-position of the substrate nucleotide,65- 67 this percentage is sufficient to support a RNR turnover
rate constant of~5 s-1.10 When NH2Y and its ~586 mV thermodynamic sink is incorporated at Y73o
or Y731, however, an analogous calculation gives 4 x 10-8 % C439-. This C439- percentage is too low
to support the measured turnover of the NH2Y-RNRs (~0.3 s-'). In addition, expanding this
calculation to NH 2 Y at position Y 356, which has been demonstrated as ~100 mV more stable than
Y730 or Y 73 1, 32 further exacerbates this issue by diminishing the % C439- by at least an order of
magnitude.
Despite this prediction with our new thermodynamic insight, the reaction of the NH 2 Y-
RNRs with their corresponding wt-subunit, S and E exhibit 3 - 5% wt RNR activity.8 9 This
observable steady state activity suggested that contaminating wt-RNR is still present, despite its
removal in part by His6-tag affinity chromatography in the isolation of the His 6-NH2Y 73o-c2. 9
Thus, the only other source of contaminating wt-RNR comes from the fidelity of the NH2Y-RS,
that is, the RS erroneously selects Y instead of NH2Y dependent on kinetic parameters during
protein expression. Previous ESI-MS analysis on the full-length His6-NH2Y73o-a2 8 and NH2Y 35 6-
p29 proteins were unsuccessful because the difference in mass between the NH2 Y and Y was not
resolved, owing to the large masses of the proteins. To verify and quantitate this contamination,
we developed an alternative form of analysis: digesting His6 -NH2 Y73o-cx2 with trypsin and analysis
of peptides using ESI-MS. This approach yielded 6 - 7% of the Y-containing peptide P2, which
can explain the 3 - 5% steady state turnover with the His 6 -NH2Y73o-a2. Although our ESI-MS
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quantitation method may not be accurate for absolute quantitation, it is robust for the determination
of the relative peptide concentrations and thus the ratio of peptide P1 to P2.68 Taken together, the
one-electron NH2Y E' value, the planar NH2Y conformation in RNR and the presence of
contaminating Y in the His6-NH2Y73o-u2 provided evidence for the inactivity of the NH2Y-RNRs.
In light of these finding, further negative and positive selection cycles for evolving the NH2Y-RS
are recommended to eliminate Y mis-incorporation in any studies of redox chemistry.
The inactivity of NH2Y-RNRs is consistent with our previous results with the DOPA 356-
p2, in which the incorporation of DOPA, ~410 mV easier to oxidize than Y, at position Y 356-p2
was achieved by expressed protein ligation (EPL). In the reaction with wt-a2, ATP and CDP, the
EPL-DOPA 356-2 mutant was unable to produce dCDPs because of the thermodynamic
perturbation of DOPA in the RT pathway, such that the DOPA- cannot oxidize the next pathway
Y residue.' 7 Interestingly, in the reaction with EPL-DOPA 356-p2, wt-L2, S and E, -50% of the
Y 122- was converted into DOPA-. 7 This yield is the theoretical maximum, considering the half-
sites reactivity of RNR where only one up pair reacts at a time. 24,69 With NH2Y-RNRs, only 30 -
40% of the initial Y1 22- is converted to NH 2Y-. 8~9 Low NH2Y- formation may have resulted from
incorporation of oxidized NH2Y. In addition, the presence of 6 - 7% contaminating wt-RNR would
contribute to decreasing the theoretical maximum NH 2Y- yield.
Despite explaining steady state turnover, the 6 - 7% wt-RNR contamination does not
explain our other methods of assessing activity: the one turnover assays and the N- formation
assays. In the wt-RNR single turnover assay, in which the external reductant is removed from the
reaction containing S and E, we typically observed ~3 dCDPs/o2 yields.' 4 Given that each a2
dimer should produce 4 dCDPs when the cysteines in the active site and the C-terminal tail are
fully reduced, as depicted in Figure 2.12, our diminished experimental yields are attributed to
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incomplete thiol pre-reduction.1 4 The single turnover assays for the His6-NH2Y 73o-c'2 reaction with
wt-p2, ATP and CDP yielded ~0.7 dCDPs/Ax2, consistent with ~23 % contaminating wt-a2,8-9
which is much higher than our 6 - 7% value just measured wt-a2. A potential explanation for this
increased dCDP yield is the re-reduction of disulfides of oxidized wt-ca2 by the reduced thiols from
the inactive population of the NH2Y-a2s. This model is complicated by the rate constants for
association and dissociation of the NH2Y-a2/wt-p2 complexes, which has been previously
determined to be tight binding (Kd= 7 nM).70
An additional inconsistency has been observed for the reaction containing the mechanism
based inhibitor 2'-azido-2'-deoxy-cytidine diphosphate (N3CDP). In the wt-RNR reaction with the
N3CDP, 50% YI 22- was converted to the active site N-, 5 because of half-sites reactivity.24 ,69
Quenched at 30 s by liquid nitrogen and analyzed by 9 GHz EPR spectroscopy, the reaction
containing His6-NH 2Y730-u2, wt-P2, ATP, N3CDP formed N- at ~14 % of the total initial Y 122-. 9
In addition, the reaction yielded 28% NH2Y-, with the leftover 58% of the initial spin remaining
as unreacted Y122'. This yield is consistent with ~28% contaminating wt-RNR due to half-sites
reactivity. In addition, this result is consistent with the results from the single turnover studies but
conflict with the 6 - 7% contaminating wt-u2, which in the reaction with N3CDP should yield 3 -
3.5% active site N-. The kinetics of both N- and NH2Y- formation in the reaction containing His6-
NH2Y 73o-c2, wt-P2, ATP, N 3CDP have not yet been characterized, further complicating the
analysis.
A model to account for the N- yields in the His6-NH2Y73o-a2 assay with wt-p2, N3CDP
and ATP is proposed from the formation of His 6-NH2Y73o-a/wt-a heterodimers, in which one
monomer contains NH2Y and the other monomer contains Y. If the affinity between the a
monomers remains unchanged with the NH2Y mutation, a statistical distribution using 6% Y
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contamination predicts 88% His6-NH2Y 73o-x2 homodimer, 12% His6-NH2Y 730-/wt-a
heterodimer and 0.4% wt-a2 homodimer, shown in Figure 2.12. With this model, if all of the wt-
c monomer in the 12% His6-NH2Y73o-a/wt-a heterodimer reacts with N3CDP to form N-, the N-
yield should be 12%, similar to the previously observed 14%. From this proposal, it seems enticing
to consider the heterodimer as a major, and potentially unique, player in these assays.
NH 2Y Y
NH 2Y
Y
Figure 2.12. The statistical distribution to predict the percentage of heterodimeric species of the
His6-NH2Y73o-/wt-x. The MS quantitation on the denatured, trypsin-digested proteins provided
evidence for 94% His6-NH2Y73o-OC and 6% His6-Y73o-c. Given these percentages, the prediction
gives 88% His6-NH2Y 73o-a2, 0.4% His6-wt-x2 and 12% His6-NH2Y730-W/wt-C of the total a2
population. The thiols on the a2 C-terminal tail are depicted as SH.
Although the NH2Y-RNRs are now deemed as inactive for nucleotide reduction, they are
still active in RT at positions 356, 730 and 731 and are thus mechanistically informative. To date,
the NH 2Y probe remains the only method to generate sufficient RT pathway radical yields for the
study of electrostatic environments and hydrogen bonding networks in o2.2I23 In addition, the
formation of NH2 Y- still remains a useful method for trapping a tight x2P2 complex 70 and a
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reacted state that resembles a form of RNR in which the RT pathway has been initiated." In
contrast, a recent study has shown that the initial conformational change can be disrupted by the
mutation of E350 in P2, such that no pathway radicals are formed." Thus, we still believe that the
characterization of NH2Y- formed upon incubation of S and E revealed important details on the
conformational change(s) and PCET mechanistic details involved in the RT pathway.
CONCLUSION
The goal of this study was to understand the effect of NH 2Y incorporation into the RT
pathway of RNR. With the cL3NH2Y system, the reversible CV for the NH2Y oxidation was
determined. The measured E' value for the C 3NH2Y32(OH/O-) redox pair was 396 mV vs. NHE,
which is ~586 mV easier to oxidize than Y. Because the NH 2 conformation can partially alleviate
this thermodynamic perturbation based on DFT calculations on 2-aminophenol, HF-EPR and 'H-
ENDOR spectroscopy on D 6-NH2 Y7 3 1- was performed to determine the 'H hyperfine coupling.
The analysis revealed a planar NH2 conformation, such that the reduction potential at Y730 and
Y731 remain unchanged, resulting in a -586 mV thermodynamic sink in RNR. With the current
thermodynamic landscape of the RT pathway (Figure 2.2), this perturbation dictates that the
NH2Y-RNRs is inactive. Because the His 6-NH2Y73o-ci2 has exhibited 3 - 5% steady state turnover
activity, we re-examined the Y mis-incorporation by the NH 2Y-RS to form contaminating wt-
RNR. The ESI-MS analysis revealed 6% contaminating wt-RNR, sufficient to account for activity
observed in the steady state assays. A rationalization for the single turnover and N- activity assays
is provided. Thus, the NH2Y substitution, while active in RT in the forward direction, is inactive
in nucleotide reduction.
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Chapter 3
NH2Y site-specifically incorporated in place of Y3 56 in P2, Y731 in
ox2, and Y 730 in cr2 in the E. coli class Ia ribonucleotide reductase:
probes of the RT pathway H-bonding network.
Adapted with permissionfrom Nick, T U, Lee, W, Ko/iman, S., Neese, F., Stubbe, J., Bennati, M
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2015, 137, 289-298. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. All EPR and
ENDOR spectra were acquired and analyzed by Thomas Nick under the guidance of Marina
Bennati. The DFT calculations were performed by Simone Kossman, under the guidance of Frank
Neese.
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INTRODUCTION
The nucleotide reduction activity of the E. coli class Ia RNR requires the transient
association of its cx2 and P2 subunits'-2 to form a reversible radical transport (RT) pathway. This
pathway, Y122--P2 +-* Y 356-f2 <-* Y731-a2 +-* Y73o-2 <-+ C439-cx2 shown in Figure 3.1, is proposed
to involve redox active tyrosines (Y) that bridge the stable Y22--P2 and the active site C439-c2.3-4
The RT was proposed by Eklund et. al. based on the docking model of a2 and P2 using shape
complementarity from the two individual crystal structures. 5 The C-terminal tail (340 - 375) is not
resolved in the P2 crystal structure and, thus, the position of Y 356, a key residue at the interface of
the RT pathway (Fig. 3.1) remains unknown.5-6 The RT process in RNR is challenging to study
because the chemistry is masked by substrate (S) and effector (E) induced protein conformational
changes.4, 7 In order to observe pathway radicals, 3-aminotyrosine (NH2Y) was incorporated
because it functions as a "radical sink," by virtue of its ease of oxidation relative to Y. 8 The
NH 2Y 35 6-- P2,9 His6-NH2Y73i--u2 and His6-NH2Y 73o--a2 10 (NH2Y-RNRs) were generated by
incubation with the corresponding second subunit, S and E. In the presence of CDP/ATP, ~30 -
40% of the initial Y122- is converted to form NH2Y- with differing rate constants depending on its
location. 9-1 0 This NH2Y- formation permitted a range of advanced EPR methods to be employed
in an effort to understand the electronic environments and structures of these radicals.' 1-13
The RT pathway is composed of multiple proton coupled electron transfer (PCET)
steps. 3-4 Tyrosine oxidation at physiological pH requires PCET because of the energetic barriers
associated with ET and PT.14-15 ET can occur over longer distances (10 - 15 A). In contrast, PT
occurs over <1 A distances because the proton is 2000-fold larger in mass than the electron. 14-15
The combination of the two processes in PCET thus requires exquisite protein control. The RT
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pathway in RNR is proposed to employ different PCET mechanisms in P2, in cX2 and at the aX2p2
interface. Orthogonal PCET is proposed to occur for the two RT steps in P2. Orthogonal PCET is
defined by PT and ET with distinct proton and electron donors (Fig. 3.1).4 The first RT step is
thought to involve ET from Y 356 to Y 12 2- and PT from the water molecule on Fe 1 (Fe 1-OH) at the
diferric cluster. Two separate experiments were performed to trap the radical on pathway in the
radical translocated state where NH2 Y 7 3 0- is formed and Y1 22 is reduced. The rapid freeze quench
(RFQ) M6ssbauer spectra were consistent with Fel-OH. 16 The proton acceptor for Y35 6 is not
known, but the Y356 proton, when oxidized, is in rapid exchange with the solvent.1 7 Taken together,
these results support the model of orthogonal PCET between Y 122- and Y356 in P2.
The collinear PCET mechanism is proposed to operate for RT in a2. In this mechanism,
the electron donor is also the proton donor. Collinear PCET also implicates hydrogen bond (H-
bond) formation between the ET donor/acceptor (Fig. 3.1). Two moderate H-bonds (ro.o ~ 2.7 A
and ro-s ~ 3.4 A) are assigned by the advanced EPR spectroscopy experiments on NH2Y730-.13
Resolved by multi-frequency (94, 263 GHz) EPR, the gx tensor along the C-O bond of Y reports
on the local electronic environment including H-bonds.18-1 9 This gx tensor of NH2Y730- was
perturbed relative to the DFT calculated value of the free aminotyrosyl radical. 13 In an effort to
observe the H-bonds, 2 H-Mims ENDOR spectroscopy was employed to reveal 2 H hyperfine
coupling in close proximity (approx. < 5 A) 2 0 to NH2Y 7 3 0-. These coupling are expected to occur
with the exchangeable 2H of the adjacent RT pathway residues (Y 7 3 1, C43 9).
This chapter presents evidence in support of the H-bonding network by extending the
previous HF EPR and 2 H-ENDOR studies' 3 to the study of His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-x2 and His6-
NH2Y73 0-/C4 3 9A-a2, generated from incubation with wt-p2, ATP and CDP. My contribution to
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this work was the generation and kinetic characterization of these double mutants necessary to
assign the H-bonding partners for His6-NH2Y731 --c2 and His 6-NH2Y 73o--u2, respectively. The
His 6-NH2Y 731/Y 73oF-ca2 and His6-NH 2Y 730/C439A-ca2 mutants both generate NH2Y-, albeit with
slower kinetics and lower amplitudes than their single mutant counterparts. To understand the
electronic environment, the gx values of the His 6-NH2Y 731-- u2, His6-NH2Y73o--2 and NH2Y356--
p2 were determined by HF EPR spectra. The gx value is perturbed for all three positions, with
NH 2Y35 6- being the most perturbed and NH2Y730- being the least. To test if the polar contributions
come from H-bonding interactions, we used 2H-Mims ENDOR spectroscopy. The NH 2Y 730*
possessed two moderate H-bond interactions, whereas the NH2Y 731 - possessed a single H-bond
interaction. Interestingly, we observed no moderate H-bonding partners for NH2Y 356-. The putative
assignment of the H-bonding interactions to the adjacent RT pathway residues was determined by
the 2 H Mims ENDOR spectra of NH 2 Y73 1 -/Y 73oF and NH2Y 730 -/C439 A, revealing the attenuation
of one H-bond each. The combined EPR and ENDOR data are linked to the OC2 X-ray crystal
structure via simulation by DFT calculations that define models for the His6-NH2Y731 --a2
structure. Taken together, these results provide evidence for a H-bonding network within u2 and
collinear mechanisms of RT.
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Figure 3.2. Model for RT in E. coli RNR. The stable Y1 22*-P2 resides close to the diferric cluster,
such that the proton donor is proposed to be an iron-bound water molecule. The active site C439-
a2 is proposed to be oxidized by Y122-- @2 using a hopping mechanism involving three redox active
amino acids (Y 35 6-P2, Y731-a2, Y73o-a2). 3-4 No evidence for the direct involvement of the residues
W48, D23 7 and E350 (gray) currently exist. In P2, the protons (blue solid arrows) move orthogonal
to the electrons (red dashed arrows). Within x2, the protons are proposed to move collinear with
the electrons (purple arrows). Location of Y 35 6 at the interface between the subunits is unknown.
Water molecules (gray, denoted as H20) are proposed to be at the subunit interface.21
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. NH2Y was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Nucleotide primers were purchased
from Invitrogen and Pfu Ultra II polymerase was purchased from Stratagene. The His6-wt-ca2
(2200 nmol/min/mg) and wt-P2 (7000 nmol/min/mg and 1.2 Ye /P2 were expressed and purified
by standard protocols. 9, 22-23 All a2 mutants were pre-reduced with 30 mM DTT and 15 mM HU
before use.7 E. coli thioredoxin (TR, 40 U/mg) and thioredoxin reductase (TRR, 1800 U/mg) used
in assays were isolated as previously described.24-25 His 6-NH2Y73o-a2, His6-NH2Y731-cc2 and
NH2 Y3 56-P2 were purified as previously described. 9
Expression of the double mutants His6 -NH2Y73 /Y 73oF-a2, His6 -NH2 Y 730/C439A-a2 and
His6-NH2Y7 o/C439S-a2. All a2 constructs contain an N-terminal His6-tag with a ten amino acid
linker (SSGLVPRGSH), as described previously.9 The mutant constructs were performed with the
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Quikchange kit (Stratagene), according to manufacturer's protocol. The appropriate primers and
templates were used to insert the following mutations: Y73oF (primer 1) in pET28a-nrdA Y731Z,
C439A (primer 2) and C 4 3 9 S (primer 3) in pET28a-nrdA Y731Z (Table 3.1). The sequences were
confirmed by the MIT Biopolymers Laboratory.
Table 3.1. Primers to generate pET28a-nrdA mutants.
Primer Function Forward primer nucleotide sequence 5'-3'
1 Y 730 (TAT) -- F7 30 (TTT) G GTC AAA ACA CTG TTT TAG CAG AAC ACC CGa
2 C 4 39 (TGC) - A 439 (GCC) GCT CAG TCT AAC CTG GCC CTG GAG ATA GCC C
3 C 439 (TGC) - S439 (AGC) GCT CAG TCT AAC CTG AGC CTG GAG ATA GCC C
a. The underlined sequence indicates the substituted nucleotide bases.
The expression of each mutant was optimized using small-scale (100 mL) cultures. In brief,
the mutant plasmid (pET28a-nrdA Y73IZ, pET28a-nrdA TAG7 3 0/C439A, and pET28a-nrdA
TAG730/C439S) was co-transformed with pEVOL-NH 2Y-RS into F coli BL21 -DE3 cells. A single
resulting colony was inoculated into a starter culture (8 mL) of 2XYT media and was grown to
saturation (370C, 16 h). The starter cultures were diluted 50-fold to inoculate multiple flasks of
enriched glycerol minimal media (GMML, 100 mL, Kan/Cm). When each culture was grown to
an OD 6oo of ~ 0.3 (370 C, ~4 h), a final concentration of 0 to 1.5 mM NH2Y and 0.1 mM DTT were
added. When the cells achieved an OD6oo 0.5, L-arabinose (0.05% w/v final) was added. At
OD6oo - 0.6, IPTG (1 mM, final) was added. The post-induction samples were removed 4-6 h after
induction, achieving a final OD 6oo 2.
Purification of the double mutants His6-NH2Y73 1/Y73oF-a2 and His6 -NH2Y73o/C439A-a2.
The purification of the His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-ct2 and His 6-NH2 Y7 30/C4 3 9A-X2 mutants followed
previously published protocols, 9 except that 1 mM TCEP replaced DTT in the purification buffer
(50 mM Tris, 5% glycerol, 1 mM PMSF, pH 7.6). The reductant TCEP was used in place of DTT
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to avoid incompatibility issues with the Ni-NTA affinity column. The typical yield of purified
protein was ~6 - 7 mg/g cell paste for both proteins.
The NH2Ye formation kinetics in a reaction with His6 -NH2Y731I/Y7 3oF-a2 or His6-
NH2Y7sO/C43 9A-a2 and wt-32, ATP and CDP studied by stopped flow (SF) UV-vis spectroscopy.
SF kinetics were performed on an Applied Photophysics DX. 17MV instrument equipped with the
Pro-Data upgrade. All reactions were maintained at 25 *C by Lauda water bath circulation. In a
typical reaction, the contents (25 iL volumes) from two syringes were rapidly mixed: the first
syringe contained 10 tM pre-reduced7 His6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-CC2 or His 6-NH2Y730/C439A-a2, 6 mM
ATP in assay buffer (50 mM Hepes, 15 mM MgS04, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.6) and the second syringe
contained 10 iM wt-P2, 2 mM CDP in assay buffer. The reaction was monitored via PMT
detection at 320 nm for NH2Y 7 3 1* (- ~11,000 M 1cm-1) or 325 nm (red) for NH2Y 730 generation,
(E ~ 10,500 M- cm-1) and 410 nm (blue) for Y122' (; = 3700 M 1cm 1) decay. All spectra represent
the average of six to eight experiments. The data was analyzed with OriginPro software. The error
was calculated from the error of the fit. Eq. 3.1 was used for double exponential fitting and eq. 3.2
was used for single exponential fitting, where yo is a constant, AI and A 2 are the amplitudes, and
ki and k2 are the rate constants.
y = yo + A 1 e-klx + A 2 e-k2x eq. 3.1
y = yo + A 1 e-kx eq. 3.2
The NH2Y- formation in a reaction of His6 -NH2Y731/Y73oF-a2 or His6-NH2Y73o/C439A-a2
and wt-32, A TP and CDP studied by 9 GHz EPR spectroscopy. The reaction mix contained in a
final volume of 300 ptL: 3 mM ATP, 1 mM CDP, 30 [tM His 6-NH2Y 731/Y73oF-a2 or 30 jiM His6-
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NH2Y 730/C439A-c12 and 30 tM wt-p2 in assay buffer. The reaction was initiated by mutant cx2,
aged for 30 s and hand-quenched in liquid isopentane. The CW EPR spectra were obtained with a
Bruker EMX X-band (9 GHz) spectrometer equipped with a quartz finger dewar cooled with liquid
N2 at 77 K at the MIT Department of Chemistry Instrumentation Facility. EPR parameters used
were: microwave frequency, 9.34 GHz; power, 100 gW; modulation amplitude, 1.5 G; modulation
frequency,100 kHz; time constant, 5.12 ms; scan time, 41.9 s. WinEPR (Bruker) was used for EPR
spin quantitation by measuring the normalized double integral intensity of the spectrum, and
correcting for power, number of scans, and modulation amplitude. Spin concentration was
obtained by comparison with a standard with a known concentration [Y122*], verified with a known
Cu(II)SO4 standard.2 6
94 and 263 GHz EPR spectroscopy to determine the g tensors for the NH2Y 356 -, NH2Y7 3
andNH2 Y 73o-. The His6-NH2Y 73o-u2, His6-NH2Y731-ci2, NH2Y 35 6-p2, His 6-NH2Y 7 3 0/C4 3 9A-a2 and
His6-NH2Y731/Y 73 oF-a2 were combined with the corresponding wt-P2 or wt-a2 subunit (1:1 ratio)
at final concentrations of 100-200 tM in D20 or H2 0 assay buffer as previously described." -12
The reaction was initiated at 25'C by adding CDP and ATP to a concentration of 1 and 3 mM,
respectively. The reaction mixtures were manually quenched with liquid N2 after 10 - 20 s
incubation.
The 94 GHz pulsed spectrum was recorded on a Bruker E680 W-band spectrometer with
400 mW microwave output power (Bruker Power Upgrade 2). The echo-detected EPR spectra at
263 GHz were recorded on a Bruker Elexsys® E780 quasi optical spectrometer using a single
mode (TEoll) cylindrical resonator (Bruker BioSpin) with a typical quality factor of 500-1000. The
maximum microwave power coupled to the resonator was about 15 mW. The electron spin echo
(z/2-T-E-T -echo) was recorded with n/2 pulse lengths of 60-100 ns. The EPR spectrum of Y122-
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in wt-P2 was used as a reference at 250 p.M concentration to calibrate magnetic field. The samples
for 94 GHz spectroscopy contained typical volumes of 2 pL in 0.9 mm OD capillaries. The samples
for 263 GHz EPR were inserted into capillaries of 0.33 OD (Vitrocom CV2033S/Q) in typical
volumes of -50 nL. The samples, frozen in liquid nitrogen at ~15 s, were loaded into the resonator
immersed in liquid nitrogen and then transferred into the precooled EPR cryostat.
The EPR spectra were processed by phasing and baseline correction. Derivatives were
obtained by fitting every four points with a 2nd order polynomial and differentiating the function
in MATLAB (version 7.10).27 The EPR spectra were simulated using the EasySpin "pepper"-
routine running under MATLAB. 28 -29 The parameters matched those of the experimental
conditions. The line width was set to 3 G with a line broadening contribution of 1:1 Gaussian to
Lorenzian distributions.
H-bond interactions of NH2Ys 6 *, NH2Y73 * and NH2Y73o* determined by 94 GHz Mims 2H-
ENDOR spectroscopy. The samples were prepared as described above for the 94 and 263 GHz
EPR spectra. The 94 GHz 2 H Mims ENDOR spectra30 (7c/2--r-n/2-RF-n/2- t-echo) was recorded
on a Bruker E680 W-band spectrometer with 400 mW microwave output power (Bruker Power
Upgrade 2) using random radio frequency irradiation and 40 ps RF pulses produced with a 250 W
RF-amplifier (250A250A, Amplifier Research). All displayed ENDOR spectra were normalized
to compare with simulations.
The 94-GHz 2H ENDOR spectra were simulated by using a MATLAB routine developed
in house that is based on a first order Hamiltonian (high field condition) for the hyperfine and
quadrupolar interaction. The blind spots produced by the Mims ENDOR sequence were included
by multiplying the calculated ENDOR powder pattern with an envelope function given by
IENDOR = 1 - cos(221Ar). 3 1 This is valid for the I= 1 nuclei considered here, as all quadrupole
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coupling are much smaller than the hyperfine values.32 All simulations could be reproduced with
the Easyspin "salt"-routine using perturbation theory. 28-29
DFT optimized structure of NH2Y73 i-. All calculations were performed with the ORCA
3.0.0 program package. 33 The initial model structures were derived from the previously described
260 atom coordinate models of the His6-NH2Y 730-a2 X-ray crystal structure (PDB: 2X04)9', 13 with
Y 731 replaced by NH2Y731. The geometry optimizations have been performed using the BP86
gradient corrected density functional 34-35 in combination with Ahlrichs' TZVP basis set of triple-c
quality.36-37 The Grimme's dispersion correction 38-39 was applied on top of the SCF calculation.
The resolution of the identity approximation with the corresponding auxiliary basis sets was
employed throughout. The Cartesian constraints were imposed on the position Ca of Y 730, Y731 and
C439 as well as Cc and Cp of all surrounding residues. Additionally, we fixed the Cartesian
coordinates of the hydrogen atoms in the truncated GPD model replacing the bonds between C4
and C5 of the ribose as well as the C-N bond between the ribose and the base. The g-values were
calculated using the NH2Tyr-Ca as the gauge origin.
The EPR calculations and geometry optimization of the small models were carried out with
the B3LYP 35' 4 0-4' hybrid density functional in combination with the RIJCOSX42 approximation.
Here, only the dihedral angle of the peptide bond of Y73o and Y731 was fixed and the Cartesian
restraints for all surrounding Ca's were kept. In the small models, a solvation model (COSMO 43)
with polarity c=24 was used to compensate for protein influences. For all DFT/EPR calculations,
Barone's EPR-II (IGLO-II for sulfur) basis set of double-c quality was used in combination with
the def2-TZVPP/JK auxiliary basis set for all atoms.44-46 The energy was converged to 10-9 Eh.
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RESULTS
Expression and purification of His6 -NH2Y 71 /Y 730F- a2, His6 -NH2Y73o/C439A-a2 and His6-
NH2Y73o/C439S-a2 To assign the source of the H-bonding interactions observed with NH2Y-
generated from experiments with His6-NH 2Y73o-a2 and His 6-NH2Y731-a2 by 2H-ENDOR
spectroscopy, the double mutants His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-a2 and His6-NH2Y730/C439A-cc2 were
generated. In each of these double mutants, one of the proposed H-bonds is removed. The His6-
NH2Y731/Y 73oF-a2 and His6-NH2Y730/C439A-ca2 were expressed as previously described for the
His 6-NH2Y731-u2 and His6-NH 2Y73o-ca2 single mutants, respectively. 9 The expression of His6-
NH2Y731/Y 73oF-cc2 was assessed by 8% SDS PAGE in lanes 2 - 3. and 6 -7, respectively, in Figure
3.2. The assessment of the expression of the His6-NH2Y730/C439S-a2, however, yielded no full-
length protein (lanes 4 -5 of Fig. 3.2). Only a truncated protein band was observed. The typical
truncated protein associated with nonsense stop codon suppression' 0 at NH2Y730 was not present.
The "abnormal" truncated (x2 was validated by the MS/MS analysis from in-gel trypsin-digested
peptides (data not shown). All attempts to express the His 6-NH2Y 730/C43 9S-c2 resulted in this
truncated band and thus, this mutant was abandoned.
The purification protocol of His6-NH2Y730/C439A-i2 was similar to that used previously
for the single mutant His6-NH2Y 73o-a2 purification (Fig. 3.3).9 The truncated protein was insoluble
and was thus easily separable from the full-length protein. Because the His6-tagged proteins
possess pathway block mutations, Y73oF and C439A, both mutants are inactive (specific activities
<10 nmol/min mg).
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Figure 3.2. The expression of His6-NH2Y 730/C439A-ci2, His 6 -NH2Y730/C439S-L2 and His6-
NH2Y73l/Y73oF-cc2 assessed by 8% SDS PAGE gel. The pre-induction samples were removed
before the addition of IPTG, whereas the post-induction samples were removed ~6 h after IPTG
addition. The lanes are: 1) wt-u2 standard, 2) pre-induction His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-a2, 3) post-
induction His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-cL2, 4) pre-induction His 6-NH2Y 730/C439S-c2, 5) post-induction
His 6-NH2Y730/C439S-L2, 6) pre-induction His 6-NH2Y 730/C439A-cx2, and 7) post-induction His6-
NH2Y 730/C439A-a2. The full-length and truncated cx2 proteins for His 6-NH2Y731/Y730F-a2 and
His 6-NH2Y73 0/C439A-cc2 are indicated by black arrows. The His 6-NH2Y 730/C439S-a2 post-
induction sample displays an over-expressed band inconsistent with both full-length and truncated
ca2 typically generated from the nonsense codon suppression method.
His6-NH2Y73o His6-NH2Y731
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Figure 3.3. Purity of His 6-NH2Y 730/C439A-L2 and His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-a2 assessed by 8% SDS
PAGE gel. The lanes are 1) 2 jig His 6-NH2Y730/C439A-ca2, 2) 1 jig His 6-NH2Y730/C439A-i2, 3) 2.5
sig His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-a2, 4) 1 pig His6-NH2Y731/Y730F-a2, 5) 0.5 ig His 6-NH2Y731/Y73oF-a2,
and 6) 1 [tg wt-a2.
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Kinetics studied by stopped flow (SF) UV-vis spectroscopy of NH2Y formation from the
reaction of His6-NH2Y73 /Y73oF-a2 or His6 -NH2Y7o/C439A-a2 with wt-32, ATP and CDP. To test
if the double mutations would affect the kinetics of NH2Y- formation, SF UV vis experiments
were performed. In a typical experiment for the characterization of the double mutants, the contents
of one syringe (10 pM mutant-a2/6 mM ATP) were rapidly mixed with the contents of the second
syringe (10 pM wt-p2/2 mM CDP). The kinetic traces for the NH2Y- formation (320 or 325 nm)
and Y 122- decay (410 nm) are shown in Fig. 3.4. The rate constants and amplitudes are summarized
in Table 3.2.6 Of the initial Y122 -, 34 3% was converted to form His6-NH2Y731-/Y73oF-cC2 in the
reaction with wt-p2, ATP and CDP. This yield is similar to the amount formed in the corresponding
reaction with His6-NH2Y 731-ax2 (40 3%).9 The His 6-NH2Y 73I*/Y 73oF-x2 formation was best fit
with a double exponential (eq. 3.1), with rate constants of 1.5 0.1 and 0.3 0.03 s-1. These rate
constants were slower than those of the single mutant: 9.6 0.6 and 0.8 0.1 s- 1 (Table 3.2).
The kinetics of the reaction containing His 6-NH2Y 73 0/C 4 3 9A-0C2, wt-p2, ATP and CDP
were best fit by a single exponential (eq. 3.2) for both the growth phase monitored at 325 nm and
the decay phase monitored at 410 nm, giving rise to a rate constant of 0.13 0.01 s-. With respect
to the initial Y 122- concentration, 14 1% was converted to form NH2Y-. These numbers are
distinct from those of the corresponding single mutant His 6-NH2Y 73o-a2: kfast of 12 1 s4 to form
20 2% of the initial Yi22- and ks1ow of 2.4 0.2 s 1 to form 19 2% of the initial Y122-. 9 The
altered kinetics of pathway radical formation in the case of both double mutants, as well as the
altered amplitude in the case of His 6-NH2Y 730/C439A-a2, may be associated with loss of the
putative H-bond network that likely contributes to changes in conformational gating. In a separate
study, the 2,3,5-F 3Y 122-1P2 reacted with Y731F-a2 in the presence of ATP/CDP forms Y 356- to 50%
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of the initial Y 122-, consistent with the radical yield observed with the similar reaction with wt-a2.
The differences in the kinetics of these reactions were not characterized.21
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Figure 3.4. Kinetics of NH2Y* formation in His6-NH2Y73I/Y73oF-a2 (A) and His6-
NH2Y730/C439A-a2/ wt-p2/CDP/ATP (B) by SF Vis spectroscopy. The contents of a syringe
containing 10 pM of pre-reduced (A) His6-NH2Y731I/Y73oF-oc2 or (B) His6-NH2Y730 /C439A-a2, 6
mM ATP in assay buffer was rapidly mixed with an equal volume from a second syringe
containing 10 pM wt-P2 and 2 mM CDP in assay buffer. The reaction was monitored at 3 20 nm
(red) for NH2Y731' (S ~ 11,000 M-1cm-1), 325 nm (red) for NH2y730*, (E ~ 10,500 M-1 cm-1) and
410 nm (blue) for Y122* (F, = 3700 M-1cm-1). Double exponential fits in A or mono exponential
fits in B (shown in black) to the data were plotted using eq. 3.1 and eq. 3.2.
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Table 3.2. The kinetics of NH 2Y formation for the a2 mutants.
NH2Y* formation
Mutant a k (s-') %Ai k2 (s-') %A2 %NH2Y-b % spin
loss'
His6-NH 2Y731-a2d 9.6 0.6 27 2 0.8 0.1 13 1 40 3 oe
His 6-NH2Y73o-a2d 12 1 20 2 2.4 0.2 19 2 39 4 8 1
His6- 1.5 0.1 14 2 0.3 0.03 20 1 34 3 oe
NH2Y731/Y730F-a2
His6- 0.13 0.01 14 1 - - 14 2 oe
NH2Y730/C439A-
a2
a. Rates were obtained from double exponential fits of 6 - 8 spectra of SF UV-vis spectra of the reaction containing 5
gM His6-NH2Y 731-a2, 5 pM wt-p2, 1 mM CDP and 3 mM ATP in assay buffer. b. The NH 2Y- concentration was
calculated using E32Onm for NH 2Y 731- and S325nm for NH 2Y 730-. The %NH 2Y- was determined from the initial total spin
concentration ([Y 122-]). c. The % spin loss was calculated by dividing the observed total radical concentration with
the theoretical total concentration calculated from the initial Y 122 - using EPR spectroscopy. d. The rate constants,
radical yields and spin lost for the reactions containing His6 -NH2Y73o-2 or His6 -NH2 Y7 31-a2, wt-2, CDP and ATP
have been reported previously. 6 e. 0 indicates that no spin was lost in the reaction.
9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the NH2 Y formed in the reaction of His6 -NH2Y731/Y 73oF-a2 or
His6-NH2Y73/C49A-a2 with wt-32, A TP and CDP. To quantify the amount of NH2Y formed, the
reactions containing both double mutants were analyzed by 9 GHz EPR spectroscopy. The reaction
was carried out, in which 30 p.M His 6-NH2Y 73 1/Y73oF-ct2 was incubated with 30 p.M wt-p2, 1 mM
CDP and 3 mM ATP for 30 s and manually quenched in liquid isopentane. The 9 GHz EPR
spectrum of the composite of the generated NH2Y 731 - and the unreacted Y122- is shown in Fig.
3.5A, and is consistent with half-sites reactivity previously reported. 9-1 0 The total spin remained
unchanged. Subtraction of Yi22- results in the NH2 Y 73 1- spectrum, (Fig. 3.5A, red) which is 32%
of initial Y122 -, consistent with the yield determined by SF UV-vis spectroscopy (34%, Table 3.2).
A similar reaction was carried out with 30 p.M His 6-NH2Y 730/C43 9A-oC2, 30 p.M wt-P2, 3 mM ATP,
and 1 mM CDP and the resulting composite spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.5B. Similar analysis yields
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the NH 2Y730- spectrum, although the yield (14%) of the initial Yi 22- was substantially reduced
(Fig. 3.5B, red). The C439A mutation diminishes the NH2Y 730- yield from 39% to 14%, implicating
the importance of the C439-Y730 interaction in controlling PCET. Despite this perturbation in
NH 2Y- yield, both mutants are still capable of NH2Y- generation, enabling the use of advanced
EPR methods for their characterization.
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Figure 3.5. The 9 GHz EPR spectra of the reaction containing His 6-NH2Y 7 3i/Y73oF-cc2 (A) or His6-
NH2Y730/C439A-a2 (B) with wt-p2/CDP/ATP. A. The reaction mix contained in a final volume of
300 [LL: 30 pM His6-NH2Y 7 3 I/Y73oF-c2, 30 pM wt-P2, 3 mM ATP, and 1 mM CDP in assay buffer.
The reaction was aged for 30 s and hand-quenched in liquid isopentane. The spectrum of the
unreacted Y122* (green) was subtracted from the composite spectrum (blue) to yield the spectrum
and amount of the NH2Y* radical (red). B. The reaction mix contained in a final volume of 300
[tL: 30 pM His6-NH2Y730/C439A-cc2, 30 pM wt-32, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP in assay buffer.
The reaction was aged for 30 s and hand-quenched in liquid isopentane. The spectrum of the
unreacted Y122* (green) was subtracted from the composite spectrum (blue) to yield the spectrum
and amount of the NH2Y' radical (red).
Determination of the g tensors ofNH2Y-RNRs by 94 and 263 GHz EPR spectroscopy. Our
ability to generate NH2Y- at Y 7 3 1 and Y7 30 in a2 has allowed us to probe the electrostatic
environments in the RT pathway.' 0' 12 We therefore examined the HF EPR spectra formed after
incubation of NH2Y35 6-02, His6-NH2Y73j-ca2, and His 6-NH2Y73o-cc2 with their respective
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complementary wt subunits, CDP, and ATP in D 20 assay buffer. The ND 2 Y- were examined by
263-GHz pulse EPR spectroscopy performed with a prototype quasi-optical EPR spectrometer are
shown in Fig. 3.6. At this frequency, all gx values of ND2Y-s are clearly resolved and shifted by
about 1 ppt (or 0.001) from the value calculated by DFT for the free NH2 Y- (gx,free = 2.0061). This
shift is significant, on the order of the effect predicted from several hydrogen bonds. 13,18-19 The g-
values were calibrated with the spectrum of the stable radical Y1 22- in wt-p2, which is present in
all samples and observed only at low temperatures for pulsed EPR. The gx component of the g
tensor is indicative of the electrostatic environment about the oxygen atom of the NH 2Y-.' 8- 1 9 The
gx, as shown in Fig. 3.6, is 2.0054 for the most buried ND2Y73 o- and 2.0049 for the most exposed
ND 2Y 3S6 -. The simulations of the 263 GHz spectra combined with 94 GHz spectra led to a
consistent set of g values and C-p proton hf coupling (Table 3.3). The HF EPR spectra of the single
mutants describe radicals with well-defined microenvironments (g value) and molecular
orientations. The observed shift of gx is a hallmark for a substantial effect of either positive charges
and/or hydrogen bond interactions.1 8 The possible correlation of the observed gx shifts with the
number and strength of hydrogen bonds was thus further examined by 2H-Mims ENDOR
spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.6. 263-GHz pulse EPR spectra of different NH2Y-s. Left: Electron spin-echo (ESE)
detected spectra of intermediates without (top spectrum in purple for ND 2Y 7 3 1-/YI 2 2 ., 10 K) and
with relaxation filtering (bottom spectra for ND2Y-s, 70 K). The spin-echo sequence used to
suppress the signal of Y 122- (box) is based on differences in the transverse relaxation times (T2) of
the radicals: ND2Y*s and Y 122-. At T= 70 K, the signal associated with the Y 122- decays during the
acquisition (box, purple dotted line) and does not contribute to the spin echo signal. ESE detected
EPR spectra for ND 2Y 7 3 0. (black), ND2 Y7 3 1 (red) and ND 2 Y356 - (blue) are shown. Experimental
conditions: ESE (n/2-r-t-echo) spectra: 7/2 = 60-110 ns, r= 290 ns, 250 - 500 averages/point,
acquisition time/spectrum = 1.5-3 days, T = 10 and 70 K. Right: NH2Y is depicted with the
appropriate axes for gx, gy and gz indicated with arrows.
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Table 3.3. Summary of g values and C-P hf coupling of ND 2Y- at residues Y73o-a2, Y731-OC2, Y3 56-
P2.
9Xa ga gagxa gya gz" Ais 0(C-p)
Experiment
ND2 Y730- 2.0054 2.0042 2.0022 29
2.0052b
ND2 Y731 2.0051 2.0040 2.0022 22
ND 2 Y356- 2.0049 2.0041 2.0021 27
ND2Y730-/C43qA 2.0056 2.00415 2.0022 34
ND 2Y 731 /Y 730F 2.0055/52 2.0041 2.0023 26
DFT
NH 2Y 731* model 1, with wati 2.0055 2.0042 2.0022 35
NH2 Y 731-model 2, no water 2.0050 2.0040 2.0023 28
NH 2Y7 3 1- model 3, with watl 2.0051 2.0039 2.0021 22
and wat2
free NH 2Y-c 2.0061 2.0045 2.0022 -
a. The values were obtained from combined simulations of the 263 and 94 GHz spectra and compared with those
obtained from DFT calculations. The "N hyperfine tensor of the NH 2Y- was not varied in the simulations and held
constant atAx= 2.4 MHz, Ay=1.6-5 MHz, A,= 30.7 MHz.12 Hf values are in MHz. Uncertainty in g values is -0.05 ppt
for the experiments and 0.5 ppt for DFT calculations. Uncertainty in hf coupling is up to 10% from spectral simulations
and up to 20 % in DFT calculations. b. Value previously reported is also listed.1 2 c. Value from 2-amino-4-methyl-
phenol radical' 3
The hydrogen bonding networks of ND 2 Y356 , ND2Y 731., ND2Y73o0 , ND2Y 731 /Y73oF and
ND2Y73o-/C439A using 94 GHz 2H-ENDOR spectroscopy. To probe the exchangeable hydrogen
bonds in close proximity to the stable NH2Y- intermediates, 2H-Mims ENDOR spectroscopy at 94
GHz was used to reveal magnetic nuclei that are in the coordination sphere (usually < 5 A) of the
observed radical.2 8 Each sample is exchanged in D20 buffer such that the exchangeable protons
are substituted by deuterons. The 2 H resonance region of the Mims ENDOR2 8 spectra of the three
ND 2Y* intermediates is shown in Fig. 3.7A. The spectrum of ND 2Y730- has previously been
reported 13 and is included here for further analysis. All three spectra contain a broad, almost
featureless background extending over 2 MHz, which arises from the strongly coupled amino
deuterons. Additionally, ND2Y730- and ND2Y 731* show pairs of sharp peaks in the region 1 MHz
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that is usually dominated by deuterons in the hydrogen bond range (Fig. 3.7A, peaks marked in
red and blue). The spectra of ND2Y 73o- and ND2Y 731- look similar, with the peaks from ND2Y73I-
being slightly shifted to larger coupling. The sharp peaks are split by an additional small
quadrupole coupling. The ENDOR spectrum can also detect weak coupling (rO-H > 2.1 A) if they
can be resolved from matrix deuterons. Indeed, these small differences exist in the central
resonance region ( 0.3 MHz). In ND 2Y 730-, this region was proposed to be associated with a water
molecule conserved in the structure of wt-u25' 47-48 and His6-NH2Y73o-cc2. 9 This proposal was
recently substantiated using the 2,3,5-F 3Y122--P2 system. This resonance pattern is absent in
ND2Y 7 3 1- and replaced by a matrix line. Interestingly the spectrum of ND2Y3 56- lacks any sharp
peaks and is only associated with the resonances of the amino deuteron and a matrix line.
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Figure 3.7. 94 GHz 2H-ENDOR spectra of the trapped ND2Y* intermediates. Note that the
exchangeable protons, denoted as H in the figure, are actually deuterons in the experiment. A.
Comparison between spectra of ND2 Y7 30  (black), ND 2Y731 (red), and ND2Y356 (blue).
Simulation of the spectrum for ND2Y731 (grey) is decomposed into the contributions of the amino
deuterons (blue dashed and dotted lines) and of one hydrogen bond (red dashed line). Simulation
parameters are reported in Table 3.4. Spectrum of ND2Y730* is composed of one stronger (red
peaks) and one more moderate (blue peaks) H-bond.' 3 B. The 94 GHz 2 H-ENDOR spectra of the
double mutants ND2Y 7 3 0 /C4 3 9 A and ND2 Y7 3 1 /Y 730F (gray and red, respectively). Simulations of
the retained H-bond for the ND2Y 7 30*/C4 3 9A are displayed below the spectrum with red peaks. The
contributions from hydrogen bonds, as assigned here, are illustrated on the right.
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To assign the H-bonds proposed to be from the adjacent residues in the pathway, the 2H
ENDOR spectra of the ND2Y731*/Y73oF and ND2Y 7 30-/C 4 3 9A were analyzed. In the spectrum of
ND2Y7 31 -/Y7 3 0F, the peaks are now entirely absent, whereas residual peaks (~30 % of initial
intensity) are observed in the ND2Y730-/C439A spectra. These results are consistent with the
assignment of one H-bond to ND 2Y 731- associated with Y73o and one hydrogen bond to ND 2Y730-
associated with C439. Importantly, the spectrum of ND2Y731*/Y73oF gives no evidence for any
additional moderate H-bonds. The ND2Y730-/C 439A mutant, on the other hand, still reveals a
contribution of a moderate hydrogen bond, supporting the previous protocol that one H-bond is
derived from y 731.13 We note also that the removal of the H-bond is manifested in the amino
deuteron hyperfine coupling. This coupling slightly decreases as compared to the single mutants
due to a change in the spin density distribution on ND 2Y-.
Further experimental evidence for the H-bond at ND2Y 731 - was derived from orientation
selective HF 2H ENDOR spectra recorded at different field positions in the EPR line. The Mims
ENDOR spectra (Fig. 3.8) was recorded at the canonical orientations Bo | gx, gy and gz within the
region of 1.5 MHz. The powder patterns are still observed at orientations Bo 11 g, and gz because,
as compared to the total EPR line width (~ 8 mT), orientation selection is moderate for the large
excitation band width of the pulses (~ 1.8 mT). Clear differences in the line shapes, however, are
visible. The smallest hf coupling, taken as the center of the sharp peak, is observed at Bo 11gz and
the hf tensor displays a form JAzJ ;>|Ayl > AxI. Previous DFT calculations have indicated that such
a tensor form is typical for a deuteron directed almost perpendicular to the tyrosine ring plane, as
previously reported also for ND 2Y 730*.1 3 This tensor reflects coupling that contain some
contribution from a scalar interaction arising from orbital overlap. In the following, the H-bonds
with these tensor properties are defined as moderate (ro-H -1.7 - 2.0 A), as previously described.' 5
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Considering that the gx tensor component lies along the C-0 bond (Fig. 3.6) and gy points to the
side of the amino group, 13 the Euler angles a, , y between hyperfine A and the g tensor obtained
from the simulation (Table 3.4) are consistent with a H-bond directed almost perpendicular to the
plane of the ND 2Y 73 1* (orientation in Fig. 3.8, inset). The simulations of the entire 2H ENDOR
spectrum with the parameters obtained indicate that the spectrum of a ND 2Y73 1. can be well
reproduced by the contribution of a single H-bond (Fig. 3.8), according to the observed ratio of
the intensities of the sharp peaks with respect to the amino deuteron resonances.
A,
AAY
9 gy
000Y
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
ENDOR Frequency v-v0 (MHz)
Figure 3.8. 94 GHz 2H-ENDOR spectra and orientation of the hydrogen bond with the phenol of
the ND2Y731*. The 94-GHz 2H Mims ENDOR spectra (black lines) were recorded at field positions
in the EPR line parallel to the canonical orientations of the g tensor, i.e. for Bo II gx, gy, gz.
Simulations of the spectra (red dashed-doffed curves) were performed as described in the method
section. The red peaks highlight the simulated contributions from the H-bond. The obtained values
for A tensors, Q tensors and Euler angles are reported in Table 3.4.
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DFT optimized structure of NH2Y73i--a2. The DFT calculations on representative model
systems for NH 2Y731 - were performed to obtain a model structure of the radical localized at
NH2Y 731-. The modeled magnetic parameters for gx and for H-bonds were compared with the
experimental values. As a starting point, we used the DFT energy optimized structure of Y730* that
was previously reported.10 Three large models were considered, which differed by the inclusion of
zero, one or two water molecules. The energy-minimized structure models (Fig. 3.9) have taken
into account all residues in an interaction sphere of about 5 A around the oxygen of Y 73 1.
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 R
R4 1wat 1 411R41 a1
12.10
C 17 wat 2 643 .C 439  1.7 2.6 491.9
V 730  Y ~730  Y 730
NH 2 Y7  NH2 7 NH2 m7
Figure 3.9. DFT optimized structures of NH2Y73I-. Model 1 includes the water molecule watl.
Model 2 has no water molecules. Model 3 has two water molecules, including watl and wat2,
which was observed in some X-ray structures (PDB 2XO4, 1R1R).5 9 Residues in the interaction
distance (< 5 A) are in gold. Distances are in A.
The presence or absence of the water molecules has an impact on residue organization
around NH2Y73 1-, but not on the formation of the moderate H-bond with Y730. In optimized models
1 and 2, the distance from the oxygen of NH2Y 73 1- to the hydrogen of the phenol group of Y730 is
1.7 A. In the absence of wati (model 2), the R411 residue approaches NH2Y 731- with hydrogens
from its guanidinium group at distances of 2.1 and 2.6 A from the oxygen of NH2Y731-. The
calculated gx values from the two models differ by about 0.5 ppt, with the gx values of model 2
agreeing more closely to the experimental ones (Table 3.3). In model 3, a second water molecule
(wat2) was included (Ro.o - 2.6 - 3.6 A), as observed in certain X-ray structures of wt-a2 and
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NH2Y73i-02/ NH2Y 73o-c2, as approaching residue Y 731 (PDB 2XO4, 1R1R).' 9 The optimized
structure of model 3 finds wat2 within hydrogen bond distance (RO-H -. 9 A) to NH2 Y 73 1- whereas
the stronger H-bond to the phenoxyl hydrogen of Y730 remains (RO-H A .6 A). The gx value for the
model 3 structure is also consistent with the experimental value. Most importantly, all models
display the orientation of the strongest H-bond to NH2Y731- as provided by Y73 0, compatible with
the ENDOR data within an uncertainty of ~20%.
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Table 3.4. Summary of EPR parameters for the hydrogen bond to NH2Y7 31 .
NH2Y 73 1' Ax [MHz] Av [MHz] Az [MHz] a [0] 18 [0] y [0] Qx [MHz] Q [MHz] Qz [MHz]
Simulation Y730-OD 1.3 -1.43 -1.63 -160 110 80
120 40 85 -0.03 -0.09 0.12
ND 2 D(1) -0.6 -2.9 -3.8 -86 98 90
-92 93 -3 -0.04 -0.06 0.11
ND 2 D(2) 0.06 -3.1 -4.2 -96 93 -31
-93 84 -121 -0.06 -0.08 0.14
DFT Y 730-OD 1.1 -1.4 -1.7 -164 137 79
(model 1) 119 39 85 -0.04 -0.06 0.10
ND 2 D(1) -0.4 -2.6 -2.8 -86 98 90
-92 93 -3 -0.05 -0.07 0.13
ND 2 D(2) 0.04 -2.5 -3.7 -96 93 -31
-93 84 -121 -0.06 -0.08 0.14
DFT Y 730-OD 0.75 -1.8 -2.2 -194 147 58
(model 2) -104 121 -88 -0.04 -0.06 0.10
ND2 D(1) 0.25 -1.4 -1.5 -103 137 95
-111 80 12 -0.05 -0.07 0.13
ND 2 D(2) 1.0 -1.0 -1.8 -113 80 -17
-76 64 -114 -0.06 -0.08 0.14
DFT Y730-OD 1.1 -1.7 -2.0 -163 122 81
(model 3) 106 25 84 -0.04 -0.06 0.09
ND 2 D(1) 0.47 -2.6 -3.4 -98 99 72
-95 80 -15 -0.05 -0.06 0.11
ND 2 D(2) 0.67 -2.63 -3.97 -100 84 -45
-98 103 43 -0.05 -0.06 0.11
Parameters were obtained from simulations of the orientation selective 94-GHz ENDOR spectra and comparison with
the DFT models. Uncertainty in the parameters from the DFT and ENDOR simulations is estimated up to about 20 %.
The signs of the coupling from the simulation are only relative to each other within one tensor. The Euler angles
(a, 8, y) are defined from the A or Q to the g tensor based on the y convention (positive sign for a rotation is
counterclockwise, second rotation is around the y axis). The A- and Q (quadrupole) tensor are chosen such that
|Axj<jAyj<Azj. Within this definition, for both the amino deuterons and the H-bond deuteron the Ax direction results
along the bond direction. Euler angles from DFT (in the ORCA output positive rotations are defined clockwise) were
transformed into the magnetic resonance convention, for comparison.
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All three models give gx values that are compatible with the experimental values, within
the error of ~0.5 ppt. Model 2 and 3, however, better reproduce the experimental g values than
model 1. These two models indicate that the gx shift at NH 2Y 731- is caused by the combined effect
of the strongest H-bond to Y73o and the interaction either to a water molecule (model 3) or to the
positively charged arginine R4 11 (model 2). The scenarios represented in models 2 and 3 have
precedent in the literature. Arginine and aromatic amino acids like tyrosine commonly participate
in it-cation interactions.49 -50 In a small peptide system, one such tyrosine/arginine interaction can
alter the reduction potential of tyrosine.5 1 In PS II, however, two water molecules have been
proposed to interact with the redox active Yz during PCET and affect their g values. 19 We note
that protons of either wat2 or R411, possibly located at distances > 1.9 A from the phenoxyl oxygen
atom, may not be resolved in an ENDOR spectrum. Finally, the g values for NH 2Y- can also be
affected by the presence of P2, which cannot be modeled at this time.
DISCUSSION
The issues of the NH2Y-RNR activity described in Chapters 1 and 2 apply to the
experiments described in this chapter. Given the finding described in Chapter 2, we now believe
the NH 2Y-RNRs are inactive. As such, the EPR and ENDOR studies have been performed on an
inactive population(s) of RNR, thus precluding our ability to tie our conclusions to the chemical
competence of dNDP formation. Despite this caveat, the conclusions drawn from these
experiments provide important insight into the mechanism of the RT process in a2. Until recently
with the F.Ys, 17 no other method has provided the ability to observe radicals at Y 730 and Y731. The
NH2Ys are unique because His6-NH2Y73o--a2 and His6-NH2Y73i--a2 form at higher
concentrations than the radical amounts produced at Y731/Y73o-L2 through equilibration with Y356-
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p 2. 7 , 12 The NH 2Y- yields allow the study with sophisticated spectroscopic methods to detect its
H-bonding interactions, which are key to understanding RT.9- 0
The inability of the NH2Y-RNRs to turnover minimally affects the activities of His6-
NH2Y 731/Y 73 0F-x2 and His6-NH2Y730/C 439A-a2 because the pathway block mutations, Y 73oF and
C439A, inactivate RNR. 3 -54 The SF UV-vis and 9 GHz EPR spectroscopic studies on the His6-
NH2 Y731 /Y73oF-a2 and His6-NH2Y 730/C439A-a2 reveal, however, that these pathway block
mutations affect both the NH2Y 731-/Y730F and NH2Y 730-/C439A formation kinetics and yield. The
biphasic kinetics of NH2Y 7 3 1- and NH 2Y 73 0- formation are proposed to reflect the conformational
changes associated with the S/E dependent radical transport. The mutation of the key pathway
residues Y73oF and C439A not only remove H-bonding partner(s), but also slow down these
conformation changes. The NH 2Y 730-/C 439A formation exhibits the most perturbed kinetics
(0.13 s-1) being ~100-fold slower than the single mutant NH2Y730-. This rate constant is even
slower than the off-pathway NH2Y- replaced Y413 (4.8 s-1), reported previously. While the
NH 2 Y 7 3 1*/Y7 30F radical yields are not perturbed, 32%, compared to 34% for the NH 2Y 7 3 1-, the
NH 2Y 7 30-/C 4 3 9A yield is 14% formation from the initial Y122-, dramatically diminished from 39%
NH 2 Y 7 3 0- (Table 3.2).9-l' This yield is similar to the off-pathway NH2 Y4 13- formation yield of
~10%.5 5 Our previous studies with 2,3,5-F3Y122- forms 0.5 equivalents of Y35 6- in the presence of
a2, CDP and ATP. The amounts of Y 356- are not altered by the mutants Y731F-a2 or Y73oF-c2.
Determined by the 263 GHz EPR spectra, the gx value reveals that the Y356--P2 environment exists
in different states depending on the Y731F-o2 or Y73oF-a2 mutations. The kinetics for radical
formation with each of these mutations were not studied. These studies support the importance of
OH in electrostatic perturbation. One of the advantages of studying the native Y356- is that it
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eliminates the potential perturbation in size that NH 2Y introduces when replacing Y at the cXP
interface.2'
Out of the pathway block mutations detailed in this chapter, the C439A mutation has the
most dramatic effect on radical yield and formation kinetics. The C439 mutation is unique because
it may affect S/E dependent triggering of the conformational change that initiates radical transfer
in the P2 subunit. The C439S-a2 mutant has similar GDP binding constants (Kd~ 28 uM) as
compared the wt-a2 (53 ptM). 56 The replacement of the sulfhydryl to hydroxyl in the C4 3 9S
mutation minimally perturbs structure but maximally perturbs activity. The substrate binding
constant with the more perturbative C439A mutation has not been determined. If the C439A mutant
also has a similar substrate binding constant as the wt-o2, the perturbed conformational gating
process in the reaction containing His6-NH2Y730/C439A-o2, wt-P2, ATP and CDP may result from
this mutation. Further experiments are required to examine the C439A mutation and its possible
conformational ramifications.
The electronic and structural features of NH 2Y- in the RT pathway of the E coli RNR
provide insight on how the local protein environment accommodates the radical intermediates. At
each position, the radical state was assessed by two EPR parameters: the gx value shift caused by
positively charged environments, and the hyperfine interaction associated with exchanged
deuterons. The first parameter is assessed using HF EPR spectra 57 but contains only indirect
information on H-bond interactions. The second parameter requires ENDOR spectroscopy and
more extensive analysis, which when attainable, provides a high resolution structure of the H-bond
partners. All gx values of the NH 2Y-s in the three pathway positions (Y356, Y 7 3 1 , and Y73o) are
similar and show a considerable shift from the calculated value for the free NH2Y- (Table 3.4),
consistent with a strongly perturbed electrostatic environment. Our data reveal that the number,
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orientation, and strength of exchangeable H-bonds at these residues are intrinsically different,
reflecting the subtle difference in protein architecture and giving direct insight into the hydrogen
bond network involved in the RT within x2.
The ENDOR data display one stronger H-bond and one more moderate H-bond with
NH2Y 7 3 0 -, and one hydrogen bond with NH2 Y7 3 1-. In both cases, the hyperfine coupling and tensor
orientations of the two stronger bonds are similar and indicate that the hydrogen must reside
between the two Ys. From the hyperfine and quadrupole tensors in the ENDOR data, the direction
of the hydrogen bond to NH2Y 731- is consistent with the direction predicted by the DFT
calculations for H-bonding with Y730, regardless of the number of water molecules considered.
Verification of the assignment of the ENDOR peaks, associated with the stronger H-bond of
NH 2Y 7 3 1- to Y730, was achieved with the Y73oF mutation and the subsequent disappearance of this
peak. Taken together, these results provide strong evidence for the direct H-bond from NH 2 Y73 1*
to Y73o and suggest that the proton transfer occurs via collinear PCET, as previously proposed by
quantum chemical calculations.'3, 58 The DFT calculations that best reproduce the size of the
hyperfine tensors and the gx shift of each NH2Y- also reveal that the H-bond must be directed close
to perpendicular to the tyrosyl ring 7t system. Such an orientation provides evidence for some 7T
stacking of Y 731/Y 730 in the "active" a2P2 complex. This skewed stacking is observed in some,
but not all, of the ox2 structures (yeast5 9 and NH2Y structures9 show Y731 in multiple
conformations). We note that no atomic resolution structural data for the X2p2 complex is
available. The unusual 71 stacking of the Y/Y dyad and the implications of this design for the PCET
step was described by Kaila and Hummer.60 Their studies indicate that this configuration results in
strong adiabatic electronic coupling, consistent with collinear PCET.60-61 This Y-Y dyad is also
implicated in elevating the reduction potential of the tyrosine by ~50 mV in a recent study of a
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model synthetic system by Koo, et al.62 This perturbation in reduction potential is consistent with
our current thinking of the thermodynamic landscape.17
The X-ray crystal structure of the resting states of the wt-, His6-NH 2Y 7 3 0- and His6-
NH2Y73 1-a2s5' 9 and the previously described DFT optimized structure of NH2Y 73o-- and Y 73 -- C2,
show that residue C439 is in hydrogen bond distance (2.0 - 3.8 A) to Y730 - .13 The experiments with
the double mutant His6-NH2Y 730-/C43 9A-x2 support the assignment of C439 as a second moderate
hydrogen bond partner of NH 2Y 730-. The most direct interpretation of the data is that residue Y 730
acts as the direct hydrogen bond acceptor for C439. 13 It also remains possible that a water molecule
provides the H-bond, and that the C439A mutant disrupts and eliminates it. The presented
experimental data, however, provide no evidence for the participation of a water in this proton
transfer step, in contrast to a recent proposal of Bu et al.63 This study used DFT and QM/MM
calculations on several model systems, in which C439 transfers the proton to Y 730- via the conserved
water molecule (wati) that moves and inserts itself between the two residues to promote what they
refer to as a double PCET event. Their calculated barrier for direct PCET, however, between C439
and Y730- of 60 kcal/mol is inconsistent with previously reported values of 8-9 kcal/mol.' 3' 58 In
another model system, the investigations used cysteine and tyrosine located on different peptide
chains to mimic the RNR conformation. Their calculated barrier for PCET is consistent with 9
kcal/mol.63
The 2H-ENDOR spectra of NH 2Y 7 3 1-/Y 7 3oF (Fig. 3.7) failed to reveal the H-bonding
interaction with a second proton as observed with NH2Y 730-. In the center of this spectrum,
however, the broad matrix line could be comprised of one or several unresolved weak H-bonds.
The DFT calculation revealed that R4 11 is capable of rearranging to form weak hydrogen bonds
(> 2.1 A). This configuration, along with the stronger H-bond to Y73 0, can reproduce the observed
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gx value. The model with two waters (Fig. 3.9) is also capable of recreating the experimentally
measured gx value. The absence of structural insight on the ac2P2 subunit interface and the effect
of the protein environment (R411 or two waters) suggests that multiple factors contribute to the gx
value. Chapter 4 will further investigate the role of R411 and its possible involvement of
influencing the electrostatic environment of NH2Y 731-. The mutation of this residue to R4iiA
resulted in NH2Y 731- formation in an unexpected "flipped," radical conformation, which is the
main focus of Chapter 4.64
In contrast with the pathway residues in x2, no exchangeable H-bonds to NH2Y356- are
observed outside the matrix line (Fig. 3.7). The gx value of NH 2Y 356-, however, is perturbed to a
greater extent than those for the NH2Y-s in a2. The inability to directly observe Y356 structurally
within P2 alone or in a2P2 prevents any specific conclusions about the origin of the gx shift. These
results eliminate one possible mode of communication between Y356 and Y731 that involves 7t
stacking, similar to that observed between Y731 and Y730. Recent studies on Y356- generated using
F3Y122--P2 also eliminated a 7u stacking environment between Y 356 and Y 731.2' A second possible
model of communication for RT between Y 356 and Y731 could involve a water molecule or network
of water molecules at the subunit interface. The amino protons of NH2Y356- preclude the detection
of weak H-bonds since they are adjacent to the matrix line. Whether this polar environment could
be provided by water clusters at the interface, 65 -67 as noted earlier was interrogated recently using
the native Y356- with the 2,3,5-F3Y 122- initiator. The study of the native tyrosine eliminates the
interfering contributions from the amino deuterons and the use of deuterated tyrosine decreases
the proton background signal to allow for a more sensitive 1H-ENDOR study. The results of this
study further implicate the role of two water molecules at the interface. 21
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CONCLUSION
The combined HF EPR and 2H-ENDOR spectra of the NH2Y73o- and NH2Y 7 31- provide
evidence for the hydrogen bonding network between residues of the RT pathway in X2. The H-
bonding partners in cx2 are supported by the generation and characterization of the double mutants,
His6-NH2Y 731/Y 73oF-a2 and His6 -NH2Y730/C439A-a2, in which the putative H-bonding partners
are systematically removed. The HF EPR and ENDOR spectra of NH2 Y356-, however, reveal no
H-bonding interactions despite a shifted gx value, indicative of a polar environment. The DFT
calculations of the NH2Y 731--a2 implicate the potential role of water molecules and/or R411-a2 at
the interface. The R411 residue and the c43 interface become the central theme to the next chapter,
in which a novel radical conformation is described.64
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Chapter 4
NH2Y 731 /R 4 i1 A in a2 in the presence of P2, CDP, and ATP
reveals a "flipped" NH 2Y* conformation
Adapted with permission from Kasanmascheff M; Lee, W; Nick, T; Stubbe, J; Bennati, M
Chem. Sci. Soc. 2016, 7, 2170-2178. Copyright 2016 The Royal Society of Chemistry. All 94
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GHz, 263 GHz EPR, ENDOR and 34 GHz PELDOR spectroscopy experiments were performed
and analyzed by Kasanmascheff M under the guidance of Bennati, M
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INTRODUCTION
The E. coli class Ia ribonucleotide reductases (RNR) is active when the two homodimeric
subunits, ck2 and P2, form a transient cc2P2 complex.' 4 The a2 subunit contains the substrate (S)
binding site for nucleotide reduction, and the effector (E) binding sites for allosteric regulation of
specificity and activity. 4 ~8 The P2 subunit harbors the di-iron tyrosyl radical cofactor (Fe"'2-
Y122*).2, 9-10 During each turnover, the Y 22--P2 oxidizes C439-a2 via the radical transport (RT)
pathway of conserved amino acids (Y122 <4 [W 48?] *4 Y 356 in P2 to Y731 *4 Y 730 *4 C439 in U2)
spanning over 35 A (Fig. 4.1)." " Because the turnover of NDP to dNDP is rate-limited by S/E
dependent conformational change, the RT pathway intermediates are kinetically masked. 12 To
detect pathway radical intermediates, this rate-limiting step has been modified by the site-specific
incorporation of Y analogs with altered pKas and reduction potentials.' 3-15 As determined in
Chapter 2, 3-aminotyrosine (NH2Y) has a reduction potential ~0.56 V lower than Y16 and has
been site-specifically incorporated in place of Y 356-P2, Y731-a2 and Y73o-cc2. The resulting NH2Y-
have established the importance of these residues within the RT pathway.13, 17
The ability to trap pathway tyrosyl radicals, combined with state-of-the-art EPR and
ENDOR spectroscopies 18-20 has revealed much about the molecular basis of the long-range RT in
a220 and recently at the a2p2 interface in RNR.2 1 The multi-frequency HF EPR and 2H-ENDOR
spectroscopies, coupled with DFT calculations, were used in combination to identify that NH2Y 73O-
interacts with adjacent residues (< 5 A) to form a H-bond, which mutagenesis studies suggest are
associated with pathway residues Y731 and C439 in a2. For Y 731, on the other hand, only a single
moderate H-bonding interaction was detected, which mutagenesis studies confirmed to be
associated with Y730. The A tensors of the moderate H-bond between Y 73o and Y731 provided the
first direct support that there are two stacked Y in the a2p2 complex. 19-20
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The combined EPR and ENDOR parameters were also used to model the environment of
the NH2Y73 1--u2. One of these models revealed R4l1-x2 within 2.6 A of NH2 Y 73 1- could
recapitulate the observed parameters (Fig. 4.2).20 The X-ray structure of NH2Y 73o-c.2 (PDB 2XO4)
has previously reported one conformation of Y 731 rotated away from NH2Y 730. This conformation
was accompanied by minor re-orientations of R4 i and N 733 in cx2. 17 Although R4ii is not absolutely
conserved, similar spatial orientations and conformational flexibility of R have been previously
observed in the yeast class la,22 human class 1 a23 and Salmonella typhimurium class lb24 large
subunit X-ray crystal structures (Fig. 4.3).
In this chapter, we examine the role of R41 1-x2 in the RT process across the c43 interface.
For this purpose, the R41 mutants, His6-R41IX-cc2 and His 6-NH2Y731/R411X-u2 (X = A, K, and Q)
were prepared. The subunit interactions for the His 6-R4iA-a2 and His 6-NH2Y 731/R4 iA-cx2
mutants with wt-P2 in the presence of CDP and ATP were studied to ensure experimental
conditions formed the cx202 complex. The activity assays revealed that the His6-R4iiX-x2s are all
active, whereas the His 6-NH2Y731/R41 X-u2s are inactive. The rate constants of NH2Y731
formation for the His 6-NH2Y731/R4lJA-a2 and His6-NH2Y731/R41 iQ-c2 mutants in the presence of
wt-p2, ATP and CDP reveal NH2Y 73I- formed at a fast rate constant with biphasic kinetics,
followed by a slow disappearance. Paramagnetic resonance methods like 263 GHz pulse EPR,
34 GHz PELDOR/DEER and 2H-Mims ENDOR spectroscopies identified a new conformation of
R4i A/NH2Y731--a2 that is "flipped" towards the c4p subunit interface was discovered. This chapter
details the first alternative conformation of any pathway tyrosine radical (NH 2Y 7 3 1 '), supporting
the potential role(s) of conformational change(s) in RT across the subunit interface.
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Figure 4.1. Current model of the long-range RT in E. coli RNR. The redox active amino acid
residues that are involved in RT this process (Y122 ++ [W48?] ++ Y3 56 in P2 to Y7 3 1 ++ Y730 ++
C43 9 in a2) are shown, along with the R411A, implicated to be involved in a conformational
change of Y731 (green). The residues W48 and D237 are shown in grey, because there is no
evidence for their roles in this pathway. The E35o has recently been shown to be important in the
initial conformational gate, but has an unknown role in RT.25 The location of Y356 in P2 is
unknown. The red, blue and purple arrows represent electron transfer, proton transfer and
collinear PCET, respectively, detailing differing PCET mechanisms in RNR. Water molecules
(gray, denoted as H20) are proposed to play a role in RT across the subunit interface. 2 1
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Figure 4.2. The interaction between Y731 and R411 in a2. A) The stacked conformation of Y731 and
Y730 in wt-.2 as observed in the crystal structure (PDB 2XOX). 1 7 The R41i residue comes within
4.1 A of Y7 3 1 . B) One of the DFT optimized structures (model 2 in Ch. 3) of NH2Y 73l*-a2. R411 is
observed in close contact to NH2Y731*-a2, if no water molecules were considered in the simulation.
Distances are in A.20
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Figure 4.3. The structural conservation of R411 in the overlay of the x2 X-ray crystal structures.
The X-ray crystal structures of the . coli class Ia (cyan, PDB code 1 RLR), human class Ia
(pink, PDB code 3HNC),26 yeast class Ia (green, PDB code 1ZZD),22 and the Salmonella
typhimurium class Ib (yellow, PDB code 1 PEO)24 were sequence aligned and then overlaid using
the PYMOL align feature. The Y 731 and Y73o residues, and their equivalents for each organism,
are displayed such that the active site (C 4 3 9) is situated below the figure. The position of Y 7 30
shows little difference between the four structures whereas Y73 1 explores different conformations
for each structure. The R411 residue in the K coli class 1 a structure (cyan) is shown on the left.
The other three structures have an arginine residue, labelled as potential R411 equivalents, on the
right side of Y7 3 1.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. 4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (Hepes) was purchased
from EMD Bioscience. Adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP), cytidine-5'-diphosphate (CDP),
reduced P-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), hydroxyurea (HU),
kanamycin (Kan), chloramphenicol (Cm), 2XYT media, M9 Minimal Salts, L-arabinose (ara), P-
mercaptoethanol (p-ME), streptomycin sulfate and NH 2Y were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Isopropyl-P-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT) were purchased from
Promega. Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP) hydrochloride was purchased from Thermo
Scientific. Nucleotide primers were purchased from Invitrogen and Pfu Ultra IL polymerase was
purchased from Stratagene.
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The His6-wt-a2 (2750 nmol/min/mg) and wt-p2 (7000 nmol/min/mg, containing 1.2
Y-/p2) were expressed and purified by standard protocols.'17,27-28 All a2 mutants were pre-reduced
with 30 mM DTT and 15 mM HU before use. 12 The E. coli thioredoxin (TR, 40 U/mg) and
thioredoxin reductase (TRR, 1800 U/mg) used in assays were isolated as previously described.29
30 The NH2 Y356-p2 and His6-NH2Y731-a2 were purified as previously described.17
Expression and purification of His6-R4]IX-a2 and His6-NH2Y 73j/R 41 X-ca2 (X = Ala, Lys,
Gin). All constructs contain an N-terminal His6-tag with a 10 amino acid linker (SSGLVPRGSH),
as described previously.1 7 The Quikchange kit (Stratagene) was employed according to
manufacturer's protocol to generate each mutant. The templates pET28a-nrdA or pET28a-nrdA
Y73IZ17 were amplified with primer 5'-G CAG GAA CGT GCG TCT ACC GGT GCG ATC TAT
ATT CAG AAC GTT GAC-3' and its reverse complement to insert GCG (Ala) at position 411.
The primer 5'-G CAG GAA CGT GCG TCT ACC GGT AAA ATC TAT ATT CAG AAC GTT
GAC-3' and its reverse complement was used to insert Lys at position 411, and the primer 5'-G
CAG GAA CGT GCG TCT ACC GGT CAG ATC TAT ATT CAG AAC GTT GAC-3' and its
reverse complement was used to insert Gln in place of R4 11. The sequences were confirmed by
QuintaraBio Laboratory.
The expression and purification of His6-R4, X-a2, and His 6-NH2Y731/R411X-o2 (X = Ala,
Lys) followed previous protocols1 7 except the purification buffer (50 mM Tris, 5% glycerol, 1 mM
PMSF, pH 7.6) for the His 6-NH2Y 731/R4i1X-i2 mutants contained 1 mM TCEP instead of 10 mM
p-ME. The yields of purified His 6-R41IX-a2 and His 6-NH2Y731/R4iiX-a2 mutants were 10-
12 mg/g and 6-7 mg/g cell paste, respectively. For His 6-NH2Y731/R4i Q-a2, the expression
followed published protocol,22 except after IPTG induction, the culture was harvested after shaking
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at ~12 h, 200 rpm at 25 0C, to increase solubility of full-length protein. The purification was
performed with no complications and the final yield was ~6 mg/g cell paste.
Dissociation constant (Kd) for the interaction between His6-R4IJA-a2 or His6-
NH2Y731/R4]A-a2 and wt-32, determined by the competitive inhibition assay.31-32 For each assay,
the mutant-c2 was added in variable amounts to the 300 ptL reaction that contained 0.3 pM wt-ca2,
0.15 pM wt-P2, 50 pM TR, 1 pM TRR, 1 mM CDP, 3 mM ATP and 0.2 mM NADPH. The
inhibitor, either His6-R411A-a2 or His6-NH2Y73i/R4i1A-u2, concentrations were varied between
10 nM and 5 pM. The relative activities in the presence of inhibitor were measured using the
spectrophotometric assay.31-32 The Kd was calculated using eq. 4.1. The [Ief/2]bound is the
concentration of inhibitor complexed with wt-P2 and [I]free is the concentration of unbound
inhibitor."
[Iof3 2]bound = Ifree eq. 4.1(Kd+[I]free)
Steady state and single turnover activities of the R 4]iX-a2 mutants determined by
radioactive assays. The activities of His6-R411X-ca2 (0.2 pM) and His6-NH2Y731/R41 IX-a2 (1 iM,
X = Ala, Lys, Gln) were determined in a reaction with wt-P2 with 3 mM ATP, 1 mM [ 3H]-CDP
(4850 cpm/nmol), 30 ptM TR, 0.5 ptM TRR, 1 mM NADPH in assay buffer (50 mM HEPES,
1 mM EDTA, 15 mM MgSO4 pH 7.6). For the His6-R41 IX-a2 mutants, fifty fold excess wt-p2 was
employed to ensure >95% a2P2 complex formation. The assays with His 6-NH2Y 731/R411X-ct2
contained five fold excess wt-P2. At defined time points, 30 jiL samples were removed from the
reaction, quenched with ice-cold 2% perchloric acid, and neutralized by 0.5 M KOH. The resulting
salt was precipitated with one freeze-thaw cycle and the pellet was removed by centrifugation. The
amount of dCDP was determined by the method of Steeper and Steuart.33
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For single turnover experiments, the 140 pL reaction contained His 6-NH2Y731/R41iX-ci2
(5 tM) incubated with wt-p2 (5 tM), 3 mM ATP, 1 mM [3H]-CDP (20,000 cpm/nmol) in assay
buffer. As described in the prior paragraph, at defined time points, 30 pL samples were removed
from the reaction, quenched with 2% perchloric acid, and neutralized by 0.5 M KOH. The amount
of dCDP in the supernatant was determined by the method of Steeper and Steuart. 33
9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the N .formed in the reaction containing His6 -R4 ji A-a2 or
His6-NH2Y731/R4HA-a2 with wt-32, ATP and N3CDP. The 240 pL reaction contained 30 PM His6-
R411A-a2 or 30 pM His6-NH2Y731/R411A-a2, 30 tM wt-p2 (1.2 Y-/p2), 3 mM ATP, 0.15 mM
N3CDP. The reaction was initiated by addition of the mutant aC2. After aging for 1 min at 25 0C,
the reaction was hand-quenched in liquid isopentane. The 9 GHz EPR spectra were obtained with
a Bruker EMX X-band (9 GHz) spectrometer equipped with a quartz finger dewar filled with liquid
N2 at 77 K at the MIT Department of Chemistry Instrumentation Facility (DCIF). The EPR
parameters were: microwave frequency, 9.34 GHz; power, 100 ptW; modulation amplitude, 1.5 G;
modulation frequency, 100 kHz; time constant, 5.12 ms; scan time, 41.9 s. WinEPR (Bruker) was
used for EPR spin quantitation by measuring the normalized double integral intensity of the
spectrum, correcting for power, number of scans, and modulation amplitude, and compared to a
standard with a known concentration of Y122- in p2.3 4
Kinetics of NH2Y formation in the reaction containing His6 -NH2Y73I/R411A-a2 or His6-
NH2Y731/R 41iQ-a2, wt-32, ATP and CDP determined by stopped flow (SF) UV-vis spectroscopy.
The SF kinetics were performed on an Applied Photophysics DX. 17MV instrument equipped with
the Pro-Data upgrade. All reactions were maintained at 25 0C. In a typical experiment, the contents
of one syringe containing pre-reduced His 6-NH2Y731/R41iA-ci2 or His 6-NH2Y731/R41iQ-u2 and
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ATP were rapidly mixed with the contents of the second syringe containing wt-P2 and CDP to
give final concentrations of 5 [tM mutant-a2/wt-p2, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP in assay buffer.
The reaction was monitored at 320 nm for NH2Y 731- formation (F ~ 11,000 M-'cm-1) using PMT
detection. Efforts to monitor Y 122- loss at 410 nm (F = 3700 M-'cm-1) were unsuccessful at early
time points due to poor signal to noise and thus the fastest phase of the reaction could not be fit.
The results represent the average of at least three independent experiments with the same protein
batch. The fits were calculated with OriginPro software to minimize residuals. Eq. 4.2 and eq. 4.3
were used for double exponential and single exponential fitting, where yo is a constant, A i and A2
represent the amplitudes and Ri and R2 represent the rate constants of the two phases.
y = yo + Aie-Rx + A2 e R2x eq. 4.2
y = yo + Aie-Rx eq. 4.3
9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the NH2Y- formed in the reaction containing His6-
NH2Y731/R 4]jA-a2 with wt-32, ATP and CDP. The reaction mixture of 300 [.L contained 30 jIM
His 6-NH2Y731/R411A-a2, 30 pM wt-p2 (1.2 Y-/p2), 3 mM ATP, 1 mM CDP in assay buffer. The
reaction was initiated by the addition of mutant x2. The reaction was aged for 25 s at 25 0C before
being hand-quenched in liquid isopentane. The EPR spectra were obtained as described above.
263 GHz EPR spectroscopy and 94 GHz 2H-ENDOR spectroscopy to analyse the
electrostatic environment and hydrogen bonding network of His6 -NH2Y73 1 /R 4]jA-a2. The His6-
NH2Y 731/R4 1iA-a2 and wt-P2 were mixed 1:1 to a final concentration of 160 - 180 pM in D20
assay buffer as previously described.18, 20 Given the Kd of 0.9 FM, determined above, the protein
concentrations resulted in >95% complex formation. The reaction was initiated at room
temperature by adding CDP and ATP to a final concentration of 1 and 3 mM, respectively. The
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reactions were manually freeze-quenched in liquid N2 within 10 -23 s. The NH2Y73i- accounted
for 30-33% of the total spin, similar to the NH2Y 7 3 1- yields reported previously.' 3' 17
Echo-detected (ESE: r/2 - r - ir - echo) EPR spectra at 263 GHz were recorded on a
Bruker Elexsys E780 quasi optical spectrometer using a single mode (TEo, 1) cylindrical resonator
(E9501610 - Bruker BioSpin) with a typical quality factor of 500 - 1000. Maximum microwave
power coupled to the resonator was about 15 mW. The samples for 263 GHz EPR were inserted
in capillaries (0.33 OD, Vitrocom CV2033S) in typical volumes of ca. 50 nL. The 94 GHz ESE
spectra were recorded on a Bruker E680 spectrometer with 400 mW W-band power setup (Bruker
power upgrade - 2). The samples for 94 GHz contained typical volumes of 2 pL in 0.84 OD
capillaries (Wilmad S6X84). All manually freeze-quenched samples immersed in liquid N2 were
loaded into precooled EPR cryostats.
The EPR spectra were processed by phasing and baseline correction. The derivatives of the
absorption spectra were obtained by fitting every four points with a second order polynomial and
differentiating the function in MATLABR2014b. 35 EPR spectra were simulated using EasySpin-
4.5.5 "pepper"-routine running under MATLAB.36 The DFT calculations have been performed
with the ORCA 3.0.0 program package. 37 The geometry optimization of the neutral NH 2Y- was
performed on the unrestricted B3LYP 38-4 0 hybrid density functional in combination with the def2-
TZVPP basis set and def2-TZVPP/JK auxiliary basis set. 41-42 To take into account the electrostatic
environment of the radical intermediate at the protein interface, a solvation model (COSM0 43)
with the polarity of ethanol (c=24) was used. Otherwise Grimme's dispersion correction44 -4 5 and
RIJCOSX4 6 approximations have been employed. The energy converged to 10- Eh. The hyperfine
coupling and g-values were calculated using the C4 carbon of the NH2Y- as the gauge origin
(carbons are labeled in Figure 6).47-48 The def2-TZVPP basis set was held consistent with the
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geometry optimization step.42 The C2-C1-Cp-Ca dihedral angle of the NH2Y- was changed
stepwise with a geometry optimization for each step. The docking model refers to the c2P2
complex structure generated from the individual wt-a2 and wt-P2 X-ray structures.6, 49 In order to
predict distances, the mutant E. coli RNR structure (PDB 2XO4)1 7 was overlaid with the wt-a2
structure in the docking model6 using PyMOL, which first performs a sequence alignment and then
aligns the structures to minimize the root mean square deviation between the structures.
34 GHz PELDOR spectroscopy to determine the distance between Y122 - and
NH2Y73 1 -/R411A in opposite ap8 pairs. The PELDOR sample was prepared by adding glycerol-
(OD) 3 16 s after the initiation of the reaction to a final concentration of 10% (v:v). This reaction
was manually freeze-quenched after 56 s. The 34 GHz ESE and PELDOR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker E5 80 X/Q-band spectrometer equipped with a Bruker EN 5107D2 pulse EPR/ENDOR
resonator. The spectrometer was power-upgraded with a Q-band TWT amplifier providing about
170 W output power at 34.1 GHz. The PELDOR experiments were recorded with an over-coupled
resonator. For measurements at 20 K, the center of the mode was chosen for the pump frequencies.
For measurements at 50 K, however, the detection frequency was set in the center of the cavity
mode to enhance detection sensitivity. The Q-band samples contained typical volumes of 10 pL
in 1.6 mm OD capillaries (Wilmad 222T-RB).
9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the reaction containing 2,3,5-F3Y22--/32 or NH2Y 3s6-/32 with
His6-R4 11A- a2, A TP and CDP. The 2,3,5-F 3Y 12 2 --P2 (0.8 Y-/p2) and NH2Y 3 56-P2 mutants were
isolated as previously described.1 5'17 The 300 tL reaction contained 30 p.M 2,3,5-F 3Y122--P2, 30
pM His6-R4i IA-a2, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP and was initiated by the addition of mutant oC2.
The reaction was aged for 20 s at 25 0C before being quenched in liquid isopentane. The 9 GHz
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EPR spectra were obtained as described above. For the NH2Y356-P2 reaction, the 300 pL reaction
contained 20 .M His 6-R41 IA-a2, 40 M NH 2Y35 6-P2 (0.5 Y-/p2), 3 mM ATP, 1 mM CDP in assay
buffer and was initiated by the addition of mutant a2. After aging for 25 s at 250C, the reaction
was hand-quenched in liquid isopentane. Again, the 9 GHz EPR spectra were obtained as described
above.
Steady state activity of the reactions containing NH2Y 356-/32 or 2,3,5-F3Y 122-/32, His6-
R 41jA-a2, [3H]-CDP and A TP. The activity of His6 -R4IiA-u2 (1 kM) was determined in the
presence of 50-fold excess of NH 2Y 356-P2 or 2,3,5-F 3YI22-P2 with 3 mM ATP, 1 mM [3 H]-CDP
(4850 cpm/nmol), 30 pM TR, 0.5 [M TRR, 1 mM NADPH. Each assay was initiated by the
addition of mutant x2. The assay was conducted as described above for the steady state activity
assay. The amount of dCDP in each sample was determined by the method of Steeper and Steuart. 33
RESULTS
Expression and purification of the His6-R4]jX-a2 and His6 -NH2Y73 1/R 4]JX-a2 mutants (X
= Ala, Lys, Gin). Given the data described in Chapter 3 and the potential role of R4 i1 in x2 in the
RT pathway mechanism at the c4p interface, R411 was mutated to either A, K or Q, and the proteins
were expressed and purified.17 The results are shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.4. Purity of the His 6-R4jiX-U2 (X = Ala, Lys, Gln) assessed by 8% SDS PAGE. The
lanes shown (left to right) are MW standards, 1) wt-oc2 standard, 2) 5 jig His6-R4l IA-L2, 3) 2.5
pig His6-R41iA-a2, 4) 5 jig His6-R4 iK-2, 5) 2.5 pg His6-R41IK-a2, 6) 5 pg His6-R41IQ-a2 and
7) 2.5 jg His6-R4iiQ-a2.
His6-NH2Y731 HiS6-NH2Y731 His6-NH2Y731
R411A-a2 R411K-a2 R411Q-a2
MW wt-a2 1 pg 0.5 pg 1 pg 0.5 pg 1 pg
150 Da #
100 Da
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50 Da 1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 4.5. Purity of the His 6-NH2Y731/R4iiX-c2 (X = Ala, Lys, Gln) assessed by 8% SDS
PAGE. The lanes shown (left to right) are MW standards, 1) wt-a2 standard, 2) 1 pig His6-
NH2Y731/R4iiA-a2, 3) 0.5 pg His 6-NH2Y731/R41iK-a2, 4) 1 pg His 6-NH2Y73 1/R41iK-x2, 5) 0.5
pg His6-NH2Y731/R41iQ-a2, and 6) 1 pg His6-NH2Y731/R41 Q-i2.
The dissociation constant (Kd) determination ofHis6 -R4IA-a2 and His6-NH2Y73i/R4 JA-a2
with wt-/32 in the presence ofA TP/CDP. Because R411 is proposed to interact with Y731, which is
located at the ap interface, we investigated the Kd for subunit interactions by the competitive
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inhibition assay.31 The Kd for the His 6-R4t iA-c2/wt-P2 interaction was determined to be 0.94
0.33 pM (Fig. 4.6A), -5 fold higher than wt-c2 (0.18 ptM). 50 The same experiment was repeated
in D 20 assay buffer (Kd = 0.90 0.19 pM, Fig. 4.6B) to ensure binding remains the same as in the
conditions of the EPR experiments. The interaction between cC2 and P2 is altered, but not enough
to preclude binding as long as protein concentrations are adjusted in all assays. The Kd of the His6-
R41iA-a2/wt-2 is consistent with other perturbed RNR mutants proposed to reside at the up
interface, including the Es2A-P2 (Kd = 0.96 tM) and E52D-p2 (Kd = 2.33 [M) mutations.32 The Kd
for the double mutant His 6-NH2 Y 7 3 1/R41lA-2 was 8 1 nM (Fig. 4.6C). This value is similar to
the NH2Y 731-cx2/wt-p2 interaction (Kd =17 nM).51 In the double mutant case, the NH 2Y 73 1 mutation
has the predominant effect over the five-fold perturbation caused by the R4 11A mutation.
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Figure 4.6. The Kd determination of R41 1A mutant c2s with wt-p2 using the competitive
inhibition assay. All data shown (red) are an average of two replicates with the error between
measurements < 10%. A. The Kd for the His6-R41 IA-a2/wt-p2 complex determined by the
competitive inhibition assay in the presence of CDP and ATP. The data were fit (solid black line)
to eq. 1 to yield 0.94 -0.33 pM. B. The Kd for the His6-R411A-a2/wt-P2 complex determined by
the competitive inhibition assay in D 20 exchanged assay buffer. The data were fit (solid black
line) to eq. 1 to yield 0.90 0.19 pM. C. The Kd for the His6-NH 2Y7 3 1/R411A-a2/wt-p2 complex
determined by the competitive inhibition assay in the presence of CDP and ATP. The data were
fit (solid black line) to eq. 1 to yield 8 1 nM.
Steady state activity of the His6-R4]]X-a2 and His6-NH2Y73 1/R 4IIX-a2 mutants (X = Ala,
Lys, Gin). The Kd values for the His 6-R411X-a2 and His6-NH 2Y 73 1/R4 11X-x2 mutants were used to
ensure that during these activity assays, an a2P2 complex was formed. The Kd (0.9 gM) for His6-
R41iA-a2/wt-p2 in the presence of ATP and CDP necessitated the use of a 50-fold excess of wt-
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P2 in the assay conditions. The His6-R411A-c2 mutant gave a specific activity of 467 22
nmol/min/mg, 17% of the wt enzyme activity (2750 nmol/min/mg). The specific activity of His6-
R41iK-cc2 was 420 20 nmol/min/mg, 15% of the wt activity, and the His 6-R4iQ-c2 had the
lowest activity, 91 12 nmol/min/mg, 3% of wt activity. Although all three mutants are active,
the mutations affect RNR multiple turnover to varying degrees. The R41 K-cC2 mutant, the closest
R surrogate would have been expected to have similar activity to the wt-a2, The R41 iQ-U2 would
have expected to be less perturbative than the R41 A mutation. The basis for these activity
differences require further study.
Considering the hypothesis that the R411X mutations alter the NH2Y 731 - environment, the
activities of the His6-NH2Y 731/R4 X double mutants were determined. The His 6-NH2Y 731 -a2
single mutant has a low specific activity of 37 8 nmol/min mg, which we now attribute to
contaminating wt-RNR. The specific activity of His 6 -NH2Y 73 1/R4 A-c2 is 13 3 nmol/min mg,
approximately a third of the His 6-NH2Y 731-U2 activity. The activities for His 6-NH2Y731/R41jK-a2
and His 6-NH2Y731/R 41 1Q-a2, 28 1 and 29 1 nmol/min mg, respectively, are consistent with the
His6-NH2Y731-a2 activity (Table 4.1). Considering the finding described in Chapter 2, the Y mis-
incorporation should result in a small amount of contaminating His6-R4 X-cc2 single mutants in
the assays. This population could explain the observed low activities. Since the single mutant His6-
NH2Y 731-a2 has a low specific activity, predicting the activities of the NH 2Y 731/R4LX mutants is
challenging.
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Table 4.1. Specific activities and dCDP/a2 of the His6-NH2Y73 i/R4 iX-ca2 (X A, K, Q) in
reactions with wt-P2, ATP and CDP.
Mutant Specific activity dCDP/a2
(nmol/min mg)
His 6-NH 2Y 73 i-x2a 37 8a 0.48 0.17 a
His6-R411A-a2 467 22 NDb
His6-R4 iiK-a2 420 20 NDb
His6-R41IQ-cz2 91 12 NDb
His6-NH 2Y 7 3 1/R 4 llA-c2 13 3 0.04 0.02
His 6-NH 2Y 7 31/R 4 11K-x2 28 1 0.08 0.01
His6-NH 2Y 73 1/R4 lIQ-x2 29 1 0.08 0.01
a. The multiple turnover specific activity and the dCDP/o2 yields were described in Chapter 2. b. ND = not
determined.
Single turnover activity assays and the active site N- formation of the His6-R 4jiA-a2 and
His6-NH2YZ3 /R4HIA-a2 mutants. The low multiple turnover (13 3 nmol/min mg) of the His6-
NH2Y 731/R 41 1A-oc2 prompted further investigation by the single turnover assay to determine that
the observed activity is a result of the mutant's ability to perform nucleotide reduction chemistry.
The single turnover assay provides the mole fraction of dCDPs formed per mutant a2. In this
experiment, a reaction contains mutant a2, wt-p2, ATP and CDP in the absence of reducing
system. Pre-reduced His 6-NH2Y 7 31 /R41 1A-cx2 was reacted with wt-P2, CDP, ATP to yield 0.036
0.018 dCDP/Ax2, (Table 4.1). This yield is ~I% of wt-RNR yields, typically 3 - 3.5 dCDPs/x2.12
This yield strongly supports that this mutant is not able to make dCDPs. A similar result was
observed with the His6-NH 2Y 731/R41IK-a2 and His 6-NH2Y 7 31/R41 Q-a2, both yielding 0.08 0.01
dCDPs/ao2. The combination of the R41iX mutation with the NH2Y 731 mutation thus abolishes
nucleotide reduction activity likely associated with contaminating wt-RNR.
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The mechanism based inhibitor 2'-azido-2'-deoxycytidine 5'-diphosphate (N3CDP) was
employed to verify each mutant's ability or inability to catalyse the formation of nitrogen centered
radical (N-). Previous studies have established that this reaction forms this N- within the active
site of cx2, converting 50% of the initial Y 122 . 28, 52 The reaction containing 30 [M His6-R41iA-a2,
30 ptM wt-P2 (1.2 Y-/p2), 3 mM ATP and 0.15 mM N3CDP was quenched at 1 min in liquid
isopentane. Based on the protein concentrations and the perturbed Kd (0.94 tM), >80% of a202
complex is formed. Although the kinetics for this specific reaction was not monitored, the 1 min
time point was arbitrarily chosen to maximize N- formation in the wt-RNR reaction. 28, 52 The 9
GHz EPR spectrum of the reaction (Fig. 4.7A) exhibited 2% spin loss and gave a composite spectra
of N- and Y 12 2 -. Subtraction of the unreacted Y12 2 -, 47 3% of total initial spin, yields the N-
spectrum, 51 3%. This result is consistent with an active His6-R41 IA-L2. In a second experiment,
30 p.M His 6-NH2Y 731 /R411 A-ca2, 30 VtM wt-P2, 3 mM ATP and 0.15 mM N 3CDP was reacted and
quenched after 1 min in liquid isopentane. In this case, 100% of the c2P2 complex should be
formed. The 9 GHz EPR spectrum is composed almost completely of Y 122- (Fig. 4.7B). The overall
spin loss observed was 47 2%, a result of quenching at 1 min and consistent with the NH2Y73 1-
quenching that is described shortly. The subtraction of Y 122 - yields a spectrum composed of minor
radical differences that is inconsistent with N-. This inability to make N- is consistent with His6 -
NH2 Y 731/R41 1A-a2 being unable to form dCDP. These results are put into the context of the finding
of Chapter 2 in the Discussion.
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Figure 4.7. The 9 GHz EPR spectra of the reaction with 30 pM R41 1A-a2 (A) or 30 pM His6-
NH2 Y7 3I/R41IA-cx2 (B) with 30 pM wt-P2, 0.15 mM N3CDP and 3 mM ATP. A. The EPR
spectrum of the reaction mixture with R411A-a2 contains Y122--P 2 and N--a2 with 2% of total
spin lost. The reference Yl2 2-- P2 (green) spectrum was subtracted from the composite spectrum
(blue) to yield the N--cc2 (red) spectrum. The N--oc2 was 51 3% and the Y122*-p2 was 47+ 3%
of total spin. B. The EPR spectrum of the reaction mixture with NH2Y73 I/R411A-cC2 contains
predominantly Y 122 - in P2. Subtraction by Y122 .-p2 (green) yielded no detectable N-o2 in the
composite spectrum (blue) and with minor radical features (red). The overall spin loss was 47
2%, consistent with radical quenching.
Kinetics of NH2Y* formation in the reaction containing His6-NH2Y731/R4UA-a2, wt-32
A TP and CDP as studied by SF UV-vis spectroscopy. Despite its inability to make dCDPs, we next
investigated whether NH2Y731e could be generated. The reaction containing 5 pM His6-
NH2Y731/R41iA-a2, 5 pM wt-P2, 1 mM CDP and 3 mM ATP was studied by SF spectroscopy
monitored at 320 nm, the absorption feature associated with the NH 2Y. (Fig. 4.8, red). Data were
fit to two time domains: 5 ms to 6 s and 25 s to 100 s. In the first time domain, NH2Y 731- formation
was described by a double exponential fit with kast of 3.6 0.5 s 1 (amplitude 8%) and ksl, of 0.47
0.03 s 1 (amplitude 21%, Table 4.2). The rate constants for NH2Y 731* in the single mutant control
are similar: kfast of 9.6 0.6 s- and a ksl5, of 0.8 0.1 sm. In the double mutant case, the fast phase
accounted for 27% and the slow phase was 13% of NH 2Y 73 1- formation. The biphasic kinetics in
both cases are attributed to multiple conformations giving rise to NH2 Y 731*.13'17 From 25 s to 100
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s, NH2Y73l- in the double mutant reaction disappeared with a kbs of 0.02 0.003 s-1, while with
the single mutant, disappearance occurred with a kobs of 0.005 0.002 s-. The generated NH2Y7 3 1-
is thus more unstable when combined with the R41 A mutation. The analysis of Y122 --P2
disappearance kinetics was unsuccessful at early time points because the expected changes in
absorbance were below our detection limit. Each kinetic phase of His 6-NH2Y 7 3 1-/R41IA-ci2
formation should correspond to Y122--P2 loss. An 8% amplitude change for Y1 22--02
disappearance (410 nm), using an extinction coefficient of 3700 M'cm', is a AOD of 0.002, too
small to accurately fit given the number of replicates we performed.
The reaction containing 5 pM His 6-NH2Y 731/R41 Q-a2, 5 pM wt-P2, 1 mM CDP and 3 mM
ATP was also studied by SF spectroscopy monitored at 320 nm (Fig. 4.8). The data were again fit
in two time domains: 5 ms to 35 s and 40 s to 180 s. The NH 2Y 7 3 1- formation was fit to a double
exponential in the first time domain to yield kfast of 1.1 0.2 s4 (amplitude 10%) and ks,,1 of 0.11
0.02 s 1 (amplitude 15%, Table 4.2). The kinetics for NH2Y 73 1-/R411Q formation are ~4-fold
slower than those of the His6-NH 2Y731/R4llA-a2/wt-p2 reaction. From 40 s to 180 s, NH2Y 731 -
decays with a kobs of 0.011 0.003 s-, about 2-fold slower than the case of His 6-NH2Y 7 31/R4iiA-
a2/wt-p2. The overall trend of a biphasic radical formation followed by NH 2 Y 7 31- decay is similar
in both mutants, albeit the His6-NH2Y731/R4iA-a2/wt-P2 reaction has faster kinetics.
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Figure 4.8. The reaction of His6-NH2Y731/R4llA-L2 (A) or His6-NH2Y 73l/R4l iQ-a2 (B), wt-132,
CDP, and ATP monitored by SF-Vis spectroscopy. A. The kinetics of His6-NH2Y731 -/R41 1A
formation (320 nm, red) for the reaction of 5 p.M NH2Y73l/R411iA-a2, 5 p.M wt-p2, CDP/ATP
(1 mM/3 mM) was monitored by SF-vis spectroscopy. Note the x axis is split into two time
domains: 0 to 6 s and 25 s to lO0s. Double exponential fits to the data are shown in black and the
residuals are in blue. (Inset) Expanded view of the first 1 s of NH2Y73I-/R4llA (320 nm, red) with
the fit to the data shown in black. B. The kinetics of NH2Y731/R411Q formation (320 nm, red) for
the reaction of 5 p.M His6-NH2Y73 1/R 11iQ-cL2, 5 p.M wt-p2, CDP/ATP (1 mM/3 mM) was
determined by SF-vis spectroscopy. The x axis is split into two time domains: 0 to 35 s and 40 s
to 100s. Double exponential fits to the data are shown in red and the residuals are in blue. (Inset)
Expanded view of the first 5 s of NH2Y73i/R41 1A (320 nm, black) with the fit to the data shown
in black.
Table 4.2 Kinetics of NH2Y. formation and quenching for His6-NH2Y 73 l-/R41i A-a2, His6-
NH2Y 731-*/R4i1 Q-ca2 and His6-NH2Y73l1--a2.
NHJ2Y. formation/quenching
Mutant k1 (s-') A1 (%) k2 (s-') A2 (%) k3 (s-') A3 (%)
His6 -NH2Y731- 9.6 +0.6 27 +2 0.8 0.1 13 1 -0.005+ 0.002 -21 +2
a2a
His6-NH1 2Y73 1/ 3.6 +0.5 8 +1 0.47 +0.03 21 2 -0.02 +0.003 -23 2
R4 iiA-a2b
His6-NH 2Y731/ 1.1+0.2 10+1 0.11 0.02 15 2 -0.011+0.003 -22+2
R4 iiQ-a2c
a) The reaction contained 5 piM His6 -NH2Y731-c(2/ 5 piM wt-132/3 mMv ATP/1 mM CDP, as described previously. 22 b)
The kinetic parameters were obtained from a double exponential fit on the 5 ms to 6 s region and a single
exponential fit to region between 25 s and 100 s. c) The kinetic parameters were obtained from a double exponential
fit on the 5 ms to 35 s region and a single exponential fit to region between 40 s and 100 s.
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9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the NH2Y-formedfrom reacting His6 -NH2Y73 1/R 4sjA-a2 with
wt-32, ATP and CDP. The distinct kinetics for NH 2Y 73 1- formation of the R411A double mutant
relative to the single mutant prompted us to carry out 9 GHz EPR spectroscopy on the reaction
containing 30 jM His6-NH2Y73 1/R4llA-a2, 30 [M wt-P2, 3 mM ATP, 1 mM CDP. Based on the
SF-vis analysis, the reaction was hand-quenched at 25 s in liquid isopentane (Fig. 4.9A).
Subsequent to the subtraction of unreacted Y12 2 -, 32% of the total spin is associated with His6-
NH2Y731-/R41iA-u2, with no spin loss. This radical yield is similar to that observed using the single
mutant, NH2Y731'.13 ' 17 A comparison of their NH2Y 73 1- spectra (Figure 4.9B) reveals substantial
differences in their hyperfine interactions, suggesting that further characterization of this radical
would provide insight about the effect of R4ii on the NH2 Y73i- environment. The 9 GHz EPR
spectrum was simulated using the parameters obtained from advanced EPR spectroscopy,
described in Table 4.3, and showed good agreement with the 9 GHz experimental data (Fig. 4.9C).
The advanced EPR spectroscopy was employed on the NH2Y 731-/R411 to further examine its effect
on the RT pathway.
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Figure 4.9. The 9 GHz EPR spectra of the reaction of 30 pM NH2Y731/R411A-a2 with 30 pM wt-
P2, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP. A. The 9 GHz CW-EPR spectrum of the reaction mixture
quenched after 30 s in a liquid isopentane bath. The reference Y 122 --P2 (green) spectrum was
subtracted from the composite spectrum (blue) to yield the NH2Y 73 1 /R41 1A-a2 (red) spectrum,
32% of initial Y 122 -. B. Subtracted NH2Y 731-/R4l1A-a2 spectrum (red, A) compared to the
previously reported NH2Y731--a2 (blue) spectrum.' 8 C. The NH2 Y731 /R4 iiA-a2 (red) spectrum
is shown with the corresponding simulation (black dashed line) using the parameters listed in
Table 4.3.
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263 GHz EPR spectroscopy and 94 GHz 2H-ENDOR spectroscopy to determine the
electrostatic environment and hydrogen bonding network of NH2Y731-/R 4mA-a2 in complex with
wt-/32 Because our previous models indicated that the R41, residue potentially interacts with
NH2Y731 during the RT process, 20 and that the 9 GHz EPR spectra was distinct, the electronic
environment of the His 6-NH2Y731-/R41,A-ca2 was characterized by HF EPR and 2H-ENDOR
spectroscopies. To examine the generated His6-NH2Y73,-/R4i A-x2 directly without subtraction,
we took advantage of the altered relaxation properties of Y 122- due to its proximity to the diferric
cluster. The pulsed EPR spectra at 34, 94 and 263 GHz of His 6-ND2Y73*/R4iiA-a2 were recorded
in D 2 0 exchanged buffer at 70 K (Fig. 4.10). The use of D20 considerably simplifies the EPR
spectra due to the absence of 'H hyperfine (hf) splitting from the amino protons. The
ND2 Y731-/R4iiA-ca2 EPR spectrum at 34 GHz is dominated by the large hf coupling from the
deuterons of the amino group and the two Cp8-methylene protons.1 8 On the other hand, 94 and 263
GHz EPR spectra are dominated by g-anisotropy, with relative contribution of g- and hf-anisotropy
strongly dependent on the operating magnetic field. The g-values of His 6-ND2Y731 -/R4iA-cz2 are
best resolved at 263 GHz and are consistent with the values from our previous ND 2Y-
studies. 19-20 The 94 GHz spectrum reveals the differences in the hf splitting of the C/3-methylene
protons (Fig. 4.10A, marked with an arrow): the large hf splitting of the C#8-methylene proton
visible in the central line of ND2Y731--2 (red), is now missing in His6-ND2Y731-/R4liA-0C2
(black). This splitting is absent also in the 263 GHz spectrum. The EPR spectra were simulated
iteratively to find a global solution for the contributing hf coupling. All of the EPR data and
simulations, in which the previously reported hf coupling for 14N is used,1 8 are consistent with
NH2Y73i-/R41iA being a single, well-oriented radical species with one set of magnetic parameters
(Table 4.3). This finding is not self-evident as our previous experiments with other double mutants
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NH2Y 7 3 1*/Y 73 0F and NH2Y 7 3 0-/C4 39A showed distributions in g-values, indicative of multiple
radical environments and/or molecular orientations. 2 0
A) g-value B) pz
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Figure 4.10. The 34, 94 and 263 GHz EPR spectra of the R411A/NH2Y 73 1G. A) Derivative EPR
spectra (solid black lines) at 34 GHz (top), 94 GHz (middle) and 263 GHz (bottom) of
ND2Y 73I-/R4IlA-a2 with corresponding simulations (dashed black lines) are presented. The
94 GHz EPR spectrum of ND2Y73i--a2 in the single mutant (solid red line) with corresponding
simulation (dashed red line) is shown for comparison. The difference between the two spectra
around gy is marked with an arrow. A glass signal is marked with an asterisk. The structure of
NH2Y is shown in the inset. B) Orientation of the C/p-methylene protons with respect to phenol
ring as extracted from the observed hyperfine coupling. C) The aiso as a function of the dihedral
angle for each Cp-methylene protons calculated from a DFT model for NH2Y-.
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Table 4.3. Summary of g-values and large hf coupling (> 8 MHz) of ND2Y 7 3 Ie in the double and
single mutants, determined by 263 GHz EPR spectra.
Samples g-values ais (MHz)
gx gy gZ Hpi HI "N
ND2Y7310/R 4llA-a2 2.0051 2.0041 2.0022 10 10 12
ND 2Y 7310-X2 a 2.0051 2.0041 2.0022 22 9 12
Uncertainty in the g-values and hf coupling are about 0.00005 and up to 10% from spectral simulations, respectively.
a) g-values and hf coupling were reported in Ref. 14 and Ref. 12 respectively.
Interestingly, we do not observe changes in g-values between His6-ND2Y 731-/R411A-a2 and
ND2Y 731--a2. We expected the g-value to be altered because the gx value is the reporter of the
electrostatic environment,13 and according to our model, the R411A mutation should change the
ND 2Y 731* local environment, as demonstrated by the substantial change in the Cp-methylene 'H
coupling (Table 4.3). These coupling are related to the dihedral angle Ocp between the CP-H-bond
and the pz orbital axis of C, (Fig. 4.10B) and therefore, provide information on the molecular
orientation of tyrosyl and 3-aminotyrosyl radicals.1 8 The dihedral angle can be extracted from the
McConnell equation (aiso(cp-H) = B, - p .I -cos20cs), 54 which provides a semi-empirical relationship
for the observed isotropic constant aiso. The angle C2-C1-C/-Ca of His 6-ND2Y731-/R41nA-a2 is
estimated to be 90* by using B, of 162 MHz5 1 for tyrosyl radicals, an electron spin density pci
of 0.214,20 and an isotropic C/I-methylene proton hf coupling aso = 10 1 MHz (Table 4.3). This
dihedral angle is consistent with the hf coupling of the two Cp-methylene 'H resonances being
indistinguishable (Table 4.3).
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Since the R4 1A mutation had little effect on gx, 2H-Mims 34 GHz ENDOR spectroscopy
was used to further examine a possible correlation of the observed gx value (gx = 2.0051) with the
hydrogen bond environment. The 2H-ENDOR spectra of ND2Y 73i--a2 and His6-
ND2Y73 *-/R411A-c2 (Fig. 4.11) contain a broad signal extending over 2 MHz arising from the
strongly coupled amino deuterons, which is a common feature of ND 2Y* ENDOR spectra.19-20
However, the 2H hf tensor previously assigned to the Y730/Y731 moderate hydrogen bond, which is
almost perpendicular to the tyrosine ring plane, 20 is absent in the His6-ND2Y731-/R41iA-a2
spectrum. Therefore, the H-bonding environment of His 6 -NH2Y 7 3 I*/R411A-a2 is distinct from that
of the single mutant, consistent with the different side chain conformation observed by HF EPR
spectroscopy. Note that almost all of the EPR line of His6-ND2Y731-/R 411A-ca2 can be excited at
34 GHz by using very short microwave pulses, and thus hf coupling cannot be missed due to
orientation selective effects.
.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.
ND2Y7si*/R411A
H-bond
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
ENDOR Frequency v-v0 / MHz
Figure 4.11. The 34-GHz 2H-Mims ENDOR spectra of His6 -ND 2 Y 73I/R411A-ca2 (solid black line)
and His6-ND2Y731--a2 (solid red line). Simulations are shown with dashed lines. The hydrogen
bond peaks assigned to a deuteron located between Y 73 o-x2 and ND 2 Y 7 3i -a220 are not observed
in His6-ND2Y 731-/R4i1A-a2. The inset shows the structured and broad matrix line of His6-
ND 2 Y73 1-/R4 1 A-c2.
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Although no exchangeable moderate hydrogen bonds (rO-H ~ 1.7 - 2 A) to His6-
ND2Y 731 -/R41 1A-a2 are observed, the ENDOR spectrum of His6-ND2Y73i-/R41 1A-a2 possesses a
broad and structured matrix line, which is associated with weak hf interactions with distant nuclei56
(see Fig. 4.11, inset). The structure in this matrix line suggests the existence of weakly coupled
deuterons that cannot be resolved. We note that the ENDOR spectrum of His6 -ND2Y73 1*/R41 A-U2
is reminiscent of the one previously observed with the ND 2Y 356-- p2, also located at the subunit
interface and likely surrounded by a defined hydrogen bond network of waters.2 0 The similarity
between the ENDOR spectra of ND 2Y 35 6 --P2 and His6-ND2Y73j-/R41 iA-2 suggests a similar
origin for the gx-values in these two mutants, which is distinct from that in His 6-ND2Y731--a2. In
the case of ND 2 Y356 -P2, the gx-value was also strongly shifted (NH 2Y 356-: gx = 2.0049 vs. free
NH2 Y*: gx= 2.0061).19 Therefore, we propose that the gx-shift in His 6-NH2Y 7 3l-/R411A-u2, as well
as in ND 2Y 3 56 .- 2, arises from weakly coupled hydrogen bonds observed in the 0.3 MHz region
of the ENDOR spectrum. The complexity of the gx tensor interpretation was underlined by our
recent DFT calculations, where three distinct models for NH2Y73 1-- cc2, resulted in similar gx-
shifts.20 Overall, these data indicate that the molecular orientation of His6-ND2 Y731-/R411iA-a2 is
different than ND2Y 731--u2.
34 GHz PELDOR spectroscopy to determine the diagonal radical distance between Y1f2-
and His6-NH2Y73-/R4mA-a2 in opposite ap/ pairs. Our previous PELDOR studies 57 have
demonstrated that half sites reactivity of E. coli RNR allows for the detection of the diagonal inter-
spin distance between Y 122- in one c4p pair and the RT pathway radical trapped in the second aCs
pair (Fig. 4.12A). 58-59 To gain insight into the location of His 6-NH2Y731-/R411A-a2, three sets of
PELDOR experiments were recorded using broadband excitation with the high-power Q-band set
up at different excitation positions in the EPR line 60-63 (Fig. 4.12B). The recorded time traces show
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substantial differences in modulation depth (10 to 50 %), which is typical for orientation selection
effects. Trace DI also shows a higher frequency component that arises from the parallel component
of a dipolar pake pattern. For this reason, the background corrected PELDOR time traces from the
three sets were summed, and the resulting trace was analyzed (Fig. 4.12C and 4.12D). Additional
comparison of the Fourier-transformed traces shows that the sum trace leads to an almost complete
pake pattern. Distance distribution analysis revealed a clear dominant peak at 35 A with a distance
distribution of Ar = 2.7 A. We note that the error in the peak distance is much less than the
estimated distribution < 0.5 A. The peak distance 35.0 A has never been observed before between
any radicals formed in the pathway and is 3 A shorter than previously measured to ND 2Y 73 -- x2.7
The width of the distance distribution is slightly larger than in previous measurements within the
F. coli RNR a2p2 complex 57-59 suggesting more conformational heterogeneity for His6-
ND2Y731-/R41A-a2, consistent with the observed flexibility of this residue. Nevertheless, the
results clearly indicate that the mutation of R4 1 induces a conformational change of ND2Y 731- into
a new well-defined conformation.
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Figure 4.12. The diagonal distance between Y 122- and His6-ND2Y 7 31-/R41iA-a2 measured by 34
GHz PELDOR spectroscopy. A) Measurement of the distance between Y122- in one cCp pair and
ND2Y731 -/R41iA-a2 in the second c43 pair is possible due to the half-sites reactivity inherent to
RNR. B) ESE spectrum of ND2Y 731-/R411A-cc2 is composed of the Y 122--P2 spectrum (dashed
dotted black line) and ND2Y731*-a2 spectrum (dotted black line). Detect (D) and pump (P)
frequency positions for each PELDOR measurement are displayed by red and black arrows,
respectively. C) Background- and phase-corrected, normalized 34-GHz PELDOR time traces of
three experimental setups (Di, D2, D3). The sum of the three traces (Di+D2+D 3) is analyzed by
DeerAnalysis201564 and shown in black with the fitting overlaid in solid red line. Detect/pump nr
pulse lengths for Di, D2 and D3 were 30 ns/12 ns, 30 ns/12 ns and 20 ns/14 ns, respectively. The
frequency separation between detect and pump pulses was 80 MHz for all data sets. D) Distance
distribution obtained from the analysis in (C). Asterisks indicate the artifacts attributed to the
analysis procedure.
9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the reaction containing 2,3,5 F3 Y-/32 or NH2Y3s 6-32, His6-
Rm41A-a2, ATP, CDP. The R411A mutation is associated with an altered NH2Y 731* conformation
oriented towards the acs interface. This conformation in a2 could affect the radical environment
formed at Y356 in p2. 65 To test this hypothesis, we used the 2,3,5 F3Y12 2-- 2 (0.8 Y-/P2) initiator
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system, which upon incubation with wt-c2, ATP, and CDP generates 0.5 equivalents of
Y 356-. 5 , 2 1 The reaction containing 30 ptM 2,3,5 F3Y122-P2, 3 mM ATP, 1 mM CDP and 30 pM
His6-R4iA-a2 was initiated by the addition of mutant c2. This reaction was hand-quenched in
liquid isopentane after incubation at 25 0C for 20 s. Unexpectedly, the 9 GHz EPR spectrum
yielded only the 2,3,5-F 3YI 22- and no detectable Y356- species. There was no spin lost in this
reaction. One possible explanation is that the R4 1 A mutation in combination with the 2,3,5-F 3Y 22*
mutation hinders RNR's ability to form pathway radical. Another possible explanation is that the
radical is formed in forward RT but the rate-limiting step for this reaction is a conformational
change, like in the case of the wt-RNR reaction, where pathway radicals are not observed. 12
An alternative approach to studying the radical environment at Y356 is by generating
NH2Y 356-- P2.17 Because of the low radical content (0.5 YI 22-/p2) of NH2Y 35 6 -P2, the reaction was
carried out with 2-fold excess (40 pM) NH2Y 356-p2 over His 6-R4iA-a2 (20 [IM) to increase
radical yield. Upon addition of mutant a2 to the reaction containing both proteins, 3 mM ATP and
1 mM CDP, the reaction was incubated for 25 s and then hand-quenched in liquid isopentane. The
9 GHz spectrum, shown in Fig. 4.13A, exhibited 15% spin loss. After the subtraction of the Y122*
reference spectrum, no NH2Y 356- and only minor radical features (<1% spin) were observed. The
inability to detect NH2Y356- in conjunction with the observed spin loss can be explained by several
scenarios: 1) NH2Y 3 56- is formed, but is quenched rapidly within the timescale of the reaction or
2) this reaction is unable to form NH 2Y 356-, while simultaneously making Y122- unstable. To
distinguish between these two possibilities, further rapid kinetics studies such as rapid freeze
quench (RFQ) EPR or SF UV-vis spectroscopic studies are required.
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Figure 4.13. The 9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the radicals formed with the reactions containing
2,3,5-F 3Y 122--p2 or NH 2Y 356-P2, His6-R4i11A-c2, CDP and ATP. A. The 9 GHz EPR spectrum of
the reaction containing 20 gM His6-R41 IA-a2, 40 pM NH2Y356-P2 (0.5 Y-/p2), 1 mM CDP and 3
mM ATP quenched after 30 s in liquid isopentane. The reference Y122-- 02 (green, overlayed)
spectrum was subtracted from the composite spectrum (blue, overlayed) to yield minor radical
features (red, <1% spin). The reaction exhibited 15% spin loss. B. The 9 GHz EPR spectrum of
the reaction containing 30 jiM His6-R4 1IA-oc2, 30 pM 2,3,5-F 3Y1 22*-@2 (0.8 Y-/32), 3 mM ATP
and 1 mM CDP quenched after 30 s in liquid isopentane. The reference 2,3,5-F 3Y 122--P2 (green,
overlayed) spectrum was subtracted from the composite spectrum (blue, overlayed) to yield
minor radical features (red, <1% spin). The reaction exhibited no spin loss.
Steady state activities of the His6-R4JmA-a2 with NH2Y356-/32 or 2,3,5-FY 122-/32,
determined by radioactivity assays. Given that the reactions containing 2,3,5 F3Y122--P2 or
NH2Y 356 -P2 with His6-R41 IA-x2, ATP and [3H]-CDP gave no detectable pathway radical, activity
assays were carried out to provide insight about these unexpected observations. No turnover would
suggest the inability to initiate turnover. Multiple turnovers suggest that the protein conformational
change is the rate-limiting step such that pathway radicals cannot be detected. In the case of
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NH2Y 356-P2 with His6-R41 A-ct2 where 15% spin loss was observed, the absence of activity is also
consistent with pathway radical formation that is then rapidly quenched.
The assays were performed with 1 tM His6 -R4iA-u2 and 50-fold excess P2 to enhance
a2P2 complex formation due to the weaker subunit interaction due to the R41 A-u2 mutation. The
results are summarized in Table 4.4. The reaction containing 2,3,5 F3Y 12 2 -- P2 (0.8 Y-/p2), His6-
R4 iA-a2, ATP, CDP and the TR/TRR/NADPH reducing system has considerable specific activity
(750 40 nmol/min mg), 74% of the activity with 2,3,5 F3 Y12 2 -- P2 and wt-u2 (1015 30
nmol/min mg). 66 This result suggests that the rate limiting step is no longer reverse ET, observed
with 2,3,5 F3Y122--P2. As a result, no Y 356- is observed in the EPR experiment.
On the other hand, the reaction containing NH 2Y 356-P2 and His 6-R4ijA-u2 revealed no
product formation with ATP, CDP and the TR/TRR/NADPH reducing system. This negative result
suggests that either the His 6-R41 IA-u2 mutation does not allow NH2 Y356-P2 to initiate the reaction
or that NH2 Y 35 6- is formed but is rapidly quenched off-pathway. The second explanation makes
more sense given that we observe spin loss for this reaction. Further experimentation on the
kinetics of these mutant combinations is required to determine a kinetic model.
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Table 4.4. The multiple turnover specific activities of 2,3,5 F3Y22--p2a and Y3 s6NH 2Y-p2b with
His6-R4 iA-cc2, ATP and CDP.
Mutant P2 Mutant a2 Specific Activity
2,3,5 F 3Y 122-- 2a wt-cx2 1015 30
2,3,5 F 3Y1 22e--I2a R4iiA-a2 750 t 40
Y 356NH2Y-32b wt-c2 400 + 20
Y 356NH2Y-@2b R 1iiA-x2 0
a. The 2,3,5 F3Y122--P2 contains 0.8 Y-/p2. 5 b. The Y356NH2Y-P2 contains 0.5 Y-/p2.22 c. The counts were at
background levels.
DISCUSSION
In an effort to study the role of R411, previously implicated to contribute to a polar
environment at the ap interface, 20 the residue was mutated to A, Q and K. The majority of the
studies described in this chapter were conducted on the R4i1 A mutant. The His6 -R41Q-oC2 was
active but had a lower specific activity (91 nmol/min mg) than the other two mutants (420 - 467
nmol/min mg). The His 6-NH2Y 731/R41 1Q-a2 had similar characteristics as the His6-
NH2Y 731/R4 iA-cx2 reaction with wt-P2, ATP and CDP, such as the formation of NH2Y- followed
by radical quenching. The rate constants, however, were 2 - 4 fold slower than the corresponding
rate constants with the R41 iA mutation. The biphasic components also had different amplitude
differences. All of these phenomenological observations that are not structurally defined yet show
how subtle the conformational gating required for RNR activity is.
The His 6-NH2Y 731/R41 iA-a2 is unable to form dCDPs or active site N- with the mechanism
based inhibitor N3CDP. Our recent finding quantifying the contaminating wt-a2 in the NH2Y 730-
ct2 suggests that His 6-NH2Y 73 1/R4i iA-a2 likely also would contain contaminating and active His6-
R41 iA-cc2 in all assays. An explanation for the lack of observed activity is that the tight subunit
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interaction (Kd = 8 nM) of the inactive mutant could result in a slow kff from the aC2P2 complex,
as previously observed.51 This behaviour would tie up most of the mutant a2, thus greatly reducing
the radical-containing wt-P2 population and reducing the observable activity. Another explanation
is the fast radical quenching associated with the unique conformation of the NH2Y73 1-/R41iA,
ultimately resulting in total radical loss. The combination of both effects could also explain the
lack of activity.
The HF EPR and ENDOR methods performed on His6-NH2Y731-/R41,A yielded results
consistent with a previously observed conformation at the af interface, despite the molecular
details remaining unknown. Examination of the X-ray structure of F. coli NH2Y73o-CC2 (2XO4)17
revealed that in one of the a monomers of the asymmetric unit, Y731 is flipped away from NH2Y 730
(Fig. 4.14). In this flipped conformation, the aromatic ring of NH2Y731 is rotated away from Y730
and toward the P2 subunit. In the docking model, this conformation matches the 35 A distance
observed by our PELDOR spectroscopy. Our ENDOR data indicate that the stacked conformation
between NH 2Y 731- and Y73o is absent in His 6-NH2Y731-/R4HA-a2, and that the radical is
surrounded by weakly coupled hydrogen bonds, likely water molecules at the as interface. The
exposure of His6-NH2Y 73 1-/R4 1A-a2 to the interface in this new conformation, coupled with a
weaker P2 subunit interaction (Kd = 0.9 uM), might be the origin of the instability of the radical
compared to the single mutant.
In the most interesting interpretation of these results, the observation of an altered
conformation in cx2 suggests that, in the complex, this flexibility could play a role in
communication across the subunit interface. With the wt-cC2, any conformational change is
kinetically masked by slow physical gating that rate-limits RNR. Our recent studies with photo-
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p2, in which the P2 subunit is labeled with a rhenium 1,10-phenanthroline bicarbonyl photo-
oxidant ([Re]) to position 355, revealed that the rate constants for electron transfer (ET) are fast
(104 to 105 s-') and thus would not be observable at the interface. 67 The R41 A mutation has
fortuitously allowed detection of this movement at the subunit interface. Recent studies using an
alternate photo-p2 construct with the R411A mutation suggest that the conformational movement
at the interface is interesting relative to RT into a2.
While the lack of structural information at the subunit interface poses a challenge for a
mechanistic understanding of interfacial PCET, the detection of the NH2 Y 73 1- in this new
conformation has provided us with a spectroscopic probe of this interface. Just as in the case of
the ND2Y356- in P2, the R4 iiA/ND2Y 73 1- in a2 has allowed us to identify by spectroscopic methods
a shifted gx value and weakly associated matrix lines that may be associated with H-bonds. The
similarities of these two parameters suggest that both species may experience similar radical
environments at the up interface. Recently, the HF EPR spectra of the Y356--P2, generated by the
2,3,5 F3Y122--P2 demonstrated the effect of the Y731F-a2 mutation on the Y356--P2 radical
environment.2 1 This "flipped" R41iA/Y 731 is expected to affect this environment. However, the
inability to generate radical Y356- using 2,3,5 F3 Y12 2 -- P2 with R41 1A-a2 mutation precluded further
analysis. In our previous study, production of D6-Y356- with 2,3,5 F3YI22--P2 enabled the use of
'H-ENDOR spectroscopy, minimizing interference from proton background. As a result, this study
identified two well-oriented water molecules at the interface. 2 1 A similar study could be performed
using deuterated NH2Y 731-/R411A to report on the subunit interface.
Recent studies on photo-P2 with the [Re]-photo-oxidant attached covalently to S355C in P2
and 2,3,6-F 3Y356. This construct when incubated with NH2Y731/R4l1A-a2, CDP and ATP were
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analysed by HYSCORE spectroscopy and TA spectroscopy. The results of these studies gave new
insight about the dynamics and function of R4n1. First, this residue can facilitate NH2Y 7 31
movement from being flipped towards the a/P interface back into the canonical stacked Y/Y dyad
form. Second, measured rate constants suggest that this movement is faster than ET, implying this
dynamic behaviour could be kinetically competent. 68
a
Y -----
731 . 3.9 nm -
NH Y ? pr2 730
Figure 4.14. The E. coli Y73oNH2Y-a2 structure (2XO4), 22 in green, shows the re-oriented Y731
overlaid to the stacked Y731 in a different monomer (blue) of the unit cell. The diagonal distances
between the "flipped" and non-flipped Y731 and Y122 are 3.5 nm and 3.9 nm, respectively. These
distances, measured between two phenolic oxygens of the tyrosine residues, are based on the
alignment with the a2P2 docking model. Residue Y356 is shown in grey with a "?" because its
position is unknown.
CONCLUSION
Our previous studies suggest that R4ii in a2 might alter the NH2Y731- environment to cause
a shift in its gx value. Mutation of this residue to R41iA was shown to weaken the subunit interaction
with wt-P2 in the presence of ATP and CDP. The double mutant His 6-NH2Y731/R41nA-a2 was
generated to probe the environment further. This construct is inactive with respect to nucleotide
reduction, but SF kinetic experiments and 9 GHz EPR studies revealed that NH2Y731 can still be
generated, albeit at reduced rates relative to the single mutant; its EPR spectrum however is
distinct. In addition, the NH2Y 7 3 1-/R4 11A is unstable. The HF EPR and 2 H-ENDOR spectra of
NH2Y 7 3 1*/R411iA reveal the gx value (2.0055) remains perturbed relative to the single mutant
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(2.0055) but also has a loss of the H-bond with Y730 in ct2. The PELDOR spectra reveal that this
radical is in an altered conformation relative to the single mutant, suggesting a flipping of this
residue toward the ct/p interface.
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Chapter 5
Tandem mass spectrometry on the photo cross-linked
complexes formed with benzophenone labeled V 365C-
P2/wt-a2 or Q36oC-P2/wt-a2: an approach to understand
the up interface
All UPLC-MS/MS experiments were performed by Deborah R. Leon, under the guidance of
Catherine K Costello. Algorithms were executed by Christian F. Heckendorf under the
guidance of Mark F. McComb.
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INTRODUCTION
For nucleotide reduction chemistry to occur, the cx2 and P2 subunits of the E coli class Ia
RNR must form a transient a2P2 complex. 1-2 The c2P2 interaction (Kd -0.4 iM in the absence of
nucleotides) is weak,3 such that the structure of the a2P2 complex has not yet been characterized.
To guide experiments, the u2P2 docking model was constructed based on shape complimentarity
of the individual a2 and P2 X-ray crystal structures.4 The results of pulsed electron-electron double
resonance spectroscopy (PELDOR), 5-6 small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and negative stain
electron microscopy (EM) experiments 2 have provided evidence that supported the docking model.
These methods have not, however, provided insight into the molecular details at the as interface.
X-ray crystal structures of P2 (375 amino acids) have been characterized only up to residue 340,
excluding structural information on the remainder of the P2 C-terminal residues (341 - 375)
because of its thermal lability.7 A peptide composed of P2 residues 355 - 375 were co-crystallized
with the wt-a2, revealing residues 360 - 375. The binding of the P2 peptide in this structure is
proposed to reflect the binding of P2 within the a2P2 complex. 4 No structural information is
currently available on the residues 340 - 359 in P2. This unknown region includes Y356, involved
in the RT pathway between the two subunits.8 With the goal of characterizing this unknown region
(340 - 359) at the a1p interface, this chapter will describe a tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS)
sequencing method to identify photo cross-linked peptides derived from an engineered C-terminal
tail with a site-specifically attached benzophenone photo cross-linker, to determine distance
constraints and structure determination.
The method described in this chapter builds on the previously established experiments with
the P2 and appended photo cross-linker.'-) This method targeted the cLp interface, as the subunit
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interaction is primarily governed by the binding of the C-terminal tail of P2.11 The docking model
suggested that several residues were hypothesized to have their side chains facing wt-cC2: S34 1,
N3 43 , Q345, A 34 7, Q349, V 351, V3 53, Y 356, V3 58 , Q360, 1361, V365, T367, L 37o, F3 73, and L37 5.4 In place of
these residues, individual cysteine mutations were installed by site-directed mutagenesis. To
minimize non-specific labeling, this method changed the surface accessible cysteines (C2 68 , C305)
of P2 to serines. The thiol of each cysteine was then labeled with the photo cross-linker 4-N-
maleimido-benzophenone (MBP), which upon irradiation by light at 365 nm wavelength forms the
bi-radical species that covalently reacts with nearby residues, forming C-C, C-O, C-N bonds. The
photo cross-linking reactions containing the MBP-labeled P2 and wt-a2 exhibited cross-linking
efficiencies of 3 - 19%, depending on the position of the label.' 0 A brief schematic for this method
is shown in Figure 5.1. The mutant with the highest photo cross-linking yield, V365MBP-P2, was
labeled with the [1 4 C]-benzophenone iodoacetamide. The radiolabel was used to identify the cross-
linked peptide(s) subsequent to trypsin digestion and peptide separation via reverse phase high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Edman sequencing of one cross-linked peptide
provided the sequence S 400LMMQER 40 6 consistent with the alD helix of wt-a2. This helix is within
the reactive space of the side chain of the V365MBP-p2 in the cX2P2 docking model, shown in
Figure 5.2.9 The distance between the atoms of the V365 and the the aD helix residues from the
docking model was measured to be within ~5 - 10 A.4
In place of radiolabel identification and Edman sequencing, our new method potentially
affords greater sensitivity by analyzing photo cross-linked peptides using the "bottom-up"
approach of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). 12-14 The typical workflow for this MS/MS
approach is briefly described in Figure 5.3. Complex peptide mixtures are created by the protease
digestion of target proteins. These peptides are separated by reverse phase LC and directly ionized
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by electrospray ionization (ESI) for MS detection, giving the total ion chromatogram (TIC).
Peptide ions are selected for fragmentation, in this case by collision induced dissociation (CID).
The resulting amino acid ions are detected by a second mass analyzer, providing a MS/MS. In the
case of CID fragmentation, the C-N bond of the amide is cleaved. The resulting ion types are called
b and y ions, and are described in Figure 5.3B. These ions are used to the determine peptide(s)
sequences, which are matched to the target protein sequences. When multiple peptides match the
protein sequence, a protein coverage is calculated by the percentage of the sequence that is detected
as peptides. High protein coverage of the proteins of interest and the characterization of the
peptide(s) of interest are required to succeed in the study of photo cross-linked peptides. 12-14 In the
case of the following experiments, the detection of the MBP-labeled P2 C-terminal peptide (MBP-
P2 peptide) is key to the success of the MS/MS analysis.
This chapter describes our analysis of the V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 and Q36 oMBP-P2/wt-a2
complexes via Ultra Performance LC (UPLC)-MS/MS. The expression, purification and MBP
labeling of the P2 mutants were performed as previously described.1 0 Given our previous success
with the V365MBP-P2 mutant, this construct was chosen as a control for the "bottom-up" MS/MS
approach. 9 To find new photo cross-links, the Q36oMBP-2 was also analyzed. This position is
closer than V365 to the structurally uncharacterized region of the P2 C-terminus. Attempts to
increase previously observed photo cross-linking yields for the V36sMBP-p2/wt-cL2 reaction (18 -
19%) yielded no further improvement.9 The enrichment of the cross-linked a2P2 complex was
achieved via size-exclusion chromatography (SEC). 9 The UPLC-MS/MS analysis of the control
reaction containing trypsin-digested V36SMBP-J2/wt-a2 yielded poor detection of the MBP-p2
peptide. This peptide was detected with higher frequency in the chymotrypsin digested samples.
The digestion reactions that included an acid labile surfactant (ALS)1 5 -7 increased the frequency
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of MBP-p2 peptide detection. The cross-linking reaction containing V36sMBP-p2/a2 without
enrichment was analyzed after urea denaturation and chymotrypsin digestion. In addition, the
enriched V36sMBP-P2/a2 and Q36oMBP-P2/wt-a2 complexes were subjected to chymotrypsin
digestion conditions containing ALS. The results of the MS/MS analysis of these cross-linked
samples unfortunately resulted in no photo cross-linked peptide detection.
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Figure 5.1. The photo cross-linking of a2 and P2. Individual cysteine mutations within the C-
terminal tail of P2 (blue) have been installed at residue positions that were hypothesized to face
wt-a2 in the docking model.4 Two surface cysteines in P2 were mutated to serines (C268, C305 , not
shown). Each cysteine is site-specifically labeled with 4-N-maleimido benzophenone (MBP, blue).
This MBP-p2 is photo cross-linked with wt-a2 in the presence of ATP and CDP by the irradiation
of light (hv). The resulting photo cross-linked peptide is studied by a peptide sequencing method,
previously by Edman sequencing' 0 or currently with tandem MS methods.
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Figure 5.2. The contact between V 3 65-p2 and wt-a2. Left: the docking model of the cC2p2 complex
is displayed, cc2 in green and P2 in cyan.4 The last 15 amino acid residues of the P2 C-terminal tail
is displayed within the ex2 subunit as a result of co-crystallization. The inset shows the proximity
between the side chain of V 3 65-p2 and the aD helix of the wt-a2 in this model. The previously
characterized photo cross-linking contact provided a sequence consistent with the cED helix
sequence (S 4 00LMMQER4 06).9 From the docking model, the distances between atoms of the side
chain of V365-P2 and the residues of the aD helix are within 5 - 10 A.
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Figure 5.3. Brief overview of the MS workflow. A. Top: The target proteins are digested into a
peptide mixture. The peptides are separated by reverse phase LC and directly analyzed by ESI-
MS. The MS analyzer detects these peptide ions. The LC-MS TIC depicts the total ions quantified
as a function of retention time. The arrow indicates the peak associated with one of the peptide
ions (+2 ion with the m/z of 939.4875). Middle: The MS is depicted at the retention time for the
eluted peptide ion. The most intense ions in this MS are selected for CID fragmentation. Bottom:
Fragmentation of the peptide ion results in a typical MS/MS shown, which can provide the
sequence by the assignment of b (blue) and y (red) ions. This sequence is matched to protein
sequences in curated protein databases.'- 4 B. CID fragmentation of a sample peptide. The side
chain groups are denoted as R1, R2, etc. Peptides are fragmented by cleavage of the C-N bond of
the amide. The N-terminal fragment is called the b ion and the C-terminal fragment is called the y
ion. Only in the case of the second amino acid, the Cix-C bond cleaves, in which the N-terminal
fragment is called the a ion.' 8 This cartoon is reproduced from ref. 18.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Expression, purification and characterization of Q36OC-/82 and V365C-/32 Expression of the
Q360C-P2 and V365C-P2 were performed as previously described with no changes.' 0 Both mutants
had radical content (1.0 - 1.1 Y-/p2) and specific activities (1000 - 1575 nmol/min mg) consistent
with previously reported values.10
Labeling of Q36oC-/32 and V365C-/32 with 4-N-maleimido-benzophenone (MBP). The
Q3 60C-j2 and V365C-P 2 mutants were labeled with MBP as previously described with no
modifications. 0 In brief, the ~500 tL reaction contained mutant P2 and 2.5 fold molar excess of
4-N-(maleimido)-benzophenone, prepared as a 10 mM stock in DMSO. The reaction was
incubated at 4 0C for 30 min while gently shaking. The excess labeling reagent was removed by
applying the reaction onto a Sephadex G25 column that was pre-equilibrated with buffer A (50
mM Tris, 5% glycerol pH 7.6). The protein was eluted with buffer A. The labeling efficiency was
characterized by thiol quantitation using the DTNB assay.10
Photo cross-linking of the reaction containing V36sMBP-/32 or Q36oMBP-32, wt-a2, ATP
and CDP. For a typical photo cross-linking reaction, the 1 mL reaction contained 10 p.M V365MBP-
P2 or Q36oMBP-32, 10 p.M wt-cL2, 0.5 mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP in assay buffer. The reaction
was contained in a quartz cuvette (Starna Cells), positioned ~40 cm away from a 800 W powered
lamp (Spectral Energy, LPS 256 SM power supply). The cell was irradiated for 30 min at 25 0C,
regulated by circulating water bath (Lauda). Aliquots from the cross-linked reaction were analyzed
by SDS PAGE to determine cross-linking efficiencies. For SDS PAGE quantitation, a standard
curve was constructed with known quantities of wt-a2 and wt-P 2 . The gel band intensities were
analyzed using the Quantity One software (Biorad). The cross-linking efficiency was calculated
as a mole fraction of otp (~130 kDa band).
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The reaction conditions were varied in an effort to increase photo cross-linking yields.
These reactions were analyzed in a 96-well plate format. A number of reaction conditions in 250
L were examined: 5 jM V365MBP-p2, 5 pM wt-u2, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP; 5 pM V 365MBP-
p2, 5 ptM wt-cc2 without S/E; and 10 pLM V365MBP-p2, 10 [tM wt-a2, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP.
For all three conditions, an attenuated 1 kW xenon arc lamp (LPS 256 SM) was placed -2 cm
away from the surface of the protein samples. To maintain temperature, these reactions took place
in a 4 0C cold room. For time dependent optimization, aliquots from each reaction were removed
at 5 min, 30 min and 1 h. All samples were analyzed by SDS PAGE.
Purification of the V36sMBP-/32/wt-a2 or Q36oMBP-321wt-a2 complex by anion
exchange and size exclusion chromatography (SEC). The anion exchange chromatography
protocol was modified from the previous procedure.9 A 1 mL cross-linked reaction was prepared
by irradiating 10 IM V365MBP-p2, 10 [tM wt-cc2, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP in assay buffer for
30 min at 25 0C. This reaction mixture was directly injected onto a MonoQ 5/50 GL anion
exchange column (10 mm x 100 mm, 5 jM pore size, GE Healthcare Life Sciences) that was pre-
equilibrated with 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, pH 7.0. Protein was eluted over 50
min, at a flow rate of 1 mL/min, by linearly increasing 0.15 M to 1 M NaCl in 50 mM Tris, 150
mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, pH 7.0. The fractions containing protein were assessed by A28o nm and
SDS PAGE analysis.
The SEC procedure was modified from a previously reported protocol.1 9 The 1 mL cross-
linked reaction mixture, prepared as described above, was concentrated to 100 piL with an
centrifugal filter unit containing the Ultracel-30 membrane, 30 kDa cutoff (EMD-Millipore). This
concentrated reaction mixture was loaded with a 200 jiL loop onto a Superdex 200 10/300 GL
column (-23.5 mL) pre-equilibrated with 50 mM Tris, 200 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, 5% glycerol
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pH 7.0. Protein was eluted with a 0.5 mL/min flow rate for a total of 32 mL, collected in 0.5 mL
fractions. The protein standards ferritin (440 kDa), aldolase (158 kDa), conalbumin (75 kDa) and
ovalbumin (44 kDa) were used to construct a standard curve for molecular weight determination.
The fractions were analyzed by SDS PAGE and the ones containing cross-linked c2P2 were
pooled. This SEC purification procedure was repeated three times for V365MBP-p2 and four times
for Q 36 oMBP-P2 until a purity of~80% was achieved by SDS PAGE analysis.
Nano-UPLC-MS/MS analysis of the trypsin and chymotrypsin digested, non cross-linked
V365MBP-/2/wt-a2 Protease conditions were varied to obtain optimal protein coverage. The 100
pL control sample containing 5 pM wt-x2 and 5 jiM V365MBP-P2 in 50 mM NH4HCO 3 pH 7.0
was incubated with 8 M urea (ultra pure, BDH) and 5 mM DTT (Promega) at 370C for 1 h. For
thiol alkylation, 15 mM iodoacetamide (Sigma), prepared in 50 mM NH4HCO 3 pH 7.0 buffer, was
added to the denatured protein sample. The resulting mixture was incubated in the dark at RT for
30 min. For the digestion samples containing 8 M urea, the urea was diluted 4-fold with protease
digestion buffer (50 mM NH4HCO 3 pH 7.0). Two different protease conditions were attempted to
optimize MBP-P2 peptide detection. Chymotrypsin (Promega, sequencing grade) or Trypsin Gold
(Promega, sequencing grade) was added to a 1:50 w/w ratio (protein:protease). The digestion
reaction was incubated at 37 C for 16 h.
An alternative digestion protocol replaced 8 M urea with 0.1% w/v acid-labile surfactant
(ALS) called Rapigest, purchased from Waters. The 100 ptL sample containing 5 pM wt-a2 and 5
jM V365MBP-P2 in 50 mM NH4HCO 3 pH 7.0 was incubated with 0.1% w/v ALS and 5 mM DTT
at 370C for 1 h. To the reduced protein sample, 15 mM iodoacetamide (Sigma) was added. The
alkylation reaction was incubated in the dark at RT for 30 min. Trypsin or chymotrypsin in 1:50
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w/w ratio (protein:protease) was directly added to the samples containing ALS. The reaction
digestion was incubated at 37 'C for 16 h.
For the urea denatured samples, each peptide mixture was passed through a macro-spin
column containing reverse phase C18 resin (300 ptg capacity, 450 pL bed volume, 300 A, The Nest
Group). Spin columns were pre-equilibrated with 95% water/5% acetonitrile. After the peptide
mixtures were loaded onto these columns, the resin was washed with 95% water/5% acetonitrile.
The peptides were eluted with 60% water/40% acetonitrile. The eluent was dried by speedvac
concentration (SVC 1 00H Savant).
In the samples containing Rapigest, the ALS was cleaved by incubation with 0.5% v/v
trifluoroacetic acid (Thermo Scientific Pierce, TFA) at 37 0C for 30 min. 7 The resulting precipitate
was pelleted by centrifugation (10 min, 13,000 x g) and re-solubilized in 95% water, 5%
acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA. For the case when the pellet fraction did not fully re-solubilize, the
remaining insoluble portion was removed by centrifugation (10 min, 13,000 x g). The supernatant
and re-solubilized pellet fractions were both passed through the reverse phase C18 macro-spin
column, as described above. The eluent was dried by speedvac concentration.
The Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC)-MS/MS was performed at the
Center for Biomedical Mass Spectrometry associated with the Boston University School of
Medicine. The dried peptide mixture was re-solubilized in 40 gL of 99% water/1% acetonitrile/
0.1% formic acid and separated on a NanoAcquity (Waters) UPLC system equipped with a
NanoAcquity Symmetry C 18 trap column (Waters, 5-pm packing, 180 pim x 20 mm) and Ethylene
Bridged Hybrid (BEH, Waters) C18 reverse phase analytical column (130 A, 1.7-tm-packing, 150
pm x 100 mm). Peptides were eluted with a binary solvent system consisting of buffer A (99%
water, 1% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) and buffer B (99% acetonitrile, 1% water, 0.1% formic
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acid). The peptide samples were loaded ono the trapping column with a flow rate of 4 pL/min for
4 min with 100% buffer A. Buffer B was increased from 2 to 5% over the first 3 min with a flow
rate of 0.5 pL/min. The peptides were then separated on the analytical column with a 90 min linear
gradient from 5 - 40% buffer B. The 40% buffer B was flowed isocratic for 5 min and then linearly
increased from 40 - 98% over 2 min. For the last 5 min, buffer B was held at 98%. Prior to the
next sample injection, the column was pre-equilibrated for 15 min at 2% buffer B.
The reverse phase analytical colun was coupled to a Triversa Nano Mate (Advion) nano
Electro Spray Source (nESI) system. The ions were introduced to a Q Exactive mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher) operating in the positive ion mode. Peptide ion spectra were recorded
automatically by Data-Dependent Acquisition (DDA) software on the mass spectrometer. The MS
spectra were obtained by scanning from 370 to 1800 m/z, with a resolution of 70,000 at m/z 200.
The MS Automatic Gain Control (AGC) target was set at 5E5 with a maximum injection time of
50 msec. Two microscans per spectrum were recorded for each MS scan event and were recorded
in Profile mode. Background siloxanes ions were used as internal standards to correct the precursor
ion masses (siloxane theoretical masses used were 371.10124, 391.28429, and 445.12003 m/z).
The top 10 most intense ions selected for fragmentation came from the MS scan event and
possessed charge states higher than 2+ and lower than 8+. The MS/MS was achieved by HCD
(higher energy collisional induced dissociation) at 27 eV normalized collision energy (NCE)
fragmentation with nitrogen employed as the collision gas. The isolation window was set to 2 mass
units with an offset value of 0.4 mass units. The MS/MS was acquired at 17,500 resolution, AGC
at 5E5, and a maximum injection time of 110 ms. A minimum intensity threshold signal of 5E5
was set in order to trigger a MS/MS scan event. The dynamic exclusion time was set to 10 s to
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avoid repeated sequencing of the same peptides. The first mass of the MS/MS scan was set to 100
m/z.
Data base search for the identification of non cross-linked and dead-end cross-linked
peptides identification. The MS/MS spectra were matched to protein sequences in a Swissprot
database2 1 search with the Mascot Daemon software package (Matrix Science)2' to identify
peptides and dead-end cross-linked peptides. The precursor mass tolerance error was set to 5 ppm
and the allowed product ions mass error was 50 mmu (milli mass units). Up to three missed
cleavages were allowed for each data set. The variable modifications used in this search were 4-
N-maleimido benzophenone (MBP), 4-N-maleimido benzophenone modified with water
(MBP+18), carbamidomethyl, deamidated glutamine, pyroglutamine, pyroglutamate, oxidized
methionine and pyro-carbamidomethyl.
Cross-linked V36sMBP-/32/wt- a2 or Q36oMBP-/32/wt- a2 analyzed by nano- UPLC-MS/MS.
The A100 pL sample containing enriched V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 (-40 pg) or Q36oMBP-P2/wt-c2
(-23 [tg) was prepared as described above. After the proteins were digested with chymotrypsin in
the presence of ALS, the samples were incubated with 0.5% v/v TFA at 37 'C for 30 min to cleave
ALS. The precipitate was pelleted (10 min, 13,000 x g) and the supernatant fraction was removed.
The resulting pellet was re-suspended in sufficient volume of 95% water, 5% acetonitrile and
referred to as the re-solubilized pellet fraction. The supernatant and re-solubilized pellet fractions
were both passed through reverse phase C18 macro-spin columns (The Nest Group) before loading
onto the nano-UPLC-MS/MS, performed as described above for the control samples.
In-gel digested, cross-linked V36SMBP-/2/wt- a2analyzed by nano-UPLC-MS/MS. The in-
gel digestion protocol was modified from a previous procedure.2 2 The 100 pL photo cross-linking
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reaction containing V365MBP-p2/wt-o2 was prepared and analyzed by SDS PAGE as described
above. The desired gel bands (~130 kDa) were cut from six lanes, each containing ~10 pg of the
V36sMBP-P2/wt-a2 cross-linked reaction mixture. These gel bands were cut into -1 mm length
cubes. The gel cubes were washed for 10 min in 100 pL of a 50:50 mixture of 100 mM NH4HCO3
buffer, pH 7.4/acetonitrile. The supernatant was discarded before the gel band was incubated for
10 min in 50 ptL acetonitrile. This washing procedure was repeated until sufficient Coomassie stain
was removed and the gel band was no longer blue. At this point, the protein thiols were reduced
by the addition of 10 mM DTT, prepared in water, in a sufficient volume (10 - 20 pL) to cover the
gel bands. This reaction was incubated for 1 h at 60 'C. After the supernatant was discarded, the
thiols were alkylated by the addition of 10 - 20 pL of 50 mM iodoacetamide, prepared in 50 mM
NH 4HCO3, pH 7.4 buffer. The reaction mixture was incubated at 45 'C for 45 min. After
discarding the supernatant, the gel bands were washed with 50 IL of 50 mM NH4HCO3, pH 7.4
buffer for 10 min and then 50 pL of acetonitrile for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded between
each wash. This wash procedure was repeated for a total of three times, and the gel cubes were
dried by speed-vac.
The dried gel bands were covered in sufficient volume (10 - 20 pL) of the chymotrypsin
digestion buffer, containing 20 ng/pL chymotrypsin and 0.1% ALS w/v in 50 mM NH4HCO3, pH
7.4 buffer. Incubation at 4 'C for 1 h was performed to promote protease diffusion into the gel
matrix. An additional 10 pL of chymotrypsin digestion buffer was added before the digestion
reaction was carried out at 37 'C for 16 h. The supernatant from this reaction was removed and
saved. The peptides were extracted from the gel pieces by the addition of 50 pL of 50% acetonitrile,
0.1% TFA in water for 10 min. The supernatant from this extraction was combined with the first
peptide-containing supernatant. The extraction procedure was repeated for a total of three times
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and all of the supernatant fractions containing peptides were combined. This supernatant was dried
by speedvac before UPLC-MS/MS analysis, performed as described for the cross-linked samples.
Cross-linked peptide identification in the MS/MS data sets of the V36sMBP-/2/wt-a2 or
Q36oMBP-/32/wt-a2 samples. The computer algorithm for cross-linked peptide identification was
written in the R programming language with the Linux operating system. First, the recorded
MS/MS data was converted from the proprietary .RAW file to the universally recognized .mzML
file, by Proteome Discoverer 2.1 (Thermo Fisher).23 24 Several important changes to the data were
made during this conversion. First, the precursor ion information, namely the mass and the charge,
were verified by re-analysis of the isotopic envelope of each precursor. This analysis occurred
within the isolation window of 2 mass units and an offset of 0.4 mass units. With this re-analysis,
any errors made in the initial MS/MS acquisition were subsequently corrected. Second, because
the MS/MS data was collected in the profile mode, a "centroiding" procedure was performed by
fitting each MS peak to a Gaussian distribution function, thereby obtaining m/z and intensity
information. This process compresses and simplifies the data, allowing faster processing times
with our algorithm. The "centroiding" process is typically associated with less than 0.5 ppm
error.25
In addition to the processed MS/MS data, the sequences of the chymotrypsin-digested
peptides were provided for analysis by our script. The digested peptide sequences were predicted
from chymotrypsin digestion of the V36sMBP-p2, Q 36oMBP-p2 and wt-c2 sequences with the
MSDigest program from Protein Prospector (prospector.ucsf.edu).26 A maximum of two missed
cleavages were allowed. The minimum allowed peptide length was three amino acids. Individual
peptide masses ranged from 200 to 6000 mass units. Peptide sequences contained variable
modifications for methionine oxidation and cysteine carbamidomethylation. The peptide sequence
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containing the MBP cross-linker (MBP-p2 peptide) were generated from the V365MBP-p2 or
Q36oMBP-p2 sequences.
Our algorithm searched for cross-linked peptide/spectra matches with the following
procedure. Cross-linked peptide masses were predicted by combining peptides from wt-a2 and the
MBP-containing peptides from V36 5MBP-P2 or Q360MBP-p2. From each combination, the two
theoretical peptide masses were added together, along with the mass of the cross-linker: MBP or
MBP(+1 8). These predicted cross-linked peptide masses were matched, within 3 ppm error, to the
precursor ion masses from the mzML data file. In a typical search, a list of 150 - 250 potential
matches were returned. A typical search took approximately 30 min using the microserver
(Thinkmate) located at the Center for Biomedical Mass Spectrometry associated with the Boston
University School of Medicine. The specifications were 4 x 12 core AMD Opteron Processor 6176
SE, 128 GB RAM, 2 x 500 GB and 2 x ITB SAS hard drives.
The described algorithm only matches the precursor ion mass, thus exclusively analyzing
the primary MS. To differentiate the potential candidates from high confidence peptide-spectra
assignments, manual verification of the MS/MS was performed by identification of multiple b or
y fragment ions within the mass error (5 ppm). Furthermore, these fragment ions should typically
constitute the most intense peaks in the MS/MS. Any high confidence assignments were also
manually sequenced to assign amino acid sequences.
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RESULTS
Expression, purification and characterization of Q36OC-/32 and V365C-/32. Given the
successful characterization of a photo cross-linked peptide with the V365C-p2 mutant, this mutant
served as a positive control for the MS/MS approach. In addition to V365C-p2, a successful photo
cross-link with the Q36oC-p2 mutant would provide additional information at the (xp interface.
Both Q360C-P2 and V365C-P2 mutant constructs possess two additional cysteine-to-serine
mutations (C 2 6 8S, C3 05 S), as previously described. 1 The expression and purification of the P2 C-
terminal tail mutants (Q360 and V365) were performed with no changes from previously published
protocols.1 0 The Q360C-P2 and V3 65C-P2 mutants possessed radical content (1.0 - 1.1 Y-/p2) and
specific activities (1100 nmol/min mg for Q360C-p2 and 1575 nmol/min mg for V36 5C-p2)
consistent with the previous report.1 0 Despite the low activity compared to the wt-P2 activity (6000
- 8000 nmol/min mg), the MBP-labeled Q36oC-P2 and V365C-P2 mutants resulted in cross-linked
ca2p2 species, as described below.
Labeling of Q36oC-/32 and V365C-/32 with MBP. Because of the previous success with this
specific cross-linker, the MBP photo cross-linker was employed. The site-specific labeling of MBP
to the surface-accessible thiols on both V365-p2 and Q360-P2 were individually achieved via
Michael addition with no changes to the previously described protocol.1 0 These reactions were
carried out as previously described. The extent of labeling was quantified with the DTNB assay,
yielding no remaining reactive thiols (< 0.1 surface accessible thiols/p2) after MBP labeling.' 0
Photo cross-linking of the reaction containing V36sMBP-/32 or Q36oMBP-32, wt-a2, A TP
and CDP. Upon irradiation, the MBP cross-linker forms covalent bonds with the side chains or
peptide backbones of nearby amino acids. This reaction was previously performed with the
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V365MBP-P2/wt-cc2 reaction, yielding the most efficient cross-linking out of several different
MBP-p2 mutants.1 0 The typical photo cross-linking reaction contained 10 pM V36sMBP-p2, 10
p.M wt-u2, 0.5 mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP. This reaction was irradiated with an 800 W lamp. This
condition yielded 18 - 19% cross-linking, as shown in Figure 5.4, consistent with previous
results. O
Several parameters were varied with the hope of increasing this photo cross-linking yield.
A different xenon arc lamp, now with a power of 1 kW, was placed ~2 cm away from the surface
of each of the following reactions. The stronger lamp was hypothesized to produce more photons
and increase photo cross-linking yield. This reaction contained 5 p.M V 365MBP-P2, 5 pM wt-a2,
3 mM ATP 1 mM CDP. In a separate reaction, the condition was identical but protein concentration
increased to 10 pM. The increased protein concentration potentially promotes more frequent a2P2
binding and therefore higher cross-linked yields. A third reaction condition tested
substrate/effector dependence by omitting CDP and ATP. This reaction contained 5 pM V365MBP-
P2 and 5 pM wt-ca2. All reactions were sampled at 5 min, 30 min and 60 min for time dependence.
The SDS PAGE analysis for all three reactions are shown in Figure 5.5. The analysis revealed
maximum ocp yields achieved at 30 min, with no further improvement at 60 min. In addition, a
separate condition containing 5 pM V365MBP-p2, 5 pM wt-cc2, 3 mM ATP and 0.2 mM of the
mechanism based inhibitor N3CDP (data not shown) was tested in an effort to photo cross-link the
resulting radical trapped state, which was previously proposed to possess a tighter subunit
interaction than the wt-RNR. 27 None of the tested conditions significantly increased photo cross-
linking yields (11 - 22%) from the previously observed 18 - 19% yields.10
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Figure 5.4. 10% SDS PAGE analysis of photo cross-linking reactions with 10 gM V365MBP-p2
and 10 pM wt-a2 in the presence of 0.5 mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP. Lanes are 1) MW standards
and 2 - 4) -10 pg of the cross-linked reaction containing 10 jM V365MBP-32, 10 gM wt-aC2, 0.5
mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP after irradiation with light for 30 min at 25 0C. The -130 kDa cross-
linked product yield (c4p, red) was -18% of the total protein, consisting of c (black) and p (blue),
quantitated using a standard curve of known quantities of wt-ci2/wt-P2.
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Figure 5.5. SDS PAGE analysis of varying photo cross-linking reaction conditions containing
equimolar V365MBP-P2 and wt-a2. All reactions were conducted with a 1 kW xenon arc lamp
situated -2 cm away from the reaction surface. The first lane shows the MW standards. Lanes 2 -
4 show the photo cross-linking reaction containing 5 [LM V365MBP-p2, 5 pM wt-a2, 3 mM ATP
and 1 mM CDP incubated with light for 5 min, 30 min and 60 min. Lanes 5 - 7 show the reaction
containing 10 jM V365MBP-P2, 10 pM wt-a2, 3 mM ATP and 1 mM CDP incubated with light
for 5 min, 30 min and 60 min. Lanes 8-10 show the reaction containing 5 piM V365MBP-p2, 5 pM
wt-a2 with no S/E incubated with light for 5 min, 30 min, and 60 min. The -130 kDa cross-linked
product was quantitated using a standard curve of known quantities of wt-cC2/wt-P2. The cross-
linking conditions and yields are displayed below each lane.
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Purification of the V36sMBP-/32/wt-a2 or Q36oMBP-/2/wt-a2 complex by SEC
chromatography. To remove the non-reacted V365MBP-p2 and a2, the photo cross-linked
V365MBP-p2/a2 complex was partially enriched by anion exchange chromatography. The cross-
linked V36sMBP-p2/a2 complex was predicted to have a different pI (pI ~ 5.5) than the V365MBP-
p2 (pI ~ 4.9) and a2 (pI ~ 6) proteins alone. Previous enrichment of this complex removed most
of the unreacted V365MBP-p2, but did not remove all of the X2. 9 The MonoQ anion exchange
chromatography was employed to reproduce this partial enrichment. Protein was eluted with a
linear gradient from 0.15 M to 1 M NaCl in 50 mM Tris, 1 mM TCEP, pH 7.6. The fractions were
collected every min for 50 min at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Fractions were monitored with A280 nm,
and the peaks were analyzed by SDS PAGE, shown in Figure 5.6A and 5.6B. By SDS PAGE
analysis, in Figure 5.6B, the V365MBP-p2/x2 complex eluted in fractions 38 - 42, while a2 was
present in fractions 34 to 42. Thus, a significant amount of x2 co-purified with the cross-linked
V365MBP-p2/a2 complex. In addition, the V36 5MBP-p2 eluted in fractions 40 - 48, again co-
purifying with the V365MBP-p2/a2 complex. This co-purification of the wt-OC2 and V365MBP-P2
with the V365MBP-P2/a2 complex was repeatedly observed in replicate purifications, prompting
an alternative method for the V3 6SMBP-p2/ci2 complex enrichment.
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Figure 5.6. Anion exchange chromatography of the V36SMBP-p32/x2 complex. A. The elution
profile of the anion exchange chromatography of the cross-linked reaction containing ci2 and
V36SMBP-p2. The wt-cL2 elutes with a sharp peak at ~33 min. The V365MBP-p32/cL2 complex eluted
with a double peak feature at ~39 min, and the V36SMBP-f32 eluted broadly at ~47 min. B. The
fractions from the anion exchange chromatogram were analyzed by 10% SDS PAGE. The lanes
are, from left to right: 1) MW standards, 2) a2/p2 standards, 3) the cross-linked V36SMBP-p32/a2
reaction, 4-11) fractions 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48. Fractions 38 - 42 contained the partially
enriched cross-linked V3 SMBP-p32/A2 complex, in which a significant amount of a2 remained.
The enrichment of the V365MBP-p32/a2 complex was then attempted by SEC, which
separates proteins by molecular weight (MW). The standard curve for MW determination was
constructed with proteins of known MW, shown in Figure 5.7. This method revealed that the ca2p2
complex (258 kDa) should theoretically separate as distinct peaks from the non-reacted a2 (172
kDa) and p2 (86 kDa) proteins. We initially tested this hypothesis with SEC purification of 1 nmol
of protein. The 100 piL cross-linked sample containing 10 ptM V36 sMBP-p2, 10 p.M wt-cx2, 0.5
mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP in assay buffer was directly loaded into a 200 jL loop and onto the
Superdex 200 10/300 GL column. Proteins were eluted with a total of 32 mL of 50 mM Tris, 200
mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mM TCEP pH 7.0 at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. Because the buffer did
not contain nucleotides, the remaining nucleotides (ATP and CDP) from the cross-linking reaction
eluted after one column volume (~' 20 mL, Figure 5.7A). Two peaks, shown in Figure 5.7, were
observed with retention times of 11.9 and 13.7 mL, consistent with ~220 kDa and ~-1l10 kDa,
respectively. The first peak was assigned to the V36sMBP-p2/a2 complex (250 kDa) with the
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retention time similar to the recently described for tightly bound 2,3,5-F3YI 22- E52Q-02/wt-x2
complex (RT = 12.1 mL).' 9 Although this complex is bound by a non-covalent interaction, the
2,3,5-F 3Y1 22- ES2Q-p2/wt-a2 was discovered to have a tight interaction (< 4 nM).1 9 The second
peak is consistent with a mixture of V365MBP-P2 dimer (86 kDa) and the a monomer (86 kDa),
forming in the absence of nucleotides and at low protein concentrations. A peak with this retention
time was also observed for the 2,3,5-F3YI 22- E52Q-p2 and wt-a2 proteins (RT = 13.7 mL).1 9 The
fractions corresponding to the two peaks were analyzed by SDS PAGE, shown in Figure 5.7. The
fraction at 11.5 mL showed significant enrichment of the V36 5MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex, ~80%
purity by SDS PAGE quantitation. This ability to enrich the V36sMBP-p2/wt-a2 complex by SEC
prompted purification on a larger quantity of the V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex.
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Figure 5.7. A. The SEC elution profile of 100 [tL cross-linked reaction containing 10 pLM
V365MBP-p2, 10 ptM wt-cc2, 0.5 mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP in assay buffer. The protein was
eluted with 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 1 mM TCEP, 5% glycerol and 200 mM NaCL buffer without
nucleotides. The late eluting peak (- 20 mL) was attributed to the ATP and CDP in the cross-
linking reaction. The two peaks corresponding to proteins, 11.9 and 13.7 mL, were consistent with
the V36SMBP-P2/wt-a2 complex and the unreacted V365MBP-p2 and wt-a2 proteins, respectively.
B. The elution profile containing two protein peaks is shown from 10 to 16 mL. C. Protein
standards were used to construct a standard curve for MW determination. The MW determination
for the cross-linked V36sMBP-P2/wt-x2 complex is shown with the red dashed line and the non
cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-cc peak is shown with the back dashed line. D. The SEC fractions
were analyzed by SDS PAGE. The lanes are 1) MW standards, 2) c2/P2 standards, 3) cross-linked
V36SMBP-P2/wt-a2 reaction, and 4 - 10) fractions 11 - 15.5 mL. The 11.5 mL fraction contains
~80% enriched V36sMBP-p2/wt-a2 complex.
To obtain sufficient enriched V36sMBP-P2/wt-cc2 for MS analysis, a 1 mL reaction mixture
of the cross-linked V36sMBP-P2/wt-a2 complex was purified by three SEC steps, necessary to
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yield ~80% enriched complex based on SDS PAGE analysis. The 1 mL reaction mixture contained
cross-linked 10 pLM V365MBP-p2, 10 jiM wt-a2 in the presence of 0.5 mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP.
This reaction was concentrated to 100 ptL and loaded onto the Superdex 200 10/300 GL column.
Proteins were eluted with the method described above (Figure 5.7B). The results are shown in
Figure 5.8. In addition to the previously observed peaks, the elution profile displayed a
predominant third peak at 12.3 mL, consistent with -180 kDa, shown in Figure 5.8. This MW is
consistent with ca2 (172 kDa), forming only at higher protein concentrations. This difference in the
elution profiles is attributed to the 10-fold higher protein concentrations in the 1 mL cross-linked
reaction, as compared to the SEC of the 100 ptL cross-linked reaction (Figure 5.7B). Protein
containing fractions were assessed by SDS PAGE, shown in Figure 5.8C. Because the cross-linked
V36sMBP-p2/wt-a2 complex was not sufficiently enriched, the fractions that contained this
complex (fractions 10.5 - 12.5 mL) were pooled and re-loaded onto the SEC column for another
purification. Subsequent purifications displayed the two peaks consistent with the V36sMBP-
P2/wt-cc2 complex and the cc monomer/P2 dimer, shown in Figure 5.9A and 5.9B. The SEC
purification step was repeated two additional times until the V36sMBP-P2/wt-GC2 complex was
enriched to ~80%, by SDS PAGE quantitation, shown in Figure 5.9C. The final yield of V365MBP-
P2/wt-o2 complex was ~40 pig, a 2% recovery from the initial protein amount. A summary of the
recoveries is provided in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.8. A. The SEC elution profile of the 1 mL cross-linked reaction containing 10 IM
V365MBP-p2, 10 iM wt-a2, 0.5 mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP in assay buffer. Proteins were eluted
on a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column with 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 1 mM TCEP, 5% glycerol and
200 mM NaCl. The late eluting peak (- 20 mL) is attributed to the ATP and CDP. In addition to
the two previously observed peaks in Fig. 5.7 (11.9 and 13.7 mL), a third peak is observed at 12.3
mL. B. The elution profile from 10 - 16 mL is shown. C. The SEC fractions were analyzed by
SDS PAGE. The lanes are 1) MW standards, 2) a2/P2 standards, 3) cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-
u2 reaction, and 4 - 14) fractions 10 - 15 mL. Fractions 10.5 - 12.5 mL were pooled and
concentrated for another SEC purification.
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Figure 5.9. A. From the first SEC purification procedure, the pooled fractions (10.5 mL - 12.5
mL from Figure 5.8C) containing the V365MBP-P2/wt-cc2 complex were concentrated and loaded
onto the Superdex 200 SEC 10/300 GL column. Proteins were eluted with 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 1
mM TCEP, 5% glycerol and 200 mM NaCl. In this SEC run, only two protein peaks were eluted
at 11.9 and 13.7 mL. From the SDS PAGE analysis (not shown), the fractions (10.5 mL to 12.5
mL) containing V36SMBP-P2/wt-a2 complex were pooled and concentrated for additional SEC
purification. B. Obtained from the second SEC purification, the V365MBP-p2/wt-x2 complex was
purified again with the same method. Two protein peaks are observed at 11.9 and 13.7 mL.
Fractions were analyzed by SDS PAGE (not shown). The most pure fractions (11 to 12 mL) were
pooled and concentrated. C. The SDS PAGE analysis was performed on the enriched V365MBP-
P2/wt-a2 complex. The lanes are 1) cross-linked V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 reaction, 2) MW standards,
3) a2/p2 standards, and 4) ~0.5 tg enriched V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 complex. The V365MBP-p2/wt-
a2 complex was determined to be ~80% pure, by SDS PAGE quantitation.
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A
Table 5.1. Protein recovery from the three SEC purification steps to obtain the V365MBP-p2/wt-
cc2 complex.
SEC Purification step Pooled fractionsa Amount of protein Protein recovery
recovered (M
1 10.5 - 12.5 mL 600 pg 24%
2 10.5 - 12.5 mL 150 tg 6%
3 11-12mL 40tg 2%
a. The pooled fractions refer to fractions in SEC elution profiles in Figures 5.8B and 5.9A, 5.9B. b. The amount of
protein recovered was calculated from the A 2 8 0 nm of the pooled fractions. c. Protein recovery was calculated by
dividing the total protein in the pooled fractions from the total protein loaded onto the SEC column from the initial
reaction (1 mL of 10 jM V365MBP-p2/wt-a2). Note that the recovery of total protein in each SEC run is -70% from
the total loaded protein.
A similar approach was applied for the enrichment of the Q36oMBP-f2/wt-U2 complex.
The exact same procedure for V365MBP-p2/wt-c2 purification was repeated for the Q36oMBP-
P2/wt-a2 complex. The elution profile is comprised of two peaks, 12 mL and 13.7 mL, shown in
Figure 5.1OA. The 12 mL peak is associated with -210 kDa, a MW between the expected cross-
linked complex MW (258 kDa) and u2 dimer MW (172 kDa). The protein fractions were analyzed
by SDS PAGE, shown in Figure 5. 1OB, to reveal a lower amount of cross-linked Q360MBP-p2/wt-
a2 than in the V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 sample. Fractions containing the complex, 11 - 13 mL, were
pooled and concentrated for additional SEC purification. In the repeated SEC purification, the
second elution profile, displayed in Figure 5.1 OC, resembled the three peak feature observed in the
10 nmol V365MBP-p2/wt-ct2 purification. Fractions containing the cross-linked complex, fractions
10.5 - 12.5 mL determined by SDS PAGE, were pooled and concentrated for further purification.
Shown in Figure 5.1 OD, the third SEC purification yielded two protein peaks of 11.9 and 13.7 mL,
consistent with the cross-linked complex and the a/P2 mixture, respectively. Fractions 11.5 - 13
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mL were pooled from this study and purified a final fourth time by SEC, yielding an elution profile
predominantly comprised of the 11.9 mL peak, seen in Figure 5.1 OE. The fractions were analyzed
by SDS PAGE, Figure 5.1 OF. Fractions containing Q36oMBP-p2/wt-a2 were pooled. The final
Q36oMBP-P2/wt-cc2 was analyzed as ~70% pure, by SDS PAGE quantitation shown in Figure 5.11.
A summary of the protein recoveries is provided in Table 5.2. The final yield of V365MBP-p2/wt-
a2 was 23 pg, ~1% yield from the initial total protein. The enriched V36SMBP-p2/wt-a2 and
Q360MBP-p2/wt-x2 were analyzed by MS/MS described in a subsequent section.
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Figure 5.10. A. The SEC elution profile of the 1 mL cross-linked reaction containing 10 pLM
Q36oMBP-p2, 10 p.M wt-a2, 0.5 mM ATP and 0.2 mM CDP in assay buffer. Proteins were eluted
on a Superdex 200 10/300 GL column with 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 1 mM TCEP, 5% glycerol and
200 mM NaCl. Two predominant peaks are observed at 12 mL and 13.7 mL. B. From the SDS
PAGE analysis of these fractions, the lanes are 1) MW standard, 2) c2/p2 standards, 3) Q 36oMBP-
P2/wt-a2 cross-linked reaction, 4 - 10) fractions 10 - 15.5 mL. Fractions 11 to 13 mL were pooled
for further SEC purification. C. From the first SEC purification procedure, the pooled fractions
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containing the Q360MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex were concentrated and loaded onto the Superdex 200
SEC 10/300 GL column. Proteins were eluted with the same method as already described. Two
major protein peaks were eluted at 12.3 and 13.7 mL. The third peak appears as a slight shoulder
at 11.9 mL. From the SDS PAGE analysis (not shown), the fractions containing Q36oMBP-p2/wt-
o2 complex (10.5 - 12.5 mL) were pooled and concentrated for additional SEC purification. D.
Obtained from the second SEC purification, the Q360MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex was purified again
by SEC with the same method as described. Two protein peaks are observed at 11.9 and 13.7 mL.
The fractions were analyzed by SDS PAGE (not shown). The fractions containing Q36oMBP-
P2/wt-a2 complex (11.5 - 13 mL) were pooled and concentrated. E. The Q365MBP-P2/wt-o2
sample obtained from the third SEC purification was loaded onto the SEC column for a final
purification. Again, two protein peaks are observed at 11.9 and 13.7 mL. F. The fractions
containing the Q365MBP-P2/wt-a2 complex were analyzed by SDS PAGE. The lanes are 1) MW
standards, 2) a2/p2 standards, 3) cross-linked Q365MBP-p2/wt-a2 reaction, 4 - 13) MW standards,
3) fractions 10 to 14.5 mL. Fractions 11.5 to 12.5 mL were pooled and concentrated.
Purified
Q36oMBP-02/wt-ct2
MW af 0.05pg 0.lpg
150 DaA
a1-130 KDa
100 Da
a (86 KDa)
75 Da
50 Da *
P (43 KDa)
37 Da 0
Figure 5.11. SDS PAGE analysis of the SEC-purified Q36oMBP-P2/wt-a2 complex. The lanes are
1) MW standards, 2) a2/P2 standards, 3 - 4) 0.05 pg and 0.1 ptg Q365MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex. The
Q360MBP-P2/wt-a2 complex was determined to be ~70% pure.
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Table 5.2. Protein recovery from the four SEC purification steps to obtain the Q360MBP-p2/wt-U2
complex.
SEC Purification Pooled fractionsa Amount of protein Protein recovery
step recoveredb (%)C
1 11- 13 mL 1200 pg 47%
2 10.5 - 12.5 mL 460 pg 18%
3 11.5 - 13 mL 100 pg 4%
4 11.5 - 12.5 mL 23 tg 1%
a. The pooled fractions refer to fractions in SEC elution profiles in Figures 5.1OA, C and E. b. The amount of protein
recovered was calculated from the pooled fractions. c. Protein recovery was calculated by dividing the total protein in
the pooled fractions from the total protein loaded onto the SEC column (1 mL of 10 IM Q 36oMBP-D2/wt-a2). Note
that the recovery of total protein in each SEC run is - 70%.
Predicted MBP-/32 peptide sequences from trypsin and chymotrypsin digestion. To
discover new distance constraints for the photo cross-linked u2p2 complex, the goal of our study
was to analyze photo cross-linked peptides with "bottom-up" proteomics. This approach is
typically employed to identify proteins by determining amino acid sequences of peptides in a
protease digested peptide mixture, summarized in Figure 5.3. Applied to the photo cross-linked
V365MBP-P2/wt-cc2 sample, the "bottom-up" sequencing of cross-linked peptides would reveal
the peptide sequence of the a2 (or P2) peptide cross-linked to the MBP-p2 peptide. In the best
case, the specific residue involved in this cross-link can be determined. Prior to the analysis of
cross-linked samples, the following study examined two important factors that govern the success
of this method. First, high quality MS/MS detection of the MBP-labeled peptide is required with
high frequency. The inability to detect this peptide would undermine the study of the cross-linked
peptides. Second, high protein coverage of the a2 sequence is necessary to ensure the cross-linked
peptide in cx2 can be detected with this method. 4
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The detection of the MBP-P2 peptide can change depending on its sequence, determined
by protease specificity. The C-terminal P2 peptide sequences were predicted with trypsin and
chymotrypsin digestion of V 365C-P2. Trypsin cleaves exclusively C-terminal to positively charged
residues (K, R), creating peptides that ionize well in the positive ion mode. 28 In our specific case,
because the MBP-labeled peptide is located at the C-terminus, trypsin digestion does not yield a
peptide ending with a positively charged residue, thus eliminating one of the advantages of trypsin
and potentially complicating MS/MS analysis. 29 Chymotrypsin, on the other hand, cleaves at
multiple hydrophobic residues (W, Y, F, M, L). This low specificity generates more complex
peptide mixtures in the MS/MS analysis. For the study of transmembrane proteins or hydrophobic
proteins, chymotrypsin digestion has typically resulted in higher protein coverage than with trypsin
digestion.2 9-
3 0
To further understand the MBP-P2 peptide, several parameters, including the molecular
weight, charge and pI, were predicted with a peptide predictor (pepcalc.com). Trypsin digestion
of p2 predicts a 47-mer C-terminal peptide that has a pI of 0.3 and a -8 charge at pH 7, Table 5.3.
The sequence contains 20 hydrophobic residues (L, V, A, W, Y, I), potentially making this peptide
too hydrophobic to analyze with reverse phase LC-MS/MS. The peptide resulting from
chymotrypsin digestion predicts a 17-mer with a pI of 0.45 and -5 charge at pH 7. This shorter
peptide contains 5 hydrophobic residues, more amenable for LC-MS/MS than the trypic peptide.
Although these theoretical predictions favored chymotrypsin, rather than trypsin, for our analysis,
we still wanted to examine the experimental behavior of the MBP-P2 peptide resulting from both
trypsin and chymotrypsin digestion conditions.
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Table 5.3. The predicted parameters for the V365MBP-p2 C-terminal tail peptide generated from
trypsin and chymotrypsin digestion.
Protease Residue Residue Sequencea Average MW Charge plb
start End (Da)b at pH 7 b
SNPIPWINTWLVSDNVQV
APQEVEVSSYLVGQIDSE
Trypsin 329 375 CDTDDLSNFQL 5266.67 -8 0.3
Chymotrypsin 357 373 LVGQIDSECDTDDLSNF 1870.94 -5 0.45
a. Peptide sequences were predicted using MSDigest (prospector.ucsf.edu) b. The average MW, charge at
pH 7 and pI were all predicted from pepcalc.com.
Protein coverage of non cross-linked V36sMBP-/32/wt-ca2 analyzed by nano- UPLC-MS/MS.
For the study of the MBP-P2 peptide in non cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-cC2 samples, digestions
were performed with trypsin and chymotrypsin using literature protocols. The V36sMBP-p2 and
wt-ca2 proteins were denatured in NH4HCO3 pH 7 buffer containing 8 M urea. Thiols were reduced
with 5 mM DTT and then alkylated with 15 mM iodoacetamide. After urea was diluted to 2 M
with NH4HCO 3 pH 7 buffer, trypsin or chymotrypsin was added at a ratio of 1:50 w/w
protease:protein. The digestion reactions were incubated for 16 h at 370C. The resulting peptides
were passed through a C18 microspin column (Nest Group) before injection onto a high resolution
UPLC-MS/MS instrument. Peptide ions were generated with ESI in the positive ion mode. The
total ion chromatograms (TIC) for both chymotrypsin and trypsin digested samples revealed
complex peptide mixtures, shown in Figure 5.12A and B, respectively. Database searches were
conducted with Mascot software (Thermo Fisher) against the Swissprot database supplemented
with the V 365C-p2 sequence. The Swissprot database already includes the wt-a2 sequence. In
addition to the MBP (277.0739 Da) cysteine modification, the MBP with an added 18 Da
(295.0844 Da, MBP(+l 8)) was added as a variable cysteine modification. This +18 Da shift results
from ring-opening of the maleimide moiety.3' This database search method is repeated for all of
the UPLC-MS/MS data, to be described below. The database search revealed that the majority of
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the peptides came from RNR, not other contaminants. High protein coverage was obtained for the
chymotrypsin digestion condition: 97% for wt-cx2, shown in Figure 5.13 and 96% for V365MBP-
p2, shown in Figure 5.14. Likewise, the trypsin digestion condition also yielded high protein
coverage: 98% for wt-a2, shown in Figure 5.15 and 99% for V36sMBP-p2, shown in Figure 5.16.
More important than protein coverage, however, is the detection of the desired MBP-
labeled peptide, which was only possible with the chymotrypsin-digested sample. In the
chymotrypsin-digested MS/MS data set, ~20 peptide-spectra matches were discovered for the
MBP-labeled and MBP(+18)-labeled f2 peptide. A sample match with the peptide sequence
357LVGQIDSEC(MBP+18)DTDDLSNF 373 is shown in Figure 5.17. The precursor ion mass
(2165.8844 Da) matched the theoretical mass (2165.8855 Da) of this peptide within the error of
the MS analyzer (5 ppm). Multiple b and y fragment ions were well-assigned in the MS/MS, giving
good confidence that this match was accurate. The trypsin-digested sample, however, showed two
peptide-spectra matches corresponding to the unlabeled C-terminal P2 peptide (Table 5.4). No
matches were made with the MBP-P2 peptide in this sample. The protein coverage and the number
of peptide spectra matches to the MBP-p2 peptide are summarized in Table 5.4. These results
demonstrated that the "bottom-up" UPLC-MS/MS approach worked better with the chymotrypsin-
digested sample than the trypsin-digested sample.
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Figure 5.12. A. The UPLC-MS/MS TIC of the chymotrypsin-digested sample containing non
cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-a2. The chymotrypsin digestion of the V365MBP-P2/wt-oc2 was
performed after protein denaturation, thiol reduction and alkylation. The resulting peptide mixture
was separated on a NanoAcquity (Waters) UPLC system equipped with a C 18 reverse phase
analytical column (BEH, Waters, 130 A, 1.7-pm-packing, 150 pm x 100 mm). Peptides were
eluted with the gradient described in the Methods section. The reverse phase analytical column
was coupled to a Triversa Nano Mate (Advion) nESI system. Ions were introduced to a Q Exactive
mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher) operating in the positive ion mode. Peptide ion spectra were
recorded automatically by DDA software on the MS instrument. The MS spectra were obtained
by scanning from 370 to 1800 m/z, with a resolution of 70,000 at m/z 200. B. The UPLC-MS/MS
TIC of the trypsin-digested sample containing non cross-linked V365MBP-P2/wt-a2. The method
described for A was also applied to the trypsin-digested sample.
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Figure 5.13. The protein coverage of wt-a2 in the chymotrypsin digested control sample
containing V36SMBP-P2/wt-ct2. The MS/MS spectra were matched to protein sequences in a
database search with the Mascot Daemon software package. 2 ' The precursor mass tolerance error
was set to 5 ppm and the allowed product ions mass error was 50 mmu. Peptide-spectra matches
are denoted in bold text. The coverage of the wt-L2 was 97%.
1 MAYTTFSQTK NDQLKEPMFF GQPVNVARYD QQKYDIFEKL IEKQLSFFWR
51 PEEVDVSRDR IDYQALPEHE KHIFISNLKY QTLLDSIQGR SPNVALLPLI
101 SIPELETWVE TWAFSETIHS RSYTHIIRNI VNDPSVVFDD IVTNEQIQKR
151 AEGISSYYDE LIEMTSYWHL LGEGTHTVNG KTVTVSLREL KKKLYLCLMS
201 VNALEAIRFY VSFACSFAFA ERELMEGNAK IIRLIARDEA LHLTGTQHML
251 NLLRSGADDP EMAEIAEECK QECYDLFVQA AQQEKDWADY LFRDGSMIGL
301 NKDILCQYVE YITNIRMQAV GLDLPFQTRS NPIPWINTWL VSDNVQVAPQ
351 EVEVSSYLVG QIDSEVDTDD LSNFQL
Figure 5.14. The protein coverage of V365MBP-P2 in the chymotrypsin digested control sample
containing V365MBP-p2/wt-a2. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined with the
method used in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the V365MBP-P2 was 96%.
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Figure 5.15. The protein coverage of wt-a2 in the trypsin sample of the control V365MBP-p2/wt-
cx2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined with the method used in Figure
5.13. The coverage of the wt-ct2 was 98%.
1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGQ IDSECDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.16. The protein coverage of V365MBP-P2 in the trypsin sample of the control sample
containing V365MBP-P2/wt-a2. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined with the
method used in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the V365MBP-P2 was 99%.
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Figure 5.17. In the UPLC-MS/MS analysis of the chymotrypsin digested V365MBP-p2/wt-x2
sample, the MS/MS of the MBP-p2 peptide with the sequence
3 57LVGQIDSEC(MBP+1 8)DTDDLSNF 373 was analyzed at 71.97 min. This MS/MS spectra was
matched to the V36 5MBP-P2 protein sequence with the Mascot Daemon software package. 2 The
precursor mass tolerance error was set to 5 ppm and the allowed product ions mass error was 50
mmu. The precursor ion mass (2165.8844 Da) matched the theoretical mass (2165.8855 Da) of
this peptide. The matching b ions are indicated with blue arrows, and the y ions are indicated with
red arrows.
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Table 5.4. Summary of the differing protease digestion conditions with the resulting protein
coverage statistics and the number of peptide-spectra matches corresponding to the MBP-labeled
peptide.
Protease Denaturant Fraction a2 coverage P2 coverage MBP-labeled
after ALS (%)a (%)a peptide-spectra
cleavage matches
Chymotrypsin Urea - 97 96 ~20
Trypsin Urea - 98 99 0
Chymotrypsin ALS Supernatant 84 58 ~330
Trypsin ALS Supernatant 84 68 0
Chymotrypsin ALS Pellet 77 55 -160
Trypsin ALS Pellet 90 98 2
a. % coverage was calculated as the amino acid sequences covered by peptide-spectra matches divided by
the total amino acids.
To resolve the complications from the hydrophobic MBP-p2 peptide, protease digestions
were conducted with an acid labile surfactant (ALS) called Rapigest (Waters). In a prior study on
the membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin, ALS was included during the protease digestion to
characterize hydrophobic peptides. The ALS was cleaved in these samples with 0.5% v/v TFA at
37 4C for 30 min, shown in Scheme 5.1. The pellet was removed via centrifugation and re-
solubilized in 50/50 water:acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA. From the MS/MS analysis of the
supernatant and pellet fractions, more hydrophobic peptides were detected in the re-solubilized
pellet sample.
A similar approach was adapted for the study of the non-cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-a2
sample. Instead of urea addition to denature V365MBP-P2/wt-CC2, the ALS was added to 0.1% w/v
concentration. After the reduction and alkylation of thiols, trypsin or chymotrypsin (1:50 w/w
protease:protein) was added directly into the denatured protein samples. Digestion was performed
at 37 0C for 16 h. The ALS was cleaved with 0.5% v/v TFA at 37 0C for 30 min. The pellet was
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separated via centrifugation and re-solubilized in 95/5 water:acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA. When
not all of the pellet fraction fully re-solubilized, the remaining insoluble portion was removed by
centrifugation. The resulting supernatant and pellet fractions were separately analyzed by UPLC-
MS/MS, with the method described for the urea denatured samples. The resulting TIC is shown in
Fig. 5.18, revealing a complex peptide mixture. The database search was performed with Mascot
software using the modified Swissprot database described above.
The protein coverages for all trypsin and chymotrypsin digestion conditions are
summarized in Table 5.4. The frequency of spectra matches with the MBP-P2 peptide provides an
additional metric for comparing digestion conditions. In the supernatant sample of the trypsin
digestion, the coverage of the V 365MBP-2 is 68%, Figure 5.19, and the a2 coverage is 84%,
Figure 5.20. The MBP-p2 peptide is not detected in this sample. For the re-solubilized pellet
sample, the V365MBP-P2 coverage is 98%, Figure 5.21, and the X2 coverage is 90%, Figure 5.22.
The MBP-p2 peptide was detected in this sample as two peptide-spectra matches. These matches
are both poor quality; a sample is shown in Figure 5.23.
With the chymotrypsin digestion, the MBP-p2 peptide is detected at higher frequencies. In
the supernatant, the V36sMBP-P2 coverage is 58%, Figure 5.24, and the OC2 coverage was 84%,
Figure 5.25. The number of MS/MS matches to the MBP-p2 peptide were 330. A sample MS/MS
for one of the MBP-p2 peptide matches with the sequence 357LVGQIDSEC(MBP)DTDDLSNF 37 3
is shown in Figure 5.26. In the pellet sample, the V365MBP-p2 coverage was 55%, Figure 5.27,
and the x2 coverage was 77%, Figure 5.28. The MBP-$2 peptide sequence was matched to -160
MS/MS, and one of these matches with the sequence 357LVGQIDSEC(MBP)DTDDLSNFQL 375 is
shown in Figure 5.29. The protein coverage percentages for the trypsin and chymotrypsin digested,
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ALS containing supernatant and pellet samples are diminished as compared to the urea denatured
samples. The chymotrypsin supernatant and pellet samples both contain MBP-P2 peptides with a
high number of desired peptide-spectra matches. The MS/MS matches in the chymotrypsin-
digested, ALS containing samples are lower in quality than the chymotrypsin-digested samples
without ALS, suggesting a tradeoff may exist between MS/MS quality and detection of more
MS/MS matches. The use of chymotrypsin, with and without ALS, yielded the highest amount of
peptide-spectra MS/MS matches and maintained high protein coverage of wt-c2.
Scheme 5.1. The acid cleavage of the ALS, yielding water immiscible and water soluble products.
(CH 2)3-SO3~Na*
/ \ O O Acid
+ H20________
CH3(CH 2)10
ALS
0 0,(CH 2)3-SO 3-Na'
HO OH
CH3(CH 2)10
Water immiscible Water soluble
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Figure 5.18. The UPLC-MS/MS TIC of the supernatant and pellet fractionations after ALS
cleavage in trypsin-digested and chymotrypsin-digested control samples containing V365MBP-
P2/wt-a2. Protease digestion procedures were performed in the presence of 0.1% w/v ALS. The
ALS was removed by incubation with 0.5% v/v TFA at 37 0C for 30 min. The resulting precipitate
was pelleted and re-suspended in 95% water/5% acetonitrile. The supernatant and re-solubilized
pellet fractions were individually analyzed with the nanoUPLC-MS/MS method described in
Figure 5.12. The TIC for the ALS cleaved, supernatant portion (top, black) and pellet portion (red)
of the trypsin-digested sample are shown. The
(bottom, green) and re-solubilized
shown.
pellet portion
TIC for the ALS cleaved, supernatant portion
(blue) of the chymotrypsin-digested sample are
1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGQ IDSECDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.19. The protein coverage of V 365MBP-P2 in the trypsin-digested, supernatant sample of
the control V365MBP-p2/wt-c2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were
determined with the method used in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 68%. The MBP-
labeled peptide was not detected.
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Figure 5.20. The protein coverage of wt-a2 in the trypsin-digested supernatant sample of the
control V365MBP-p2/wt-L2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were
determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 84%.
1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGQ IDSECDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.21. The protein coverage of V365MBP-p2 in the trypsin-digested, re-solubilized pellet
sample of the control V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text)
were determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 98%.
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Figure 5.22. The protein coverage of wt-2 in the trypsin-digested, re-solubilized pellet sample
of the control V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were
determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the wt-ca2 was 90%.
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Figure 5.23. After the ALS cleavage, the re-solubilized pellet fraction of the trypsin-digested
V365MBP-P2/wt-ca2 was analyzed by UPLC-MS/MS. The MS/MS of the MBP-P2 peptide with
the sequence 3 2 9SNPIPWINTWLVSDNVQVAPQEVEVSSYLVGQIDSEC(MBP)DTD
DLSNF3 7 3 was analyzed at 106.1 min. The MS/MS spectra was matched to the protein sequence
with the method described in Figure 5.17. Only the b2 ion (blue) was assigned.
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Figure 5.24. The
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protein coverage of V 365MBP-p2 in the chymotrypsin-digested supernatant
sample of the control V36SMBP-P2/wt-cc2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text)
were determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the V365MBP-P2 was 58%.
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Figure 5.25. The protein coverage of wt-a2 in the chymotrypsin-digested supernatant sample of
the control V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were
determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the a2 was 84%.
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Figure 5.26. After the ALS cleavage, the supernatant fraction of the chymotrypsin-digested
V365MBP-P2/wt-cc2 was analyzed by UPLC-MS/MS. The MS/MS of the MBP-p2 peptide with
the sequence 357LVGQIDSEC(MBP)DTDDLSNF 37 3 was analyzed at 106.1 min. The MS/MS
spectra was matched to the protein sequence with the method described in Figure 5.17. Only the
b4, b5, b6 and b 10 ions (blue) were assigned.
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1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGQ IDSECDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.27. The protein coverage of V365MBP-P2 in the chymotrypsin-digested, re-solubilized
pellet sample of the control V365MBP-P2/wt-cc2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold
text) were determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 55%.
1 MGSSHHHHHH SSGLVPRGSH MNQNLLVTKR DGSTERINLD KIHRVLDWAA
51 EGLHNVSISQVELRSHIQFY DGIKTSDIHE TIIKAAADLI SRDAPDYQYL
101 AARLAIFHLR KKAYGQFEPP ALYDHVVKMV EMGKYDNHLL EDYTEEEFKQ
151 MDTFIDHDRD MTFSYAAVKQ LEGKYLVQNR VTGEIYESAQ FLYILVAACL
201 FSNYPRETRL QYVKRFYDAV STFKISLPTP IMSGVRTPTR QFSSCVLIEC
251 GDSLDSINAT SSAIVKYVSQ RAGIGINAGR IRALGSPIRG GEAFHTGCIP
301 FYKHFQTAVK SCSQGGVRGG AATLFYPMWH LEVESLLVLK NNRGVEGNRV
351 RHMDYGVQIN KLMYTRLLKG EDITLFSPSD VPGLYDAFFA DQEEFERLYT
401 KYEKDDSIRK QRVKAVELFS LNMQERASTG RIYIQNVDHC NTHSPFDPAI
451 APVRQSNLCL EIALPTKPLN DVNDENGEIA LCTLSAFNLG AINNLDELEE
501 LAILAVRALD ALLDYQDYPI PAAKRGAMGR RTLGIGVINF AYYLAKHGKR
551 YSDGSANNLT HKTFEAIQYY LLKASNELAK EQGACPWFNE TTYAKGILPI
601 DTYKKDLDTI ANEPLHYDWE ALRESIKTHG LRNSTLSALM PSETSSQISN
651 ATNGIEPPRG YVSIKASKDG ILRQVVPDYE HLHDAYELLW EMPGNDGYLQ
701 LVGIMQKFID QSISANTNYD PSRFPSGKVP MQQLLKDLLT AYKFGVKTLY
751 YQNTRDGAED AQDDLVPSIQ DDGCESGACK I
Figure 5.28. The protein coverage of wt-cx2 in the chymotrypsin-digested, re-solubilized pellet
sample of the control V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 after ALS cleavage. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text)
were determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the c2 was 77%.
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Figure 5.29. After the ALS cleavage, the re-solubilized pellet fraction of the chymotrypsin-
digested V365MBP-p2/wt-cc2 was analyzed by UPLC-MS/MS. The MS/MS of the MBP-p2 peptide
with the sequence 357LVGQIDSEC(MBP)DTDDLSNFQL 375 was detected at 82.9 min. The
MS/MS spectra was matched to the protein sequence with the method described in Figure 5.17.
Only the b4, b5, b6, b13 and b14 ions (blue) were assigned.
Protein coverage of the cross-linked V36sMBP-/32/wt-a2 and Q36oMBP-/2/wt-a2 analyzed
by nano-UPL C-MS/MS. With the protease digestion conditions established for maximum detection
of the MBP-P2 peptide, the cross-linked V365MBP-P2/wt-x2 and Q36oMBP-p2/wt-a2 complexes
were analyzed. Three separate experiments were carried out. The first cross-linked V36sMBP-
p2/wt-x2 sample was generated directly from the cross-linking reaction. The second and third
samples were obtained with the SEC enriched V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 and Q36 oMBP-p2/wt-a2
complexes, respectively.
For the first sample, the 100 gL photo cross-linked reaction was digested with
chymotrypsin in the urea denaturing conditions, described above. The UPLC-MS/MS TIC is
shown in Figure 5.30. The MS/MS analysis yielded protein coverages of 99% wt-a2, Figure 5.31,
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and 97% for V36sMBP-p2, Figure 5.32. A sample MBP-P2 peptide match is shown in Figure 5.33.
The MS/MS assignment of this peptide shows high confidence for this match. In addition, this
sample MBP-P2 peptide match is a potential intramolecularly photo cross-linked peptide. The
evidence comes from the assignment of b ions up to the MBP-label at V365 and the y ions up to
position L370. No fragmentation between these two residues suggest that the photo cross-link
occurred at L370. Verifying that this peptide is an intramolecular cross-link is difficult because the
MBP photo cross-linking does not result in a mass change, thus lacking a definitive marker to
show that the photo cross-linking reaction has occurred.
The second experiment contained the peptides from chymotrypsin digestion of the SEC
enriched, cross-linked V36sMBP-P2/wt-x2. The enriched V365MBP-P2/wt-x2 was digested with
chymotrypsin in the ALS denaturing conditions, described above. After ALS cleavage, the
precipitate was removed via centrifugation and only the supernatant fraction was analyzed by
UPLC-MS/MS. The re-solubilized pellet samples, described in the prior section, provided fewer
peptide-spectra matches and diminished protein coverages as compared to the supernatant
samples. The resulting TIC for this experiment is shown in Figure 5.34. The results from database
searching with Mascot yielded protein coverages of 81% for V365MBP-p2, as described in Figure
5.35, and 83% for wt-c2, as described in Figure 5.36. The MBP-p2 was detected in this search,
shown in Figure 5.37. This match is of low confidence as only two b ions (b4 and b5) were
identified. The lower quality matches in this sample could be a result of lower concentrations of
non cross-linked V365MBP-p2, which was removed by SEC enrichment.
The last sample contained the peptides resulting from chymotrypsin digestion of the
enriched, cross-linked Q36oMBP-p2/wt-a2 in the ALS denaturing conditions. After ALS cleavage,
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the supernatant fraction was analyzed by UPLC-MS/MS, with the TIC shown in Figure 5.38. The
MS/MS analysis yielded protein coverages of 75% for V365MBP-p2, Figure 5.39 and 77% wt-a2,
Figure 5.40. All of the coverage statistics in this section are summarized in Table 5.5. The MBP-
P2 peptide was not detected in this sample; only the unlabeled C-terminal P2 peptide was detected.
This inability to detect the MBP-P2 peptide in this sample could indicate that cross-linking has
occurred, such that the peptide is likely resulting in low concentrations.
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Figure 5.30. The TIC of the cross-linked V36SMBP-P2/wt-a2 digested with chymotrypsin in the
ALS denaturing condition. After ALS cleavage, the precipitate was pelleted and the supernatant
was analyzed by nanoUPLC-MS/MS with the method described in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.31. The protein coverage of wt-ct2 in the chymotrypsin-digested sample of the cross-
linked V365MBP-p2/wt-x2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined with the
method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the wt-i2 was 99%.
1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGQ IDSECDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.32. The protein coverage of V365MBP-p2 in the chymotrypsin-digested sample of the
cross-linked V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined
with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 97%.
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Figure 5.33. In the UPLC-MS/MS analysis of the chymotrypsin-digested, cross-linked V36sMBP-
P2/wt-a2 reaction, the MS/MS of the MBP-p2 peptide with the sequence
35 7LVGQIDSEC(MBP+18)DTDDLSNF 37 5 was analyzed at 66.38 min. The MS/MS spectra was
matched to the protein sequence with the method described in Figure 5.17. The b ions are indicated
with blue arrows, and the y ions are indicated with red arrows. Owing to the lack of fragments
detected between MBP and L370, this MS/MS potentially indicates an intramolecular cross-link.
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Figure 5.34. The TIC of the SEC enriched, cross-linked V365MBP-P2/wt-2 digested with
chymotrypsin in the ALS denaturing condition. After ALS was cleaved with 0.1% TFA, the
supernatant fraction was analyzed by nanoUPLC-MS/MS with the method described in Figure
5.12.
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1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGQ IDSECDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.35. The protein coverage of V 36sMBP-P2 in the chymotrypsin-digested, supernatant
sample of the cross-linked V36sMBP-p2/wt-cc2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were
determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 81%.
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Figure 5.36. The protein coverage of wt-cc2 in the chymotrypsin-digested supernatant sample of
the cross-linked V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were
determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the 'c2 was 83%.
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Figure 5.37. MS/MS of the chymotrypsin digested C-terminal P2 peptide with the sequence
3 57LVGQIDSEC(MBP+18)DTDDLSNFQL 375. The MS/MS spectra was matched to the protein
sequence with the method described in Figure 5.17. Only two b ions (b4 and b5, blue) were
assigned, signifying poor MS/MS assignment.
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Figure 5.38. The TIC of the SEC enriched, cross-linked Q36oMBP-P2/wt-a2 digested with
chymotrypsin in the ALS denaturing condition. After ALS was cleaved with 0.1% TFA, the
supernatant fraction was analyzed by nanoUPLC-MS/MS with the method described in Figure
5.12.
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1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGC IDSEVDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.39. The protein coverage of Q 36oMBP-p2 in the chymotrypsin supernatant sample of the
cross-linked Q36oMBP-p2/wt-u2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined
with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 75%.
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Figure 5.40. The protein coverage of wt-L2 in the chymotrypsin supernatant sample of the cross-
linked Q36oMBP-P2/wt-x2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined with the
method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the x2 was 77%.
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Table 5.5. Summary of the x2 and MBP-p2 coverages in the UPLC-MS/MS analysis of the cross-
linked samples.
Protein sample ALS After ALS a2 coverage MBP-P2
cleavage (%)a coverage (%)3
V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 N 98 99
SEC Enriched Y Supernatant 83 81
V365MBP-P2/wt-a2
SEC Enriched Y Supernatant 77 75
Q360MBP-P2 /wt-a2
In-gel digested Y Supernatant 90 86
V3 65MBP-2/wt-a2
a. % coverage was calculated as the amino acid sequences covered by peptide-spectra matches divided by
the total amino acids.
Protein coverage ofthe in-gel digested, cross-linked V36sMBP-/32/wt-ca2 analyzed by nano-
UPLC-MS/MS. The cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 samples described above were partially
enriched by SEC purification. To study the fully enriched V365MBP-p2/wt-u2 complex, the protein
was purified by SDS PAGE by molecular weight. This complex was digested within the gel by
chymotrypsin. The in-gel digestion procedure was adapted from the standard protocol.22 After the
SDS PAGE analysis of the V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 cross-linking reaction was performed as described
above, the -130 kDa band consistent with the cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex, Figure
5.4, was removed from the gel and cut into ~1 mm cubes. After the Coomassie stain was removed
from the gel by washing with acetonitrile, thiol reduction (10 mM DTT), thiol alkylation (50 mM
iodoacetamide), and protein digestion by chymotrypsin (20 ng/[L chymotrypsin with 0.1% w/v
ALS) were performed within the gel. The resulting peptides were extracted with 50% acetonitrile,
0.1% TFA in water. The resulting peptides were separated and analyzed by nanoUPLC-MS/MS,
with the TIC shown in Figure 5.41. Analysis of the MS/MS revealed 86% V365MBP-p2 coverage,
Figure 5.42, and 90% wt-cx2 coverage, Figure 5.43. The MBP-p2 peptide was detected in eight
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peptide-spectra matches, with a high confidence match shown in Figure 5.44. The high protein
coverage statistics and the detection of the MBP-p2 peptide give good confidence that the peptides
generated by chymotrypsin digestion within the gel matrix were sufficiently extracted for MS/MS
analysis. These results prompted the analysis for determining cross-linked peptides, as described
below.
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Figure 5.41. The TIC of the in-gel digested, cross-linked V365MBP-P2/wt-a2 digested with
chymotrypsin in the presence of ALS. After peptides were extracted from the gel, the peptide
mixture was analyzed by nanoUPLC-MS/MS with the method described in Figure 5.12.
1 AYTTFSQTKN DQLKEPMFFG QPVNVARYDQ QKYDIFEKLI EKQLSFFWRP
51 EEVDVSRDRI DYQALPEHEK HIFISNLKYQ TLLDSIQGRS PNVALLPLIS
101 IPELETWVET WAFSETIHSR SYTHIIRNIV NDPSVVFDDI VTNEQIQKRA
151 EGISSYYDEL IEMTSYWHLL GEGTHTVNGK TVTVSLRELK KKLYLCLMSV
201 NALEAIRFYV SFACSFAFAE RELMEGNAKI IRLIARDEAL HLTGTQHMLN
251 LLRSGADDPE MAEIAEESKQ ECYDLFVQAA QQEKDWADYL FRDGSMIGLN
301 KDILSQYVEY ITNIRMQAVG LDLPFQTRSN PIPWINTWLV SDNVQVAPQE
351 VEVSSYLVGQ IDSECDTDDL SNFQL
Figure 5.42. The protein coverage of the V36 5MBP-p2 from the in-gel, chymotrypsin-digested
sample of the cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were
determined with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the P2 was 86%.
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Figure 5.43. The protein coverage of wt-x2 from the in-gel, chymotrypsin-digested sample of the
cross-linked V365MBP-p2/wt-x2 reaction. Peptide-spectra matches (bold text) were determined
with the method in Figure 5.13. The coverage of the a2 was 90%.
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Figure 5.44. MS/MS of the in-gel, chymotrypsin-digested C-terminal P2 peptide with the
sequence 357LVGQIDSEC(MBP+18)DTDDLSNFQL 37 5. The MS/MS spectra was matched to the
protein sequence with the method described in Figure 5.17. The b ions (b2, b4, b5, b6, b8) were
assigned in blue, and the y ions (yl, y2, y3) were designated in red.
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Cross-linked peptide analysis ofthe MS/MS data. To determine the amino acid sequence(s)
of photo cross-linked peptides, the identification of cross-linked peptides from the complex peptide
mixtures was performed using an in-house algorithm. The .RAW file for the MS/MS data was
converted to the mzML file, which is in a format that can be recognized by our script. This file
conversion also re-analyzes the data, to verify the correct precursor ion mass and charge, and
simplifies the data, which was obtained in profile mode, from peaks to a "centroided," single m/z
value. After the MS/MS data was entered into our script, the mass values of theoretical photo
cross-linked peptides were generated with the predicted peptide sequences from the chymotrypsin-
digested MBP-P2 and wt-cI2. The peptide masses were calculated by adding the masses of two
theoretical peptides together, along with the mass of the photo cross-linker, MBP or MBP(+18).
These theoretical masses were matched, within the 3 ppm error, to the mass values of the observed
precursor ions.
Once matched, a list of potential cross-linked peptide candidates was generated.
Verification of these matches was performed by manually analyzing the MS/MS. The b and y ion
fragments were matched to correspond to the theoretical peptides involved in the cross-link. This
analysis was performed for all of the samples described in the prior sections: V365MBP-P2/wt-c2,
enriched V365MBP-p2/wt-a2, enriched Q36oMBP-P2/wt-x2 and in-gel digested V36sMBP-p2/wt-
c2. Unfortunately, all of the potential candidates for all samples were false positive matches,
meaning that there were no high quality matches in the MS/MS domain. Potential reasons for the
inability to detect photo cross-linked peptides are described in the Discussion.
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DISCUSSION
The photo cross-linking of a2p2 has been previously achieved with MBP-P2, giving 3 -
19% cross-linking yields depending on the labeled position. 9 The Edman sequencing of a cross-
linked peptide with ca2 from the highest yielding (18 - 19%) V36SMBP-P2 mutant revealed its
proximity to the caD helix, predicted to be within 5 - 10 A to the side chain of V365-P 2 by the
docking model, shown in Figure 5.2.10 As a result, the V365MBP-P2 was chosen as a positive
control with the "bottom-up" MS/MS approach as a more sensitive method to characterize
additional photo cross-linked peptides. In this chapter, the V36 5MBP-P2/wt-oC2 complex was
enriched to -80% by removing the non-reacted ca2 and P2 with SEC. The chymotrypsin digestion
condition containing ALS afforded high protein coverage and many peptide-spectra matches
corresponding to the MBP-p2 peptide. Despite these efforts, in the UPLC-MS/MS experiment on
the enriched V365MBP-p2/wt-a2 complex, no photo cross-linked peptides were discovered. The
same procedure on the Q36oMBP-P2/wt-u2 complex also yielded similarly negative results.
There are several reasons that could explain the inability to detect photo cross-linked
peptides. The first possibility is the hydrophobicity of the MBP-P2 peptide. It remains possible
that this peptide precipitated during the work-up procedure. The peptide may also be lost during
the passage through the reverse phase, C 18 microspin column. This step is necessary to maintain
the binding capacity of the nanoUPLC column and keep the column free of large hydrophobic
molecules that contaminate the analysis of other samples. In addition, even if the peptide is not
lost, the hydrophobicity may prevent efficient ionization of this peptide. This phenomena occurs
because during ESI, the detectable gaseous ions form when they situate at the surface of bursting,
small liquid droplets. The charged ion species repel each other toward the surface of these bursting
droplets; in contrast, the hydrophobic nature of the MBP-P2 peptide could aggregate the peptide
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at the center of the droplet, preventing efficient ionization.32-33 Our results suggested that the ALS
coupled with the chymotrypsin digestion alleviated this issue. In these samples, a high number
(~330) of MBP-P2 peptide-spectra matches were determined. The hydrophobicity issue may still
remain, however, in the analysis of photo cross-linked peptides. Because photo cross-linked
peptides are typically not abundant, the hydrophobicity may further diminish ionization efficiency
in the MS/MS analysis.
The second reason for our inability to detect photo cross-linked peptides comes from the
experimental limitation of the UPLC-MS/MS method. While the MS/MS method is advantageous
because of its high sensitivity (femtomolar range), the large data sets generated by this method
become a disadvantage for cross-linked peptide analysis. In fact, the main bottleneck for the
analysis of the cross-linked peptides is the identification of a few of these peptides from the great
majority of non cross-linked peptides. 1 3-14 , 34-35 The computer algorithm used in our study can
perform the initial MS match of the precursor ion mass to a theoretical cross-linked peptide mass.
This match, however, is the limit of what the algorithm can do, being unable to distinguish the
false negatives in the list of potential candidates using the MS/MS data. This same drawback exists
for several other methods available in the literature. 36 -39 In addition, our results show that the
majority of the putative matches are false negatives, which were manually assessed by the MS/MS
assignment. 13-14, 34-35 This MS/MS assignment is not easily performed by computer algorithms
because the basis for fragmentation patterns are still not well-characterized. Several rules for
MS/MS fragmentation have been discovered in single peptides,18 but these become complicated
and sometimes obsolete for cross-linked peptides.4 0 42 Because manual assignments (min per
MSMS) can take much longer than computational assignments (ms per MSMS), the screening of
additional sample preparation conditions are limited. To take advantage of a method that can
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quickly and accurately identify photo cross-linked peptides, additional samples could have been
prepared with other variables, include different MBP-labeling sites, other protease digestion, and
other peptide workup conditions.
An additional reason for the negative results described in this chapter is the choice of photo
cross-linker. The MBP photo cross-linker and its benzophenone containing variants have been
prevalently used with great success for the covalent stabilization of transient complexes .43 47 This
cross-linker, however, is not an optimal cross-linker for MS/MS analysis. The ring-opening
reactivity of maleimide in water increases the complexity of the peptide mixtures, effectively
halving the signal of cross-linked peptides.31 The MBP photo cross-linking is not associated with
a mass change, making it difficult to determine if cross-linking has occurred.4 -46 In addition, the
benzophenone photo cross-linking is not chemically reversible.43-46 Chemical reversibility is
advantageous for photo cross-linkers because they simplify the MS/MS analysis. As mentioned in
the previous paragraph, cross-linked peptides have unknown fragmentation tendencies, which
complicate the analysis of the MS/MS.' 4 ,3 1 When the photo cross-link is chemically reversed, the
MS/MS analyses can be conducted on the individual peptides instead to more easily identify the
sequences of both peptides. The cross-linker cleavage typically leaves behind a defined
modification to verify the residues modified by the cross-linker.
An established cleavable photo cross-linking MS/MS methodology. The CID-cleavable
diazirine photo cross-linker is among the robust cross-linking methodologies used in this field.
Upon irradiation with light (~350 nm), diazirine forms a reactive carbene. This species rapidly
forms a covalent bond (C-C, C-0) with nearby molecules and is more reactive than the bi-radical
formed with benzophenone. This diazirine reactivity results in lower cross-linking yields than
benzophenone. This property can, however, be advantageous for the formation of homogenous
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cross-linked species, as a result of specific photo cross-linking. 48 The cross-linking reaction loses
N2, demonstrating a marker for reacted and non-reacted cross-linker in the MS/MS analysis.4 8 50
The cross-link remains covalent until MS/MS fragmentation, in which the CID reactivity releases
the individual peptides. This process simplifies data analysis for the reasons described above.40 42
Because the cross-link remains intact in the primary MS, the analyses of these data sets are possible
with the existing computer algorithms that match the MS with ease. 36-39 Currently, this photo cross-
linker has only been used to specifically label lysines on proteins. 49, 51 The synthesis of a CID-
cleavable diazirine photo cross-linker that site-specifically reacts with thiols would greatly
improve the utility of the photo cross-linked MS/MS methodology in the characterization of a
broader range of protein complexes.
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Appendix 1
Pathway dependence for NH2Y- formation. From a thermodynamic perspective, the formation
of NH2Y- in the NH 2Y-RNR reaction containing S/E is not surprising. As such, the dependence of
the RT pathway residues to generate NH2 Y- was examined. The redox inert F was introduced
between Y 122- and the NH2Y incorporation site to test if NH2Y formation could bypass this RT
"block".1 For example, the Y356F-p2 was combined with the NH2Y 731-a2 or NH 2Y 730-a2 (see
Figure 1.8 for pathway positioning), ATP and CDP. In these experiments, no NH2Y730--aC2 or
N12Y731--c2 was formed. In a similar experiment with wt-P2, Y731F-a2/NH2Y73o-oC2, CDP and
ATP, again, no NH2Y 73 0- formed. These results suggest pathway dependence for NH2Y.
formation.1
An additional control was carried out to determine if NH 2Y oxidation could occur when it
replaces a Y adjacent to the pathway. The crystal structure of a2 suggested that Y413-C2 was
within - 5 A (ro-o distance) of Y73 1 and Y 730.1- 2 Incubation of NH2Y413-a2 with wt-p2, ATP and
CDP resulted in NH2Y 4 13* formation with a kfast of 4.8 s-1 and a ks,01, of 0.5 s-1. Only 8% of the
initial Y122 - was converted to NH2Y-. 1 Compared to the NH2Y73 0- formation kinetics and yield,3
the NH2Y4 13- formation kinetics was ~3 fold slower and the NH2Y413* is -4-fold lower. Due to
these slower kinetics and lower yields, the NH2Y4 13* was proposed to be off-pathway. These
results provided further evidence that the NH2Y4 13- is not on the normal RT pathway.1
Issues with tagging the NH2Y-RNRs. After the low steady state activities were determined
for NH2Y-RNRs, Table Al.1, we sought the removal of contaminating wt-RNR. There are two
potential sources of contaminating wt-RNR: the endogenous RNR in E coli and the wt-RNR
generated from the mis-incorporation of Y by the NH2Y-RS. To remove the endogenous wt-RNR,
various affinity tags were attached to each of the RNR subunits. Tagging of P2 variants was
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abandoned as full-length protein during incorporation of NH2Y was not over-expressed. 4 The His6-
tag also perturbed the activity of P2 by inhibiting self-assembly of the diferric-Y1 22- cofactor (~0.8
Y-/p2 with the tag vs 1.2 Y-/wt-p2 without the tag). 5 On the other hand, the His6-tag could be
attached to ca2 at the N-terminus without perturbing the wt-cC2 steady state activity or single
turnover assay results.4 The His6-tag was appended to the N-terminus of ix2 by a ten amino acid
linker (SSGLVPRGSH). The removal of endogenous, untagged wt-a2 gave homogenous, >98%
pure His6-NH 2Y73o-a2, determined by SDS PAGE. The yield was 6 - 7 mg/g cell paste, and the
His6-NH2Y73o-ca2 exhibited ~3% wt-c2 activity, Table Al.2. The observed activity, however,
could still be associated with mis-incorporation of Y into NH2Y-RS. We note that the NH 2Y 730-
c2 and His6-NH 2Y73o-ct2 form similar amounts of NH2Y- with biphasic kinetics described by
similar rate constants.4
Table A1.1 The steady state turnover activities for untagged NH2Y-RNRs 3-4
NH 2Y35 6 a NH2Y731 NH2Y730
SA k (s) % wt" SA k (s-) % wtb SA k (s-) % wtb
(nmol (nmol (nmol
min/mg) min/mg) min/mg)
287 0.42 5.0 158 0.45 5.2 166 0.5 5.5
27 0.04 0.5 45 0.1 1.5 36 0.1 1.2
SA = specific activity a. NH 2 Y356 -P2 was reconstituted to 0.3 - 0.5 Y-/p2. b. % wt RNR activity was calculated using
3000 nmol/min mg for wt-cx2 activity and 7600 nmol/min mg for wt-P2 activity. The % P2 activities were not
normalized per radical.
His6-NH2Y73i-c2 was also generated at 3 - 4 mg/g cell paste. This mutant had ~1.7% wt-
cx2 activity, described in Table Al.2. With this mutant however, the rate constants for NH2Y731-
formation are -2-fold slower than the untagged mutant. Thus, for reasons that are still unclear, the
His6-tag perturbed this specific Y731-a2 mutant, in contrast with the His6-NH2Y 73o-a2.4' 6
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Table A1.2. The steady state turnover activities of the His6-NH2Y730-a2 and His6-NH2Y731-
a24
His6-NH2Y73o-a2 His6-NH2Y731-a2
SA (nmol k (s-1) % wta SA (nmol k (s-1) % wta
min/mg) min/mg)
77 0.23 3.5 37 0.11 1.7
6 0.02 0.3 8 0.02 0.3
SA = specific activity. a. % wt RNR activity was calculated using 3000 nmol/min mg for wt-ca2 activity and 7600
nmol/min mg for wt-P2 activity.
The characterization of the NH2Y 356-p2 has been more challenging than that of the x2
mutants. Given that the P2 is an obligate homodimer, NH2Y 356-P2 exists as a population of full-
length and truncated homodimers, as well as the full-length/truncated heterodimer. While the three
species can be separated by anion-exchange chromatography, the yield of the desired homodimer
is low, -3 mg/g cell paste.4 Finally the isolated material contains only 0.3 - 0.5 Y-/p2, compared
to 1.2 Y-/p2 for wt-p2. This radical yield could not be increased despite extensive efforts. Issues
with cluster assembly likely relate to the ease of oxidation of NH2Y3s5 during the assembly process,
as Y356 has been previously implicated to be oxidized during Y 122- cofactor assembly. 7 Sufficient
full-length NH2Y356-P2, >95% pure by SDS PAGE, was purified and characterized to have -5%
wt-p2 activity.4
A detailed discussion of the issues pertaining to the NH2Y-RNRs ability to form dCDPs. To
further assess if the activity measured in the steady state assays is associated with the NH2Y-RNRs,
two additional types of experiments, the single turnover assays and mechanism based inhibitor
assays with N3NDP, were carried out. As briefly summarized below, these studies provided the
strongest evidence for the activity of NH2Y-RNRs, as reported by Minnihan et al in 2011. Single
turnover assays for His 6-NH2Y73o-a2 or NH2Y 731-a2 reacted with wt-p2, ATP and CDP typically
yielded -0.6 - 0.75 dCDPs/A2. In comparison, the typical yield for the wt-RNR in these
experiments is 3 - 3.5 dCDP/o2. NH2 Y35 6 -P2 with wt-a2, ATP and CDP gave 1.2 - 1.4 dCDPs/A2.
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In the former case, the yield is 17 to 25% with respect to wt, while in the latter case it is 34 - 46%.
The dCDPs/a2 yields for various NH2Y-RNR mutants are summarized in Table Al.3. Given the
catalytic nature of the P2 subunit, the yield from the reaction containing NH2Y 35 6 -P2 is harder to
assess and predict. Nonetheless, these dCDP yields for the NH2Y73o-o2 mutants are inconsistent
with 3 - 5% wt-RNR activity in the steady state, which would predict 0.12 - 0.15 dCDPs/a2. These
results supported the conclusion that mutant NH2Y-RNRs are active. 4 In these assays, HPLC
analysis attributed the measured radioactivity to the [3H]-dC product.6
The NH2Y-RNR reactions with N 3NDP for N- formation acts as an indicator of RT and
chemistry within active site (Table A1.3). These assays also yielded higher percentages than those
expected from the steady state turnover assays. Direct attribution of the 3 - 5% wt-RNR activities
to corresponding contaminating wt-RNR concentrations would give predicted N- yields of 1.5 -
2.5% in reactions containing N3NDP under conditions of maximum radical formation. We note,
however, that none of the reactions with the NH2Y-RNRs and N3NDP have been characterized
kinetically. Typical reactions contained 30 pM His6-NH 2Y 73o-a2, 30 pM wt-p2, 3 mM ATP and
0.25 mM N 3CDP at 25 'C with quenching after 1 min. The sample analyzed by 9 GHz EPR
spectroscopy is a mixture of three components: the unreacted Y122-, the NH2Y- and the N-. The
total spin in the beginning and the end of the reaction was also determined for spin loss
quantitation. The N- quantitation was ~13% of the total initial spin, Table A1.3. This quantitation
is higher than the yield predicted from the amount of contaminating wt-RNR. Another set of
experiments was carried out with 20 pM untagged NH2Y73o-a2, 20 IM wt-p2, 0.25 mM dGTP
and 1 mM N3ADP and the reaction quenched at 20 s in liquid N2. The subtraction analysis gave
N- of -15% of the total initial spin, Table A1.3. Despite the differences in the N 3NDP and the
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timing of the reaction not allowing a direct comparison, the amounts of N- in both assays were
higher than expectations.
Similar studies with NH2Y731-cL2 and NH2Y 356-P2 gave No yields summarized in Table
A1.3. A reaction with 20 pM untagged NH2Y731-a2, 20 pM wt-p2, 0.25 mM dGTP and 1 mM
N3ADP quenched in liquid isopentane after 20 s gave -15% N-. A reaction with 30 pM NH2 Y3 56-
P2, 30 pM wt-c2, 3 mM ATP and 0.25 mM N3CDP quenched at 1 min in liquid isopentane again
yielded ~15% N. Again, all N- yields were similar and higher than expected based on
contaminating wt-RNR, even though the experiments were carried out with distinct N3NDPs and
quenched at different times. At the time of these studies in 2011, these results were advanced as
evidence for the activity of NH2Y-RNRs.
Table A1.3. The No formation yields of the reactions containing NH2Y-RNRs, corresponding
wt-RNR subunit, effector and N3NDP
Protein Spin N. Y122* NH2Y dCDPs/a2
Loss (%)a (%)a (%)a
(%)a
wt-a2 0 52 48 - 3-3.5
NH 2Y730-oa2b 18 15 35 32 0.65 -0.7
His6-NH2Y73o-a2' 16 13 40 30 0.6 -0.7
NH2Y731-a2 b 25 15 31 29 0.65 - 0.75
His6-NH2Y731-a2 ND ND ND ND ND
NH2Y356-2c 0 16 56 28 1.2- 1.4
ND = not determined. a. Spin percentages are calculated using total initial Y1 22 - spin. b. The reactions with 20 [iM
NH2Y 730-a2 or 20 tM NH 2Y 731-ct2 contained 20 pM wt-P2, 1 mM N3ADP and 0.25 mM dGTP. These reactions were
quenched in liquid N 2 after 20 S.3 c. The reactions with 30 jM His 6-NH2Y 73o-a2 or 30 pM NH2 Y35 6 -P2 contained 30
ptM wt-P2, 0.25 mM N 3CDP and 3 mM ATP. These reactions were quenched in liquid N 2 after 20 s.
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Appendix 2
Synthesis of N-acetyl-3-nitro-L-tyrosinamide. To prevent acetylation of the phenol, the phenol
was first protected with triisopropylsilyl-chloride (TIPS-Cl, Sigma-Aldrich). For a typical
synthesis, 0.6 mmol of 3-nitro-L-tyrosine methyl ester (NO2Y-OMe, prepared by published
protocols)' in 400 ptL dichloromethane was stirred with 2.5 equiv. of imidazole (Sigma-Aldrich)
and 1.2 equiv. of TIPS-Cl. After 16 hs, the reaction was quenched by the addition of 5 mL EtOAc.
Solvent was removed in vacuo and the product, 0-triisopropylsilyl-3-nitro-L-tyrosine methyl
ester, (0-TIPS-NO2Y-OMe) was purified by silica gel chromatography using 30:1 EtOAc:MeOH
as the eluent. Typical yields were 75 - 80%.
N-acetylation of O-TIPS-NO 2Y-OMe (0.5 mmol) was achieved in 5 mL MeCN by stirring
with 4 equiv. triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich) and 3 equiv. acetic anhydride (Sigma-Aldrich).
Triethylamine was distilled over CaH2 before use. The reaction was monitored by TLC (15:1
EtOAc:MeOH). After 2 h, the reaction was quenched by addition of 2.5 mL of 1 M HCl. The
product, N-acetyl-O-triisopropylsilyl-3-nitro-L-tyrosine methyl ester (N-acetyl-O-TIPS-NO2Y-
OMe) was extracted by 25 mL EtOAc and washed with 50 mL water. The solvent was removed
in vacuo. The N-acetyl-O-TIPS-NO2Y-OMe was de-protected and converted to the corresponding
amide by stirring in 100 mM ammonia (NH3) saturated methanol (Sigma-Aldrich) for 72 h, and
the solvent was removed in vacuo. The product, ~120 mg N-acetyl-3-nitro-L-tyrosinamide (N-
acetyl-NO2Y-NH2) was purified by silica gel chromatography (50 mm x 250 mm) using 15:1
EtOAc:MeOH as the eluent. Typical yields were 65 - 70%.
N-acetyl-NO2Y-NH2: 'H NMR (300 MHz, D20, 25 0C) 6 = 1.93 (s, 3H, CH 3), 2.95 (dd, 1H, Cp-
H, 9.0 Hz, 14 Hz), 3.15 (dd, 1H, Cp-H, 5.5 Hz, 14 Hz), 4.55 (m, lH, Ca-H, 5.5 Hz, 9.0 Hz), 7.12
(d, arom. C-H, 8.8 Hz), 7.53 (dd, arom. C-H, 2.6 Hz, 8.8 Hz), 7.99 (d, arom. C-H, 2.6 Hz). 13C
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NMR (500 MHz, (CD 3 ) 2 SO, 25 'C) 6 = 22.48 (s, Cmethyl), 36.40 (s, Cp), 53.61 (s, Ca), 118.98 (s,
arom. C4 ), 125.3 1(s, arom. C2 ), 129.15 (s, arom. C3 ), 136.11 (s, arom. CI), 136.32 (s, arom. C6),
151.16 (s, arom. C4), 169.06 (s, N-acetyl C), 172.92 (s, amide C). UV-vis characterization was
identical within error to previously described literature for NO 2 Y.2
Synthesis of N-acetyl 3-aminotyrosinamide. The reduction of N-acetyl-NO2Y-NH2 to N-acetyl
3-aminotyrosinamide (N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH 2) followed a published protocol in which NO 2Y
replaced N-acetyl-NO2Y-NH2. 2
N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2: 1H NMR (300 MHz, D20, 25 0C) 6 = 1.91 (s, 3H, CH3), 2.76 (dd, 1H, CP-
H, 9 Hz, 14 Hz), 2.94 (dd, 2H, Cp-H, 9 Hz, 14 Hz) 4.41 (t, 1H, Ca-H, 6.3 Hz), 6.88 (m, 3H, arom.
C-H). 13C NMR (500 MHz, D20, 25 0C) 6 = 21.64 (s, Cmethyl), 36.42 (s, Cp), 55.04 (s, Ca), 115.53
(s, arom. Cs), 117.91 (s, arom. C2), 120.57 (s, arom. C6), 129.17 (s, arom. CI), 134.47 (s, arom.
C3), 143.24 (s, arom. C4), 174.13 (s, N-acetyl C), 176.30 (s, amide C). UV-vis characterization
was identical within error to previously described literature for NH2Y.2
Diffusion coefficient determination of N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 by diffusion-ordered
spectroscopy (DOSY) IH NMR. The diffusion coefficient is one of the parameters that define the
electrochemical behavior in the rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiment, to be described below.
The diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) 'H NMR is used to determine the diffusion
coefficient of small molecules. DOSY 'H NMR examines the signal intensity decay resulting from
the diffusion of molecules. This signal intensity attenuation is mathematically correlated with the
molecule's diffusion coefficient by Eq. A2. 1. The following analysis assumes that the molecules
of interest obey the Stokes-Einstein equation for the molecular diffusion in solution. 3 Before
molecules are allowed to diffuse, an initial pulsed linear gradient, applied with a specific magnetic
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field strength (g) and gradient length (6), demarcates all molecules in the solution by recording the
1H-NMR spectra and the initial signal intensity (Jo). After a delay time (A), such that the molecules
freely diffuse, an additional pulsed linear gradient is applied. This second gradient possesses the
same g and 6 as the initial pulsed gradient. The new signal intensity (I) of the resulting 'H-NMR
spectra reflects the signal attenuation resulting from molecular diffusion. The degree of signal
attenuation has been mathematically related to the diffusion coefficient (D) and the gyromagnetic
ratio of the observed nucleus (y), shown in Eq. A2. 1.- 5
I = Ioe DP Eq. A2.1
The NMR spectra were recorded in the MIT Department of Chemistry Instrumentation
Facility (DCIF) using a Bruker Avance 400 equipped with Topspin 3.1 software (Bruker). The
maximum magnetic field pulse gradient strength was 60 G cm-1. All spectra were acquired with
20 mg/mL N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 in D 20 prepared in 5 mm width glass NMR tubes (Wilmad). The
temperature was regulated at 298 K. A previously reported longitudinal eddy current delay pulse
sequence was employed to minimize artifacts from convection effects.6-8 Magnetic field gradients
were optimized to start at 2% of the maximum pulse magnetic field strength, and was increased to
95% of the maximum field strength. In addition, the optimized procedure used a pulse field
gradient duration of 1 ms and a diffusion time of 50 ms. The experimentally determined diffusion
coefficient for HDO (1.9 x 10-5 cm 2/s) was an exact match with the literature value, providing an
internal standard.9 The solvent viscosity (ij) difference between D2 0 and H20 were used to adjust
diffusion coefficients (Dobs) measured in D2 0 (Eq. A2.2). 10-"
D = Dobs (17D 2 O) Eq. A2.2
77H2 0
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With this method, the diffusion coefficient (D) for N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 was 5.8 ( 0.3) x 10-6
cm2/s (Figure A2. 1). This value is an average of three separate experiments, with the error
determined from these three replicates.
N-acetyl- log (m2IS)
NH2Y-NH 2  -9.5
HDO 4'9.0
8.5
65 4 3 2
ppm
Figure A2.1. 1H DOSY NMR spectrum of N-acetyl NH2Y-NH2. The horizontal dashed lines
denote the peaks (blue) associated with the chemical shifts (ppm) of N-acetyl NH 2Y-NH2 (1.91
and 6.88 ppm, black arrows) and HDO (4.8 ppm, red arrows). The experimentally determined N-
acetyl NH2Y-NH 2 diffusion coefficient (D) was 5.8 ( 0.3) x 10-6 cm 2/s.
Stoichiometry of the N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 oxidation by Koutecky-Levich analysis. To
verify the stoichiometry of the N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 oxidation reaction, we employed rotating disk
electrode (RDE) electrochemistry and the Koutecky-Levich analysis. 12-13 When the working
electrode is rotated while a potential is applied, a maximum current is observed because analyte is
continuously transported to the electrode surface. The relation between this limiting current (him)
and the mass transfer component, dependent on the rotational frequency of the electrode, has been
mathematically determined by the Levich equation (Eq. A2.3). The .im is linearly proportional to
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the square root of the angular velocity [co, in revolutions per minute (rpm)] of the RDE. The slope
of this linear relation can be used to define the number of electrons (n) in the electrochemical half
reaction if all the other parameters are defined: Faraday's constant (F, 96,485 C/mol), area of the
electrode (A, cm2 ), diffusion coefficient (D, cm 2/s, Figure A2.2), kinematic viscosity of H20 (v,
cm 2/s) and the starting concentration of the analyte (co[A], mol/cm 3).12-13
72 1 
1
Iurm = 0.201 n F A D3 W2 v-6cO[A] Eq. A2.3
The RDE experiment was conducted with a glassy carbon working electrode (Pine
Instruments) that was rotated at 625, 900, 1225, 1600 and 2500 rpm. The potential was scanned
from a window of 0 to 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The limiting current (Ilim) for NH2Y oxidation was
determined from the limit for anodic current as a function of potential, shown in Figure A2.2A.
The negative sign convention for oxidation reactions means that the current approaches more
negative values and that the current decreases with increasing potential. The Levich equation, Eq.
A2.3, describes the linear relation between the Ilim and the square root of the rotational velocity (co,
rpm).12-13 This relationship is plotted in Figure A2.2B. The slope determined from the linear fit of
this relationship depends on the number of electrons (n) in the half reaction. With all the parameters
known, n was determined to be 1.8 0.1, consistent with two-electron oxidation chemistry. Two-
electron oxidation chemistry is consistent with the well-characterized oxidation of various
aminophenols.
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Figure A2.2. Koutecky-Levich analysis of the oxidation of N-acetyl NH2Y-NH2. A. The .im for
the oxidation of 0.5 mM N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH 2 in 0.2 M KPi pH 7.0 was determined with the RDE
with different electrode rotation frequencies: 625 rpm (purple), 900 rpm (green), 1225 rpm (blue),
1600 rpm (red), 2500 rpm (black). At 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl, the current reached its limiting value,
the Ilim. B. The Levich plot for N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH 2 plots the current density, calculated as the Ilim
divided by the electrode area (0.196 cm 2), against the rpm" 2. Derived from the Levich equation
(Eq. A2.3), the number of electrons (n) in the half reaction was determined as 1.8 0.1, consistent
with two-electron oxidation. The linear relation for the experimental (black circle) RDE data is
plotted alongide the limits for n = 1 (green squares) and n = 2 (green triangles).
CV of N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed with a CH
Instruments potentiostat. The analyte N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH 2, at 0.5 mM was prepared in 0.2 M
potassium phosphate (KPi) buffer, pH 7.0. The three electrode configuration was comprised of a
glassy carbon working electrode (BASi), a platinum wire counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl
reference electrode (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc. (BASi)). The applied potential at the working
electrode was swept from 0.1 V to 0.35 V vs. the Ag/AgCl reference electrode with a scan rate of
0.1 V/s. The working electrode was carefully polished after each scan with 1 Pm alumina (BASi),
followed by 0.3 jim alumina (BaSi) sonicated in ddH20, and then it was washed with acetone and
dried with compressed air. The measured potentials were converted to the NHE scale using E'
(NHE) = E' (Ag/AgCl) + 197 mV.' 2 The CV for N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 is shown in Figure A2.3.
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The measured ratio of anodic to cathodic peak currents, 'pa to p,, of ~0.68 reveals that the
electrochemical process is quasi-reversible, in comparison with a Ipa to Ip ratio of 1.0 expected for
an electrochemically reversible process. In addition, the difference between the anodic and
cathodic Ep values (AEp) is 98 mV, inconsistent with the expected AEp of 29.5 mV for two-
electron, reversible electrochemistry or AEp of 59 mV for one-electron, reversible
electrochemistry. 12 These results provide evidence for a quasi-reversible system.
7p A EP
Cathodic
E Anodic
0.40 0.30 0.20 0.10
E vs Ag/AgCl (V)
Figure A2.3. CV of the N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH 2. The CV (red) of 0.5 mM N-acetyl-NH2Y-NH2 in
0.2 M KPi pH 7.0 was performed at 0.1 V/s scan rates. The applied potential was surveyed from
0.1 to 0.35 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The crossed arrow indicates the scan direction. The redox wave
demonstrates limited reversibility, determined from the ratio of 'pIpa ~ 0.68 (black), less than the
expected value of 1 for a reversible process.
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Expression of W3NH2Y-thioredoxin.
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Figure A2.4. SDS-PAGE analysis of the a3NH2Y-thioredoxin expression profile as a function of
induction D0o1. The gel (15% polyacrylamide) displays in lanes: (1) molecular weight (MW)
standards, (2) pre-induction sample, (3) post-induction sample from a culture that did not contain
NH2Y and (4-8) post-induction samples in which NH2Y-RS was induced at an OD 6oo of 0.0, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, and 1.0, respectively. The red and blue arrows indicate the full-length a 3NH2 Y-
thioredoxin (21,324 Da) and the truncated aC-thioredoxin (17,367 Da) products, respectively.
Analytical LC-MS trace of a3NH2Y.
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Figure A2.5. Analytical LC-MS chracterization of a3NH2Y. A. A typical LC trace shows
aC3NH2Y at 96% purity. Freeze-dried protein was solubilized in water and eluted from a reverse
phase column (Agilent Zorbax SB-C3, 2.1 x 150 mm, 5 ptm particle size) using with a linear
gradient with solvent A (water, 0.1% formic acid) and solvent B (acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid).
The flow rate was 0.8 mL/min. The gradient started after five minutes of 5% B and solvent B
was linearly increased from 5 to 65% B over 6 min. The single peak elutes with a retention time
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of 7.1 min. B. A typical de-convoluted ESI-MS trace displays one peak (7536.09 Da) associated
with the expected average mass for reduced 3NH2Y (7535.83 Da).
Tricine SDS PAGE analysis of a3NH2Y.
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Figure A2.6. Tricine SDS PAGE analysis ofpurified a3NH2Y Different amounts of isolated of
OC 3Y (control) and x3NH2 Y material were analyzed by tricine SDS PAGE to assess purity. The
lanes were loaded with: (1) MW standard, (2) 4 pg aC3Y, (3) 8 ptg a3Y, (4) 12 gg c3Y, (5) 4 g
tX3NH 2Y, (6) 8 ptg a3NH2Y, and (7) 12 pg a3NH2Y. The a3NH2Y sample was 99% pure as
determined by density quantitation using the QuantityOne software package.
Spectroscopic measurements on a3NH2Y. Absorption, circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence
spectra were collected on an Evolution 300 UV-Vis spectrophotometer, an Aviv 202 CD
spectrometer, and a Horiba Jobin Yvon Spex Fluorolog spectrofluorometer, respectively. All
instruments were equipped with a thermostatted cell holder. The absorption-monitored pH titration
(Figure A2.7A) was conducted by adding (i) 140 ptL x3NH2 Y stock (protein dissolved in 20 mM
KP,, 1 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), pH 4.7 to an Abs290 of 0.43, 10 mm path length)
to 560 pL of 20 mM sodium acetate, 20 mM potassium phosphate, 20 mM sodium borate (APB),
1 mM TCEP, pH 4.6 buffer, and (ii) 280 pL cC3NH2Y stock to 1120 pL of 20 mM APB, 1 mM
TCEP, pH 12.6 buffer. The pH titration was performed by equal-volume (- 0.7 mL) titration
mixing the pH 4.7 and 12 protein solutions. UV-Vis setting: cuvette path length 10 mm, spectral
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range 240-500 nm, step size 0.2 nm, scan rate 120 nm min-, bandwidth 2 nm, and temperature
23 0C.
To determine the absolute u-helical content of u3NH2Y, its CD spectrum was compared to
the CD spectrum of the structurally characterized u3W protein.2 0-2 1 Lyophilized u 3NH2Y and u3W
were dissolved in 20 mM KPi, 25 ptM TCEP, pH 7.2 buffer to a raw 222 nm ellipticity of ~ -170
millidegree (Figure A2.8A). CD setting: cuvette path length 1 mm, spectral range 200-260 nm,
step size 0.25 nm, bandwidth 3 nm, time average 3 s, and temperature 25 'C. The protein
concentration in the CC3NH2Y and a3W CD samples was then determined by using a fluorescence-
based method (NanoOrange@; Molecular Probes). A 0-4 [ig protein/mL standard curve was
prepared by dissolving O3Y (9277 1490 M- cm- 1; molecular weight 7520 g mol-1) 20 in 40 mM
sodium acetate, pH 5.1. Fluorescence setting: /ex 485 n, Am range 585-600 nm, slit width
excitation 2 nm, slit width emission 2 nm, step size 0.5 nm, time average 0.5 s, number of scans 3,
and temperature 25 'C. s9o was determined to 3290 140 M-1 cm' for a3NH2Y at pH 7.04
0.02. Higher concentrations of the TCEP reducing agent did not give rise to any shift in the protein
absorption spectrum and it was conclude that this value represents the fully reduced NH2-Y 32 state.
CD-based pH titrations (Figure A2.8B) were conducted by diluting 300 pL protein stock
(86 p.M a3NH2Y, 1 mM TCEP, 20 mM KPi, pH 6.7) into 4.7 mL of 20 mM APB buffer generating
two samples with pH 4.7 and pH 11.3, respectively. The pH titrations were performed by
automated equal-volume (2.0 mL) titration. CD setting: cuvette path length 10 mm, starting pH
4.7, ending pH 10, interval 0.15 pH units, pH dead band 0.05, wavelength 222 nm, bandwidth 3
nm, averaging time 60 s, and temperature 25 'C.
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CD-based protein stability measurements (Figure A2.8C) were performed by diluting 200
iL protein stock (490 IM a3NH2Y, 540 kM TCEP, 20 mM KPi, pH 7.0) into 2 x 7.5 mL of 20
mM KPi, 20 mM sodium borate (PB buffer), 3 pM TCEP, pH 7.0, generating two samples
containing 0 and 9.37 M urea, respectively. The 9.62 M urea, 20 mM PB, pH 7.0 stock solution
was freshly made from ultra pure urea. The denaturation measurements were performed by
automated equal-volume (2.0 mL) titration. CD setting: cuvette path length 10 mm, titration steps
0.1 M, equilibrium time 30 s (0 - 5 M urea) and 60 s (5 - 8.2 M urea), wavelength 222 nm,
bandwidth 3 rnm, averaging time 60 s, and temperature 25 'C.
Protein film voltammetry. Voltammetry measurements were conducted using an
Autolab PGSTAT12 potentiostat, as described previously. 22 The pyrolytic graphite edge (PGE)
working electrode (3 mm diameter; Bio-Logic, USA) was prepared for protein adsorption as
previously described. 2 3 a3NH2Y and c3F (a Y32F variant of a 3Y) 2 4 film samples were prepared
by dissolving lyophilized protein in 20 mM KP, 75 mM KCl, pH 7.1 buffer to a final protein
concentration of 15-20 pM. The pH in the protein samples and in the electrolyte solution (20
mM KPi, 40 mM KCl, pH 7.1) were measured prior to and after data collection. Potentials are
given vs the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE).
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Figure A2.7. pH studies of a3NH2Y A. UV-vis spectra of a3NH2Y collected between pH 4.8 and
11.0. The pH titration showed that the reduced protein is in the a3NH2Y32 -OH state between pH
4.8 - 10. No blue or red shift was observed in the absorption spectrum. Thus the phenol NH2 group
remains deprotonated ;> pH 4.8 and the phenol OH group protonated < pH 10. The insert shows
the absorbance spectra of aqueous NH 2Y, consistent with previous reports (phenol NH3' group
pKa - 4.9; phenol OH group pKa ~ 10.1).2 B. Differential pulse voltammograms of u3NH2Y
collected at pH 5.1 (red), 7.0 (green) and 8.3 (blue). The peak potential displays a 57 1 mV/pH
unit dependence (insert), which is consistent with a 2e-, 2H' redox reaction. The pH dependent
measurements were conducted with the protein dissolved in the electrolyte solution. Experimental
setting: 80 M a3NH2Y in 20 mM APB, 75 mM KCl; equilibration time 5 s, step potential 0.15
mV, modulation time 8 ms, modulation amplitude 50 mV, and temperature 25 'C.
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Figure A2.8. CD characterization of a3NH2Y A. CD spectra of a3W (blue) and U3NH2Y (red)
samples containing 114 3 pM and 112 3 p.M protein, respectively. The 222 nm ellipticity (0222)
scales with the u-helical content, which is 78% (51 of 65 residue in total) for u3W (determined
from its solution NMR structure, the helical content changes < 1 helical residue between pH 4.5-
10 for u3W;2 0-21 and 80% (52 of 65) for a3NH2Y at pH 7.04 0.02. B. Changes in the u-helical
content of u3NH2 Y as a function of pH are minor. The increasing error in the 0222 reading > pH
7.7 is due to absorption of TCEP, which precluded data collected above pH 8.5. C. The global
stability of a3NH2Y was determined to -3.5 0.1 kcal mol-1 at pH 7.0 by urea denaturation.
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Figure A2.9. a3NH2Y protein films display "split square-wave peaks" response. Square-wave
voltammetry (SWV) provides well-established diagnostics for surface confined electrode
processes. 2 5-2 6 and refs therein The ix3NH 2Y/PGE protein film system displays these key predicted
properties. The figure shows the SW net current collected at 8 Hz and using a pulse amplitude of
(from the bottom) 15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150 and 175 mV. The net current splits into two components
as the pulse amplitude increases. When combining a low frequency setting (relative to the surface
standard electron transfer rate constant, ksur, of the system studied) with a pulse amplitude ramp,
this "split SW peaks" response is a characteristic feature observed for reversible redox reactions
of strongly adsorbed redox couples.27 SWV setting: equilibration time, 5 s, step potential 1.05 mV,
frequency 8 Hz, pulse amplitude 15-175 mV, and temperature 25 'C.
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Figure A2.10. a3NH2Y protein films display "quasi-reversible maximum" response. The
maximum amplitudes of A. the net current and B the frequency-normalized net current are
displayed as a function of the SW frequency. The parabolic shape of the frequency normalized
data in panel B is consistent with the "quasi-reversible maximum" (QRM) feature of a surface-
confined redox reaction.28 Panel C shows comparable results from the a3Y (green) and 2MP-0C 3C
(green) proteins (obtained by analyzing data originally presented previously). 22 , 29 All three
proteins show a QRM, consistent with film formation. At their QRMs, the amplitude of a 3NH2 Y
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is about two-fold greater than the corresponding amplitudes of the one-electron cC3Y and 2MP-x 3C
redox systems. This is consistent with a two-electron oxidation-reduction process of cC3NH2Y, as
predicted. SWV setting: equilibration time, 5 s, step potential 1.05 mV, frequency 8-90 Hz SW,
pulse amplitude 25 mV, and temperature 25 'C.
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Figure A2.11. Two successive reversible electron transfers described for the CV of surface-
confined reactants.30 The normalized charge (a) and normalized current, also referred to as inorm
(b), with symbols explained in the Methods of the main text, are charted as a function of AE"', the
difference in the one-electron reduction potentials, at 25 'C. From right to left, AE"' is 0.4, 0,1,
0.0356, -0.2 V. The AE"' varied as a function of i,/ip, norm is displayed as a working curve (c), used
for the analysis in the main text. The electron transfers are displayed for a reductive process, and
a simple sign change describes the oxidative process. This figure was adapted from ref. 30.
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The NH2 conformational effect on 2-aminophenol reduction potential as determined by
DFT calculations. The solution-phase reduction potentials 3 1-33 and pKas 34-3 7 were computed by
using the Born-Haber free energy cycle. Free energies of the products and reactants were
determined in the gas phase and then referenced to solvent by calculating the solvation energy
for each gas-phase species. The simulations were performed with Gaussian 09, revision D.01
using the B3LYP hybrid DFT functional with Grimme's D3 dispersion correction (Becke-
Johnson damping) and the 6-311 +G(d,p) basis set. All structures were initially optimized in
vacuum with tight geometry. SCF convergence criteria and vibrational frequency analyses
verified that optimized structures were local minima, from which enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs
free energies (at T = 298.15 K) were calculated. Solvation free energies for gas-phase optimized
structures were computed in water by the SMD polarizable continuum model,38 which includes
corrections for non-electrostatic interactions. For reduction potential calculations, free energies
were converted into absolute electrode potentials using the Nernst equation.
Scheme Si. PCET square diagram for 2-NH 2-PheOH/2-NH2-PheO-
OH OH04
NH2 
- e- NH2
2-NH 2-PheOH 2-NH 2-PheOe+
Concerted
-H + oncerted 
-H +
0- 00
NH2 NH2
2-NH2-PheO- 2-NH 2-PheO*
The previously observed spectroscopic analysis of NH2Y73--a2/wt-P2/CDP/ATP
prompted the hypothesis that this conformation could change the thermodynamics of oxidation.
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Because the Em,i for NH 2 Y(-OH/O-) cannot be directly measured in NH 2Y-RNR, DFT
calculations were employed to distinguish between the reduction potentials for the planar and
trigonal pyramidal NH2Y-. For computational feasibility, the DFT analysis was performed on 2-
aminophenol (2-NH2-PheOH) in an implicit water reaction field with emphasis on extracting the
relative change in potential as a function of NH2 conformation. The determination of relative
potentials circumvent the need for simulating the protein environment because any constant
potential offset imposed by the protein is expected to cancel out.
The energetics for the complete PCET square scheme was calculated for 2-NH 2-PheOH/0'
oxidation (Scheme S1) where the NH2 group is either flat or trigonal pyramidal. These calculations
were performed on fixed thermodynamic states in the scheme and thus predict reduction potentials
for the ET/PT and PT/ET branches, the limits for the PCET reaction. The concerted pathway was
not calculated since the concerted reaction is a kinetic effect that is dependent on the specific path
traversed by the electron-proton pair. Of the two calculated pathways, since the oxidation occurs
at a physiological pH range that is not strong enough to de-protonate the phenol (pKa = 10.1), the
ET/PT pathway is preferred. 2 The "flat" 2-NH2-PheOH used in this study is the freely optimized,
energy minimized 2-NH2-PheOH with small C4-C 3-N-H1 and C2-C 3-N-H2. When oxidized to 2-
NH2-PheOH * or 2-NH2-PheO*, both angles become 00 to obtain a truly flat structure. Conversely,
2-NH2-PheOH with trigonal pyramidal NH2 was modeled with the dihedral angle magnitudes
constrained to 30' and 500, matching those experimentally obtained for NH2 Y7 3 0-.2
The effects of "flat" vs. trigonal pyramidal conformation on the calculated potentials for 2-
NH2-PheOH/OH*' are described in Figure A2.12. These calculations compare the oxidation
through the ET/PT pathway of "flat" NH2Y as a free molecule in solution against a molecule
constrained to the trigonal pyramidal geometry. The oxidation of "flat" 2-NH2-PheOH to flat 2-
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NH2-PheO' requires 120.2 kcal/mol, while 129.2 kcal/mol is required for forming trigonal
pyramidal 2-NH2-PheO* - an increase of 9 kcal/mol. The difference in energy is converted, using
Faraday's constant, to a difference of 0.39 V in potential. Exploring the reaction space further, the
protein environment may additionally alleviate these potential requirements by 3 kcal/mol, or 0.13
V, by starting with the trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheOH that requires 117.1 kcal/mol to oxidize to
flat 2-NH2-PheO+' and 126.1 kcal/mol to generate trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheO*'. The
difference in free energies of the final states, however, still indicates that the trigonal pyramidal
conformation makes oxidation more difficult by 9 kcal/mol, which corresponds to an increase of
0.39 V. For completeness, similar calculations were performed on 2-NH2-PheOH that was initially
de-protonated as a phenolate to probe the PT/ET pathway for the oxidation of 2-NH2-PheO- to 2-
NH2-PheO', as demonstrated in Figure A2.13. Here, constraining 2-NH2-PheOH to the trigonal
pyramidal conformation results in an increase of 4.4 kcal/mol or 0.19 V. Thus, depending on the
ET/PT vs. PT/ET mechanism, the effect of oxidizing 2-NH2-PheOH or NH 2Y under a trigonal
pyramidal geometry (reflecting its presence in RNR) corresponds to an increase by 4.4 to 9
kcal/mol-a range of 0.19 to 0.39 V. These finding prompted the re-assessment of the NH2Y- in
the RNR protein environment as a possible explanation for NH2Y-RNR turnover.
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Figure A2.12. Effect of NH2 conformation on 2-NH2-PheOH/OH-+ couple. The reduction
potentials for oxidation of 2-NH 2-PheOH to 2-NH2-PheO'* with flat and trigonal pyramidal NH2
conformations, as determined by DFT calculations, are visualized as energy levels. Note the
initial "flat" structure is actually the free energy minimized structure with C-C-N-H dihedral
angle magnitudes of 50 and 130. These angles become zero upon oxidation. Trigonal pyramidal
structures are based on the EPR structure (C-C-N-H dihedral angles of 300 and 500). A. Starting
with flat 2-NH2-PheOH, oxidation to flat 2-NH 2-PheOH'+ requires 120.2 kcal/mol (navy blue)
and to trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheOH'* requires 129.2 kcal/mol (green). B. Starting now with
trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheOH, oxidation to flat 2-NH2-PheOH*' requires 117.1 kcal/mol
(orange), while oxidation to trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheOH*' occurs with 126.1 kcal/mol
(red). Thus, oxidation to trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheOH is harder by 9 kcal/mol, which
converts to 0.38 V. Starting with trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheOH eases the oxidation by 3
kcal/mol or 0.13 V.
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Figure A2.13. Effect of NH 2 conformation on the 2-NH2-PheO-/O- redox pair. The reduction
potentials for the oxidation of 2-NH2-PheO- to 2-NH2-PheO- with flat and trigonal pyramidal
NH 2 conformations, as determined by DFT calculations, are visualized as energy levels. Trigonal
pyramidal structures are based on the EPR structure (C-C-N-H dihedral angle magnitudes of 300
and 500). A. Starting with flat 2-NH2-PheO-, the oxidation to flat 2-NH2-PheO* requires 92.7
kcal/mol (navy blue) and to trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheO- requires 97.1 kcal/mol (green). B.
Starting with trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheO-, 2-NH2-PheO~ oxidizes to flat 2-NH2-PheO- with
93.3 kcal/mol (orange), while oxidation to trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheO- occurs with 97.7
kcal/mol (red). Thus, oxidation to trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheO- is harder by 4.4 kcal/mol or
0.19 V. Starting with trigonal pyramidal 2-NH2-PheO- elevates the potential over flat 2-NH2-
PheO- by 0.6 kcal/mol or 0.02 V.
Synthesis of D6-NH2Y. The D6-3-amino-L-tyrosine (D 6-NH2Y) (1 g) was prepared from D 7-L-
tyrosine (D 7-Y) (1.3 g, >98%, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc.). The synthesis of D6-NH2Y
was adapted from a previously reported protocol, 2 in which the starting material was replaced with
D7-Y. The D6-NH2Y was characterized by 13C NMR spectroscopy and UV-vis spectroscopy.
D6-NH 2Y: 1 3C NMR (600 MHz, D20, 25 0C) 6 = 34.7 ppm (quin, Cp, 19.1 Hz), 55.5 ppm (t, C",
22.5 Hz), 116.9 ppm (t, arom. C5, 24.7 Hz), 119.4 (s, arom. C1), 124.3 ppm (t, arom. C2, 24.3 Hz),
127.4 (s, arom. C3), 130.5 ppm (t, arom. C6, 24.0 Hz), 149.0 ppm (s, arom. C4 ), 173.5 ppm (s,
COOH). UV-vis characterization was identical within error to previously described literature for
NH2Y.2
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The 9 GHz EPR spectroscopy of the reaction containing His6-D6-NH2Y731-a2/wt-
p2/ATP/CDP. The reaction mixture in a final volume of 240 p.L contained 20 pM His6-D6-
NH2Y731-x2, 20 pM wt-p2 (1.2 Y-/p2), 3 mM ATP, 1 mM CDP. The reaction was initiated by
addition of the mutant a2, aged for 25 s at 25 0C and then quenched in liquid isopentane. EPR
spectra were obtained with a Bruker EMX X-band (9 GHz) spectrometer equipped with a quartz
finger dewar filled with liquid N2 at 77 K at the MIT Department of Chemistry Instrumentation
Facility (DCIF). The EPR parameters were: microwave frequency, 9.34 GHz; power, 100 ptW;
modulation amplitude, 1.5 G; modulation frequency, 100 kHz; time constant, 5.12 ms; scan time,
41.9 s. WinEPR (Bruker) was used for EPR spin quantitation by measuring the normalized double
integral intensity ( DI) of the spectrum, and correcting for power, number of scans, and modulation
amplitude, and comparing the D to that of a wt-p2 standard with a known Y122- concentration. 39
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-Data
-- Data - Reference
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g value
Figure A2.14. The 9 GHz EPR spectra of the reactions containing His6-D6-NH2Y731-a2 with
wt-02, CDP and ATP. The reaction contained 20 pM His 6-D 6-NH2Y 731-cc2, 20 p.M wt-P2, 3 mM
ATP and 1 mM CDP and was quenched after 25 s in a liquid isopentane bath. The D 6-NH2Y 731 -
x2 (red) spectrum, 16% of total spin, was obtained by subtracting the reference Yi22--02 (green)
spectrum from the composite spectrum (blue).
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The syntheses of the peptides PI and P2. The peptide sequences for the NH2Y-containing
peptide P1 (amino acids 728-735, H2N-TL(NH 2Y)YQNTR-COOH) and the Y-containing peptide
P2 (H2N-TLYYQNTR-COOH) from His6-NH2Y73o-a2 were determined with MS-Digest from
Protein Prospector (www.prospector.ucsf.edu). To avoid NH2Y oxidation, the peptide P1 was first
synthesized as peptide P3 (H2N-TL(NO 2Y)YQNTR-COOH) with fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl-
protected 3-nitro-L-tyrosine (Fmoc-NO2Y-OH, Combi-blocks). Peptide syntheses were carried out
using the previously described the automated, flow-based peptide synthesizer.40 To couple the first
amino acid to the 4-(4-Hydroxymethyl-3-methoxyphenoxy)butyric acid (HMPB) linker resin, 1
mmol of Fmoc-L-arginine (Fmoc-R-OH, Creo Salus), 0.5 mmol N,N'-diisopropylcarbodiimide
(DIC, Chem-Impex), and 1 mol percent 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP, Sigma-Aldrich) were
incubated in dimethylformamide (DMF, Sigma-Aldrich) with ~200 mgs resin (ChemMatrix) for
16 h at RT. This resin was washed with ~10 mL DMF and then with ~10 mL dichloromethane
(DCM, Sigma-Aldrich) before subsequent coupling with the appropriate amino acids in the peptide
synthesizer. Automated de-protection of Fmoc was carried out in DMF containing 20% (v/v)
piperidine, as described previously.40 The coupling reactions proceeded as already described 40 with
0.4 M protected amino acid, 0.34 M activating agent O-(7-azabenzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N',N'-
tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HATU, Chem-Impex) and 0.7 mmol of N,N'-
diisopropylethylamine (DIEA, Sigma).
After synthesis, the peptides P2 and P3 were cleaved from the resin with trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA) as described with no modifications.40 After cleavage, crude peptide P2 or P3 was
further purified using HPLC equipped with a semi-preparative reverse phase column (Agilent
Zorbax C18 SB, 21.2 x 250 mm, 5 pm particle size). The gradient consisted of a binary solvent
system: solvent A was water/0.1% TFA and solvent B was acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich)/0.1%
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TFA. Solvent B was linearly increased from 1 to 61% over 60 min. The fractions containing
peptide were pooled and lyophilized. The purity was analyzed by LC-ESI-MS. The observed
masses were consistent with the theoretical monoisotopic masses: 1102.5 Da for peptide P3 and
1057.5 Da for peptide P2.
The peptide P3 was reduced to peptide P2 with H2 gas and activated Pd/C catalyst,
following published protocol with no modifications. 2 In brief, to the stirring solution containing
peptide P3 dissolved in 900 p1L MeOH and 100 pL H20, 5 mg of 10% activated Pd/C catalyst was
added. The atmosphere of the reaction mixture was exchanged into H2(g) three times, and the
reaction was stirred for 2 h under H2(g) under a H2(g) balloon. After the incubation, the H2(g) was
replaced with N2(g) and the catalyst was removed by filtration through a Buchner funnel. Owing to
the low crude yield (-5%), this synthesis requires optimization. For this study, we continued by
purifying the resulting peptide P2 with HPLC using the same procedure described above. The
purity was analyzed by LC-ESI-MS, shown in Figure A2.15. The observed mass was consistent
with the theoretical monoisotopic mass: 1072.5 Da for peptide P1.
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Figure A2.15. Analytical LC-MS characterization ofpurifiedpeptides. The gradients for all LC
traces were the same. Peptide was eluted with a reverse phase column (Agilent Zorbax C3 SB,
2.1 x 150 mm, 5 pM particle size) by linearly increasing solvent B from I to 61% over 8 min. A.
Eluting at 15% solvent B, peptide P1 was 96% pure from LC-MS analysis (blue). The
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contaminating features at the end (>9 min) of the linear gradient appear more pronounced for this
sample because of the lower ionization efficiency of the peptide. B. The MS shows the +3, +2
and +1 ions consistent with the expected mass of 1073.5 Da. C. Eluting at 18% solvent B,
peptide P2 was 98% pure from LC-ESI-MS analysis (red). D. The MS shows the +2 and +1 ions
consistent with the expected mass of 1057.5 Da. E. Eluting at 22% solvent B, peptide P3 was
97% pure from LC-ESI-MS analysis (black). F. The MS shows the +2 and +1 ions consistent
with the expected mass of 1102.5 Da.
MS/MS analysis of the peptides P1 and P2. The trypsin-digested peptide mixture was prepared
as described in the main text. The MS/MS experiments were performed with the Agilent 6550 ESI-
MS qTOF equipped with a Jupiter C4 reverse phase column (Phenomenex, 50 mm x 1 mm, 5 pm
particle size, 300 A pore size). The gradient consisted of solvent A, water/0. 1% TFA and solvent
B, acetonitrile/0. 1% TFA. Solvent B was linearly increased from 1 to 61% over 34 min with a flow
rate of 0.1 mL/min. Prior to the next run, the column was pre-equilibrated with 1% solvent B for
5 min.
The MS procedure for the MS 1 was the same as the procedure described in the main text.
In the MS/MS, the top 10 most intense ions were selected for fragmentation from the MS scan
event and possessed charge states higher than 2+ and lower than 4+. The MS/MS was achieved by
CID (collisional induced dissociation) at 26 eV normalized collision energy (NCE) fragmentation
with nitrogen employed as the collision gas. The isolation window was set to 2.6 mass units with
no offset value. The MS/MS was acquired at 30,000 resolution. A minimum intensity threshold
signal of 7E4 was set in order to trigger a MS/MS scan event. The dynamic exclusion time was set
to 30 s to avoid repeated sequencing of the same peptides. The MS/MS spectra were obtained by
scanning from 100 to 1700 m/z,
The MS/MS were matched to the His6-NH2Y73o-cL2 protein sequence in a database search
with the Peaks Studio 8.5 software package (Bioinformatic Solutions Inc.).4 1 The precursor mass
tolerance error was set to 10 ppm and the product ion mass error was set to 0.2 Da. Up to two
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missed cleavages were allowed. The variable modifications used in this search were methionine
oxidation and 3-aminotyrosine. The resulting protein coverage for His6-NH2Y 73o-x2 was 97%.
The high protein coverage lends credence to sufficient trypsin digestion in our non-standard trypsin
digestion protocol. The MS/MS corresponding to peptides P1 and P2 are shown in Figure A2.16.
These MS/MS spectra-peptide assignments provided strong evidence for the sequence
characterization of the peptides P1 and P2. In addition, the mass of the reduced NH 2Y fragment
was verified, which is important because of possible NH2Y oxidation.
A Tr.frFh2KyFYFraNjrR
100
50.C
C j [ Y Y6 precursor[+11
B
'1400,
50.
)
500 M/Z1000 1500
TFLFY-Q FNTR y6
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3 Y6NH3 7
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Figure A2.16. The MS/MS ofpeptides P1 (A) and P2 (B). The peptide-spectra matches were
assigned with the Peaks Studio 8.5 (Bioinfonnatics Solutions Inc.) software. The precursor mass
tolerance error was 10 ppm and the allowed product ion mass error was 0.2 Da. The reduced
peptide P1 sequence (H2N-TL(NH 2Y)YQNTR-COOH) was matched to the MS/MS shown in A.
The peptide P2 sequence (H2N-TLYYQNTR-COOH) was matched to the MS/MS shown in B.
For both spectra, the b and y fragment ions were denoted in blue and red, respectively.
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